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Abstract
Historically, the Bangladeshi film audience has had access to Bangladeshi, Indian, Pakistani and
Hollywood films, but the degree and quality of access to the products of these linguistic cultureindustries has changed over various periods of Bangladesh‘s history. Access has been affected
primarily by shifting political relationships whereby this part of greater Bengal was part of the British
Empire, and subsequently of independent Pakistan, before becoming independent Bangladesh. These
political relationships have interacted with the linguistic differences between Hindi, Bengali, and
Urdu and the political imperatives that have privileged one or the other of these languages in specific
political contexts. Despite import bans on films from India at different historical moments, a large
number of Bangladeshi viewers across age, sex, and class lines have viewed legally and illegally
circulated or broadcast films, especially from India, which account for more than 90 percent of South
Asia‘s total film output. What production and representational values in terms of culture, plot, dance
and music, etc. have made Indian films appealing to Bangladeshi viewers? How does consumption of
cultural products reinforce class disparity and Indian cultural hegemony over Bangladesh? What are
the various means of circulation and how do these affect the production and commercial viability of
Bangladeshi culture industries in general and the film industry in particular? With legal provisions
and enforcement in place, how is film ―piracy‖ operating in the circulation and viewing of Indian film
in Bangladesh? To answers these questions, I carried out extensive fieldwork and use
symbolic/interpretive approaches and concepts from media anthropology, film studies, and cultural
studies to investigate the process of circulation and viewership of Indian films in the Bangladeshi
capital Dhaka. I demonstrate the way Indian film, mainly Bollywood film, creates class differentiation
within Bangladesh while reinforcing India‘s cultural hegemony there. I suggest that instead of
minimizing existing communal rifts and socio-economic, political and cultural disparities, the
partition of India has created increased social and political unrest, alterity, war, and hatred among the
people of South Asia. While apparently apolitical in nature, cultural exchange and circulation has
been a matter of contention given India‘s hegemonic position in South Asia. Through an examination
of the nuances and contours of the circulation and viewership of Indian films among middle class
audiences in Dhaka, I reposition Bangladesh in the South Asian cultural scene and contribute new
knowledge, perspectives, and understandings about cultural consumption and India‘s regional
hegemonic power and its relations with smaller neighbors.
Keywords: Bangladesh, Bollywood, circulation, cultural subscription, film, India, media materiality,
modernity, piracy, regional hegemony, soft power, South Asia, viewership.
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Chapter 1 : Introduction
Toward the research problematics
My husband and I visited my aunt in Canada in June 2013. We were there for 12
days. During that period, I watched four Hindi movies in Canadian cinema halls. My
husband was saying, ―Have you come to Canada to visit the country or to watch
Bollywood cinema? You go back to Dhaka where you can watch those films on DVD
or download them from the net.‖ I said no, no; I want to watch films in the cinema
hall. It feels different to watch films in a hall.
This statement from an educated, young married woman in Dhaka could be read as nothing
more than the enthusiasm of a film buff, but closer consideration evokes more profound
questions. For instance, what made the woman so interested in watching Bollywood1 films
instead of Hollywood or even Bangladeshi films? Or, instead of suggesting that back in
Bangladesh she could watch the films in cinema halls, why did her husband suggest that she
watch them on DVD or download them from the internet? The woman is typical of many
middle-class audiences in Dhaka who watch Indian films2 instead of Bangladeshi ones. Her
husband‘s reference to viewing films on DVD or downloaded from the internet points to what
is common practice in Bangladesh.
Indian films were banned in Bangladeshi theatres after Bangladesh‘s independence
from Pakistan in 1971. This ban, however, was unable to prevent the Bangladeshi audience
from watching Indian films after the arrival of videocassette technology in the late 1970s and
1980s. The ban became almost completely irrelevant after the arrival of cable television in
the early 1990s (Raju, 2011; Masud, 2011). With the later arrival of the video compact disc,
followed by the DVD and the internet, the circulation and consumption of Indian films has
become so ubiquitous in Bangladesh that it seems quite an inescapable phenomenon for the
Bangladeshi audience.

1

The word ―Bollywood‖ is a portmanteau of ―Bombay‖ and ―Hollywood‖. It has been used a sobriquet for the

Hindi film industry since the 1990s, which prior to that had been widely referred to as simply ―Hindi film‖.
2

By the term ―Indian films‖ I mean all kinds of films that are owned by Indian producers. The concept ―Indian

films‖ reflects a general Indian national identity and boundary and does not refer to the country‘s diverse
linguistic and regional film industries, e.g. Hindi, Tamil, Marathi.

1

The aim of my research is to explore how films connect Bangladesh with other South
Asian nation-states and define its position within the wider socio-economic, political and
cultural contexts. More specifically, repositioning Bangladesh in the South Asian context, I
investigate the way middle-class audiences in Dhaka consume Indian films. I also examine
how the consumption of films reinforces cultural hegemony and social inequality. To achieve
these aims, I identify the following objectives:
1. To map out the circulation and viewership of Indian films in Bangladesh and the
media infrastructure that has enabled these.
2. To investigate the commoditization process and marketing strategies employed by
those engaged in selling the experience and ownership of Indian films in Bangladesh.
3. To explore how a culture of copying enables the circulation and consumption of
Indian films in Bangladesh.
4. To understand the way cultural consumption reinforces class disparities and Indian
cultural hegemony over Bangladesh.
5. To assess the ways in which Indian films and their circulation and viewership are
negotiated and contested in Bangladesh.
6. To understand the effect of Indian films on the Bangladeshi culture industry.
Since Bangladesh‘s independence in 1971, only a handful of studies have been carried out on
the history of Bangladeshi cinema. Chronologically, these studies are Film in Bangladesh
(1979) by Alamgir Kabir, History of Bangladeshi Cinema (1987) by Anupam Hayat, Social
Commitment in Bangladesh Cinema (1987) by Chinmoy Mutsuddi, Bangladesh Film
Industry (1993) by Mirja Tarequl Qader, Film in Bangladesh: Socio-economic Background
(2008) by Ahmed Aminul Islam, The Film Industry of Bangladesh: Popular Culture in Crisis
(2008) by Gitiara Nasreen and Fahmidul Haq, Film in Old Dhaka (2009) by Anupam Hayat,
Cut-Pieces: Celluloid Obscenity and Popular Cinema in Bangladesh (2014) by Lotte Hoek,
and Bangladesh Cinema and National Identity (2015) by Zakir Hossain Raju. Apart from
Kabir, Hoek and Raju, all these works are in Bengali. Before writing Film in Bangladesh in
1979, Alamgir Kabir wrote The Cinema in Pakistan in 1969, which covered the history of
film in East and West Pakistan.

2

Whilst most of these works are based on the historical survey and evolution of
Bangladeshi cinema, Hoek‘s is an ethnographic work based on following a Bangladeshi
commercial film from production to exhibition. She investigated how Bangladeshi
filmmakers attempt to make their films appealing to their audience by inserting pornographic
scenes known as ―cut-pieces‖ into the films. She demonstrated the formation of East
Pakistani films as ―sanitized cultural forms and bhodro (respectable) styles‖ (2014, p. 20)
promulgated by the vernacular elite. She stated that initially East Pakistani films had to
compete with Hindi, Urdu and West Bengali films, but growing nationalist sentiment,
increasing valorization of folk-oriented stories and a ban on Indian films in 1965 boosted East
Pakistan‘s film production. She explained that in post-1971 Bangladesh, production values
and the genres of films changed with a change in the system of taxing cinema halls, the
influence of foreign films, non-theatrical means3 of film viewership and the alienation of the
middle-class audience from Bangladeshi films and cinema halls. She argued that all these
factors influenced Bangladeshi filmmakers to produce ―cheap films, produced with tight
production schedules, low production values, stock footage, minimal editing, and simple
camera work. For extra selling power cut-pieces may be added to such films‖ (2014, p. 25).
Given that Hoek‘s characterization of Bangladeshi films and audiences aligns with my own
argument, I elaborate on them in detail in Chapter 9.
Raju (2015) recounted the historiography of Bangladeshi film that evolved in the mid
1950s, creating national and cultural markers and deliberately distinguishing itself from
Hindu Bengali nationalism and Pakistani Islamic nationalism. Raju maintained that the
Muslim middle class in East Bengal fought against the hegemony of Kolkata‘s Bengali
middle class in the colonial period to construct ―Bengali-Muslim identity‖. He contended that
films produced in Kolkata in the first half of the 20th century reinforced Hindu ideology, thus
alienating the ―Bengali Muslims‖. With partition in 1947, the middle-class ―Bengali
Muslims‖ developed a culture industry4 in East Pakistan and set up a ―vernacular cultural
modernity‖ against the ―Muslim nationalism‖ promoted by the West Pakistani regime. He
reasoned that this ―vernacular cultural modernity‖, which had had a rural link and was
focused on the Bengal delta, was distinct from both the Hindus in Kolkata and Muslims of
West Pakistan. Raju also discussed that after independence in 1971, Bangladeshi films
3

The showing or viewing of cinema through any means but the movie theatre.

4

Adorno & Horkheimer (1977) coined the term as a pejorative characterization of the mass production and
consumption of culture.

3

projected a ―nation state modernity‖ in the context of rapid urbanization, globalization and
commercialization (2015, p.12). Because of their connections with my argument, I explore all
these hyphenated identities more thoroughly in Chapter 2.
All the works cited above are limited to the Bangladeshi cinema; no works have undertaken
any comparative analysis of the domestic and foreign films that are circulated and viewed in
Bangladesh. They also do not examine the role or meaning of Bangladeshi films in
Bangladeshi culture. My research fills this gap by providing a comprehensive overview of the
circulation of Indian films in Bangladesh and their impacts on Bangladeshi society and the
Bangladeshi culture industry. Admittedly, while archival materials such as distributors‘
records, newspaper coverage and official policy concerning the circulation and distributionof
Indian films during the colonial and Pakistan era could deepen my narrative, because of their
unavailability in repositories such as the Bangladesh Film Archive I mostly relied on
secondary sources for the historical aspects of this dissertation.

Conceptual scheme
My dissertation primarily contributes to the field of anthropology of media. I find that the
circulation and viewership of films are not homogenous across society; instead, they vary in
terms of geographical location, socio-economic conditions and social hierarchy. To me, film
circulation and viewership are related to the development of class disparities and cultural
hegemony. The theoretical underpinnings of my research have been framed by cultural
subscription, regional hegemony, regional modernity, circulation, ―piracy‖, viewership and
the materiality of media. I conceptualize and problematize these concepts here and review
relevant literatures in the subsequent sections.

“Cultural subscription” as a metaphor
In the title of this dissertation I propose the concept of ―cultural subscription‖ metaphorically
with reference to the consumption of a particular type of cultural content. Generally the word
―subscription‖ refers to a financial undertaking agreed upon by a person who makes
payments to a serial publication (magazine, journal, newspaper, etc.) for a specific period of
time, in exchange for receiving issues of the publication for that period of time. While
denotative meanings of ―subscription‖ could be ―membership fees‖‘, ―dues‖, ―annual

4

payment‖, ―signature‖ or ―initials‖, connotative meanings have it that the audience consumes,
complies, admires, endorses, and supports specific types of content.
Broadly, cultural subscription refers to cultural consumption, cultural appropriation,5
cultural tastes and lifestyle preferences through which individuals in a social class distinguish
themselves and establish their social and cultural positions, preferences and behaviors. The
consumption of cultural products with high symbolic values contributes to the formation of
class identity, inequality, power and status in a society (Katz-Gerro, 2004, p.12).
Instead of taking consumers‘ tastes/preferences as inherent, universal, and
individualistic choices of the human intellect, Bourdieu argued that tastes are socially
conditioned, function as the markers of social hierarchy and reinforce class differences. As
Bourdieu theorized, ―Taste classifies, and it classifies the classifier. Social subjects, classified
by their classifications, distinguish themselves by the distinctions they make, between the
beautiful and the ugly, the distinguished and the vulgar, in which their position in the
objective classifications is expressed or betrayed‖ (1984, p.6).
Bourdieu argued that consumer choices ―correspond to educational levels and social
classes‖ (1984, p.16). As he asserted, ―all cultural practices (museum visits, concert-going,
reading, etc.), and preferences in literature, painting or music, are closely linked to
educational level (measured by qualifications or length of schooling) and secondarily to
social origin‖ (1984, p.1). Bourdieu used the concept of ―social fields‖ by which he meant the
―locus of struggles‖ (Bourdieu, 1975, p. 19) that represents a network of positions that are
created through the accumulation of economic, cultural and social and symbolic capital.
Though all types of capital seem to be different from one other, they are closely linked and
could be transformed into one other. Bourdieu claimed that cultural capital is one of the
salient factors of status and position in the society. Cultural capital, for Bourdieu, is achieved
in embodied (or incorporated), institutional and objectified form. While embodied and
institutionalized forms of cultural capital are achieved through family and institutional
schooling, objectified forms of cultural capital exist in objects such as films, books, paintings,
monuments and instruments (Bourdieu, 1986) and is achieved by through possessing such
objects.

5

Ziff and Rao defined cultural appropriation as the transmission of culture in a variety of ways in which
relations of power are central (1997, pp.1-30).

5

Bourdieu reasoned that ―social class is not defined solely by a position in the relations
of production, but by the class habitus which is ‗normally‘ (i.e., with a high statistical
probability) associated with that position‖ (1984, p.373). Bourdieu also argued that the
accumulation of cultural capital and social origin define someone‘s habitus or ―transposable
disposition‖ (1984, pp.1-23). By habitus Bourdieu meant both structured structure and
restructuring structure (1984, p170): while the individual‘s transposable disposition is
predicated on and defined by his or her past and present situations/structures and accumulated
cultural capital, at the same time, the individual tends to increase his or her position in the
social fields through achieving distinction, which affects his or her present and future practice
as well as structure. I have discussed all these concepts in Chapter 7 in detail.
In this dissertation, following Bourdieu‘s concept of ―distinction‖, I analyze the way
in which the middle-class audience in Dhaka culturally subscribe to Indian films, particularly
Hindi films. I argue that the consumption of Indian films and film-mediated culture reinforces
class disparity within Bangladesh and secures India‘s cultural hegemony over Bangladesh. In
the next section, I use the concept of hegemony, following both Gramsci‘s and Wallerstein‘s
interpretations within and beyond the boundary of the state. Using Gramsci‘s
conceptualization, I explain the way hegemony operates within and across the class within a
state; and using Wallerstein‘s conceptualization, I understand the way hegemony operates at
the interstate level, reinforcing class differentiations within the state. This class hegemony, at
the same time, reinforces interstate hegemony, transcending the boundary of the state and
showing alliegiance towards the state. I foreground the concept to understand the class
differentiations that are reinforced through the circulation of Indian films in Bangladesh. I
argue that Indian films, especially Hindi films, work as a means of cultural capital for the
middle-class audience, which at the same time alienates itself from Bangladeshi films,
referring to these as only suitable for a lower-class audience. At the same time, I try to
understand how the process of hegemony works at the regional level, where socio-political,
economic and cultural relationships among the nation-states play out. I also argue in my
research that cultural hegemony shapes the tastes of its consumers, while at the same time,
consumers‘ tastes classify their place in the society. In this sense, cultural consumption or
subscription and hegemony are interrelated.

6

Regional hegemony
In his Prison Notebooks (1971), Gramsci explained that ruling classes use hegemony such
that social revolution does not take place. Hegemony implies the process of attaining consent
via internalization, integration and co-optation rather than coercion. Comaroff & Comaroff
extended Gramsci‘s definition of hegemony as ―control over various modes of symbolic
production‖, which includes ―educational and ritual processes, patterns of socialization,
political and legal procedures, canons of style and self-representation, public communication,
health and bodily discipline, and so on‖ (1991, p.25). This control is not visible as it becomes
part of every practice and convention (Comaroff & Comaroff, 1991). The ruling class
becomes hegemonic through achieving both material ―domination‖ and ―intellectual and
moral leadership‖. Any kind of change in domination and moral leadership puts its hegemony
at risk (Gramsci, 1971, p.193).
Whilst Gramsci used hegemony to interpret class relations within the state, social
theorists like Immanuel Wallerstein (1984) showed how hegemony works at the interstate
level. Wallerstein defined hegemony as:
that situation in which the ongoing rivalry between the so-called ―great powers‖ is so
unbalanced that one power is truly primus inter pares; that is, one power can largely
impose its rules and its wishes (at the very least by effective veto power) in the
economic, political, military, diplomatic, and even cultural arenas. (1984, p.38)
He also stated that while hegemonic power provides a state with a certain edge over
its rivals, that state is not ―omnipotent and capable of doing anything it wants. Omnipotence
does not exist within the interstate system‖ (Wallerstein, 1984, p.39).
According to Wallerstein, in the interstate capitalist world system, hegemony is not a
stable privilege for any particular country but rather a continuous power game among rival
countries where the rivalry creates allies or counter-strategies to balance the power. For
Wallerstein, hegemony does not last long, as there is a tendency of balance of power among
the competitive states. Referring to historical instances, Wallerstein stated that hegemonic
power was exercised three times under the capitalist economic system: during the 17th
century (1620-1672) under the Dutch Republic or United Province, in 19th century under
Britain (1815-1873), and by the United States (1945-1967).

7

Wallerstein pointed out that these three instances had at least four elements in
common. First, they achieved economic dominance in three domains, namely agro-industrial
production, commerce and finance. Second, they achieved ideological dominance over others
through the introduction of ―liberalism‖, which promotes the free flow of goods, capital and
labor; at the same time, they expanded their liberalism to govern their states by creating
accountable bureaucracy and liberal parliamentary institutions and providing civil liberty and
welfare for their own national working class (Wallerstein, 1984, p.41). Third, the hegemons
achieved military powers that were mainly based on the sea, as they were reluctant to build
land-based armies due to high cost of the capital and the workforce this would require. And
finally, these states all created their hegemony after fighting a major war, each of which
coincidentally lasted about 30 years: the Dutch against the Hapsburg or Austrian Monarchy
(1618-1648), the British against the French in the Napoleonic Wars (1792-1815), and the
USA against Germany (1914-1945). The result of each war was a major restructuring of the
interstate system to expand their hegemonic influence. The formation of United Nations and
the Bretton Woods system,6 for example, ensured a stable and conducive environment for the
expansion of the USA‘s influence across the globe (1984, p.41-43).
Wallerstein argued that with the acquisition of nuclear power by the Soviet Union
1949, the USA‘s monopoly of nuclear weapons soon disappeared. Citing instances such as
the Vietnam War, the Cold War, the Gulf War and 9/11, Wallerstein (2002) maintained that
the USA has become a ―lone superpower‖ that lacks real power, a world leader that nobody
follows and few respect (2000, pp. 61-63).
Whilst Wallerstein claimed that the clout of the USA‘s hegemony has waned in recent
times, Joseph Nye (2004), a strong advocate of the neoliberal economy, opposed this view,
saying that the USA‘s supremacy is yet to fade. He claimed that in recent times, the USA has
lost some of its influence because of its ineffective use of what he called ―soft power‖. He
argued that while the USA‘s ―hard power‖, such as military and economic might, have made
many people anti-American, its ―soft power‖ such as Hollywood films, democratic norms and
values, education, good governance, and human rights has made it attractive. Nye defined
6

Bretton Woods is referred to as the international monetary regime introduced in 1950s by the USA, which was
in control of the global capital and financial markets. Western European countries and Japan constituted the
periphery as their economies were ravaged by the war. To revive their moribund economies, the periphery
countries choose the USA ―as a financial intermediary that lent credibility to their own financial systems. In
turn, the USA lent long-term to the periphery, generally through FDI [foreign direct investment]‖ (Dooley,
Folkerts-Landau, & Garber, 2004, p. 307).
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―soft power‖ as achieving ―what you want through attraction rather than coercion or
payments‖ (2004, p.x). He argued that if the US can use its ―soft power‖ alongside its ―hard
power‖, it will rule the world in the twenty-first century as well.
Following Joseph Nye, proponents of neoliberalism7 from China and India have also
highlighted the necessity of promoting their ―soft power‖ across the world to assert their
influence. China has established about 700 cultural centres, known as Confucius Institutes,
around the world to promote its cultural ―soft power‖ (Cho & Jeong 2008; Gill & Huang,
2006; Suzuki, 2009), India is promoting its films, especially its Bollywood films, to exert its
―soft power‖ around the globe, besides its economic and political influences (Roy, 2012;
Tharoor, 2008; Thussu, 2013). In so doing, it is taking advantage of something that it has
largely ignored or abused for most of its history.
Interestingly, ―soft power‖ might be viewed as hegemonic power by others. For
example, Sonwalkar (2001) maintained that the sudden growth of television media in India
during the 1990s changed the South Asian mediascape to the point that the dominance of
Indian media came to be viewed by other South Asian nations as ―cultural imperialism‖.8 He
termed the presence of the Indian media in other South Asian nations as ―little cultural/media
imperialism‖. It is India‘s economic/political/military position in South Asia (its hegemonic
position) that allows this. In their anti-Indian discursive practices, many people in Bangladesh
use the concept of ―cultural aggression‖ as synonymous with the concept of ―cultural
imperialism‖ to refer to the adverse impact of Indian films on Bangladeshi society and
culture. I expand on these concepts in various chapters of this dissertation drawing on
viewpoints expressed by Bangladeshi filmmakers, film critics and film activists. Similarly, I
use the euphemistic concept of ―soft power‖ to express its proponents‘ point of view.
However, in my view this term obscures the element of hegemony embedded in this concept,
so I use ―hegemony‖ instead of ―soft power‖ or ―cultural imperialism‖ to understand the
circulation and viewership of Indian films in Bangladesh. In the following section, I review
another related concept, that of ―regional modernity‖ and show how it is relevant to
understanding cultural hegemony.
7

While globalization means the flows of technology, media, people, ideas, and finance (Appadurai, 1996),
neoliberalism signifies structural adjustment, such as the privatization of public property and other necessary
overhauling of the state to facilitate these flows (Harvey, 2006, cited in Ganti, 2012, p.18).
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The discourse of ―media/cultural imperialism‖ has attracted criticism in view of the growing complexities in
international communications and technologies across regions and countries, particularly in the postcolonial
world (Cunningham et al., 2000; Sreberney, 2000).
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Regional modernity
I use the term ―modernity‖ in this dissertation to support my argument that the process of
cultural hegemony takes place in the name of modernity (Asad, 2003). Modernity means
different things in different contexts (Spitulnik, 1998) and it is quite difficult to pin down the
term in the Bangladeshi context. The perception and practice of modernity among the
Bangladeshi middle-class audience is associated with the consumption of Indian Hindi films
and their mediated culture (Spitulnik, 1998; Straubhaar, 2006), as well as with fashion and
lifestyle (Liechty, 2003). For instance, many Bangladeshis perceive that Indian actors are
more modern and beautiful than Bangladeshi ones. They follow fashions and styles seen in
Hindi films to make them more modern, stylish and fashionable. While this phenomenon is
an extension of cultural hegemony, it becomes a matter of modernity for many middle-class
audiences in Bangladesh. I argue that cultural hegemony creates the perception of modernity
that becomes an ideological and motivational force for many to believe in (Shahin, 2015).
Partha Chatterjee argued that in the post-colonialist world, America and Europe are
shown as the actual creators of modernity and the ―Third World‖ is shown as the ―perpetual
consumers of that modernity‖ (1993, p.5). Against unilinear Western modernity, Appadurai
(1991) proposed ―alternative modernities‖; Hannerz (1989) advocated ―multiple
modernities‖; Watts (1992) suggested ―reworking modernity‖; Bhabha (1994) offered
―hybrid modernity‖; Gupta (1998) elaborated ―hybridities‖; Larkin (1997) proposed ―parallel
modernity‖; Ravi Sundaram (2010) defined ―pirate modernity‖; and Sivaramakrishnan and
Agrawal (2003) proposed ―regional modernities‖.
All these theories emphasize multi-linear modernity and non-western diversity.
Sivaramakrishnan and Agrawal (2003), for example, explored the emergence of ―regional
modernities‖ that are different from global-local binary oppositions. They have used the
concept of ―regional‖ to conceptualize variations in social, cultural and geopolitical
formations at the state, subnational and supranational level. Instead of fixed locations, they
propose ―regions‖ as ―social and discursive sites where the production of modernity occurs‖
(2003, p.14). I use the term ―regional modernity‖ to refer to cultural modernity at the regional
level and its expressions through film. Instead of some fixed location, ―regional‖ signifies a
―social and discursive site‖ (Sivaramakrishnan & Agrawal, 2003, p.14). My use of ―regional‖
is different from the contentions and connections between Bollywood and linguistically
different culture industries, also known as ―regional films‖, located in various parts of India.
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In the following section, I elaborate on the concept of circulation relating to media
infrastructures and the flow of mediated cultures and modernity in the age of digital
(re)production.

Circulation9 of culture and culture of circulation
In marketing, ―distribution‖ means moving a good from the producer to the wholesaler, then
the retailer (Ulin, 2013). Film distribution is the process of making copies of a film available
to multiple audiences via a chain of entities beginning with the film‘s producer through to
various intermediaries, commodity retailers and individual theatre owners. In the process of
distribution, control over release patterns and marketing is highly critical to make a film
commercially profitable (Litman, 1983). In the controlled distribution system known as the
―theatrical window system‖, for example, a film is released initially in the theatre, and then
after a certain period on DVD or Video on Demand (VOD) or pay TV channels, and then
basic cable services, and so on. This system is based on intellectual property or IP law and
controlled from the beginning to the end (Ulin, 2013).
Distribution has also been defined from a technological point of view. As Wang
stated, ―In a world that increasingly functions as a net or a web, … distribution is precisely
those lines that give objects their mobility and enable the flow among different nodes and
hubs‖ (2003, p.1). Ramon Lobato defined film distribution as ―the movement of media
through time and space‖ (2012, p.2), and included in this definition informal distribution
channels such as ―piracy‖. His definition of distribution also gives importance to the agency
of informal operators as much as it does to that of their formal counterparts (2012, p.2).
Lobato distinguished between formal and informal distribution, specifying that formal
distribution works within the legal, regulated and measured framework of the state or
organizations, while informal distribution is a bottom-up process and operates outside the
legal framework or in partial association with it. Whereas formal distribution is ―revenuesharing business models, complex systems of statistical enumeration and a ‗windowing‘
releasing pattern driven by theatrical premieres[, i]nformal distribution is mostly
nontheatrical and is characterized by handshake deals, flat-fee sales and piracy‖ (Lobato,
2012, p.4). The windowing system of distribution has also been collapsed with the process of
unauthorized circulation and sharing (Re, 2015).
9

Marcus (1992) stated that the global arena is constituted by ―the circulation of cultural meanings, objects, and
identities in diffuse time-space‖ (p. xiii).
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Lobato analyzed extensively the formal and informal distribution of films and used
the term circulation as synonymous with distribution. However, to me circulation is different
from distribution, especially in the age of digital (re)production. Distribution implies products
being sent from a central point of production to multiple points of commerce and
consumption; circulation does not account for production but rather implies flow and motion.
To me, circulation is associated with broadcasting, ―piracy‖ or ―illegal‖ copying, unregulated
commerce, cross-border IP structures and the uncontrollability of the digital image.
According to Ginsburg, Abu-Lughod, and Larkin, ―Many anthropologists found
media a rich site for research on cultural practices and circulation that took seriously the
multiple levels of identification—regional, national, and transnational—within which
societies and cultures produce subjects‖ (2002, p.5). Based on Appadurai‘s notion of
―cultural flow‖, Lee and LiPuma claimed that circulation is ―so much more than just the flow
of people, ideas and commodities; it is a cultural process that is formed by the interactions
between particular types of infrastructures and communities built around them‖ (2002,
p.192). It is not only the circulations of culture but also the cultures of circulation that are
fundamental for understanding how media infrastructures ―allow for exchange over space,
creating the channels that connect urban places in wider regional, national, and transnational
networks‖ (Larkin, 2008, p.5).
In the digital circulation of culture, producers can be both consumers and circulators.
Digital users of cultural contents are known as ―prosumers‖ (Ritzer, Dean, & Jurgenson,
2012), a notion which combines the functions of production and consumption. Digital
technology‘s speedy communication capacity, recombination power, and distribution
flexibility have had a major impact on the cultural production and consumption of common
users, who can download, mix, remix, upload, circulate and recirculate cultural material
(Castells, 1996).
In my dissertation I use ―circulation‖ instead of ―distribution‖ to explain media
infrastructures and the flow of Indian films and their mediated culture and modernity in the
context of Bangladesh. In the following section, I problematize the related concept of
―piracy‖ to situate my research and understand how this concept works in the process of
circulation of Indian films and music in Bangladesh.
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Culture of copying instead of “piracy”
The word ―piracy‖ implies theft, and to prevent it, legal systems are invoked. While the legal
aspect of ―piracy‖ is homogenous everywhere, its cultural meanings are different in different
socio-economic contexts. The commercial and unauthorized photocopying of books is
relatively rare the Western world, but in Bangladesh it is ubiquitous and is an entrenched
cultural practice. The scale of commercial and unauthorized copying is so widespread in
Bangladesh that it would be impossible for students at the University of Dhaka, for example,
to think that there would be no photocopying machine on their campus or in Nilkhet, an area
in Dhaka that accommodates hundreds of photocopying machines and copies books almost
all the time.
The same principle also applies to all other cultural products: the legal means of
access to foreign cultural products is mostly absent in Bangladesh, and where it does exist, it
simply sits unused. Against this backdrop, the term ―piracy‖ cannot completely embrace the
diverse and embodied practice of copying and circulating cultural products. The term
―piracy‖ tends to label people in a pejorative way, creating the binary of legal/illegal or
formal/informal. As Joe Karaganis pointed out, ―‗Piracy‘ has never had a stable legal
definition and is almost certainly better understood as a product of enforcement debates than
as a description of specific behavior‖ (2011, p.2). Instead of using the word ―piracy‖, in my
ethnographic write-up, I use ―copying‖, a term that many people in Bangladesh use when
referring to the reproduction and circulation of cultural products. In the context of this
dissertation, both the words mean copyright infringement.
In recent times, many scholars have termed the use and trade of non-copyrighted
items or untaxed or unregulated media or cultural artifacts as the ―informal economy‖
(Lobato, 2012) or ―pirate modernity‖ and ―pirate economy‖ (Sundaram, 2010) or ―pirate
infrastructure‖ (Larkin, 2008). In the specificity of the Bangladeshi situation, the binary
divisions of formal and informal or legal and illegal behaviors are blurred and inconclusive.
Formal and informal cannot be separated from each other because of their entanglement and
their connections and associations with other socio-political and economic practices. Cable
TV operations, for example, take place as a part of the formal media infrastructure, but the
cable operators add extra video channels through the same cable line to generate extra
revenue via advertisements when they screen recently released Bollywood films. There are
about 10,000 cable operators in Bangladesh, but only 2,000 (Rashid & Alam, 2015) are
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registered with the Cable Operators‘ Association of Bangladesh (COAB) or with the state-run
Bangladesh Television (BTV) authority. Questions might be raised as to how most of the
operators operate their cable businesses despite not being compliant with the enforcing
authorities.
Similarly, most broadband internet service providers download thousands of movies
from the web and store them on their File Transfer Protocol (FTP) servers to retain their
subscribers in a competitive market. Mobile companies and FM radio both use Bollywood
music and cater to customer demand by disregarding fair use of content. Likewise, films are
downloaded, burned onto CD/DVD, and sold with Bangladeshi copyright items or on their
own, without bothering with any law enforcing agencies, thanks to sellers‘ political
affiliations or links with the ruling party or the bribes they pay to the law enforcing agencies.
The copying of cultural products such as films and music cannot be studied outside the socioeconomic and political context of Bangladesh—a society where copiers fake almost
everything, from medicine to money to machinery. In the following section, I critically
review audience theories and existing literatures. At the same time, I spell out how these
theories and literatures are relevant to my own research.

Putting the film audience into perspective
Stephen Hughes has argued that ―from about the mid-1970s, ‗spectatorship‘ began to emerge
as a central problem for film studies and was predominantly theorized within a general
framework of semiotics‖ (2011, p.299). Spectatorship was used as a theoretical concept to
consider how film viewers are constituted, positioned and fixed by the textual aspects of
films. In earlier studies, audiences had been assumed to constitute a homogenous category
and were positioned within the media texts. Laura Mulvey‘s (1975) screen study, for
example, set a trend in screen theory ―which has overall placed emphasis on the power of
film texts in constituting spectators through a series of subject positions of identification‖
(Hughes, 2011, p.300).
The celebration of ―spectatorship‖ during the 1970s was, however, stalled by the rise
of British cultural studies as a significant model of media studies during the 1980s. Stuart
Hall (1980) posited his encoding-decoding model negating the previous notion of inherent
meaning within texts. He argued that meaning is not inherent in messages but rather is
produced in relation to wider linguistic and cultural contexts. Hall‘s model was supplemented
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by Morley (1980), who claimed that individual viewers‘ class, gender, ethnic and national
identities and relations determine their media access and facilitate their encounter with media
texts. Hughes noted that cultural studies provided momentum to audience research from the
1980s onwards, but it did not ―explicitly spell out how to study audience. When faced with
the problem of figuring out how people engage with media, those in cultural studies
increasingly turned to anthropological methods, in what amounted to a selective reinvention
of ethnography‖ (2011, p.302). The use of ethnographic methods in various studies was seen
as an ethnographic turn in cultural studies.
The theoretical and methodological changes in the 1980s provided a discursive
framework within which anthropologists started thinking seriously about the problem of
audience research. With the boom in audience research in the 1980s (Ang, 1985; Morley,
1980; Radway, 1984), anthropologists started an interdisciplinary exchange around the
problems of media audience. Sarah Dickey‘s (1993) ethnographic work on film and the urban
poor in South India was one such initiative. Her research method and narrative style were
anthropological, but much of her analysis of audience was drawn from film and cultural
studies approaches of the 1980s, which empowered the audience instead of the texts.
Dickey interpreted her audience in terms of the usage and gratification approach10
(McQuail, 1997; Rosengren, Wenner, & Palmgreen, 1985; Katz, Blumler & Gurevitch,
1973), which takes the view that the audience is watching film as a pastime and as a means of
emotional release. She employed a functionalist approach in interpreting the film viewing of
the South Indian urban poor, who ―escape into utopian fantasy as a means of fulfilling deep
psychological needs, which are not otherwise addressed in their difficult living conditions‖
(Hughes, 2011, p.308).
In addition to Dickey, Larkin‘s work in Nigeria broadened the perspective in audience
research. Instead of keeping film viewership within the media and film texts, Larkin took
viewership as a quotidian social and cultural practice that needs to be understood within the
wider socio-cultural and political contexts, as these define viewers‘ interest, indifference or
avoidance in producing, circulating or consuming cultural artifacts such as films.
10

McQuail (2005), for example, listed a host of gratifying needs that direct viewership. Some of the needs he
mentioned are entertainment, information, escaping or being diverted from problems, relaxing, getting cultural
or aesthetic enjoyment, filling time, emotional release, sexual arousal, identifying with others and gaining a
sense of belonging, finding a basis of conversation and social interaction, having a substitute for real-life
companionship, enabling one to connect with friends, family and society, finding models of behavior, and
identifying with valued others.
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Larkin studied Nigeria‘s urban media and observed the circulation and viewership of
Indian films in the Hausa community. He argued that Indian films create a ―parallel
modernity‖ that ―coexist[s] in space and time [with] multiple economic, religious and cultural
flows that are often subsumed within the term ‗modernity‘‖ (1997, p.407). Instead of limiting
himself to western cultural hegemony and local resistance, Larkin situated film viewership
within the wider media environment in which the Hausa youth audience consumed mediated
cultural content, including Hausa or Yoruba videos, Indian, Hong Kong or American films,
or videos of Qur‘anic tafsir (exegesis) by local preachers. Using Appadurai‘s
―deterritorialized imagined community‖ and ―social reality of imagination‖, Larkin asserted
that media create ―interconnections between different peoples who can now consider
alternative lives based not on experiences in their locality but on a range of experiences
brought to them through international mass media‖ (1997, p.410).
To explain the causes behind the popularity of Indian film in Hausa society,
circulators, distributors or video sellers alleged that there is a similarity between India and
Hausa culture and perceptions. Larkin argued that despite linguistic, cultural and religious
differences, the main messages of Hindi films are well received by the Hausa community. As
he stated, ―The iconography of Indian ‗tradition‘, such as marriage celebrations, food, village
life and so on, even when different from Hausa culture, provides a similar cultural
background that is frequently in opposition to the spread of ‗westernization‘‖ (1997, p.413).
Larkin‘s study of Indian films in Nigerian society is important as I have also found many of
his findings relevant to the context of Bangladesh.
Like Larkin, other anthropologists have studied film viewership within the larger
framework of film production, circulation and exhibition (Ganti, 2012; Himpele, 2008; Hoek,
2014a; Hughes, 2006) rather than limiting film viewership to texts and viewers only. Instead
of taking viewership as a given (Ang, 1991; Ganti, 2012), I understand it as constitutive and
contingent, an everyday form of social and cultural practice (Hughes, 2011) in which viewers
celebrate, negotiate and contest certain types of film, film culture and modernity. By
―constitutive and contingent‖ I mean that viewership of films is subject to change as
individual (or group) ideologies change. An avid viewer of film, for example, can turn into a
non-viewer overnight because of a change in their religious perception; similarly, new social
associations may spark a change in a person‘s cultural tastes whereby, for example, they may
begin preferring Hollywood films to Hindi or Bengali films. I do not limit film viewership to
the relation between the viewer and the film only; nor do I take film viewership to be a
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personal choice only. Instead, I place viewership within the larger framework of social class
and cultural hegemony that frames an individual‘s choice and cultural tastes. To me, film
viewership is associated with cultural taste and consumption, which create class
differentiation and reinforce cultural hegemony.
Instead of keeping viewership limited to the film texts and viewers, I have seen it as a
diurnal social and cultural practice in which viewers celebrate, negotiate and contest certain
types of film and film-mediated culture and modernity. To map out film consumption,
besides through narration and interpretation, I have used interview quotes which I think
vivify participants‘ accounts and bring immediacy to their point of view. I maintain that
representation of ethnographic texts should be based on excerpts of exchanges with
participants along with the researcher‘s own interpretation of those excerpts (Corden &
Sainsbury, 2006).
I have analyzed theoretical aspects of audience formation and discussed some relevant
literatures on audience research to situate my research. In the following section, I discuss the
relationship of media and media infrastructures to people and their creation of social space.

Materiality of media and the creation of space
With the concept materiality of media, I refer to the social relationship between media and
people. To me, media materiality is not limited to physical entities such as media
infrastructures; it also encompasses images or visuals. At the same time, by materiality, I do
not mean that entities such as media determine human culture; instead, both are constitutive
and interactive with each other within socio-economic and political spaces. I do not take
media infrastructure and media content for granted or believe that they produce the same
meanings for all. Instead, I maintain that they have different meanings for different people in
different contexts (Miller, 1987). I use the concept of materiality of media to explain the
relationship between people and media including infrastructure, text, context, circulation and
viewership in urban Bangladesh.
In the understanding of materiality, objects are not merely passive entities: they have
social lives (Appadurai, 1986) or biographies (Kopytoff, 1986) and are enmeshed and active
in social relations; their meaning cannot be understood based on a single point of their
existence, but rather within the continuing process of their production, circulation, exchange
and consumption as their meanings and relations with human or society change (Appadurai,
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1986; Edwards & Hart, 2004; Miller, 1987). Objects are not passive as they affect all social
interactions. Through this connection, not only are objects circulated by their circulators or
users, they also act back and structure their circulators and users (Latour, 2005). Daniel
Miller explored various types of relationships between human and object (1987, p.215). He
claimed, ―Objects are constitutive, not simply a reflection, of social relations‖ (1987, p.112).
He maintained that that we should recognize ―their [objects‘] active participation in a process
of social self-creation in which they are directly constitutive of our understanding of
ourselves and others‖ (1987, p.215). Material culture includes ―people, ideas, expressions,
objects, and investigative methodologies encountered throughout our daily experiences‖
(Bolin & Blandy, 2003, p.253). Images or visuals are lived experiences (Sontag, 2005) that
might work as signifiers for other social and cultural relations, meanings, objects, ideas, or
expressions (Turino, 1999).
Media materiality is associated with the production of social space. Lefebvre argued
that ―space is never empty: it always embodies a meaning‖ (1991, p.154). To Lefebvre
(social) space is a product of social relations of production and reproduction; it is also a
means of production, control, domination and exercising power (1991, pp.26-32). To
Lefebvre production is broader than the economic production of things stressed by Marx; it
also includes the production of society, knowledge and institutions (Elden, 2004). For
Lefebvre, production is both a material and a mental process. He saw space as physical form
or real space, which is a generated space where production, circulation or exchange
relationships take place. He also saw space as a mental construct that he termed imagined
space. Mental space is created through the representation of knowledge, logic, discourses,
images, signs, architecture, maps or plans. Lefebvre held that material and mental space
create a third type of space that does not represent itself but rather refers to something else
that might symbolize class, status, power, femininity or masculinity (Bourdieu, 1992).
Following Lefebvre, I spatialize media infrastructures and the viewership of Indian
films in Bangladesh to understand how the interaction of media and people produce social
spaces, and how these spaces are hierarchical while at the same time creating social hierarchy
and hegemony. While social space is produced through the circulation and infrastructures of
cable TV or CD/DVD, for example, social spaces may also be created in viewers‘ minds with
their interaction with a film or film-mediated culture and modernity. As Lefebvre argued,
―the concept of space denotes and connotes all possible spaces, whether abstract or ‗real‘,
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mental or social‖ (1991, p.299). Like Bourdieu‘s tastes, social spaces are hierarchical, and at
the time they create social hierarchy, such as class and gender differences.
In his ethnographic work, Larkin explored the cultural interpretation and social use of
media technologies in urban Nigeria to see how meanings were attached with technologies
and their functionalities (2008, pp.1-3). Explaining the materiality of media, Larkin said that
in urban life, media has been the main source of everyday pleasures and affective
engagements. Media generate new leisure activities and enable cultural practices. Larkin
analyzed media infrastructures both in the material and cultural sense. To Larkin,
infrastructure means the ―totality of both technical and cultural systems that create
institutionalized structures whereby goods of all sorts circulate, connecting and binding
people into collectivities‖ (2008, p.6). Urban experience and urban reality are constructed by
the infrastructural networks that connect an urban area ―into wider cultural, religious, and
economic networks‖ (Larkin, 2008, p.6). Larkin also sheds light on the informal flow of
media and the reproductive facility of media known as ―piracy‖ and claimed that the informal
infrastructures in Nigeria created a parallel economy which ―migrated onto center stage,
overlapping and interpenetrating with the official economy, mixing legal and illegal regimes,
uniting social actors, and organizing common networks‖ (2008, p.240).
Media infrastructures and urban experience have also been explored by Ravi
Sundaram (2010) in the context of India. Sundaram extensively explored Delhi‘s media
urbanism and argued that postcolonial urban spaces such as the bazaar or marketplace are
centers for the proliferation of vernacular modernity based on ―pirate‖ infrastructures. He
stated, ―While integral to the postcolonial capitalist reproduction process, bazaars acted as
contexts for legal ambiguity for both production and circulation—piracy‘s favored site‖
(2010, p.14). Pirate infrastructures use existing legal and official infrastructures, work
through digital reproduction and create their own social life. ―Piracy‖ is not limited to any
specific area or location; it is becoming a major threat to the official economy absolutely
everywhere. Sundaram asserted that ―pirate‖ modernity has become ―globalization‘s illicit
and unacknowledged expression‖ (2010, p.14).
Similarly, Ramon Lobato (2012) explored ―pirate‖ distributions of film taking place
in a range of locations, from Los Angeles to Mexico City, Melbourne to Lagos. He argued
that through informal distribution, film cultures flourish. He contended that while the existing
legal and institutional framework of ―anti-piracy‖ discourse defines ―piracy‖ as stealing and a
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deviant act, a differing view might treat ―piracy‖ as ―free enterprise, free speech, authorship,
resistance and access‖ (2012, p.81). Drawing on secondary sources, Lobato foregrounds the
informal distribution of films. However, his work seems to me methodologically disoriented
and empirically thin.
Jeff Himpele (2008) investigated the production, distribution/circulation and
exhibition of media such as film, television and radio in urban La Paz in Bolivia. While
looking into the politics of representation of indigenous cultures in the media, Himpele
studied the distribution and exhibition of films, mostly Hollywood, in class-segregated urban
La Paz. He stated that ―film distribution, to be sure, is not a passive conduit between
consumption and production… [it] is an active medium‖ (2008, p.47). It is institutional and
social practice that connects social spaces, films and publics. With their circulatory control
over the cinema halls, film distributors in La Paz divide film distribution along class lines,
whereby urban-centered posh cinema halls receive new movies before the run-down cinema
halls in marginalized areas. This delayed access to ever-more-degraded copies of films
proves the urban poor‘s marginality in terms of access to what Himpele called the ―circuits of
culture‖. Himpele followed the movement of films in La Paz‘s urban spaces and recounted
that the appeal of a film varies according to the audience‘s social position, status and identity.
In this dissertation, I compare my research findings with the above-mentioned studies
to uncover the similarities and differences in the process of film circulation, the viewership of
Indian films in Bangladesh, and the way ―piracy‖ operates around these.
In the above discussion, I have conceptualized, problematized and reviewed relevant
concepts and works that underpin my research. In the discussion that follows, I reflect on my
research design, particularly ethnographic setting, field setting, sampling and sample size,
data collection and analysis techniques, ethical considerations and the constraints of my
fieldwork.

Ethnographic setting
Urban Dhaka is characterized by unplanned high-rise neighborhoods and sprawling ghettos.
On the ground, the cityscape is vitiated by endless traffic, narrow and broken roads and alleys
with numerous potholes, open drainage and clogged sewerage systems, roadside garbage and
street dust. Above, spider-web-like cables for television, the internet, and telephone networks
have shrouded the city.
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In 1951, Dhaka‘s population was less than half a million; in 1974, when the first
census was carried out after independence, the total population was around two million; by
1991, the population had tripled to six million. As of the last census, carried out in 2011,
Dhaka‘s population had reached a staggering estimate of 15 million (Corner & Dewan, 2014,
p.9).
In the post-1990 era under the neoliberal economy, many labor-intensive industries,
such as the ready-made garments industry, flourished in Dhaka. Due to structural reforms and
trade liberalization, private investments in housing, health, education, finance and banking
were thriving (Hossain & Alauddin, 2005; A. H. Kabir, 2013). Before 1990, there were only
a couple of public universities in Dhaka; yet within a matter of two decades more than 50
private universities were established in Dhaka city alone (A. H. Kabir, 2013). Students in
these universities—mostly from middle-class backgrounds—pay hefty tuition fees. Since the
1990s, Dhaka has been a center of attraction for middle-class people scattered across the
country. Middle-class parents in other cities, towns, semi-urban and rural areas send their
children to Dhaka for better education and employment opportunities. Similarly, an exodus of
working-class people from the countryside has also taken place because of employment
generated in the garments industry, real estate, transport and other labor-intensive sectors.
Dhaka is growing both horizontally and vertically and there is hardly any consensus
on its exact geographical area, with various statistics falling between 930 and 1528 sq. km.
The city has encroached on its adjacent districts, such as Gazipur, Narayanganaj, Norsingdi,
Munshiganaj (Corner & Dewan, 2014).
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Figure 1.1: Dhaka City Map11

Dhaka is a mixed city with lower-class and middle-class populations living side by
side in two different types of houses. Whilst the middle-class population in Dhaka lives in
either rented or their own houses in multistoried buildings, lower-class people mostly live in
rented shanty houses located in the 6,489 slums across the city (Census of Slum Areas, 2014),
making up about 45% of the total population in Dhaka. Of the ―lower class‖, 25%
(Sanderson, 2012) are extremely poor, living in makeshift houses on pavements, walkways or
beside roads or railways. The mixed neighborhoods include upscale neighborhoods such as
Dhanmondi, Uttara, Banani, Gulshan, Baridhara, Bashundahra, Eskaton, Shantinagar,
Lalmatia, Kalabagan, and Mohammadpur, where mostly middle- or upper-class people reside
in gated houses, apartments, colonies, and housing areas (see city map, Figure 1.1).
Despite the horizontal and vertical expansion of Dhaka, space is in short supply to
construct roads and alleyways to ensure the smooth movement of the city‘s vast population.
To manage the traffic system, elevated roads are being constructed in various parts of Dhaka,
and underground roads are being planned. Urban planners and experts in Dhaka claim that an
11

Source: Dhaka Tribune, May 28, 2013
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ideal city needs at least 25% of its area to be set aside for roads and streets to allow the
population to move about comfortably, yet Dhaka has only 9% set aside for roadways and 6%
for pavement (Mahmud & Haque, 2008).
Due to the lack of open space, ―civil society‖ members and middle-class parents
complain about the lack of playgrounds and parks in residential areas, with their children
having to remain captive at home most of the time, even during the holidays. For youth, there
are not many options for hanging out apart from a couple of shopping complexes, the
Bashundhara Shopping Complex and Jamuna Future Park. In a city of traffic, stagnant water,
and mud during the rainy season and street dust during the dry season, people hardly go out
for a walk or to socialize.
Apart from a few shopping complexes, most of Dhaka‘s middle class spend its leisure
time at home watching cable TV or on the computer. Even those who work outside home all
day and young people who are out for education come home in the afternoon or in the
evening to rest and watch television at the same time. Regardless of income level, there is
hardly a house in Dhaka that is not connected to cable TV. From garment workers to
rickshaw pullers, educated professionals to schoolgoers, all watch television as their main
pastime at home. For homemakers, especially women, television is their sole companion
when other household members are out in the daytime.

Field setting
Dhaka city, the capital of Bangladesh, was the site of my fieldwork; it is also the largest
commercial, administrative, political, educational and cultural center in Bangladesh. The
country‘s film and music industries are located in Dhaka, as are all the major electronic and
print media houses. As a center of business and entertainment, Dhaka disseminates all types
of cultural products across the country. In addition to that, the film censor board, the
Bangladesh Film Development Corporation (FDC), the National Film Archive, and all other
institutions related to films are located in Dhaka. Besides Bangladeshi films and music,
Indian films and music are obtained by subscription, copied, circulated and viewed in Dhaka
more than in any other cities in the country.
The circulation of Indian films mainly takes place via CD/DVD, cable TV and the
internet. There are around 500 retail and wholesale CD/DVD stores in Dhaka city spread
throughout the city, from large shopping malls to street corners or even on the pavement.
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There are wholesale markets in different parts of the city where CD/DVDs of Indian films are
made and circulated across the city as well as around the country via courier. When buying
CD/DVDs from the wholesalers or their agents, known as bag parties, retailers may also copy
them themselves to sell to customers.
Apart from CD/DVD sellers, cable operators are another major circulator of Indian
films and music. There are around a thousand registered and unregistered cable operators in
the city wiring almost every house, shop, institution and organization. There are three main
stages of cable circulation—nationwide distributor, control room operator, and feed
operator—through which cable TV reaches the subscribers. Along with a dozen Indian film
and music channels, every cable operator also operates one or two extra television channels
known as video channels to broadcast newly released Indian films and music. Like the cable
operators, broadband internet service providers (ISPs) also circulate Hindi films, storing
hundreds of them on their servers so that their subscribers can download and watch them.
Among the urban, educated, young middle-class viewers, the demand for films and
music from India—mostly Hindi ones—is higher than for any others. As there is no theatrical
access12 to Indian films in Bangladesh, audiences access Hindi films or music via cable TV or
video channels. They also buy CD/DVDs from the market or download them using FTP or
from the internet and share them with friends and family via memory sticks, portable hard
drives or CD/DVDs.

Sampling and sample size
Given the sensitivity and complex nature of the circulation and viewership of Indian films, I
used more than one type of qualitative sampling method in this research. For example, whilst
the circulation of CD/DVDs is widely visible, the large-scale commercial production of
CD/DVDs takes place behind the scenes. To find the hidden people who copy CD/DVDs I
had to adopt a snowball sampling system (Atkinson & Flint, 2001; Biernacki & Waldorf,
1981) to identify the wholesalers. For retailers I used judgmental sampling to select them
from various locations around the city to capture price and product variations. As Table 1.1
illustrates, I carried out 3 formal and 6 informal interviews of CD/DVD sellers from various
parts of Dhaka. Most of the CD/DVD sellers were unwilling to give interviews on the record,
so I had to talk to them informally, such as at a roadside tea stall or on a rickshaw ride,
12

Theatrical access means allowing films to be shown in cinema halls.
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without recording the conversation. I also carried out participant observation in three
different CD/DVD stores in Dhaka for three months. I chose a wholesale shop in a wholesale
market in Gulistan in the Motijheel area, a retail store in the Bashundhara Shopping Complex
in the Tejgaon area, and a retail store in Mouchak Market in the Ramna area.
For cable operators, I used judgmental sampling to capture variations (Luborsky &
Rubinstein, 1995; Marshall, 1996) in subscription fees or the number of television channels
and video channels in different places. Before selecting them, I obtained permission to talk to
local cable operators from the COAB. In total, I conducted two formal and four informal
interviews with cable operators in various parts of Dhaka. Despite explaining the purpose of
the research, some cable operators were reluctant to provide a recorded interview, so I spoke
with them informally instead.
Table 1.1: Sample distribution
SN

Participants

Data Collecting
Tools

No.

1

Circulator (cable operators)

Interview

2

2

Circulator (CD/DVD sellers)

Interview

3

2

Viewers (CD/DVD/Cable and online viewers)

Interview

10

3

Viewers (CD/DVD/Cable and online viewers)

Focus Group
Discussion (FGD)

4

4

Bengali film producer, exhibitor, distributor

Interview

2

5

Bengali film director, producer, actor, exhibitor, film
activist

Focus Group
Discussion

2

6

Film critics

Interview

4

Total number of formal interviews and focus group discussions

27

Informal Interviews (II) & FGD: (CD/DVD=6 II, Cable Operator=4 II, Viewers=1
FGD)

11

Participant observation in CD/DVD stores, cable TV operators‘ offices and viewers‘
homes for three months.
Total number of formal and informal interviews and focus group discussions

38

For the film audience, I also used a judgmental sampling method. To understand
reception patterns and variations, participants were selected in terms of their age, class, and
gender. To capture their diverse media experiences, I choose the age group of 18 to 40 years
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old, both males and females. As Table 1.1 shows, I carried out 10 in-depth interviews with
viewers, with five male and five female participants from educated (both Bengali and English
medium) middle-class families in Dhaka. At the same time, to uncover opinions about
controversial issues such as cultural policy and the impact of foreign films on Bangladeshi
culture and industry, I carried out four formal and one informal focus group discussions with
both the male and female groups.
To understand if there were any variations in subscription and viewership, area-based
sampling was done. For example, I took participants from upscale neighborhoods such as
Gulshan, Banani and Dhanmondi, and also from mixed neighborhoods such as
Mohammadpur, Mohakhali and Mailbagh.
For focus group discussions, participants were taken from both private and public
universities to see whether there were any variations in subscribing to films. For cinema halls,
I choose a one multiplex and one double-screen cinema hall13 to approach middle-class
viewers.
During the period of my fieldwork, protest against access to Hindi films was ongoing.
Bangladeshi film directors, producers, actors, exhibitors and film activists organized rally and
roundtable discussion at the Dhaka University Teacher-Student Center (TSC) and the FDC
auditorium. On both occasions, I was present and recorded their opinions and discussions
after obtaining permission and oral consent from both the organizers and the participants. I
also carried out an in-depth interview with a film exhibitor and a distributor. I also
interviewed four film critics who talked about various aspects of Bangladeshi films.
To understand the influence of Indian films on the Bangladeshi culture industry, I
analyze the nomenclature or titles of Bangladeshi films from the 1990s and 2000s using
secondary sources. I have transliterated and italicized all Bengali film names with their
English translations (which are my own). In the case of Indian films, I have also transliterated
their names in italicized form, but without English translations. To emphasize some Bengali
terms, I keep them transliterated and in italicized form along with their English translations.
Most of the photographs that have been used in this dissertation are my own, taken during
fieldwork; on a few occasions, images have been used with due reference and permission
from their owners.
13

Out of a dozen single-screen cinema halls in Dhaka, I chose the Balaka cinema hall, situated in the New
Market area, where middle-class audiences visit to watch mostly Bangladeshi alternative cinema.
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Data collection and analysis techniques
Ethnography has a history of being guided by an identifiable range of investigative activities,
such as participant observation, conversational interviews in naturalistic settings, observation
and recording of speech in action, and detailed field note documentation (Denzin & Lincoln,
2008; Fetterman, 2010; Spradley, 1980; Sanjek, 1990).
In this research, the views of film circulators and audiences were explored on the
aforementioned themes by participant observation through sharing in their daily lives,
activities, and interactions as much as possible. This assisted me in building rapport with the
urban participants to observe their interaction and experience with films. I followed my
participants to see how films are copied, distributed, circulated, experienced, and watched in
various spaces.
I also observed the interaction between the CD/DVD shop owners and the buyers and
assessed their film preferences. To accomplish this, I obtained permission from the CD/DVD
shop owners. At the same time, I approached buyers and initiated detailed discussions about
their movie preferences. I used in-depth interviews, focus group discussions (FGD) and
observation to discover the opinions, perceptions, interactions, and practices of individuals.
Secondary sources of data collection were also used.
Besides listening to individuals‘ detailed experiences of watching films, I organized
focus group discussions to obtain views and opinions on controversial and consensusoriented issues such as opinions on the access of Indian films to Bangladeshi theatres or on
the co-production of films by India and Bangladesh. Apart from the polemical issues, focus
group discussions and interviews produced undifferentiated data of which I remained aware
during both the fieldwork and writing stages.
In my research, I collected data systematically and according to the identified research
questions and aims. Data collected through observation were recorded as observation notes,
and FGDs and field interviews were recorded as field notes and using an audio recorder.
Audio recordings were later transcribed into the local language, Bengali, and then translated
into English. The translated transcriptions were then coded using ATLAS.ti, a qualitative data
coding and thematic analysis software.
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Hiatus in the fieldwork
My year of fieldwork in Bangladesh was influenced by political unrest, as well as tropical
health hazards and religious rites. Just after arriving in Dhaka in the middle of 2013, I got
dengue fever, which affected me for a couple of weeks. By the time I recuperated, the
Muslim holy month of Ramadan was going on. This was followed by a week of holidays for
Eid. These held up my fieldwork and observation in the CD/DVD store. During the time of
Ramadan, Muslims observe fasting, and there is a rush in the evening due to the obligation of
breaking the fast in the evening. Also, as the month of Ramadan is sacred, fewer buyers visit
the CD/DVD stores; in addition, the store owners do not play songs through the loudspeakers,
instead playing mostly Islamic songs and Quranic verses. Bangladeshi consumption patterns
are atypical during this period.
Alongside my ill health and the religious rites, my fieldwork was also impacted by
mounting political unrest related to demands to hold national parliamentary elections under a
non-partisan caretaker government. There was also unrest in related to the ongoing trial of
war criminals who had committed acts of genocide and collaborated with the Pakistani army
during the liberation war in 1971. Violent protests, nationwide strikes or hartal, and a
blockade brought the country to a standstill for more than three months. Over 64 days
between October 1, 2013 and January 5, 2014, the strikes and blockade called for by the
opposition political parties created horror and chaos across the country, including Dhaka. On
hartal days I carried out interviews with cable operators and film critics, Bangladeshi film
producers, directors, distributors, exhibitors instead of with CD/DVD sellers as most of the
city‘s markets were closed.

Ethical considerations
The primary data for the project were collected from urban participants in Dhaka with ethics
approval from the University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee
(UAHPEC). In my ethics application, I addressed how the personal, social, and professional
lives of the participants would be protected.
I guaranteed the anonymity of my participants throughout my research so that they
could rest assured about their safety and privacy. For instance, I have not used photographs of
the participants in case they might be identified. To respect my participants‘ confidentiality
and anonymity, I have not used their real names, nor even pseudonyms, in this dissertation; I
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did, however, use pseudonyms in other documents and interview transcripts. Instead of
identifying individuals, I refer instead to categories, using general terms such as CD/DVD
seller, cable operator or viewer, or male or female participant. Where appropriate, I have
extended anonymity to organizations where mentioning the name of the organization might
put the participant in any kind of jeopardy.
Before interviews, participants were informed in detail about the techniques I adopted
for storing, transcribing, analyzing and publishing the collected data. I also informed them
about their rights over the collected data. I mentioned to them that I will preserve their data in
a secure place for 10 years. Participation in the interview process was completely voluntary,
and those that agreed to participate were given a Participant Information Sheet (PIS) and
Consent Form (CF). I did not have a research assistant, so the identity of each participant was
known only to me and the participant.
I applied three ethical criteria to obtain their consent: (a) voluntary participation
without physical or psychological coercion (Christians, 2000), (b) comprehensive and
accurate information about the purpose of the research (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007), and
(c) the right of the respondents to revoke consent at any time without needing to give a reason
(Morse & Field, 1995). In some instances, some participants were apprehensive and
suspicious of having to sign the PIS and CF. In those cases I went through each of the
documents orally to help them agree. In writing and publishing the ethnography, I am aware
of the need for proper contextualization of facts with an attempt to be ―fair, reasonable, and
accurate‖ (Kahn, 2011, p.178).
In the above sections, I discussed the design of my research and reflected on various
aspects of my fieldwork and participants. In the following section, I provide an overview of
my dissertation, which has ten chapters, including this one.

Chapter outline
The narrative movement of the dissertation starts with Chapter 1, in which I laid out my
objectives and the relevance of my research in the context of South Asia in general and
Bangladesh in particular. I also discussed the theoretical contribution of my research, which
is underpinned by key concepts such as cultural subscription, regional hegemony, regional
modernity, circulation, ―piracy‖, viewership and the materiality of media. I conceptualized
and problematized all these concepts and relevant literatures taking the circulation and
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viewership of Indian films in Bangladesh into consideration. I then explained that I selected
Dhaka as my research field in Bangladesh because of its commercial, cultural and political
importance in the country. I also discussed my research participants and the way I selected
them, taking their age, gender, class and locations into account. And finally, I described how
I collected and analyzed data in such a way as to ensure the participants‘ safety and privacy.
In Chapter 2, I set out the background context of my research, foregrounding India‘s
partition in 1947, which resulted in further disintegration, socio-political unrest, war,
communal and ethnic hatred and hegemony among the nation-states of South Asia. These
antagonistic relations are visible in the circulation of Indian films, especially Hindi films, in
Bangladesh. Before partition, Indian films were not seen as problematic despite the fact that
they had dominated the cultural scene in South Asia since the beginning of the sound in film
in the early 1930s. I also discuss how ―Islamicate‖ culture in Hindi film created crossover
appeal in a united India despite linguistic and cultural variations. The popularity of Hindi
films did not end with partition despite the fact that both West and East Pakistan started to
produce films in the newly built country, which was established based on a common religion
but was never enough to build an imagined community (Anderson, 1983). As a result, within
a matter of year, antagonistic socio-economic, political and cultural relations between the
East and West Pakistan continued to grow. The imposition of the Urdu language on Bengalispeaking people in East Pakistan not only was resisted but also gave rise to Bengali
nationalism, which ultimately paved the way for the making of films in Bengali and the
establishment of a film production facility in Dhaka. At the same time, antagonistic relations
between Pakistan and India influenced the circulation of Indian films in Pakistan throughout
the 1950s and 1960s. To curb the hegemony of Indian films, the Pakistani government placed
an embargo on Indian films in mid 1960s and imported many foreign films, especially
Hollywood films. With the creation of Bangladesh in 1971, the newly formed government
followed the same path, imposing a ban on Indian films. Restriction, however, became
ineffective with the arrival of the VCR in the 1980s and cable TV in the 1990s, and the later
arrival of CD/DVDs and the internet. I suggest that the hegemonic relation between the
Bangladeshi audience and Indian films has changed at various points in time and was
reinforced with the advent of non-theatrical exhibition means such as VCR, cable TV,
CD/DVDs and the internet, which bypassed the state control.
In Chapter 3, I explain my own experience with film in Bangladesh as well as my
experiences and engagement with my research participants. This chapter is divided into two
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parts. In the first part, I reflexively demonstrate how my upbringing in the society where I
conducted my fieldwork provided me with an opportunity to act as a source of information
for my own research. I clarify how my urban and rural middle-class background and my
academic schooling influenced my consumption of films and drew me into the hegemony of
Bollywood films. In the second part, I define my research field, contextualizing various
interlocking spaces and spheres where film viewership, culture, religion and modernity
converge. I also provide an ethnographic vignette that reveals what I observed in the field and
what participants said to me about me and my work. I also argue that my social position,
along with my academic study in a Western country, has situated me in an ambiguous
position between ―native‖ and ―non-native‖ identity.
In Chapter 4, I argue that with the launch of India‘s geostationary satellite in the early
1990s, Bollywood films and culture dominated the skies of South Asia, including
Bangladesh. I argue that the expansion of satellite TV channels in India changed the media
infrastructure in Bangladesh, leading to a strengthening of India‘s cultural hegemony more
than ever before. The infrastructures of cable TV and their circulation gave rise to sociopolitical confrontation and feuding. Again with the advent of Direct-to-Home or DTH
technology from India in the mid-2000s, the hierarchies of cable operations at various levels
have been overhauled as many local cable operators could subscribe channels directly from
India instead of depending on control room operators or nationwide distributors. In addition,
viewers could subscribe to more TV channels through the use of DTH technology along with
their normal cable line. In this chapter, I elaborate on the way cable circulation in Bangladesh
has been a distinct phenomenon in the South Asian context given the socio-cultural,
economic and political relations forged around it.
In Chapter 5, I explain how technological changes, such as easy access to CD/DVD
burning facilities and the internet, reinforce Indian cultural hegemony. At the same time,
media infrastructure, transactions and relations based in the (re)production of CD/DVDs
naturalize this hegemony. Like cable TV, infrastructures around CD/DVD production and
circulation emerged which saw India‘s films and music become the mainstay of the CD/DVD
business. I also analyze how the expansion of Indian‘s cultural influence via CD/DVD
technology has produced various social spaces where interactions among various
stakeholders take place. I focus on the production, promotion, pricing and placement
strategies of the CD/DVD business. I also elaborate on the customers‘ choices and preferred
items in the CD/DVD market to understand how the cultural hegemony of India‘s films has
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marginalized Bangladeshi products in this market. I also demonstrate how sellers maintain
good relations and pursue the customers in selling CD/DVDs and dealing with the changing
times and environment. Finally, I show the volume of circulation of new Bollywood before
discussing the transition in the CD/DVD business in recent times.
In Chapter 6, I describe how the hegemony of Indian films and music has been
strengthened through a culture of copying across the country which disregards enforcement
or intellectual property law. Here I explicate various kinds of practices of copying and
circulation of Indian films and music around CD/DVDs, cable lines, the internet, mobile
technology and FM radio. I maintain that the copying and circulation of Indian films and
music in Bangladesh are so mainstream and widespread via various media infrastructures that
creating any kind of binary division between formal and informal or legal and illegal is
almost impossible. I argue that while the copying and circulation of Indian films and music
via unauthorized means incurs financial loss to India, they do produce loyal cultural
subscribers, reinforcing and naturalizing India‘s cultural hegemony in Bangladesh.
In Chapter 7, I suggest that with the consumption of Indian film and film-mediated
culture and modernity, India‘s cultural hegemony and class inequalities in Bangladesh are
reinforced. Following Bourdieu‘s (1984) concept of ―distinction‖, I explain how middle-class
values and status are attached to Hindi popular cinema in Bangladesh; as a result, Hindi film
and film-mediated culture and modernity are considered to be tasteful, polished, well
executed, and technically savvy compared to Bangladeshi commercial films, which are seen
as poor people‘s entertainment. The hegemony of Bollywood films in Bangladesh works
through the consumption of the production and representational values that are attached to
film‘s story, music, dance, fashion and style, as well as the people involved in it. While
consuming Bollywood film and film-promoted culture and modernity, the middle class
reinforces Indian cultural hegemony, alienating them from Bangladeshi commercial films
which they define as low-grade, crass, and lacking in production values.
In Chapter 8, I elucidate that while the consumption of Indian films takes place via
non-theatrical means, negotiation and contestation also happen in tandem, wherein Indian
films and film-mediated culture and modernity collide with political, economic and cultural
discourses and interests. Whilst most Bangladeshi filmmakers, film activists and viewers are
vociferously against the screening of Indian films in Bangladeshi theatres out of a fear of
losing the remaining audience to Indian films, the Bangladeshi exhibitors argue that access to
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Indian films in the theatres is the only way to protect their cinema halls given that
Bangladeshi films fail to draw audiences. I also discuss the contradictory principles of
individuals who oppose Indian films being shown in Bangladeshi theatres, who justify their
own consumption of Indian films via non-theatrical means at home as an exercise of personal
freedom in the ―private‖ space.
In Chapter 9, I claim that instead of making Bangladeshi films appealing to the
Bangladeshi middle-class audience, the hegemony of Bollywood films has ghettoized them. I
explain in this chapter that with the change in the target audience and the production and
exhibition of Bollywood films in the 1990s, the Bangladeshi middle-class audience
responded to this change—as did the Indian middle-class audience—and was alienated from
Bangladeshi commercial films. The absence of middle-class audiences in Bangladeshi
cinema halls, however, was quickly filled out by working-class audiences who migrated from
rural areas following economic liberalization and the expansion of the ready-made garment,
housing and transport industries from the 1990s onwards. Bangladeshi commercial
filmmakers then targeted the so-called ―captive lower-class audience‖ with action-packed
―vulgar‖ or ―obscene‖ films. Through analyzing the titles of Bangladeshi commercial films
produced in the 1990s and 2000s, I expound on how these films were ghettoized, completely
alienating the middle-class audience. The Bangladeshi filmmakers‘ dependency on the
―lower-class‖ audience seems to have ended with access to low-cost media technologies and
various foreign cultural content. Nowadays, instead of consuming Bangladeshi commercial
films, ―lower-class‖ audiences prefer Indian Bengali films, which they find more appealing
than Bangladeshi films.
In Chapter 10, I recapitulate the whole dissertation and provide a critical discussion
on the salient findings, strengths and drawbacks of my research. I also suggest some possible
areas for further research.
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Chapter 2 : From Partition to Hegemony: Bangladesh and Bangladeshi
Films in the South Asian Context
Following the collapse of the European colonial system, the new nation-states in Asia and
Africa gradually entered the international system, but the process of colonial disengagement
was not well planned or peaceful. Instead of minimizing existing communal rifts and socioeconomic, political and cultural disparities, the partition of united India, for example, has
created increased social and political unrest, alterity, war 14 and hatred among the people of
0F

South Asia. Instead of resolving existing disparities and communal unrest, colonial rulers
aggravated them with a ―divide and rule‖ policy and capitalized on them for their
administrative convenience. Following the departure of the colonial powers, the existing
differences came into the fore once again, creating conflicts and further disintegration of the
territory (Ganguly, 1994, p.1-2). Partition, however, did not culminate in the hasty drawing
up of a messy and meandering geographical demarcation across the religious demographics
in India; instead it has become a prolonged and ongoing process 15 (Zamindar, 2007; Ferdous,
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2015) that is being reflected in the socio-economic, political and cultural relations among the
nation-states of South Asia. Besides creating human exodus, catastrophe and trauma (Sarkar,
2009), partition in 1947 led to more partition and created more disparity, war, hatred, alterity
and hegemony within and across the society in South Asia.
Because of socio-economic, political and cultural disparities and communal tensions,
the majority of Bengali Muslims in East Bengal supported the utopian ideal (Hashmi, 1992)
of a nation based on religion only, and not language and culture. With partition in 1947,
Bengali Muslims escaped Hindi domination but fell under West Pakistani domination. New
socio-economic, political and cultural inequalities resulted in hatred and war between East
Pakistan and West Pakistan. The ―utopian nationhood‖ of a united Pakistan ended in
disintegration, creating yet another new nation in South Asia in 1971—Bangladesh.

14

Three major wars broke out within the first 25 years after partition. In the first two wars, which were held in
1947-1948 and 1965, India and Pakistan were involved, and in the third one, held in 1971, Bangladesh and
Pakistan were involved, with India partially involved as well, siding with Bangladesh. The acquisition of
nuclear weapons first by India in 1974 and Pakistan in 1998 have prevented them from engaging in any major
war in recent times (Paul, 2005).
15

The ongoing migration of the Bangladeshi minority Hindu communities to India and the pushback of Bengalispeaking Muslims from India to Bangladesh, for example, are part of this prolonged partition process (Chatterji,
1994; Ferdous, 2015; van Schendel, 2009).
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Partition has changed the socio-economic, political and cultural relations between South
Asia‘s nation-states. For instance, before partition, despite communal unrest and socioeconomic disparities between the Hindu and Muslim communities, the circulation and
viewership of Kolkata‘s and Bombay‘s films in Dhaka were not seen as problematic or
hegemonic. Soon after partition, India‘s films in Pakistan began to be treated as foreign films
and taxes were imposed on them. Following the Indo-Pakistan war of 1965, the Pakistani
government imposed a ban on Indian films. With the creation of Bangladesh, the ban was reimposed, and it continues today. Currently, the circulation and viewership of Hindi films in
most South Asian nations is seen as problematic and hegemonic. The hegemonic standing of
Hindi films in South Asia is a consequence of partition and its aggravation of longsuppressed linguistic, religious and ethnic divisions (Ganguly, 1994, p.1).
Based on my investigation of the circulation and viewership of Indian films in
Bangladesh, in this chapter, I make sense of Bangladesh‘s socio-economic, political and
cultural connections and contentions with other South Asian nations, particularly India and
Pakistan. I foreground how partition has created hegemonic relations among various
linguistic, religious and ethnic communities in South Asia. I suggest that the hegemonic
relation between the Bangladeshi audience and Indian films has changed at various points in
time and been reinforced with the advent of non-theatrical media such as VCRs, cable TV,
CD/DVDs and the internet, which bypassed state control. I begin this chapter by analyzing
Bangladesh‘s historical connections and contentions with India and Pakistan, which influence
the current socio-economic and political relations between these nation-states.

Bangladesh and its polemics with South Asia
The subcontinent‘s history over the past century is characterized by a bewildering array of
political reshufflings and realignments. Bangladesh‘s connections and contentions with India
and Pakistan are shaped by colonial legacies, communal 16 relationships, postcolonial
2F

conditions and predicaments. Contemporary Bangladesh is the geographical result of a
number of territorial manipulations by both colonial and post-colonial powers. The most
important of these were the creation of the short-lived colonial provinces of Eastern Bengal
and Assam, which lasted from 1905 to 1911; the breakup of colonial India into independent

16

This mainly refers to Hindu-Muslim relationships in the Indian subcontinent in colonial times. Communal
antagonistic relations based on religion resulted in tensions and riots between Hindus and Muslims. The
partition of the Indian subcontinent in 1947 was the result of religion-based communal divisions.
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India and Pakistan in 1947; and finally, the division of Pakistan into Bangladesh and Pakistan
in 1971. Such reallocations, exclusions and fissures shaped not only contemporary
Bangladesh but also Pakistan and India (van Schendel, 2012).

Figure 2.1: Map of South Asia17

The experience and effects of the colonial encounter was different for the different
linguistic, religious and ethnic communities in India. For example, whilst most Bengali
Hindus in West Bengal welcomed colonial rule and collaborated with the rulers by accepting
the western education system, in East Bengal, Muslims remained apart from both the British
and the Hindu middle class that grew out of colonial associations. These ―educated‖ Bengali
Hindus took on the responsibility of rewriting their history, which had been distorted by the
Muslim rulers at various points in time. Well-known Bengali nationalists and novelists
Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyay 18 and Sarat Chandra Chattopadhyay 19 vented their anger
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Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyay, a renowned Bengali novelist and essayist, lamented in 1873 that the history
of Greenland has been written and that even the Maori and the Oriya have history, but Bengalis do not: ―(We)
demand a history for Bengal, otherwise the Bengali cannot ever be human‖. He said that the history of Bengal as
written by English people, such as Stewart Mill, Marshman and Lethbridge, did not constitute a real history of
Bengal. He argued that as there is no connection of Bengali and Muslim rule in Bengal, this cannot be the
history of Bengal. He said those who write history without considering the ethnocentric, lying, and Hindu-hating
Muslims is are not writing a history of Bengal at all (as cited in Bagal, 2013, p.285).
19

In a similar vein, another Bengali Hindu novelist and short story writer, Sarat Chandra Chattopadhyay (18761937), addressed a meeting saying that since Hindustan is the Hindus‘ country, it is the responsibility of the
Hindus to free it from the foreign occupation. Muslims, he continued, look to Turkey and the Arabs—they have
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against Muslims, which eventually widened Hindi-Muslim communal divisions (Chatterji,
1994; N. Kabir, 2013; Sofa, 2009). The communal narratives of Hindu nationalists provoked
Bengali Muslims to frame their narratives against the Hindus. Ahmed Sofa (2009), for
example, showed when a Bengali Muslim writer translated poetic fairy tales and religious
stories of Arabs, such as Shaheed-e-Karbala, from Arabic into Bengali, a Hindu Brahmin
family was deliberately placed in the story despite there having been no trace of Hindu
inhabitants in the Arab lands in the seventh century. At one point in the story, the translator
made the Brahmin family convert to Islam, demonstrating the victory of Muslims over
Hindus. Such communal rifts were used by colonial administrators to suppress any kind of
rising political consciousness among the colonized people against their rule (Sarkar, 2009).
Besides communal antagonistic relations between Hindus and Muslims, colonial
administrative and economic policies also created social disparity. For example, the
restructuring process of the ownership of land in Bengal in 1793, also known as the
Permanent Settlement Act, created new structures Hindus and Muslims. In pre-British India,
control over land was not important; what was important was control over the people who
cultivated the land. In the pre-British period land was not anyone‘s personal property. With
the introduction of the Permanent Settlement Act, this system collapsed and a new hierarchy
was formed whereby the Hindu elite became the owners of most of the lands (Fuller, 1977).
So, despite Muslims constituting the majority in East Bengal, ownership of most of the
agrarian lands went to Hindus. Because of growing socio-economic inequalities between
Hindus and Muslims, the British initiative of dividing Bengal was very much welcomed by
Muslims but vociferously opposed by Hindus. The partition of Bengal in 1905 was shortlived, with most Hindus seeing it as a ploy on the part of the British to divide and rule
(Sarkar, 2009). Under mounting pressure from the Hindu ―educated‖ elite or bhadralok
(gentlefolk), the British were bound to annul the Bengal partition after only 6 years, in 1911.
Interestingly, Kolkata‘s bhadralok, who had vociferously opposed the first partition in
1905, strongly championed the second partition in 1947. The main reason for retracting their
support of the united Bengal movement was the introduction in 1932 of the communal award
or shamprodaik royedad, which distributed local assembly seats proportionally according to
the various ethnic and religious communities in the localities. As a result, the bhadralok or
no interest in this country… Musalmans [Muslims] entered India to plunder, not build a kingdom. They did not
stop at plundering, he went on to say; they also destroyed temples, smashed idols, and violated the celibacy of
the women, and did not hesitate in hitting at and denigrating others‘ religion and humanity as much as they
could (as cited in J. Chatterji, 1994, pp.269-274).
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jamindar (landlord) class in greater Bengal lost its supremacy to the Muslim majority
population. Having lost their dominance, Hindu bhadralok turned against British policy and
demanded partition (Chatterji, 1994).
The communal chasm between Hindus and Muslims became visible with formation
by Dhaka‘s Muslim elite of a political party, the Muslim League, in 1906. The rift between
Hindus and Muslims widened further after the annulment of the partition of Bengal in 2011.
Amidst mounting political polarization between Congress and the Muslim League and a spate
of communal riots, British cartographers bifurcated India in 1947.
With partition in 1947, East Bengali Muslims 20 joined Muslim-majority West
5F

Pakistan (Baxter, 1998). This joining with West Pakistan turned sour the very next year when
the West Pakistani regime imposed the Urdu language on its Bengali-speaking population as
a means of ―Islamizing‖ (van Schendel, 2009) their language and culture. The West Pakistani
regime thought that the Bengali language and culture needed to Islamize and be purified of
their Hindu influences. On the one hand, West Pakistanis argued that it was better to connect
to Arabic, and on the other, that Bengalis in East Pakistan needed to get rid of their Indian
elements. Mohsin (2014) pointed out that the ―Bengali language and culture were alleged to
be influenced by Hinduism. Thus, in 1949 the central minister for education openly proposed
the introduction of Arabic script for Bengali‖ (p.74). As the minister asserted:
Not only Bengali literature, even the Bengali alphabet is full of idolatry. Each Bengali
letter is associated with this or that god or goddess of Hindu pantheon…Pakistan and
Devanagari script cannot coexist. It looks like defending the frontier of Pakistan with
Bharati soldiers!...To ensure a bright and great future for the Bengali language it must
be linked up with the Holy Quran…Hence the necessity and importance of Arabic
script. (as quoted in Mohsin, 2014, p.74)
The West Pakistani regimes considered Urdu to be a sacred language for the Muslim
population as ―it had evolved during the Delhi Sultanate and Mughal periods with Persian,
Arabic and Turkish influences. It was written using Arabic script rather than the

20

In 1837, Bankim Chandra Chatterjee categorized the Bengali population as Aryan, non-Aryan Hindu, Aryannon-Aryan Hindu, and Bengali Musalman (Muslim) (see Bagal, 2013, p. 285). Van Schendel (2009) mentioned
that during the colonial era communal antagonistic relations with Hindus consolidated the identity of
―Muslimness‖, as opposed to ―Bengaliness‖; however, following partition in 1947, antagonistic relations with
West Pakistani regimes shifted the emphasis among East Pakistanis from Muslimness to Bengaliness.
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Devanagari 21 script used in Sanskrit and Hindi and from which written Bengali evolved. For
6F

this reason, Bengali was viewed in some quarters in Pakistan as an ‗un-Islamic‘ language‖
(Afzal, 2001, cited in Lewis, 2011, p.63).
As with the Bengali language, East Pakistani culture was also thought to be defiled by
Hindu culture, as Richard Sisson and Leo Rose (1990, pp. 7-8) mentioned:
Politically influential groups in [West Pakistan] perceived the Bengalis as latter-day
Muslim converts still corrupted by Hindu practices, unlike descendants of the
founders of Islam or conquerors like themselves, and as secessionists in league with
their ‗co-culturalists‘ in India.
The declaration of Urdu as the national language led to demonstrations and street
protests in Dhaka in 1952. Police opened fire on protesters, killing a number of students. The
Language Movement 22 between 1948 and 1952 gave rise to the political movement and the
7F

consolidation of Bengali nationalism in East Pakistan (Lewis, 2011; Mohsin, 2014; Raju,
2015). To signify the importance of the Language Movement in 1952, van Schendel (2009)
said, ―The Pakistan government completely failed to understand the depth of feeling
underlying the language movement and the demand for regional autonomy for East Pakistan‖
(pp.114-115).
In conjunction with linguistic and cultural domination, economic and political
disparity between West and East Pakistan gave rapid rise to political opposition in East
Pakistan (Lewis, 2011; van Schendel, 2009). As for economic disparity between East and
West Pakistan, Rehman Sobhan, for example, reported that despite East Pakistan earning 6070% of Pakistan‘s foreign exchange, mainly through exporting raw jute and jute products,
about 80% of all of Pakistan‘s revenue along with all other aid and loans would go to West
Pakistan (2013, p.190). The political parties of East Pakistan were denied their democratic
rights by the West Pakistani regime following the first general election in 1954, which saw a
coalition of the political parties in East Pakistan, the United Front (Jukta Front), come out as
a major winner against the ruling Muslim League party. The United Front was an alliance of
21

Devanagari (in Sanskrit deva means Hindu god and nagari means city) is a collection of alphabets and writing
systems of Indo-European languages such as Sanskrit, Prakrit, Hindi, Marathi and Nepali (Masica, 1993, p.
144).
22

The Language Movement or Bhasha Andolon in Dhaka on February 21, 1952, was a collective protest against
the imposition of Urdu on the Bengali linguistic community by the West Pakistani regime. In 1999, UNESCO
declared February 21 International Mother Language Day.
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East Bengali political parties Awami Muslim League, Krishak Sramik Party, Nizam-e-Islam
and Ganatantri Dal, formed in 1954 to contest the West Pakistani Muslim League party in the
first election of the East Bengal Legislative Assembly. The Language Movement and the
refusal to hand over political power to the winning parties of East Pakistan consolidated the
demand for an independent East Pakistan.
While the West Pakistani regime wanted to ―de-Hinduize/de-Indianize‖ its Eastern
wing through imposing the West Pakistani Urdu language and culture, the political parties in
East Pakistan distanced themselves from religion-based politics and advocated for a secular
Bengal based on Bengali language and culture. A major political party in East Pakistan, the
Awami Muslim League, for example, jettisoned the word ―Muslim‖ from its name to render
it more reformist and ―secular‖ to East Pakistanis. For more than two decades, the West
Pakistani government suppressed and oppressed political opposition in East Pakistan,
ultimately leading to the war for Bangladeshi independence in 1971, which left 3 million
people dead and more than two hundred thousand women molested (Ahmed, 2004; van
Schendel, 2009).
Though the concept of Bengali nationalism was not clearly defined until 1971, during
the Pakistan era the notion became synonymous with love for the Bengali language and
culture. The construction of the Language Martyrs‘ Monument or Shahid Minar in 1952 and
Bangla Academy in 1955 and the celebration of Rabindranath Tagore‘s and Kazi Nazrul
Islam‘s literature and songs, along with Bengali folksongs and Baul mysticism, marked the
Bengali identities (van Schendel, 2009, p.202). One of Tagore‘s songs, composed in 1905
following the first partition of Bengal during British rule, was made the national anthem of
Bangladesh during the liberation war in 1971. In a more discursive way, Bengali nationalism
indicates a ―secular‖ pan-Bengali culture along the linguistic territory of greater Bengal (East
Bengal, presently known as Bangladesh, and West Bengal, presently a state in India).
With the creation of Bangladesh in 1971, the discourse of Bengali nationalism
became one of the principles of the Bangladeshi constitution, along with socialism,
democracy and secularism. The use of secularism was against the bitter experience with the
religion-based nationalism that was promoted during the Pakistan era (Mohsin, 2014). Sheikh
Mujibur Rahman, the founding leader and first president of Bangladesh, defined secularism
as follows:
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Secularism does not mean the absence of religion. Hindus will observe their religion;
Muslims will observe their own; Christians and Buddhists will observe their religions.
No one will be allowed to interfere in others‘ religions; the people of Bengal do not
want any interference in religious matters. Religion cannot be used for political
means. (as cited in Mohsin, 2014, p.74)
Soon after the assassination of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman in 1975, the discourse of
Bengali nationalism was supplanted by that of Bangladeshi nationalism, a purportedly allinclusive term for the Bengali and non-Bengali ethnic communities of Bangladesh, such as
Chakma and Marma, who were assumed to be excluded from the narratives of Bengali
nationalism. The proponents of Bangladeshi nationalism also claimed that the concept
indicated the territorial sovereignty of Bangladesh against the pan-Bengali language and
culture that embraced similar linguistic territory in India. Like West Pakistan‘s process of
―de-Hinduization/de-Indianiziation‖ of East Pakistan, the introduction of Bangladeshi
nationalism can be seen as a response to the Indian hegemony that was established through
the war in 1971. In so doing, the successive military governments of the mid-1970s and
1980s erased the concept of secularism from the constitution. Instead, they Islamized it and
brought religion-based Islamic parties, specifically the Pakistani collaborators or rajakars 23
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of 1971, into Bangladeshi politics.
Whilst the language movement of 1952, the liberation war of 1971 and the rajakar
issue are the main discourses that draw Pakistan into Bangladeshi national politics, the
presence of India is more complex and diverse. As Ramesh Trivedi stated, ―The IndiaBangladesh relation is really an enigma to many. You would be surprised to know how
diverse people‘s opinions and feelings of love and hatred are which constitutes the bond,
which is slowly becoming distrust‖ (2008, p.98). India‘s military and humanitarian assistance
during the war of independence in 1971 was hailed by most Bangladeshis, but in the postindependence era, because of many longstanding and unresolved issues such as joint river
water sharing, rampant border killings, non-tariff barriers and trade imbalances have brought
many Bangladeshis to speak against India. In recent times, India‘s influence in the
23

Rajakars were East Bengali Muslims and active members of Jamaat-e-Islami who assisted the West Pakistani
army during the liberation war in 1971 by providing information about the East Pakistani liberation fighters or
Mukti Bahini. As a paramilitary force of Pakistani troops, rajakars were alleged to be involved in war crimes,
rape and genocide. In 2009, the Awami League government set up an International Crimes Tribunal to
investigate and prosecute the alleged war criminals, most of whom were leaders of the Bangladeshi Jamaat-eIslami party.
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International Cricket Council (ICC) and its direct and indirect influence and involvement in
Bangladeshi internal politics have made many Bangladeshis vociferously anti-Indian24.
India‘s allegations that Bangladesh provides shelter to India‘s separatist groups in its northeastern states and that millions of illegal Bangladeshis live in India have exasperated many
Bangladeshis to speak belligerently against India.
Bangladesh‘s relationships with India have been impacted by the water-sharing
issues. More than 50 rivers that flow into the Bay of Bengal pass through both India and
Bangladesh25. The three major rivers Padma, Meghna and Jamuna are the lifeline of
Bangladesh, creating the largest delta in the world. However, India has thwarted the natural
flow of many rivers with its construction of dams and barrages. The impact of these
downstream has been severe for Bangladesh. The Farakka Barrage26 across the Ganges River
(known as the Padma in Bangladesh) and the Teesta Barrage across the Teesta River, for
example, have desertified and salinated northern Bangladesh, affecting crops, irrigation
systems, fishery production and river navigation. Another proposed dam in north-east India,
the Tipaimukh, has triggered protest among Bangladeshis in recent times, who fear the effect
might be the same as previous ones (Ahmed, 2012).
Since partition in 1947, Bangladesh and India share a border of more than 4,000
kilometers that is relatively porous27, across which informal trades and infiltrations are quite
common. However, the indiscriminate shoot-to-kill policy of the India‘s (Human Rights
Watch, 2010) Border Security Forces (BSF) have fed anti-Indian sentiment in Bangladesh in
24

India‘s former foreign minister and prime minister I.K. Gujral established a five-point roadmap known as the
Gujral Doctrine in the mid-1990s to minimize growing anti-Indian sentiment in South Asia‘s smaller countries.
One of the principles spelt out that to gain good faith and trust, India should make concessions to its smaller
neighbors, while another elaborated that no country should interfere in the internal affairs of another (see
Murthy, 1999).
25

A longstanding maritime boundary dispute with India was resolved in 2014 with the intervention of a UN
tribunal known as the Permanent Court of Arbitration (PCA), based in Hague. When bilateral negotiations did
not work, Bangladesh went to the PCA in 2009, winning 19,467 sq. km of the Bay of Bengal‘s 25,602 sq. km
area (Habib, 2014).
26

The Farakka Barrage problem erupted during the Pakistan period, in 1951 to be exact, when India decided to
build it in West Bengal roughly 17 km from the border with Bangladesh. The construction the barrage started in
1961 and ended in 1975. Between the 1950s and 1960s, Pakistan strongly opposed its construction, protesting
that the barrage damages irrigation systems, fisheries and river navigation (see Salman & Uprety, 2003).
27

On June 6, 2015, 68 years after partition, India and Bangladesh signed a land boundary agreement to swap
around 111 Indian enclaves or chitmahal and 51 Bangladeshi enclaves. Enclaves were unsettled areas that
remained unmarked during the hastily done partition in 1947. With this agreement, nearly 37,000 people living
in Indian enclaves inside Bangladesh and 14,000 people in Bangladeshi enclaves in India can now have the
citizenship of their choice (Sharma, 2015).
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recent times. Human Rights Watch (2010) termed the excessive use of force along the border
as ―trigger-happy‖. It also mentioned that during the 2000s, more than a thousand mostly
Bangladeshi civilians were killed by the Indian BSF28 (HRW, 2010, p.5). The killing of a 15year-old girl, Felani Khatun, in 2011 sparked protest in Bangladesh. Felani was shot and
killed by the BSF and hanged upside down from a barbed-wire fence for five hours. Under
the banner of ―the people of Bangladesh‖, posters with a graphic image of Felani with the
catchline ―It is not Felani but Bangladesh that is hanging‖ (Khan, 2015) were attached to
walls in Dhaka city and across the country (Sur, 2015). The image of Felani appeared in the
media and on social networking sites, generating protest against India, including angry
Bangladeshi ―cyber hackers‖ attacking 1,400 Indian websites (including intelligence
websites) (Sur, 2015).
Indian politicians frequently allege that there are more than 20 million ―illegal
Bangladeshis‖ living in India (Ramachandran, 2013, p.483). This allegation is categorically
denied by the Bangladeshi government. Indian politicians and the mass media depict Bengalispeaking labor migrants living in large cities such as Delhi and Mumbai and states like
Assam (Ahmed, 2014) as illegal Bangladeshi migrants who are dreadful for India‘s social and
political stability (Ramachandran, 2002). During the 1990s, many ―illegal migrants‖ were
caught in various Indian cities and pushed over the border into Bangladesh, where
Bangladesh‘s border security forces, Bangladesh Rifles (BDR), currently known as
Bangladesh Border Guards (BGB), pushed them back again into India as they could not
sufficiently prove that they were Bangladeshi citizens. While Indian politicians and lawenforcing agencies treated Bengali-speaking Muslims as Bangladeshis living illegally in
India, the Bangladeshi government argued that ―being a Muslim or speaking Bengali (even in
an East Bengali dialect), do not distinguish Bangladeshis from Indians because there are
millions of Indian citizens who are Bengali-speaking Muslims and not a few of them speak
East Bengali dialects‖ (Ramachandran, 2013, p.483).
Despite the fact that the South Asian free-trade zone is in place, there is a huge
imbalance in bilateral trade between India and Bangladesh (Trivedi, 2008). Many
Bangladeshi business people alleged that while India‘s products flooded Bangladeshi
markets, non-tariff barriers such as strict product-testing certification and labelling
requirements created major obstacles for Bangladeshi exports. This may be seen as a
28

Between 2009 and 2013, 288 Bangladeshi civilians have been killed. In 2014, 40 and in the first six months of
2015, 20 Bangladeshi had been killed (Hasan, 2015).
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hegemonic situation, in light of Wallerstein‘s reminder that in the capitalist market system
two myths prevail: ―the free flow of the factors of production‖ and ―the non-interference of
the political machinery in the ‗market‘‖ (1983, p. 105). Instead, Wallerstein argued that
capitalism is characterized by the ―partial free flow‖ of the factors of production in that
―selective‖ interference of the political machinery is an act of hegemony (1983, p. 105).
Besides other issues, sports such as cricket sometimes become a matter of contention
with India. India‘s growing influence over the International Cricket Council (ICC) has
brought many Bangladeshis to express views against India. The controversy against the
cricket governing body cropped up in 2014 when India, along with England and Australia,
also known as the Big Three, took major initiatives to overhaul the sport‘s governance,
competitions and finances to give themselves more power, more matches and higher financial
stakes than the other member countries.
Issues around cricket also erupted following a controversial match played between
India and Bangladesh during the Cricket World Cup held in Australia and New Zealand in
early 2015. After the Bangladeshi cricket team‘s loss to the Indian team, Bangladeshi
supporters reported that the umpires were biased towards India and ruled against Bangladesh,
causing Bangladesh to lose the game. The president of the ICC, Mustafa Kamal, who was
also Bangladesh‘s planning minster, protested the umpire‘s controversial decision and asked
for a review. Because of his protest, he was not allowed by the ICC to hand over the World
Cup trophy to the winning team, Australia. Instead, his secondary, India‘s Narayanaswami
Srinivasan, chairman of ICC, awarded the trophy. Kamal resigned from his position, accusing
the ICC and India of violating his constitutional right to hand over the trophy (Islam, 2015).
Both the creation and the symptoms of hegemony are visible in the cricketing phenomenon.
The restructuring plan of the existing system is the process of consolidating hegemony. The
expression of hegemony is also manifested through the cricketing tricks during the World
Cup.
Despite all these antagonistic relations and sentiments against India, most middleclass Bangladeshis love to watch Indian films, especially Hindi films. Whilst they are happy
to do so on smaller screens such as the television or computer, they strongly oppose showing
Indian films in Bangladeshi cinema halls given that they hardly visit cinema halls or watch
Bangladeshi commercial films because of their class status and cultural tastes. I discuss this
in detail in chapters 7, 8, and 9. In the following section, I explain how the love-hate
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relationship the Bangladeshi middle class has with Indian films have developed over the
years.

Bangladesh’s love-hate relationship with Indian film
Following independence in 1971, the new Bangladeshi government maintained the ban on all
types of films from India which had been in stated during the Pakistani period. Then, in 1973,
it imposed an additional ban,29 this one on films from Pakistan (Islam, 2008). The ban on
Indian films in Bangladeshi theatres, however, did not prevent the Bangladeshi audience from
watching Indian films. The advent of videocassette technology in the 1980s, followed by
satellite and cable television in the 1990s (Masud, 2011; Raju, 2011) further expanded
Bangladeshi viewers‘ access to Indian films, bypassing state protection.
Against this backdrop, the Bangladeshi government lifted ban twice on Indian films in
Bangladeshi theatres—in 2011 and 2014— in a bid to revive the moribund cinema hall
business. It was the Bangladeshi exhibitors who appealed to the government to save their
business, as local films were not attracting audiences to the halls (Ethirajan, 2011). As Figure
2.1 illustrates, the number of films produced in Bangladesh has dropped to less than 50 per
year, from around 100 in the 1990s (Raju, 2015). Similarly, there were more than 1,400
cinema halls in Bangladesh in the 1990s; this number has now dropped to less than 400. The
move to exhibit Indian films in the cinema halls, however, triggered an outcry among
Bangladeshi film producers, artists and activists, who feared the impact of this move would
be severe for Bangladeshi film industry and culture. They took to the streets in protest.
Filmmakers and artists donned shrouds or kafan and marched the streets in Dhaka, then took
down all banners and posters for Hindi films from the cinema halls that were showing them.
After vociferous protest from various quarters and an injunction order from the court, the
government reversed its decision just a couple of months later.

29

The then Bangladeshi president Sheikh Mujibur Rahman said, ―Tell them that from today onwards films in
those foreign languages (Urdu and Hindi) will not be exhibited in Bangladesh‖ (also see Raju, 2015, p.153).
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Figure 2.2: Number of film productions in independent Bangladesh, by year30
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In terms of the debate as to whether to show Indian films in Bangladeshi theatres,
Bangladeshi exhibitors and filmmakers are sharply divided in their opinions. The exhibitors
who support allowing Indian films in Bangladeshi theatres have argued that it is futile to
impose a ban on Indian films and music because they are absolutely everywhere via cable
TV, CV/DVDs and the internet. They also contend that since the Bangladeshi film industry
has enjoyed a protected market for about 50 years but did not flourish, further protection
would hardly make any difference. They also point out that Bangladeshi commercial films
cannot draw audiences to the cinema halls, so access to Indian films could revive the dying
theatre exhibition business in Bangladesh. Those who oppose theatrical access to Indian films
strongly maintain that such access will incur financial loss to them as audiences will watch
Indian films instead Bangladeshi ones. I have detailed this out in Chapter 8.
Despite their strong opposition to theatrical access to Indian films, Bangladeshi
filmmakers seldom mention the circulation and viewership Indian films on small screens such
as television, CD/DVD or computer. Instead, they justify the non-theatrical presence of
1

Indian films by drawing a line between public and private space. They argue that public
spaces such as cinema halls are connected with national identity and sovereignty and as such

30

Rajadhyaksha & Willemen, 2012.
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should not be open to Hindi or bijatiyo bhashar31 (foreign language) films, whereas private
space, such as the home, is a personal space where it is appropriate for an individual to
exercise their freedom by a watching foreign film. In the following section, I discuss the
historical connection between the Indian films and Bangladeshi audiences. I argue that
despite the theatrical ban on the exhibition of Indian films in Bangladesh, one way or the
other, the connection between Bangladeshi audiences and Indian films could not be severed
because of non-theatrical circulation.

Film circulation and viewership in colonial East Bengal
In the united India, film started not with the production but with the exhibition of foreign
films. From the beginning, film exhibition in India was globalized as films from Europe and
the USA came to India via global and local distributors. Global film production and
distribution companies such as the French Pathé Frères and the American Universal Studios,
along with local distribution and exhibition companies such as Madam Theatres and Royal
Bioscope, showed foreign films on the Indian subcontinent throughout the silent era. As
Barnouw and Krishnaswamy reported, ―France, headed by Pathé, was apparently the leading
source, but products of the United States, Italy, England, Denmark, and Germany also
competed for a share of the Indian market‖ (1980, p.10).
As part of a travelling exhibition, the first demonstration of films in South Asia was
on July 7, 1896, when the Lumière brothers exhibited their films at the Watson Hotel in
Bombay. Shortly after, ―travelling cinemas‖32 reached almost every part India. Hiralal Sen,
for example, exhibited a film at the Assistant Divisional Officer‘s bungalow in Bhola, a
remote place in southern Bangladesh, on April 4, 1898. As Table 2.1 illustrates, Hiralal Sen
was one of the founders, in 1898, of the first Indian bioscope company, The Royal Bioscope.
He made and showed films in Kolkata‘s theatres, and was also a travelling exhibitor, showing
films in the Bengali countryside (Chatterjee, 2011, p.54). The Kolkata-based Bredford
Cinematograph Company also exhibited films in the Crown Theatre in Dhaka on April 17,

31

Many Bangladeshi filmmakers and artists refer to the Hindi language as bijatiyo bhasha or foreign language,
which is similar to the Pakistani Urdu language. The pro and anti discourses around the circulation and
viewership of Indian films in Bangladesh are shaped and reshaped by the existing political, economic and sociocultural relations with India.
32

Barnouw and Krishnaswamy (1980) explained that before settling down in permanent places such as theatres,
travelling exhibitors would show ―bioscope‖, an early movie projector, in an open space under a tent.
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1898 (Raju, 2015). Films were also exhibited at Jagannath College in Dhaka in 1902 (Qader,
1993, p.398).
Films that were shown in East Bengal by travelling exhibitors came from Kolkata.
Ranita Chatterjee (2011) argued that besides being a site of film production in the early 20th
century, Kolkata was a site of circulation for local, regional and transnational films and a
global transit point for films travelling all the way to South East Asia and even Australia.
Barnouw and Krishnaswamy reported that ―the imported films shown by early traveling
showmen came from many countries, but American and French films might come to them via
London distributors. Many were well worn before being dumped on the Asian market‖ (1980,
p.9).
With their establishment of permanent establishments such as theatres, traveling film
show exhibitors, such as Jamjetji Framji Madan (1856-1923) and Abdulally Esoofally (18841957), who showed ―bioscope‖ in tents across India and South East Asia, settled down in
Kolkata and Mumbai and expanded their theatre exhibition chains. Madan, who started
launched his ―bioscope‖ tent show in 1902, built the Elphinstone Picture Palace theatre in
1907 in Kolkata, and within a matter of a decade he owned 37 theatres across India.
Esoofally, who started his tent show in 1901, built the Alexandra Theatre in 1914 and settled
down in Bombay (Barnouw and Krishnaswamy, 1980, p. 9).
Along with Kolkata and Mumbai, permanent film exhibition theatres were also
established in Dhaka. There are two versions of accounts available on genesis of permanent
theatres in Dhaka. According to Qader (1993) and Hayat (2009), Dhaka‘s first cinema hall
was the Picture House, built by Rathindranath Chatterjee in 1905. This tin shed theatre in the
Armanitola area in old Dhaka was converted from a warehouse. The capacity of the hall was
three hundred. Two exhibitions would take place every day—in the afternoon and in the
evening. On Sunday, three shows would take place (Qader, 1993, p.394). Raju, however,
reported that Picture House was built in 1914-1915 by Uddavji Tegore, a Marwari (a nonBengali migrant community, mainly from Rajasthan, famous for their mercantile activities in
colonial Bengal) (2015, p. 81). During the 1920s, three more cinema halls—Rupmahal
Cinema (1924), Lion Cinema (1927) and Mukul Cinema (1929)—were built in Dhaka
(Hayat, 2009; Raju, 2015; Qader, 1993).
According to Kabir (1969), in the silent era, about 80 percent of the films shown in
the subcontinent were foreign films, particularly ones made in the USA. Kristin Thompson
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suggested that this figure was as high as 90%, and stated that the rest of the films came from
Britain, Italy, France, Sweden and Germany, showing in about 200 theatres across India. She
also mentioned that from the mid-1920s, filmmaking in India kept growing slowly (1985,
p.144).
Table 2.1: History of film in colonial India, Pakistan and Bangladesh33
Time
period
18981929

Major developments
Silent era: travelling cinema
Exhibition of the Lumière films in Bombay (1896).
Hiralal Sen‘s Royal Bioscope (1898), the first production & exhibition company in
Bengal.
Abdullaly Esoofally‘s tent-cinema (1901) in South East Asia and India.
J.F. Madan‘s ―bioscope‖ or tent-cinema (1902) in India, Burma and Ceylon.
Aurora Film Company‘s (1907) traveling cinema.
Pathé India established in Bombay (1907).
The Madan cinema chain grows to 30 by 1909.
Phalke‘s film Rajah Harischandra released in Bombay (1913).
World War I curtails film production in France, England; start of US domination
(1915).
Universal Pictures‘ first agent in India (1916).
Phalke sets up the Hindustan Cinema Film Company (1918).
Chandulal Shah sets up the Kohinoor Film Company (1919).
Silent era: Permanent cinema house & other developments
J.F. Madan‘s Elphistone Picture Palace (1907).
Esoofally‘s Alexandra Theatre in Bombay (1914).
The India Cinematograph Act (1918).
Uddavji Tegore‘s Picture House in Armanitola, Dhaka (1913-1914).
150 cinema halls in India (1923).
Number of cinema halls (1928): Bombay 20; Calcutta 13; Madras 9; Delhi 6; Poona

33

Source: Barnouw & Krishnaswamy, 1980; Ganti, 2013; Gooptu, 2011; Qader, 1993, Rajadhyaksha &
Willemen, 2012; Raju, 2015; Thoravoal, 2000.
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6; Dhaka 3; Chittagong 2.
Of films exhibited, 15% Indian and 85% foreign (1926-1927).
India‘s Cinematograph Committee (1927-1928).
Prabhat Film Company in Kolhapur (1929).
1930s

The Sound Era
The Madan Theatre Company starts producing short sound films (14 March 1931).
Ardeshir Irani‘s Imperial Film Company produces Alam Ara (14 March 1931).
The film market in 1931 in terms of linguistic territory
Hindi-Urdu: 140 million; Bengali: 53 million; Telugu: 28 million; Marathi: 21
million; Tamil: 20 million; Punjabi: 15 million; Gujarati: 11 million.
Number of films produced in 1931: Hindi 22; Bengali 3; Tamil 1.
Number of films produced in 1932: Hindi 61; Bengali 4; Marathi 6; Tamil 4;
Telugu 3; Other 1.
Film production companies in India in 1937
Madras 36; Mumbai 34; Kolkata 19; Lahore 4; Kolhapur 6; Poona 4.
Around 60% of India‘s film production units located in Bombay (1930s).
Film studios in Kolkata
New Theatres Ltd in Kolkata (1931) (films made mainly in Bengali and Hindi); Shree
Bharat Laxmi Pictures; East India Company (1932) (films made in Bengali, Hindi,
Tamil, Telugu); Radha Film Company; Indra Movietone; Kali Films; Prafulla
Pictures; Debdutta Films; Barua Film Unit.
Film studios in Mumbai
Bombay Talkies (1934; mostly Hindi-Urdu films); Imperial Film Company (HindiUrdu, Marathi, Tamil, Telugu, Malay, Burmese, Pashtu); Sagar Movietone (Hindi,
Tamil, Telugu, Gujarati, Punjabi); Wadia Movietone (1933; Hindi-Urdu, Tamil,
Telugu); Minerva Movietone (mostly Hindi-Urdu); Ranjit Movietone (1929; Hindi,
Punjabi, Gujarati).

1940s- Emergence of studios in Mumbai
1950s
Mehboob Studio (1945); RK Studio (1948); Navketan Films (1949); Guru Dutt
Movies Pvt. Ltd. (1955).
1947

Partition of India.
Hindu Marwari and businessmen leave Pakistan.
Migration of artists.
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Kolkata loses more than half of its audience.
120 cinema halls in East Bengal.
1950s

First imposition by the Pakistani government of a customs duty on Indian films
(1948).
12 East Pakistani film distribution companies along with Indian companies.
122 cinema halls in East Bengal and about a dozen in Dhaka (1954).
First Bengali sound film made in Dhaka—Mukh-o-Mukhosh (The Face and the Mask,
1956).
East Pakistan Film Development Corporation (EPFDC) established (1957).

1960s

The Pakistani government passes the Cinematograph Act (1963). Exhibition ratios for
local and foreign films defined as 85% and 15% respectively.
Indo-Pakistan war; Pakistan bans Indian films in response to the Indian ban (1965).
Through the 1960s, a total of 154 films are made in East Pakistan: 104 in Bengali and
50 in Urdu.
Between 1947 and 1965, a total of 1,100 Indian Hindi and Bengali films are imported
into East Pakistan.

1970s

Independence of Bangladesh from the united Pakistan (1971).
Ban on Indian films maintained (1972).
Ban imposed on Pakistani films (1973).

1980s

Introduction of VHS.
Under the new Wage Earners‘ Scheme law (1985), VCRs/VCPs begin to be imported.
Cassette stores flourish and the copying of Indian films proliferates, bypassing the
ban.
Both home and commercial film viewing increase.

1990s

Economic liberalization and the emergence of labor-intensive industry.
Influx of labor migration to urban areas.
Booming theatre business (around 1,500 cinema halls and 100 films per year).
India‘s geostationary satellites change the media scene in Bangladesh and other
countries in South Asia (1992).
Introduction of Indian satellite TV channels into Bangladesh (1992).
Introduction of VCD, computers & the internet (1995 onwards).
VCRs/VCPs almost out of the market.
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2000s

Booming CD/DVD business.
Introduction of DVDs and FTP servers.
Access to Indian films independent of class, gender or age.
Bangladeshi cinema halls reduce to 400 and its production of films falls to below 50
per year.

2010s

First withdrawal of the ban on Indian films in theatres; it is re-imposed after a couple
months (2011).
Second withdrawal of the ban (late 2014); second re-imposition (early 2015).

Sound, “Islamicate” culture and the crossover appeal of Hindi films
In the silent era, American and European films were dominant in the Indian market. Despite
the fact that the production of Indian films also began in the silent era, they could not gain
ground before the introduction of sound in the 1930s. With sound, films carried more
meanings and became more interactive for audiences. With the arrival of sound technology,
filmmaking in united India expanded. As Ganti reported, ―Within a decade of the advent of
sound, the ratio of foreign films being screened in India dropped to less than 10 percent, and
the film industries in Bombay, Calcutta, Madras, Lahore, and Pune grew at a rapid rate
without import barriers or state supports‖ (2013, p.11). However, most of the studios were
located in Bombay and Kolkata, and filmmakers from other linguistic territories would visit
Kolkata and Mumbai to make their films. While sound gave more meaning to the films, it
also split the viewership of films according to linguistic territory. As India is linguistically
divided, so films were supposed to be made in different territories in their respective
languages. This equation was applicable to every language except Hindi-Urdu. As the HindiUrdu speaking population was greater than for any of India‘s other languages, more HindiUrdu films were made right from the beginning of filmmaking in India. As Figure 3
illustrates, in the first year of sound—that is, in 1931—a total of 22 Hindi films were made,
but only three in Bengali and one in Tamil.
The difference between the number of films produced in Hindi-Urdu and those
produced in India‘s other major languages is pronounced as Figure 2.3 shows. But how did
Hindi film gain its crossover appeal across India, eventually leading to its hegemony over
India‘s other languages and cultures? I suggest that besides its vast natural market, an
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―Islamicate‖ process evident in Hindi-Urdu film is hegemonic to non-Hindi speaking and
Muslim-dominant territories such as East Bengal.
Figure 2.3: Number of films produced by language in pre-1947 India
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―Islamicate‖ does not directly refer to ―the religion, Islam, itself, but to the social and
cultural complex historically associated with Islam and the Muslims‖ (Kesavan, 1994, p.246).
Kesavan argued that the ―Islamicate‖ social and cultural lifestyle of the Nawab34 and the
ruling elite in North Indian cities such as Awadh and Lucknow became hegemonic to the
colonial middle class. Filmmakers in the colonial period and even in the post-colonial period
used the hegemonic language of the ―Islamicate‖ empire and cultural practices of the tawaif
or courtesan to attract audiences. Besides Hindi filmmakers, well-known Bengali filmmakers
also deployed ―Islamicate‖ language and culture, such as Satyajit Ray, whose film Jalsaghar
(1958) showed the aristocracy of the Jamindars, their cultural expressions and their rise and
fall. Kesavan explained the way Hindi film became influenced by the ―Islamicate‖ language
and culture of the ruling elite in North India.
While the house of Hindi cinema has many mansions, its architecture is inspired by
Islamicate forms. The most obvious example of these Islamicate forms is Urdu….
Urdu‘s ability to find sonorous words for inflated emotion suited the purpose of
34

―Mughal governor; conventionally used in British India as a title for Muslim princes, chiefs, and the like. The
term nabob, a corruption of nawab, was used for Englishmen who gained sudden riches in India‖ (Metcalf &
Metcalf, 2012, p. xxiii).
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stylised melodrama…. But Islamicate empire bequeathed to Hindi cinema much more
than a medium and a vocabulary: it provided it with images of the good life, a model
of the man about town, a stereotype of cultivated leisure and the ingredients for
rentier decadence. All of the above were derived from a part-fantasised vision of
nawabi Lucknow, which was nostalgically remembered as the last bastion of a
beleaguered Islamicate culture, the culture of the Urdu-speaking elite. (1994, pp.246251)
―Islamicate‖ imagery in Hindi films is predicated on the legacy of the ―Islamicate‖
empire, such as the Urdu language, culture, architectural motifs (Mughal arches), and tehzeeb
(manners) (Bhaskar & Allen, 2009; Bhaumik, 2001; Dwyer, 2006; Thomas, 2013; Kesavan,
1994). ―Islamicate‖ language in Hindi films started from the very beginning of sound era and
continues today. This process happened through the inclusion of various Persian and Arabic
words. Words ―for love [pyar, ishq, mohabbat], heart [dil], law [kanoon], justice [insaaf],
honor [izzat], duty [farz], blood [khoon], emotion [jazbaat], crime [jurm], and wealth
[daulat]—all central concepts in Hindi cinema—are from Urdu‘s Persian and Arabic-derived
vocabulary‖ (Ganti, 2013, p.21).
The connection of Urdu and Farsi with East Bengal is quite historical. Until it was
imposed as the state language of East Pakistan in 1952, Urdu was regarded as Islamic and a
sacred language because of its connection with Farsi and Arabic. In the early British rule, the
administrative language was Farsi, as it was not possible to introduce English overnight, and
also Farsi was the imperial Mughal language for many years. Because of its administrative
importance and social status, both Hindus and Muslims learned it. When it was gradually
supplanted by English in the early 19th century, Muslim religious leaders did not take it easily
and boycotted it. The emergence of Qawmi or ―Muslim national‖ madrasas in Uttar Pradesh
and East Bengal, following the Sepoy Mutiny or Indian Mutiny of 1857, was a protest against
the introduction of the British educational system (Ahmed, 1983; Bhuiyan, 2010). Urdu and
Farsi were also included as subjects in the academic curriculum in East Bengal. For example,
the first university in East Bengal, Dhaka University, included Urdu and Farsi as academic
disciplines as of its establishment in 1921 (Batool, 2014). So, ―Islamicate‖ Hindi films in
terms of their Urdu, Farsi and Arabic vocabulary would easily grab the attention of the
middle-class audience in East Bengal. Besides their ―Islamicate‖ language, both Hindi and
Bengali have many common Sanskritized words and word roots that also helped make Hindi
film familiar to the Bengali audience.
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Muslim stories in ―Islamicate‖ Hindi films also attracted non-Hindi speaking
audiences across India and beyond. Hindi films often made reference to oriental fantasies
such as Arabian Nights and mediaeval Persian-Arabian folk forms, Alibaba and Forty
Thieves (1903), Gul-e-Bakavali (1924), Hatim Tai (1929), Alam Ara (1931), Shirin Farhad
(1931), Laila Majnu (1931), Char Darvesh (1933) (Chatterjee, 2011; Thomas, 2013;
Rajadhyaksha & Willemen, 2012). Many of the Persian-Arabian fables were very familiar
and popular in Bengal as most of the stories were translated and transcreated in Bengali,
combining local language and culture. Poetic manuscripts also known as puthi were very
popular among the common people in Bengal (Thomas, 2013). Thus, the inclusion of
―Islamicate‖ fantasies had had a natural attraction to the Bengal audience. ―Islamicate‖
historical films such as Mirza Ghalib (1954) and Mughal-e-Azam (1960) and courtesan films
such as Pakeezah (1971) and Umrao Jaan (1981) also created crossover appeal (Dwyer,
2006). In films such as Mughal-e-Azam, ―Islamicate‖ clothing such as kurta-pyajamas,
sherwanis and salwar kameez of various styles, as well as Mughal architectural spectacles,
have also been used to attract the audience. This ―Islamicate‖ culture was ―perceived not only
as local and ‗traditional‘ but also, apparently paradoxically, as international and ‗modern‘‖
(Thomas, 2013, p.33).
Besides ―Islamicate‖ stories and culture, ―Islamicate‖ musical forms such as ghazals
and qawwalis also made Hindi films popular among the non-Hindi speaking population. The
remaking of Devdas in Hindi-Urdu in 1936 with Kundan Lal Saigal‘s light classical ghazals
made the film appealing across India, and Saigal emerged as the famous singing actor of the
talkie period. Because of popularity of Hindi films, studios like New Theaters in Kolkata
made Hindi films on a regular basis (Booth, 2008; Manuel, 1988). Many of Saigal‘s songs
were in the ―light-classical ghazal form, using free strophic renditions of verses by classical
and contemporary Urdu poets… Saigal‘s recordings sold widely, and they continue to have
an audience today, even if most young listeners find his style dated‖ (Manuel, 1988, p.162). It
is significant that, as in North India, mushairi/mehfils, gatherings of poets performing Urdu
poetry, would regularly take place in Dhaka during the British period (Rafiq, 2015). As Rafiq
stated:
Mushayera was very popular in Dhaka. Mushayera and poetry festivals were quite
widespread in the city, thanks to the patronage of the Dhaka Nawab family to Urdu.
At one time there were many admirers of Mirza Ghalib in Dhaka. Many of the Urdu
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poets of Dhaka maintained contacts with Mirza Ghalib through correspondence. Some
even met him in Delhi. (2015)
Representations of Mirza Ghalib in poetry, ghazals and Hindi film35 connect
audiences of different generations. The use of poetry and ghazals in Hindi films went on the
wane following partition, remerging during the audio cassette era from the 1960s. Pakistani
singers Mehdi Hasan and Ghulam Ali and, from the 1980s, Indian ghazal singers Anup
Jalota, Pankaj Udhas, Jagjit and Chitra Sing made ghazal popular (Dwyer, 2006, p.108).
These singers‘ ghazals continue to be in high demand on Dhaka‘s CD/DVD market.
The popularity of Hindi films drew famous regional cultural personalities to Mumbai
in the post-partition era. Many artists, singers and composers from Kolkata and other places
migrated to Mumbai to work for the Hindi film industry, which was financially lucrative.
These migrant regional artists would mingle their respective folk cultures in the making of
Hindi films. This element also made Hindi films attractive to regional audiences. As Manuel
stated, in the 1940s and 1950s ―three of the leading Hindi film directors—Hemant Kumar,
S.D. Burman, and Salil Choudhrey—drew considerably on the folk music of their native
Bengal‖ (Manuel, 1988, p.164). Their use of Bengali folk music in Hindi films also made
them appealing to the non-Hindi speaking audience in East Bengal.
I have discussed in this section how ―Islamicate‖ Hindi films created crossover appeal
across India, East Bengal and East Pakistan. In the following section I discuss film circulation
and viewership in East Pakistan.

Film circulation and viewership in East Pakistan
There is no precise figure as to how many films were shown in Dhaka‘s theatres during the
Pakistan era.36 However, Qader presented some data related to the importing of Indian and
other foreign films between 1947 and 1965. Qader stated that in that period, 1,100 Indian
films were imported into Pakistan (1993, p.432). The total figure, however, is much higher:
as Hayat mentioned, from 1948 to 1955, 994 films were imported from India and 1,045 films
from other countries (cited in Qader, 1993, p.432). The lower figure for Indian films
compared to those from other countries, especially Hollywood films, was a deliberate attempt
35

The biographical film Mirza Ghalib was produced in Hindi in 1954.
Regarding sources of information about the cinema in East Pakistan, I was chiefly dependent on secondary
sources since the information was unavailable to the participants. Archival resources were also hard to come by
as none are held in repositories such as the Bangladesh Film Archive.
36
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to counter Indian hegemony. As Qader stated, in 1952 a decision was made to import four
Indian films for each Pakistani film exported, as the number of films being made in West
Pakistan increased significantly. In 1953, the importing of newly released Indian films
stopped, but the exhibition of previously imported films continued. In 1962, arrangements
were made to import 200 films from the USA in a year. At the same time, the fruition of East
Pakistani Bengali films was severely affected by the influence of foreign films and WestPakistan-made Urdu films. Following the incessant protests of the filmmakers, in 1963, the
Pakistani government passed the Cinematograph Act. Under that law, the proportions of local
and foreign films were defined as 85% and 15% respectively. However, exhibitors strongly
protested the law. Later the issue dragged through court (Qader 1993, p.431). Hayat‘s (2009)
study provides some sense of the films being screened in colonial Dhaka. In his book Puran
Dhakar Cinema [Film in Old Dhaka], Hayat drew on archival sources and the personal
diaries of eminent personalities narrating their film viewing experiences during the colonial
and Pakistan eras. I have arranged Hayat‘s list of films watched by eminent Dhaka
personalities during the British and Pakistan eras in Table 2.2. It shows that most of the films
that were viewed in the silent era were Hollywood films, but with the introduction of sound,
Hindi and Kolkata‘s Bengali films outnumbered Hollywood films in the cinema halls.
Table 2.2: Number of films viewed by eminent Dhaka personalities, by language, during the
colonial East Bengal and Pakistan eras37
Film viewer’s name

Year

Hindi

Indian Bengali

English

Kazi Shamsul Haque

1924-1928

8

18

117

Khaja Shamsul Haque

1931-1939

38

12

20

Sardar Fazlul Karim

1940-1949

6

65

14

Asiruddin Ahmed

1950-1955

239

95

20

291

190

171

Total number of films viewed

Memories of watching Hindi and Kolkata‘s Bengali films during the Pakistan era are
still vivid in the minds of aged people in Bangladesh. Most of the aged people I talked to
mentioned Indian films which left a life-long impression in their minds. During my
observation period at a CD/DVD store in Patuatuli area of old Dhaka, I met a septuagenarian
male with a long, grey beard and wearing tupi (Islamic cap) and punjabi (Islamic cloth). He
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Source: Hayat, 2009.
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came into the store to buy audio cassettes of the old Hindi film songs of Mohammad Rafi, a
famous Hindi singer in post-partition India. In an informal conversation, he shared his film
viewing experience of the 1950s. He told me that he used to watch cinema in different
theatres in old Dhaka in the 1950s. As there were no films made in Dhaka until 1956, he
would see Hindi and Kolkata‘s Bengali films, in theatres such as Nihsat, Lion and Manoshi.
When I asked him whether he could remember any of those films‘ names, he instantly took
out a piece of paper from his pocket and read out the names of Hindi films: Dillagi (1949),
Barsaat (1949), Awara (1951), Baiju Bawra (1952), Aan (1953), Nagin (1954), Devdas
(1955), Mughal-E-Azam (1960). He also named Bengali films from Kolkata: Shap Mochan
(1955), Sagarika (1956), Prithibi Amare Chay (1957), Shesh Parichaya (1957), Pathey Holo
Deri (1957), Rajlakshmi O Srikanta (1958). He also mentioned that he watched these films in
different cinema halls in Dhaka. Most of the Bengali films he watched starred Uttam and
Suchitra, the famous pair of Kolkata‘s Bengali cinema in the 1950s and 1960s.
In 1949, when the Pakistani government imposed legal provisions on Kolkata‘s film
distributors, many of Kolkata‘s distribution companies opened branch offices in Dhaka. At
the same time, some Kolkata distributors gave their authority of distribution to local
businesspeople, most of whom were non-Bengali, i.e. West Pakistani. This means that
between 1949 and 1950, besides Kolkata‘s distribution companies opening branches, local
distribution companies also came into being. The influence of Kolkata-based film distributors
constantly changed with the emergence of local interest groups. By the end of 1950s, a total
of 22 local distribution companies came into operations in Dhaka. They operated as
subsidiaries of Kolkata‘s large distribution companies, which would get all the profits from
Dhaka operations except some stipulated commission and publicity costs which were
provided to the East Pakistani subsidiary distributors (Qader, 1993, p.388).
Before partition, Dhaka was a backwater town in comparison to vibrant colonial cities
such as Kolkata or Mumbai. Because of their lack of access to production facilities,
filmmakers from various parts of united India would visit Kolkata and make films in their
regional languages there, hiring studios and technical support (Chatterjee, 2011). Muslim
producers and artists from Dhaka also visited to Kolkata to make films during the early
1940s, but because of the communal antagonistic relations, they had to face various obstacles
in producing and exhibiting films in Kolkata. The tension was so high that sometimes the
characters in the films had to change their Muslim names and assume Hindi names if their
film was to be run in Kolkata‘s theaters. Even the Muslim names of film directors and
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producers needed to be changed following anonymous letters to cinema halls in Kolkata
threatening to burn them down if their Muslim names were displayed (Kabir, 1979, pp.1618).
The expectation of a film production culture by Bengali Muslims in Dhaka in the
post-partition era was associated with the fruition of Bengali nationalism. This expectation
gathered pace following the language movement of 1952. It also led East Pakistani
nationalists to demand a film production facility, leading to the establishment of the East
Pakistan Film Development Corporation (EPFDC), which came into effect in 1957. Soon
after, Bengali film producers in Dhaka began producing films in Urdu instead of Bengali. In
1962, out of 16 films produced, only three were in Bengali; the rest were made in Urdu. In
the following year, the situation was even worse, with about 90 percent of all films produced
in East Pakistan made in Urdu (Islam, 2008, p.23; Kabir, 1979). The making of Urdu films by
Bengali filmmakers was said to be contradictory with the sentiment of Bengali nationalism
that was gathering pace in the 1960s. Islam (2008) and Nasreen & Haq (2008) reported that
the reason behind the making of Urdu films by East Pakistani producers was financial: to
capture the market in West Pakistan, East Pakistani Bengali-speaking filmmakers made films
in Urdu. Hoek, however, termed this financial logic as a teleological way of explaining the
history which does not count other aspects such as ―style, form, circulation, or reception of
these films‖ (2014b, p.104). Interestingly, in Hoek‘s and in Nasrin and Haq‘s discussions of
East Pakistani Urdu films of the 1950s and 1960s, no mention was made of the influence of
Hindi films. It is worthy to note that the East Pakistani government curbed the importation of
Indian films from the very beginning of partition in 1947. Its bypassing of Indian films even
as other foreign films were allowed into the country is not an indication that Indian films
were unpopular.
The 1930s to 1960s period is known to be the golden age of Hindi films (Thoraval,
2000). So, both West and East Pakistani filmmakers had to make films in an environment
where Hindi films were in a position of absolute dominance, as the data available in Table 2.1
suggests. Besides the Hindi film industry, Kolkata‘s industry was also influential in East
Pakistan during the 1950s and early 1960s, with the popular films of Uttam-Suchitra and art
films by Satyajit and others (Gooptu, 2011). During this time, hardly any East or West
Pakistani Bengali or Urdu films were commercially successful. It was only after the
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imposition of the ban on Indian films in 1965 that Bengali films such as Roopban38 (1965)
were able to enjoy huge success in East Pakistan (Kabir, 1979; Raju, 2015).
In 1965, following the second Indo-Pakistan war, Pakistan imposed a theatrical ban
on Indian films. Although this ban remained in place, access to Indian films for Bangladeshi
audiences was only re-established in the early 1980s with the advent of VCR technology,
which was able to bypass the state prohibition. This means that between 1965 and 1980,
Bangladeshi audiences were out of direct contact with Indian film. This brief disjuncture was
not sufficient to completely erase the memory of Indian films from the minds of Bangladeshi
cine-lovers. As Ahmed stated, ―[T]he flicker of Hindi films remained intact in the minds of
the urban, middle to upper class cinema-goers: gossip columns in magazines, radio shows
[Radio Ceylon], people going to Kolkata and bringing vinyl records back and of course, word
of mouth kept the buzz going‖ (cited in Raju, 2011). Besides video cassettes, Hindi film
dialogues and songs also became available in audio cassette form in the early 1980s and
onwards. As one audio cassette store owner recalled of the early 1980s, ―I sold about 1,000 to
2,000 dialogues of Sholay [1975]‖. He also said that audio cassette sellers in Dhaka would
bring cassettes of audio dialogues and songs from Hindi films when returning from trips to
Kolkata in their luggage and reproduce them in Dhaka to sell them in the market. Due to a
lack of access to VCRs, many people would buy audio cassette players and listen to Hindi
film music and dialogues via audio cassettes.

Film circulation and viewership in independent Bangladesh
After Bangladesh‘s independence in 1971, the term ―foreign film‖ was redefined. In addition
to Indian films, Pakistani films were also then treated as foreign films, and a permanent ban
was imposed on films from both countries to protect Bangladesh‘s own culture industry. In
1976, the Bangladeshi government decided to approve the importing and exhibiting of
foreign films, except Indian and Pakistani films, via VHS as part of a new ―Wage Earners‘
Scheme‖, as shown in Table 2.1. Under this scheme, many well-off families in Dhaka were
able to go abroad and obtain videocassette players and recorders and smuggle the units into
Bangladesh by listing them as record players, tape recorders or 2-in-1 cassette recorders
38

Roopban was definitely an outlier during the Pakistan era because it was done in the style of a folk play
(jatraplas) based a well-known story and because it was exhibited during in the context of a free market for
Indian film (it was not until 1965 that the embargo on Indian films was imposed both in East and West
Pakistan). Despite the success of Roopban, no other film could attain the same levels of appeal or success that
year or in any other year of the Pakistan era.
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(Qader, 1993, p.441). From the late 1970s, holidaymakers brought back VCPs and VCRs
illegally from abroad via the cruise ship Hizbul Bahar. Simultaneously, various syndicates
were formed to import VCRs illegally from Dubai, Bangkok and Singapore. Many VCRs
were imported through the use of fake invoices, unaccompanied luggage and international
postal purchases.
In 1980, the Bangladeshi government legalized the exhibition of commercial films via
VCR. Most of the films shown after this change were Hindi films, as well as illegal
pornographic film known as ―blue film‖. In the mid-1980s, the National Board of Revenue
(NBR) published newspaper advertisements asking illegal VCR owners to make their VCRs
legal by paying certain amount of import taxes. Only 25 people responded to this call. Later
on, because of a lack of legal enforcement, commercial exhibitions of illegal films through
the use of VCRs mushroomed everywhere, including Dhaka. Whilst in the early 1980s there
were only a few commercial video shops in the country, by the early 1990s the number was
assumed to be 40,000 (Qader, 1993, pp.465-473).
The takeoff of geostationary satellites in India in the early 1990s changed the media
scene in Bangladesh. The availability of Indian TV channels via cable TV suddenly created
cultural clutter for Bangladeshi audiences, who before 1992 did not have access to any other
channels except the state-run Bangladesh Television or BTV (Page & Crawley, 2001; Wahid,
2007). Since the arrival of CD/DVDs and the internet, the circulation of foreign films,
especially Indian films, has been ubiquitous. I discuss them in detail chapters 4, 5 and 6.

Conclusion
In this chapter, I have discussed how partition in 1947 has resulted more partition,
nationalism, and the creation of social and political unrest, otherness, war, hatred and
hegemony among the nation-states of South Asia. These antagonistic relations are visible in
the circulation of Indian films, especially Hindi films, in Bangladesh. Before partition, Indian
films were not seen as problematic despite the fact that they had dominated the cultural scene
in South Asia since the introduction of sound in the early 1930s. I have also discussed how
―Islamicate‖ culture in Hindi film created crossover appeal in united India despite linguistic
and cultural variations. After partition, the demand for Hindi films persisted despite the fact
that both West and East Pakistan started making films in their newly built country, which was
established based on a common religion but was never enough to build an imagined
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community (Anderson, 1983). As a result, within a matter of a year, antagonistic socioeconomic, political and cultural relations between East and West Pakistan continued to grow.
The imposition of the Urdu language on Bengali-speaking people in East Pakistan not only
was resisted but also gave rise to the Bengali nationalism that ultimately paved the way for
making films in Bengali and the establishment of a production facility in Dhaka. At the same
time, antagonistic relations between Pakistan and India influenced the circulation of Indian
films in Pakistan throughout the 1950s and 1960s. To curb the hegemony of Indian films, the
Pakistani government placed an embargo on Indian films in mid 1960s and imported many
other foreign films, especially Hollywood films. With the creation of Bangladesh in 1971, the
newly formed government followed the same path, maintaining the ban on Indian films.
Restriction, however, became ineffective with the arrival of the VCR in the 1980s and cable
TV in the 1990s, and later, CD/DVDs and internet.
In the following chapter, I reflect on my own film watching experiences in
Bangladesh and my engagement with my research participants.
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Chapter 3 : Ethnographic Fieldwork: The Self as an Informant and an
Observer
In the foregoing chapter, I explained how partition in 1947 created hegemonic relations
among the South Asian nation states; as a result, the circulation of one country‘s cultural
artifact to another country has been found to be problematic. In this chapter, I explain my
encounter with films in Bangladesh as well as my experience with my research participants.
This chapter is divided into two parts. In part one, I engage in reflexivity and analyze my own
experience and connection with films in a society where I have spent most of my life and
conducted my research. In part two, I define my research field, contextualizing various
interlocking spaces and spheres where film viewership, culture, religion and modernity
converge. I also provide an ethnographic vignette that reveals what I observed in the field,
and what participants said to me about me and about my work. I also argue that my social
position, along with my academic study in a Western setting, has placed me in between
―native‖ and ―non-native‖ identity.

Part one: Me as an informant
In general, reflexivity (Clifford & Marcus, 1986) is a turning back on oneself, a process of
self-reference (Davies, 2008) which recognizes the centrality of the subjectivity of the
researcher to the production and representation of ethnographic knowledge (Pink, 2013). As I
have done this research in my own social and cultural setting, this research has been
immensely influenced and shaped by my own experience, memory and understanding of film
and media. My ethnographic self has been a valuable resource (Collins & Gallinat, 2013) for
my research. In this chapter, I recount my remembered moments that significantly impacted
my personal life (Bochner & Ellis, 1992; Denzin, 1989) and my attitude, orientation and
exposure towards media, society and culture. I use an autoethnographic approach to ―analyze
(graphy) my personal experience (auto) in order to understand cultural experience (ethno)‖
(Ellis, Adams, & Bochner, 2011, p. 273).

My film-watching epiphany
My childhood was concurrent with the introduction of the video cassette recorder (VCR) into
rural Bangladesh. In the late 1980s, I became familiar with the VCR in a rural bazaar in the
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coastal region of Southern Bangladesh where films would occasionally be shown on VCR
inside a tin shed. As a madrasah (religious school) student, I was not supposed to visit or see
cinema or any other form of entertainment, such as jatrapala (folk plays) or circuses. Visiting
any of those was perceived to be a sin and wrongdoing punishable by my family and my
institution. Even enrolment in a Bengali medium school did not give me liberty to enjoy such
forms of entertainment. Despite these restrictions, I surreptitiously joined others from the
village and visited the VCR exhibition hall. I watched Bangladeshi films such as Beder Meye
Josna (1989) and collections of Hindi film song scenes, known as geetmala, which were
enormously popular at that time.
In the early 1990s, during my secondary education in a Bengali medium boarding
school in a mofussil (rural hinterland) town, the frequency of watching Bangladeshi and
Indian films on VCR, and Bangladeshi films and music on state-run Bangladesh Television
(BTV), increased. I used to watch black and white television in my school‘s common room
with other students; sometimes, I would see Indian Bengali/Hindi films or song scenes on
Doordarshan (DD), the Indian state-run television channel which was occasionally available
on that television. As I was away from my home, I could escape the direct control of my
family, but I was under the surveillance of my boarding school authority, especially when it
came to watching films on commercial VCRs in the marketplace or visiting jatrapala or
circuses. Like As I had done at home, I sometimes joined my schoolmates in escaping the
school boarding house to watch films on VCR or go to the jatrapala or circus in different
places.
During my 12th grade, known as Higher Secondary Certificate or HSC in Dhaka in the
mid-1990s, my exposure to Hindi films and songs increased more than ever because of the
availability of a VCR, a cassette player and cable TV at my relative‘s house, which was
located in an exclusive middle-class neighborhood in Dhaka. Besides watching films on their
VCR and cable TV and listening to Hindi songs on their cassette player, I would rent Hindi
films from the well-known video rental shops located nearby. At the same time, options for
watching Indian films and music increased as dedicated Hindi film channels, such as Zee
Cinema, were added to the other entertainment channels available on cable TV. With more
and more Indian channels being added to cable TV offerings, we stopped hiring video
cassettes at some point in the mid-1990s. With the later arrival of CD and DVD players,
computers and the internet, my access to Indian films and music expanded further during my
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university days in the early 2000s. In the following two sections, I lay out a comparative
discussion of my association with media in both my rural and urban settings in Bangladesh.

Film and my rural middle-class identity
In my childhood, I was sent to a religious school or madrasah instead of the government-run
primary school, both of which were located in front of our village home. The reason behind
sending me to the madrasah was for me to acquire a religious education and the norms and
values that would make me a ―good Muslim‖ in this world and in the next. My parents‘
viewpoint, and especially my mother‘s, was that through my religious education, I would be
able to read the Quran and Hadith and perform prayers to become a practicing Muslim. In
order to study at the madrasah, like the others, I had to wear Islamic dress and follow other
rules and regulations, such as saying my prayers five times a day. In that dress, I was not
supposed to enter a cinema hall or any other premises that showed films or played music.
Any attempt to transgress the boundaries of religious and family values would have been
treated as a punishable offence both in the madrasah and at home; at the same time, my
religious education created a moral panic in me not to violate the boundary of expected
behaviors and practices.
In my 7th grade, when I was thought to have achieved enough knowledge to read the
Quran and Hadith, I was sent to a Bengali medium school, or junior high school, to acquire a
mainstream education that would facilitate a better career and a better future. It is worth
noting here that in Bangladesh there are mainly three streams of education—madrasah
religious education, general Bengali medium education, and English medium education.
While English medium is for a few urban upper- and middle-class students, general education
covers study for students of all classes. In madrasahs, it is generally acknowledged that most
children are from ―lower middle class‖ families (Ahmad, 2004; Imam, 2005). In most English
medium schools, the British curriculum is followed. In Bengali medium schools, both
Bengali and English are taught following the Bangladeshi national curriculum. Within the
madrasah system, there are again differences between schools in terms of curriculum. One
type of madrasah, the Alia madrasah, follows the Bengali medium school curriculum up to a
certain level, along with the various religious subjects such as the Quran and Hadith and Fiqh
(Jurisprudence). The other type of madrasah, the Qawmi madrasah, follows its own
curriculum and provides exclusively Islamic religious subjects. There are also other types of
madrasahs, such as the Kindergarten madrasah and the Cadet madrasah, located mainly in
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urban areas; mostly middle-class students study at these institutions. These madrasahs mainly
provide basic religious education with an equal emphasis on English and follow independent
curricula (Siddiqi, 2015).
In my case, my eldest sister, who had a general educational or Bengali medium
background and lived in Dhaka since childhood, took the decision of educating me in a
Bengali medium school instead of a madrasah. Her understanding was that there is no ―bright
future‖ in becoming a ―mullah‖ through a madrasah education. She also thought that I would
not be able to study at a good university or carve a decent career out of a madrasah education;
nor could I become a doctor, engineer or scientist as Bengali or English medium students can.
In this, she echoed the dominant perception held by general/Bengali or English-medium
educated individuals in urban middle-class society of madrasah-educated students.
As per my sister‘s decision, I was transferred to a local junior high school. Studying at
a general or Bengali medium school meant I had to abandon my religious garb in favor of
pants and shirts. My restriction against watching films on VCRs or visiting cinema halls,
jatrapala or circuses, however, remained in place. In my madrasah days, I could play various
indoor or outdoor games, but for entertainment, I was not allowed to watch films on VCRs or
in cinema halls. The reason for this was both religious and disciplinary. In any case, as the
cinema hall was a located in the district town around 30 km away from my village home, it
was hard to visit due to the poor transportation system. Though both VCRs and jatrapala
were prohibited to me, jatrapala was thought to be worse than VCRs by my family and most
people in the village because of the presence of ―immoral dances‖ and gambling or jua khela,
which were deemed haram or forbidden in Islam.
Instead of visiting jatrapala, I would visit our local bazaar with my village associates
to watch VCR films. This was one of the greatest attractions of my village life as it was a
rarity in our village due to the absence of electricity. Even the local bazaar, which was about
3 km away from my village house, did not have electricity. Instead people would hire a VCR,
a television, a portable battery and a generator from the district town and show films in the
evening in a tin shed in the rural marketplace. So, it was not only the films or the music that
fascinated me: I felt equally attracted by the whole media infrastructure such as VCRs,
cassettes and televisions, and even the electric light. At the same time, it was an adventurous
journey and thrilling experience to escape from home and walk through the dark of night for
about an hour before reaching the only illuminated house in the market to enjoy the spectacle.
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The joy of watching VCR films, however, would not last long as the fear of facing the music
at home would grip me on the way back.
Just a couple of years later I was again shifted to another school for a better education.
The school was around 7 km away from my village home and located in a semi-urban area,
known as Thana shohor/Upazila shohor (police station town/sub-district town), where
electricity and modern amenities were available. Due to distance and an inadequate
transportation system, I was sent to the school‘s boarding house to reside. Now in a semiurban setting, my interaction with media such as television and VCR increased with
commercial VCR showings taking place in the marketplace regularly, showing mostly
Bangladeshi and Indian Hindi films and music. I also came across dialogue and music from
Bangladeshi and Indian Hindi films played over loudspeakers in the cassette shops at the
market.
At our boarding school, we could play indoor and outdoor games and watch a black
and while television that was placed in our teachers‘ room. We were allowed to watch a
Bengali film and a Bengali drama once a week on BTV, the only state-run television channel.
On BTV, we would also sometimes watch Indian Hindi and Bengali song scenes on India‘s
DD channel, which we could sometimes get to appear on the screen by moving our TV
antenna around.
Because of the distance from my home, I avoided my family‘s surveillance and was
able to visit VCR halls, jatrapala and circuses, but I feel within a new disciplinary boundary,
that of the school, which my association with media. We had to maintain the rules and
regulations in the school dorm. Any attempt to watch the VCR or to visit jatrapala or the
circus was treated as punishable act. Despite strict disciplinary measures such as corporal
punishment, I sometimes joined my schoolmates and escaped the boarding school to enjoy
VCR films, jatrapala or the circus. In the following section, I explain how my migration into
an urban area for higher study and to live in the urban middle-class environment changed my
taste in films, finding myself increasingly turning towards the hegemonizing Hindi films and,
at the same time, alienated from Bangladeshi cinema.

Film and my urban middle-class identity
Having achieved a good exam results at a semi-urban school in the mid-1990s, I was sent to
Dhaka to enroll in a good college. In Dhaka, I would stay at my elder sister‘s house, which
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was located in an exclusively middle-class neighborhood. As I said before, my sister had had
a general/Bengali education, and so had my brother-in-law. Their two children, however,
were sent to one of Dhaka‘s highly graded English medium schools, which followed the
Cambridge curriculum from the UK.
Having arrived in an urban middle-class family, I entered into a new environment
where I went through a range of social and behavioral changes and learning processes.
Whereas in my village setting and in a semi-urban environment, I communicated in the local
Bengali dialect, in the urban middle-class setting in Dhaka, I had to discard this dialect,
which was thought to be unsophisticated, rustic and out of place in urban bhadro39 or gentle
society. Instead, I had to adopt the bhadro people‘s language, which involved learning a
―correct‖ and ―polished‖ Bengali phraseology seen as smart.
The same was the case in terms of the consumption of cultural artifacts such as films
and music. Whereas in the rural environment, I watched mostly Bangladeshi films and music,
in the urban middle-class environment, I had to watch Hindi films or Hollywood films with
the other family members, who hardly ever watched Bangladeshi films, at home or in cinema
halls. As my previous exposure to Hindi and English films was limited, I found myself in a
challenging situation, finding it hard to grasp the meanings of many expressions in Hindi or
English, while the other family members easily understood those languages. At times, I felt
disheartened by my difficulties in understanding Hindi vis-à-vis the others around me. In
part, my efforts to become ―smart‖ by attaining a urban middle-class lifestyle and consuming
according to tastes associated with that lifestyle orientated me towards Hindi as well as
Hollywood films.
In the rural setting, over and above family and institutional restrictions, I could not
visit a cinema hall because there was not one nearby. In Dhaka, on the other hand, although
there was a cinema hall not far from our house and there were no religious or social
restrictions preventing me from watching films in that hall, any attempt to visit it risked
putting my urban middle-class identity in jeopardy. Among urban middle-class people, there
was in fact a strong sense of disapproval of the Bangladeshi films and the cinema halls where
they were shown. Whereas in the village and mofussil settings, I consumed all types of films,
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I take bhadra as a cultural category that defines the boundary of moddhobitto or the middle class. I have
defined this term thoroughly in Chapter 7.
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music and other rural entertainment, in the urban setting I gradually became choosy and
selective as to which films to watch or which music to listen to.
This situation in terms of Hindi film and music was not limited to the urban middleclass family sphere; it also extended to in the academic environment, such as the college
where I did my 12th grade in the late 1990s. I observed that during their spare time students
from urban backgrounds would discuss the latest Hindi films and songs that they had enjoyed
on cable TV or the VCR and show off their Hindi speaking skills and the dialogues and songs
they had learned in Hindi films. Again, in our college boarding house, as there was no cable
TV connection, we sometimes hired a VCR and cassettes from a nearby rental shop. In most
cases, students with an urban middle-class family background would choose Hindi or English
films instead of Bangladeshi ones, or even Bengali films from Kolkata.
After my college education I went to university in Dhaka in the early 2000s. There I
was comparatively free from all the various restrictions I had faced in the rural, semi-urban
and urban settings up until then. In my university days, I was exposed to various types of
media such as cable TV, CD/DVDs, the computer, and even cinema halls and films in various
languages. However, this freedom did not mean that I would be watching whatever films I
wanted to see. While in the rural middle-class setting, with the lack of exposure to media
content, taste and quality were less important, while in the urban setting my taste for films
was defined by my academic education and the ambiance in which I was living. My
education and urban middle-class association had taught me to compare cultural products
before consuming them.
During my university days in Dhaka, I observed that in most places, such the common
room of our dorm, students would watch either Hindi song scenes or Hindi or English films
most of the time. This was the case even of the film exhibitions in the university‘s central
auditorium. In the dorm or elsewhere, if anyone dared to watch a Bangladeshi film or song he
or she would be derided and taunted by the others. Like in college, even in the university
some students would speak in Hindi with a sense of superiority over those who could not
speak or understand it completely. Apart from film, the hierarchy between the urban middleclass language and the local dialects were also there, whereby any attempt to speak in dialect
Bengali would have been treated as unrefined or kheat.
In the urban setting, though the option was watching Bangladeshi films was within
my reach, my new urban middle-class identity and surroundings did not allow me to visit
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ordinary cinema halls. Though I sometimes visited cinema halls out of curiosity, I avoided
sharing that fact with the other students for fear that they would make fun of me for watching
a Bengali film in an ordinary cinema hall. My urban middle-class education changed my film
tastes and alienated me from Bangladeshi films and cinema halls. With these new middleclass tastes and the cultural capital associated with these, I had come to find foreign films
such as Hindi or Hollywood films more sophisticated, polished and appealing than
Bangladeshi films. I also observed that my acquisition of foreign languages such as English
and Hindi and my better understanding of stories and dialogue in foreign films were
appreciated by my associates within and outside academia.
I have comparatively discussed my rural and urban life and my consumption of films
in those contexts. I have also discussed how my rural social origin, family background and
academic schooling framed my early tastes in terms of cultural consumption. These,
however, were compelled to change when I moved into an urban middle-class environment
and acquired cultural capital. In part one, I have presented myself as an informant in my own
research. In part two, I present myself as an observer and narrate through various sections
what I saw in my research field, how I defined the boundaries of my field in a complex
situation, how I met my participants, what I observed in them, and what they observed in me.

Part two: Me as an observer
Defining the field and the value of multi-sited ethnography
During my fieldwork, I pondered over how far I should follow my participants in researching
the circulation and viewership of films. Should my field be limited to the viewers‘ filmwatching spaces or be extended to their social, political, cultural and religious norms, values
and practices which influence their viewership and self-identity? Should I count someone as a
viewer whose educational orientation or religious beliefs turn him or her overnight from an
avid viewer into a ―non-viewer‖? Should I count the opinion leaders, such as religious clerics
or the older generations who can influence the habits or behaviors of their disciples or
subordinates, in society as well as in the family? What about virtual spheres where can be
found discussions, comments, likes, dislikes, sharing, reviews of Indian films, film stars,
fashion, styles and beauty norms which influence the audiences and their viewership?
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My fieldwork included my daily life, when I mixed with my family members, friends
and other people in society. I found that most of them, one way or the other, are connected
with their social worlds and media worlds (Ginsburg, Abu-Lughod & Larkin, 2002). I
observed how their media lives influence their social lives, and vice versa. I could not
separate these two worlds as they are highly intertwined.
According to Sarah C. White (2012), the founders of modern social thought expected
that as societies become more modern, religion would decline. However, in Bangladesh,
substantial economic, social and political change has been accompanied by religion becoming
more, rather than less, emphasized (2012, p. 28). Despite being more exposed to mediated
culture and modernity, most of the middle-class Muslim family members have not abandoned
their religious norms, values and practices. Instead they strike a balance between cultural and
religious practices. A conjugal contract, for example, is done abiding by religious norms and
values; simultaneously, cultural celebrations such as playing Hindi songs and performing
dances have become a common phenomenon in marital celebrations.
Most middle-class Muslim parents teach religious education to their children
irrespective of their Bengali or English medium schooling. Senior male family members also
take children to the mosque on Fridays to say their jummah or congregational prayer or Eid
prayer, especially boys, as in most cases female accommodation in mosques and at other
religious gatherings is not available. A religious sermon before prayer is one of the integral
parts of Friday‘s jummah prayer. A religious cleric or imam reflects on various issues
stretching to religious, political, social, economic, national, international, Muslim, and nonMuslim issues, along with cultural lives. The imam talks about these diverse aspects of life
with reference to the Quran and the Hadith.
At a religious gathering, media worlds, like all other issues, become a topic of
discussion in reference to their influences and impacts on Muslims‘ lives. In one sermon I
observed at a local mosque, for example, an imam talked about how mediated culture
sometimes transgresses the idea of purdah or seclusion (both in the physical and ideological
sense) in Islam. In front of an audience of hundreds, the imam advised via a loudspeaker that
instead of watching Hindi films or even Bangladeshi films, Muslims should watch Iranian or
other Arab countries‘ films which do not violate Islamic norms and values. He referred to the
Quran and Hadith, saying, ―In your grave, when the angel asks you a couple of questions in
Arabic, such as mun deenuka or what is your religion, what will you say? Will you say
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Bengali or Indian or Pakistani or American culture instead of Islam?‖ Some audience
members smiled and nodded their heads negatively. The imam asked again, ―So then, why
celebrate and follow those cultures which do not guarantee you heaven in the next world?‖ It
should be noted that this religious cleric did not specifically say that cultural practices such as
watching cinema are haram or forbidden; what he said was that watching ―obscene and
scantily clothed girls, dances and songs are haram‖.
Like the religiously oriented public gatherings such as jummah, mediated religious
spheres also influence audiences‘ social and cultural lives. During the month of Ramadan or
fasting, for example, most of the television channels in Bangladesh air religious programs,
with religious clerics occupying a significant amount of airtime and staging various programs
such as threadbare discussions of religion, society, culture, economy, politics and so on.
Television channels broadcast live programs such as competitions in Quran recitation, quiz
shows about Islamic topics and live question-and-answer sessions with religious clerics. On
the live question-and-answer programs, men and women ask questions related to religious
norms, values, rules and regulations.
During the part of the day when fasting is broken, most of people watch and listen to
Islamic programs and track the time on-screen for breaking the fast. Before the breaking of
the fast, almost every television channel offers doa (supplication), with one or a group of
religious clerics conducting doa on screen. Both men and women watching at home take part
in televised doa. Women are not supposed to join men in offering doa in front of an imam in
a public sphere such as a mosque, but in the private sphere of the home, when the doa is
offered on television, women participate, joining male family members in watching the imam
on screen and offering doa together. After doa, the people break their fast and offer prayers
again before watching their special programs, such as soap operas, prime-time news, talk
shows, or cinema or song scenes.
During the holy month of Ramadan (the ninth month of the Islamic calendar), besides
observing the fast and offering prayers, most middle-class family members, especially
women, also follow their favorite programs, such as television serials or films. Instead of
forsaking their cultural programs completely during Ramadan, they juggle their favorite
program times with prayer times so that they do not conflict with each other.
The same is true for watching films and other programs on television and other media,
such as a laptop or a mobile phone. In mediated spheres, people are exposed to cultural and
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religious content more than ever before. Increased exposure to religious messages does not
mean that people have turned their back on their cultural worlds. In fact, they subscribe to
more cultural programs and strike a fine balance between their religious and cultural
practices.
As a researcher, a participant, an observer and an ―insider‖, I tried to understand how
various spheres shape my own thinking and experiences. I found Marcus‘s (1995) ―multisited
ethnography‖, which ―refers to the practice of an ethnographer undertaking research in, and
between, several physical and virtual locations as a part of single study‖ (Muir, 2011), quite
instrumental in linking various physical and non-physical or virtual spaces and spheres into
my research field (Madden, 2010).
In the following section, I discuss how I entered into the field, communicated with the
participants, built rapport before taking interviews, conducted focus group discussions and
carried out observations in a CD/DVD store.

Entering into the field
Early in my fieldwork, I focused on building rapport with the research participants. This was
done through exchanging greetings, general conversation, offering tea, and listening to their
everyday lives. When introducing myself and engaging, I was quite aware of the need to
clarify my position, the power relations between me and the participants, and the sensitivity
of the research field and culture. I described my present identity as a student and the reasons
and goals of the fieldwork to the participants to in encouraging them to take part in my
research.
To find the CD/DVD store participants, I visited different parts of Dhaka. There are
about 500 wholesale and retail CD/DVD shops located in various markets and shopping
malls and on the streets of Dhaka, of which around 50 were wholesale shops located in the
Gulistan, Patuatuli, and New Market areas. Retail shops are located in every major market,
shopping mall, street and alley. It is noteworthy that except for a few wholesalers who
franchise domestic films and music, most of the wholesalers mainly sell foreign products.
Early on, I talked with the shop owners/salespersons about their business concerning
Indian films. At the same time, I sought permission from the CD/DVD sellers to observe their
conversations and dealings with their customers. Once these dealings were over, I approached
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some of the CD/DVD buyers, introducing myself and explaining my research. I tried to
convince them to talk further and sought a convenient time and place. Some agreed and gave
me a phone number for further contact. I contacted them later and talked with them in their
homes or in other places such as a restaurant, an open field or their respective institutional
and organizational premises.
At the beginning of fieldwork, I also visited various cinema halls in Dhaka and
informally spoke with a number of audience members to learn about their experiences and
reasons for watching films in the theatres. I found that mostly working-class people visit
ordinary single-screen cinema halls, while the middle-class audience visits two multiplexes
where mainly Hollywood films are shown. I visited the multiplexes, a single-screen cinema
hall, and university campuses in Dhaka to speak informally with people about their movie
going and viewing experiences. Besides informal conversations, I sought convenient times
and places to talk further. Some of them agreed to meet with me individually and some in a
group setting.
Though middle-class audiences generally do not visit cinema halls, they access films
via non-theatrical means such as cable TV, CD/DVDs and the internet. It is also worth
mentioning that most young people with a Bengali medium or English medium education
watch films via non-theatrical means as they normally do not have the religious or familial
restrictions in watching films that the madrasah students do. This means that approaching a
person with a Bengali or English medium educational background at a CD/DVD store, a
cinema hall, or in any other public sphere, such as university premises, means he or she
comes across films and music one way or another.
To approach the cable operators, I primarily visited various parts of Dhaka to get
familiar with them. I showed them my credentials and explained my aims and objectives
before asking for their time and an interview. Upon hearing my explanation, cable operators
took an interest in taking part in the research. Most of them, however, preferred to speak
informally as they were reluctant to do so in front of a recorder.
In addition to the CD/DVD sellers, cable operators and viewers, I conducted
interviews with Bangladeshi filmmakers and exhibitors to find out about the impact of the
circulation of Indian films on the Bangladeshi film industry. I also interviewed Bangladeshi
film and cultural critics who do research into Bangladeshi films, society and culture. In the
following section, I discuss my experience with the CD/DVD sellers.
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Experience in the CD/DVD stores: A space between “native” and “non-native”
In total, I did one year of ethnographic fieldwork in two phases. In the first phase, I paid a
pre-field visit to Dhaka from October 2012 to January 2013. Having finished my proposal in
the middle of 2013, I went back to the field to do my final phase of research from early June
2013 till the end of January 2014. Apart from in-depth, informal interviews, I did three
months of participant observation in three CD/DVD shops located in various parts of Dhaka
to discern the preferences of the viewers and observe their interaction with the sellers. I
selected these shops in terms of their size, volume of sales and number of customers. Before I
began participant observation, I had to build rapport with the shop owners so that the
CD/DVD owners/sellers would allow me sit inside their shops. I began my participant
observation in a retail shop at Mouchak, one of the oldest and most popular markets in
Dhaka. During observation, I noted down customer preferences, requests, and conversations
with the sellers. Later, I gained access to another large retail shop, this one in the Dhaka mall
Bashundhara City, said to be one of the largest shopping malls in South Asia. I also carried
out observation in a wholesale shop in Gulistan, a market famous for its wholesale business.
I offered recorded interviews to the CD/DVD store owners and salespersons with
whom I built rapport through informal conversation, but most of were not spontaneous
talking before a recorder. They feared that they might put their business in jeopardy or the
individual store owner identified40 if they were recorded. One wholesale CD/DVD shop
owner, for example, agreed to provide a recorded interview, but while I asked him a few
questions with the recorder running, he suppressed the information that he had shared in
informal conversation. So, I stopped the recorder in the middle of the conversation, after
which he spoke more spontaneously. Seeing their uncomfortable attitude towards other
CD/DVD sellers, I offered most of the CD/DVD owners and sellers the opportunity to speak
without being recorded and they accepted my proposal amicably. A couple of participants,
however, did agree and spoke spontaneously while being recorded. I talked with them in their
shops when they were comparatively less busy. Sometimes, I invited them to have a cup of
tea or snacks at the nearby tea stalls or eatery outlets and spoke with them there. Some of the
participants offered me tea as I carried out observation or visited their shops.
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There was a general understanding among the shop owners and sellers that anyone can copy foreign films and
music as they were not subject to copyright. Some, however, suspected that their business might be lost in case
the government put a halt to the copying business.
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Despite the fact that I am from the same society as my participants, most of them
found and treated me differently upon hearing of my current identity as a researcher and
student in a Western country. In spite of my explanation about my research, some participants
from DVD shops mentioned, ―You study in a good country, so are you interested in coming
back to the country after finishing your academic study?‖ Another participant said, ―Do not
return to the country. The way country (Bangladesh) is heading nothing is certain here, not
even life. So stay there.‖
While I was carrying out observation in a large retail store located in a posh shopping
mall, I asked the salespeople whether they remain open on a hartal41 day—―Yes‖, replied
one. He also said, ―We stay open as no picketer can enter this well-guarded and secured
shopping complex; moreover, the design of the complex is so different that picketers from
outside hardly understand whether this market remained open or not‖. He also said that
people visit the market in fewer numbers on hartal days due to insecurity in the streets.
The manager of the shop asked me to visit them on a hartal day and see how many
customers visit. I agreed despite my apprehension about the picketing on the street. One
fellow seller, who talked to me more than the others, said, ―No, no, no, you should not come
out on a hartal day! Brother, our lives do not have any value; even if we die, nothing
happens, but you are so precious and you are a leader in society. So, don‘t take the risk‖. My
identity as an ―educated person‖ and my study in a Western country seemed to have given me
privilege among the participants despite that fact that I am from the same society and culture
(Ahmed, 2000). In the following section, I discuss my experience with the cable operators.

Experience with the cable operators
After talking informally to some cable operators who provide services in different locations
of Dhaka, I went to the office of the Cable Operators‘ Association of Bangladesh, known as
COAB, to learn about the organization and its activities. The association was running without
a committee after a longstanding feud among its members, a lawsuit and an injunction
imposed by the Bangladeshi High Court in the mid-2000s. I spoke informally with the office
secretary of COAB and collected some initial information, such as the process for becoming
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Hartal, or violent strikes were called by political parties to achieve their goals. Non-stop hartal was a
common scene in Bangladesh in 2013 and 2014 following the demand for a national election under a free and
fair caretaker government and as a protest against the trial of political leaders for their alleged war crimes in
1971.
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a member, the total number of members in Bangladesh and Dhaka, and the way cable TV
operates. He was, however, reluctant to talk in detail in front of a recorder.
Despite explaining the purpose of my research, my attention to ethical matters and my
assurances of confidentiality and anonymity, most of the cable operators were also unwilling
to talk before a recorder. In informal conversation, some cable operators mentioned that the
cable business is a lucrative one, and apart from annual membership fees and a handful of
surcharges or levies that they pay to COAB and BTV, cable operators do not provide any
taxes to the government. Therefore, speaking in front of a recorder was seen as potentially
placing their business in danger.
Some cable operators thought of me as a ―spy‖ sent by DTH companies. The
Bangladeshi government granted DTH licenses to two companies in 2013, so some cable
operators thought DTH license owners sent me to find out their business secrets. They feared
that the DTH business would harm their business in future.
Considering the situation, instead of using a recorder I talked to the cable operators
informally at tea stalls or in their office premises. Sometimes, conversations would take place
over several sessions as cable operators had to deal with their subscribers and maintain their
operations. As per their given schedule, I would return to their office for more discussions. In
the following section, I discuss my experience with the viewers. After finishing an informal
conversation with a participant, I would take down all the points he or she made. I would also
write about my impressions of every participant and his or her impressions of me.

Experience with the viewers
While doing my CD/DVD store observation at the Bashundhara City shopping mall, I paid
visits to one of the two multiplexes, Star Cineplex, also located in that mall. At Star Cineplex,
I informally spoke with moviegoers who either were waiting in the lounge after buying their
tickets or coming out of the cinema halls after watching their movie. I also visited another
cinema hall, Balaka, to speak with the middle-class audiences who visit that hall more than
any other single-screen cinema hall in Dhaka. After becoming acquainted with moviegoers at
the cinema hall premises, I requested more time from them to speak further in a place of their
choosing. I carried out all the focus group discussions on various university campus premises
in Dhaka. Unlike the CD/DVD sellers and cable operators, most of the participants in the
viewer group were spontaneous and expressive in talking in front of the recorder.
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Most of the participants at the university campuses reported that they had not visited
cinema halls in recent years. Instead, when asked about their cinema going experiences, they
talked about their childhood experiences of visiting cinema halls with their parents or
relatives. And in most of the cases, instead of talking about their cinema going experiences,
they talked about their encounters with VCRs and experiences with cable TV, CD/DVDs and
the internet, as well as foreign films, mainly Bollywood films.
In addition to participating and conversing in interviews and focus group discussions,
some participants expressed their own curiosity about my research topic. They stated that I
would not become bored as I am doing research on an interesting issue that allowed me to
watch a film whenever I wanted. Besides talking about their interests, some participants
asked me about my favorite film, actor and actress. Some participants also asked me about
my future plans: whether I would stay in a foreign country or return to Bangladesh. Some
also asked me about the university and country where I am studying, as well as about their
prospects of migrating to a Western country.

Conclusion
In the first part of this chapter, I reflected on my own encounter with mediated culture in the
same setting where I carried out my research. With my changes in location and environment,
my exposure to media also changed. I also discussed the way the acquisition of cultural
capital in the urban setting changed my cultural tastes. In the second part of this chapter, I
discussed socio-cultural and religious factors in defining my research field and the
importance of multisited ethnography in doing media research.
I explained the way I entered the field and found the research participants from whom
I have collected valuable information. As I mentioned in Chapter 1, I talked to CD/DVD
store owners, cable operators, film viewers, filmmakers, exhibitors and film critics on various
occasions. To reach and communicate with them in various spaces, sometimes I had to go
through formal or organizational procedures, while at other times relying on an informal and
flexible approach. I also elaborated how I gained the trust of my participants and encouraged
them to be spontaneous in their conversations. I also explained that despite building rapport,
most of the participants, especially the CD/DVD sellers and cable operators, were not
spontaneous in conversing before a recorder. I also discussed how I managed this issue and
ensured spontaneity in conversations with participants.
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In the following chapter, I discuss how the hegemonic influence of Indian satellite
television channels have impacted the Bangladeshi media and cultural repertoire, creating
parallel media infrastructures that circulate mostly Indian films and music, thus consolidating
India‘s cultural hegemony over Bangladesh.
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Chapter 4 : The Political Economy, Materiality and the Visceral
Experience of Cable Television
In the preceding chapter, I explained my memories of watching films in Bangladesh as well
as my observational activities in the research field. In this chapter, I argue that in addition to
historical and cultural connections and geographical proximity, the rise of the media and
culture industry in India has also changed the media and cultural repertoire in Bangladesh. In
Chapter 4, I argue that with the launching of India‘s geostationary satellites in the 1990s,
Bollywood film and culture dominated the skies of South Asia, including Bangladesh‘s. I
argue that the expansion of satellite TV channels in India changed the media infrastructure in
Bangladesh, thus consolidating India‘s cultural hegemony more than ever before. The rise of
satellite TV as well as cable TV in India gave rise to cable TV in Bangladesh when there
were no satellite TV channels in Bangladesh. The circulation of cable TV channels in
Bangladesh, however, has not been the same as in India. While in India, for example, cable
operations achieved legal status in 1995, in Bangladesh, it took until the early 2000s for cable
operations to come under the control of the government. The infrastructures of cable TV and
their circulation gave rise to socio-political confrontations and feuding. Again with the advent
of DTH technology from India in the mid-2000s, the hierarchies of cable operations at
various levels were overhauled as many local cable operators could now subscribe to
channels directly from India instead of depending on control-room operators or nationwide
distributors. In addition, viewers were able to subscribe to more TV channels by owning
DTH technology over and above their normal cable line. In this chapter, I elaborate on the
way cable circulation in Bangladesh has been a distinct phenomenon in the South Asian
context given the socio-cultural, economic and political relations forged around it.

Background of cable TV in Bangladesh
With economic liberalization across South Asia in the early 1990s, South Asia attracted
investment from international corporations. The launching of geostationary satellites in Hong
Kong in early 1990s and in India in the mid-1990s changed the media scene across South
Asia with satellite TV playing a crucial role in helping international businesses penetrate the
South Asian market. Asia Sat 1, launched in 1990 in Hong Kong, facilitated the spread of
both international media conglomerates, such as Rupert Murdoch‘s Star TV, and India‘s
Hindi channel, Zee TV, across South Asia (Page & Crawley, 2001). Like films, language
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became a crucial factor for satellite TV. Given the size of the Hindi market, Zee TV achieved
far greater popularity than the other language channels, such as Star TV, which operated its
programming in English (Page & Crawley, 2001). In 1996, Star TV followed Zee TV‘s path
with its conversion into a dedicated Hindi-language channel. In the mid-1990s the Indian
government launched three satellites and started leasing spare transponders to commercial
TV companies. As a result, many domestic and international satellite TV channels came into
being (Thomas, 2005). As India‘s geostationary satellites covered all of South Asia, India‘s
TV channels reached across the region, giving rise to media infrastructure in other countries.
For example, despite Bangladesh not having its own satellite channels until the late 1990s,
international satellite channels, such as Star TV, Zee TV and other channels that were
broadcasting from Hong Kong, reached the country as early as 1992 (Page & Crawley, 2001).
Sensing the prospect of new business, many local videocassette store owners began switching
over to the cable business. Previous cassette shop owners and local influential people
arbitrarily defined their area and started operating cable businesses. As one of the cable
operators said, starting someone‘s own business was easier then as all the channels were freeto-air and operating costs were lower. He also said that local cable operators had to buy a
large dish antenna and some technical parts in order to receive TV channels and begin
supplying the signals to subscribers at the household level via cable lines.
This cable operator also said that in the late 1990s, with the encryption of many
popular free-to-air cable TV channels, such as Zee, Star and ESPN/Sports Channel, local
cable operators abandoned their dish antennas as they needed to buy decoders or receivers
from India in the black market and had to pay extra to subscribe to individual channels.
Instead of having their own dish, they started depending on national-level distributors who
franchised pay TV channels from India and supplied the local market in exchange for a
certain amount of fees. Until the late 1990s, cable operations in Bangladesh were neither
legal nor illegal as the government of Bangladesh did not take the sector as influential.
Moreover, cable operators were providing only entertainment channels, avoiding any news or
opinions that might go against the government. It was the cable operators themselves who
wanted legal status as more and more local influential people were getting involved in the
cable business, intruding into the existing cable operators‘ areas (Page & Crawley, 2001,
p.94-95).
In the early 2000s, business rivalry grew between the two national-level distributors
controlling the cable business on the ground. As one distributor‘s associate cable operators
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stopped showing the other distributor‘s franchised channels, the other distributor
reciprocated, and as a result, most of Dhaka was out of cable TV for a few days. Viewers
took to the street and expressed their anger with the local cable operators.
To secure their business and areas of operation, in 2001 cable operators across the
country formed COAB. To operate legally cable operators have to register with COAB and
obtain a license from the Bangladesh Television or BTV authority and pay membership and
license fees annually. Depending on size of business and urban or rural location, the annual
registration fees for COAB for the year 2015 were between BDT42 1,000 (USD 13) and BDT
4,000 (USD 50). For BTV, depending on size of business and urban or rural location, the
annual licensing and renewal fees in 2015 were between BDT 6,000 (USD 75) and BDT
50,000 (USD 625). BTV also imposed additional fees, a ―monthly surcharge‖, that ranged
between BDT 200 (USD 3) and BDT 500 (USD 6) depending on the size and location of
each cable operator.
By 2015, COAB had about 2,000 registered members across the country, with 600 of
them operating their services in Dhaka. However, the number of unregistered cable operators
is likely around 8,000 (Rashid & Alam, 2015).
Changes in cable operations took place in Bangladesh in the early 1990s with the
introduction of satellite television in India. Since then, Indian films and music have
dominated the cultural repertoire of Bangladesh, creating complex cable infrastructures,
business and politics around it. In the following section, I discuss the stages of the circulation
of cable TV in Dhaka and its various stakeholders.

Stages of circulation
In the hierarchical process of circulation, Indian cable TV channels run from the national
level through to regional and local-level circulators before reaching the consumers at the end.
As the Table 4.1 shows, at the national level two large groups subscribe to franchises from
Indian pay channels for around 10 million dollars, then downlink and circulate the channels
to master control room operators located around the city, with subscription fees. Control
room operators again circulate the channels to local-level feed operators, again with
subscription fees. The fee structures at the various levels depend on the number of
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The Bangladeshi unit of currency is the taka.
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subscribers and on revenues. The greater the number of local feed operators, the more a
control-room operator has to pay the distributor in fees. In the same way, a feed operator‘s
subscription fee to a control-room operator depends on the number of connections it provides
at the household level. For 1,000 connections, one feed operator might be charged BDT
60,000 (USD 750) per month by the control-room operator. The feed operator, in turn, might
charge the end users between BDT 150 (USD 2) and BDT 400 (USD 5), depending on the
economic situation.
Table 4.1: The hierarchical structure of cable TV circulation in Bangladesh
National Level
Two nationwide distributors
Distribution to control operators
Subscription to pay channels from India
Fees in proportion to revenues
Vertical integration
Area level
40-60 master/control-room operators in Dhaka
Provide connections to feed operators
Both vertical and horizontal integration
Fees in proportion to revenues
May not rely on distributor due to DTH technology
Operate own video channel besides cable TV channels
May provide cable lines at the household level
Influenced by politics and power relations
Local level
More than 1,000 feed operators in Dhaka
Fees in proportion to revenues
May operate own video channels beside cable TV channels
Influenced by politics and power relations
Household level
More than 90% of households have connections
Monthly fees between BDT 150 (USD 2) and BDT 400 (USD 5)
May have own DTH besides their cable connection

In the process of circulation, both vertical and horizontal integration takes place on
various levels. For vertical integration, for example, a distributor may acquire many local
control-room operators as well as local feed operators to dominate the market. For horizontal
integration, control-room operators again may form a consortium and merge to dominate the
market. Control-room operators may provide connections to both feed operators and
subscribers at the household level.
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One can start off his or her business as a feed operator in a local area and secure cable lines
from a control operator who may be located in a distant area. The control operator bears the
cost of the main connection line from the control operator to the feed operator, but the local
connections between the feed operators and the subscribers are maintained by the feed
operators. A single control room may provide lines to many feed operators.
One feed operator can provide on average 500-1,000 connections to the same number
of households of other types of subscribers in a locality, such as shops, restaurants and
clinics. The line is drawn from the feed operator‘s office to every street and alley to connect
with the subscribers‘ televisions. In most cases, cables are run above ground and tied on
electric poles or dilapidated telephone poles, which are mostly unused because of
underground fiber optic lines drawn by the Bangladesh Telecommunications Company
Limited (BTCL). Hundreds of cable TV lines are entangled with hundreds of broadband
internet lines, creating a web of cables all over the city.
A control room may be set up some distance away, perhaps 10 or 20 km, but with
fiber optics provided by control operators to feed operators, the connection is maintained.
There may be a control room located near local feed operators, but decisions about who takes
whose lines depends on competitive markets, and sometimes personal relationships. Apart
from economic considerations, personal relationships may exist between control and feed
operators—such as belonging to the same political party or sharing common interests—which
may lead a feed operator to obtain their connection from a certain control operator. In taking
connections from particular operators, alliances in the cable operating business can be
formed.
I have discussed above that when India‘s TV channels became available over the
Bangladeshi skies, business people started subscribing to them, paying millions of dollars to
the TV channel owners located in India. By the end of the 1990s, cable operators in Dhaka
had connected almost every household, institution and organization, turning Dhaka into a
visibly wired city. The hierarchical structure of cable TV circulation, however, kept
continued to change in the mid-2000s with the advent of an unauthorized new technology
known as Direct-to-Home (DTH). In the following section, I discuss how the arrival of DTH
from India once again changed the circulation, subscription to and viewership of Indian
channels, leading to changes in the hierarchical structures of cable circulation in recent times.
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The arrival of DTH and the creation of the own control room
The hierarchical and apparently rigid structures of cable circulation started in the mid-1990s
and remained so until the mid-2000s, when the new technology known as DTH came in,
enabling many local cable operators to create their own distribution systems. DTH is a
technology that enables signals to be broadcast directly to the subscriber‘s television via a
receiver known as the set-top box. Soon after it was introduced into the Indian market in
2004, it became available in the Bangladeshi market without the authorization of the
government. Many Bangladeshi cable local feed operators started creating their own
distribution systems by setting up their own control rooms using DTH technology. While
previously they had to depend on the structured system to the receive cable TV, this change
made it possible to subscribe to it directly from India‘s DTH companies and circulate them
channels to the end users. Some viewers also started buying DTH technology to receive more
TV channels than what was available through the standard cable system.
In early 2014, the Bangladeshi government issued licenses to two local companies,
but the market has been saturated with ―illegal‖ DTH since the mid-2000s. All the DTH
television operators‘ dishes and ancillary products are available in Dhaka‘s market. Besides
Bangladeshi dealers, there are also Indian dealers working in Bangladeshi dish market.
Besides the cable operators, many Bangladeshi viewers also use DTH at home. They
buy it from DTH retailers who provide all types of services as a vehicle for selling their
products. Besides installing and maintaining the technology, DTH retailers also recharge
subscription cards at the request of DTH owners. The owners simply send money from
anywhere in the country via mobile and ask for a recharge of a specific amount of Indian
rupees (INR). The retailer then does the same via a bank transaction or through their business
partner in India.
Regarding the experience of using DTH, a local male journalist said that out of
curiosity he bought it about four years ago for his own home. He said:
When I visited the Stadium Market to fix my car, people in the surrounding area were
discussing DTH. I then became interested and asked them to install one in my house.
Right away they got into my car with the DTH box and other parts and installed it at
my home.
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A two-foot-diameter dish is positioned in accordance with the position of the satellite.
For example, the Airtel DTH satellite is located southward from Bangladesh, so user has to
point their dish southward from the rooftop. Tata Sky is eastward, so there has to be open
space east of the dish and it should be pointed towards the mouth of the satellite.
The journalist also mentioned that the cost of DTH was between BDT 3,000 (USD
38) and BDT 3,500 (USD 44) in the unauthorized market in Bangladesh, though its genuine
cost at the time was around BDT 2,000 (USD 25). He said that the technician who installed it
took BDT 1,000 (USD 13). In addition, BDT 500 (USD 6) was needed to connect the dish
and the set-top box. Nowadays the price is BDT 5,000 (USD 63) or BDT 5,500 (USD 69),
and for high resolution, BDT 10,000 (USD 125).
The journalist also said that in a standard cable connection, one cannot watch film on
demand, but with DTH any kind of film can be watched on demand. There is an option on the
remote one can use to send an SMS to the DTH operator located in India. The journalist
explained:
So, if I send a message, then it instantly goes to Chennai where the head office of
Airtel is located. It instantly gives me a reply and briefs me with a message box
popping up on the TV screen. I then open the message and see the names of hundreds
of films and their running time. I then just type the name and running time of my
desired film and press the ‗yes‘ button. Instantly it starts running.
The journalist said that movie channel via DTH is not on all the time; rather, it is a
customized channel that plays content as per the demand of the subscriber. There are three
movie channels: 1, 2 and 3. If the subscriber presses 1, for example, then their movie begins
right away. Any movie may be watched through DTH and there is no buffering, no break
time and no ads; one can watch the entire movie in a single go. The subscription fee for a film
depends on release date and popularity. The channel provides ads for new movies, which cost
in between INR.10 and 30.
The journalist said that DTH operators in India have various packages and price cards:
About 400 to 450 channels might comprise a package. Out of these, there are 19
Hindi and English movie channels, 30 sports channels. There are also comedy
channels, as well as some 20 news channels, and about a dozen cartoon channels are
also there. Those channels are placed in serial as per type of program: for example,
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movie channels will be placed in the same order, as will news channels.
To use the DTH package, the journalist had to pay Indian currency INR 220 (USD
3.35). There are different packages based on the number of channels and prices. Packages are
entitled Economy, Mega, and Super. The Economy package costs INR 180 (USD 3), Mega
INR 300 (USD 4.5), and Super INR 350 (USD 5). There is another package called Gala
which allows the subscriber to choose their own channels and create a package. Online they
have all the lists. The subscriber can tick the channels they would like to see and the price list
is also given there.
Referring to his own news article on DTH, the journalist mentioned that there might
be 10,000 DTH in Dhaka alone. It is big business in Bangladesh. Apart from installation fees,
the monthly price for the DTH service is the same as for cable TV. The ranges remain
between BDT 300 (USD 4) and BDT 400 (USD 5). He said, ―The range of Indian satellites
covers Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Nepal, and Pakistan easily. Indian DTH, however, does not
work for Bangladeshi channels. So, to receive Bangladeshi channels one has to buy an extra
dish.‖
With the arrival of DTH technology, many feed operators who previously had been
dependent on others created their own ―control room‖ to receive channels directly from India
and transmit them via their cable lines. Similarly, many previous master/control-room
operators do not use decoders from the national distributor; instead, they transact directly
with the Indian DTH operators to receive channels and circulate them to local feed operators
who do not have their own control room.
To set up a control room involves installing many DTH, receivers and other
instruments, and a significant amount of investment is needed. To set up a medium-sized
control room one needs to invest between BDT 20 lakh (USD 25,000) and BDT 30 lakh
(USD 37,500). Alternatively, one can create a smaller control room and outsource feed lines
from the nearest head-end operator. Due to many encrypted cable TV channels or pay
channel subscriptions, the cost of operating a control room has increased a lot.
In urban areas, setting up a control room can be costly as audiences need all the
channels, otherwise they might switch to another‘s connection. In semi-urban or mofussil
areas, however, the investment necessary to set up a control room is low and audience
demand is also low. While in the cities one needs to offer between 20 and 30 pay channels, in
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semi-urban or mofussil areas, the number of pay channels one needs to offer may be as low as
three. As Figure 4.1 illustrates, setting up a control room with 20-30 pay channels, along with
similar number of foreign and Bangladeshi free-to-air channels, may cost between BDT 5 and
6 lakhs. Again, for 30 pay channels, the monthly cost is around BDT 15,000 (USD 188).
Figure 4.1: DTH technology and control room

Charging for Indian pay channels can be done in at least two ways. In one way, someone can
approach the DTH seller who recharges subscription cards on behalf of cable operators and
individual owners from various parts of Bangladesh. Those who cannot come to Dhaka or the
shop in Gulistan send money to the DTH shop owners via Bikash, a mobile transaction
facility, and the DTH owner refills their card for them. Most of the dish business owners
provide recharging services for customers who have bought dishes from their shops.
While I was talking with a DTH retailer, over about 20 minutes four people came into
the shop to charge their DTH card. One person gave BDT 400 (USD 5), for which his card
was recharged with INR 200 (USD 3). The shop owner told me if you watch alone you can
watch about 70 channels with INR 200 (USD 3). Then another person came in, who charged
their card to INR 500 (UD 8) and gave BDT 1,000 (USD 13) to the shop owner. He also
provided his card number and money to the DTH shop owner. The shop owner visited the
online page of the DTH company in question and charged the money via the internet. One
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cable operator told me that online transactions also take place via the branches of
international banks located in Bangladesh.
In setting up a control room, many dishes are necessary, as one dish can supply one
pay channel to many subscribers, whereas for individual usage one dish is enough to get all
the channels. So, to buy many dishes, individual low-noise blocks or LNBs and other parts,
the control room owner has to spend a lot of money.
While the structure of cable operations has been comparatively flexible with the
advent of DTH technology, a power struggle among the various groups for control of local
areas has always been in place. In the following section, I explain how cable operations at the
local level are maintained given the power struggle among the various rival groups.

Defining and controlling cable operators’ areas
The cable business at the local level is not stable as ownership can change according to
changes in government and political parties. In most cases, ruling party leaders at the local
level get involved in the cable business. To keep their territory intact, a cable operator has to
have the capacity to fend off or manage rivalry or politically and locally influential
opponents.
Initially, the area of a cable operator was defined on a first-come, first-grab basis, and
in most cases, those who were involved in the VHS or cassette business previously switched
to the cable business in different locality. A few years later, when the cable business became
lucrative, local influential people, especially political leaders, started capturing the existing
business, mostly coercively. The issue became so severe that in many areas, bloody clashes
between existing cable operators and aspirant groups were a common phenomenon, and
deaths and injuries were daily occurrences. Clashes still erupt in many places when a cable
operator cuts another operator‘s wire and runs their own line to a home. Feuding is also
inevitable when many would-be cable operators compete to capture a newly built housing
area or a newly built area near an industrial zone or the like.
To avoid fierce rivalry, in some places of Dhaka, cable operators sit together and
come to a verbal agreement in defining their operational areas. Despite such agreements,
conflicts related to the cable business and related deaths and injuries have been a regular
phenomenon. As reported by local newspapers and agencies: ―Two shot dead in clash over
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cable TV business in capital‖ (Shaon, 2014); ―Cable operator killed by miscreants in
Keraniganj‖ (BSS, 2014); ―Musclemen take control of Dhaka‘s cable TV business‖ (Priyo,
2011); ―Cable TV operator killed in Mohammadpur‖ (bdnews24, 2009).
To consolidate their territories, cable operators at the local level try to obtain
certificates from COAB and BTV, though the COAB is now dysfunctional due to a stay order
from the high court following factional politics among the cable operators. Some COAB
members still provide certificates to cable operators every year for a fee. Bribery is quite
common among the certificate providers, as they take extra money from members for their
certificates; if extra money is not given, then a member may be put on hold for many days
before providing their certificate, which is necessary to obtain the government license from
BTV.
Interestingly, many local operators, especially feed operators, have no membership
with either COAB or BTV. Though it is defined as illegal to operate a cable business without
obtaining clearance from these two bodies, local cable operators operate their businesses
through political and muscle power. The politics among the feed operators are more intense
than among the control operators because the former has to work at the grassroots level,
where political rivalry thrives.
There are exceptions among the local operators in terms of these power games.
Instead of capturing another‘s territory through force and muscle power, cable operators in
certain areas may leave the matter to the choice of the subscribers. Within Mohammadpur
Housing Limited, for example, six feed operators are now currently operating. There are
competitions among the operators in terms of retaining their respective customers, but no
visible power struggle between the feed operators as they reached a verbal agreement that
they would not cut anyone‘s cables or get involved in feuding, instead leaving the decisions
to the customers who will decide whose services or line they will subscribe to.
Depending on their level of satisfaction with their service, customers can stay with
their current operator or switch to another. The crucial factor is that the cable operators rely
on the apartment owner who defines whose cable connection will be used his or her building.
As tenancy in the flat is not fixed, the decision is up to the owner of the building, whom the
operators contact or pursue to get their lines into the building.
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To convince the building owner, the cable operator takes no subscription fees from
the owner. Once a cable operator signs up a house owner, tenants in the building are secured
as subscribers for the operator. Tenants also ask the building owner whom to contact to get
the cable connection. The owner then calls the cable operator or asks the tenant to visit a
certain cable operator. It is up to the building owner to decide about whose cables are allowed
in the building and whose are not.
In the above section, I discussed the power struggle and strategies for control of
operational areas. In doing so, cable operators have to satisfy their subscribers by ensuring
flawless and continuous services all times to receive fees from the subscribers. In the
following section, I explain cable operators‘ roles in maintaining their services and
relationships with their subscribers.

Roles of cable operators and their interactions with subscribers
Besides operating their control room, cable operators who provide cable lines to subscribers
have to use various mechanical and technical parts such as trunk amplifiers, line extender
amplifiers, pre-amplifiers, power doubler amplifiers, CATV power supplies, tapoffs/splitters, channel traps, equalizers and other accessories to draw their cable lines to the
subscribers‘ homes.
Previously, it was troublesome for cable technicians to maintain lines because there
was no digital voltage meter (DV meter), so they had to carry television sets on their
shoulders to check the amplifiers. An amplifier clears the line that goes from a control room
to a household. It works as regulator, that is, when a line experiences low voltage, the
amplifier increases the voltage. After a couple hundred meters, cable operators install an
amplifier to keep the image clear.
Cable operators position an amplifier inside a box and affix it to an electric pole or
telephone pole. The amplifier requires electricity, which the operators draw from the
subscriber‘s house. However, they sometimes face problems with the wire and need to
change it overnight. This is because during the rainy season wire becomes vulnerable.
Moreover, as one cable technician said, ―Wires nowadays are of a bad quality in comparison
to previous times when they were made with genuine copper, but not anymore.‖
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Though it is argued by the government that cables should be kept underground instead
of as overhead connections, the reality is that most cables are tied to electric poles and
telephone poles. These lines are connected from a feed operator‘s operating station to the
subscriber‘s house. When they take the cable to a house, they tie it to whatever they can find,
such as the grill of a window or a veranda.
In some newly built apartments, there is a backbone cable or console cable leading
from inside the wall. In that case, for the entire apartment, a main connection is provided
from the outside. Most houses in Dhaka, however, are entangled with conspicuous wires from
outside the building. Those wires are mostly cable TV lines and broadband cables.
Previously, before the advent of mobile, telephone cables were also visible. Most apartments
or houses, residential or commercial buildings in Dhaka are snarled with cables outside them.
Sometimes, the cables get entangled to such an extent that they look like spiderwebs, as
Figure 4.2 illustrates.
Figure 4.2: Webs of cables

Most cable operators reported that they do not face very many problems in tying their
wire to an electric pole because they can do it in the middle of the pole. However, sometimes
electricians cut their wire because they have to ascend the pole to repair an electric line, and
if a clutter of cable wires poses an obstacle, they cut them off. When this occurs, the cable
operators repair their respective wires and reconnect the lines swiftly. Cable operators also
forge good connections with electricians and pay bribes to avoid any unnecessary disruptions.
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Instead of keeping the Bangladeshi and Indian TV channels separate, cable operators
mix them and place them at the beginning of the channel serial as some older television
channels can only accommodate a small number of channels. As one cable operator said:
Some old cathode ray televisions (CRT) have fewer channels, so we need to combine
various popular channels in the primary slots. When people ask why they cannot
watch more channels, we tell them that their TV set cannot handle more channels.
Nowadays, most of the new televisions can accommodate 200 to 300 to 500 channels.
Now LED TV is in the market and there are about 1,000 channels in that.
In addition to technical issues, picture quality also depends on weather conditions.
During the rainy season, for example, as water enters into the cable points such as the splitter
and the coupler, the picture on the subscriber‘s television can sometimes fluctuate or become
grainy, snowy and tiled. Also, when a thunderbolt happens, some amplifiers catch fire and
burn up. In these situations the cable operators have to make an extra effort to fix the lines
right away.
Cable operators collect money from subscribers in two ways: through connection fees
and through monthly subscription fees. For providing a line into a household, the cable
operator charges between BDT 500 and BDT 1,000. Connection fees vary depending on
location and cable operator.
Monthly subscription fees remain between BDT 150 (USD 2) to BDT 400 (USD 5).
Like connection fees, monthly subscription fees vary in terms of location and income
capacity. Those who have a lower monthly income might request a reduced subscription fee
from the cable operator, so they may be charged between BDT 150 (USD 2) and 200 (USD
2.5) instead of between BDT 300 (USD 4) and BDT 400 (USD 5).
Though there is a government-directed cable fee of BDT 300 (USD 4) for all the
subscribers, in most cases, cable operators set their own fees and there is no homogenized fee
structure in cable business in Dhaka. Sometimes operators increase their fees by BDT 50
(USD 0.62) or even BDT 100 (USD 1.25), citing various reasons to the customers to justify
the increase.
Cable operators may justify a price increase by saying that the prices of everyday
necessities have increased, and so have the cable fees; they have to adjust for growing costs.
They convince subscribers by saying that the operating costs of cable services have increased,
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so they need to increase the fee to the subscribers as well. They may also explain that
government has increased the subscription fees but takes less money from the subscribers, so
the cable operator need to adjust the fee. Or they might say extra taxes have been imposed on
cable businesses, thus increasing their costs, and hence the need to increase fees.
Cable owners are invisible and have no interaction with subscribers. There are paid
personnel who are known as technicians, linesmen and collectors in tandem. Most of the
cable bill collectors-cum-technicians come from low-income families. Many of them are
school dropouts who came to Dhaka from rural areas in their childhood and worked there
with for minimum wage. Despite having no education or technical know-how related to cable
operations and maintenance, they learn the technical skills by watching their co-workers and
working on a trial-and-error basis.
Cable personnel need to work 12 to 14 hours a day. Their work begins mostly at 8 am
and continues until 10 pm. Many households buy new televisions or use computer monitors
as televisions, and cable operators have to tune these according to the wishes of subscribers,
such as requests to draw Bangla channels from one place, Hindi channels from another and
sports channels from another. Finding specific channels and tuning for color and brightness
can be difficult for many people, so the technician or linesman has to do the work.
Previously, cable personnel had to work hard as most televisions needed to be tuned
and fine-tuned to receive the channels. For different types of TV sets, tuning was also
different. As one cable technician said:
There was a TV brand known as National TV where it was necessary to press a button
so hard that the fingers would get sore. It was very hard to tune a Philips TV and most
people could not do it as it had a system of adjusting plus and minus while tuning. A
significant portion of the day was necessary to tune the televisions of the subscribers.
The same person who works as lineman and technician also plays the role of monthly
subscription fee collector. Over the years, technicians get familiar with the various
households and people in their locality. While having amicable relationships with their
customers, on occasion they face bitter experiences with some families while collecting fees.
As one cable fee collector said:
I find myself hot-headed when I go to collect money. For example, if I am to go to
100 homes today to collect fees, people in 50 houses might give me money without
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any hassle but the other 50 might refuse, saying, brother come tomorrow, or I cannot
afford it this month, so come back in another month or so. Or they might say come
another day without giving a specific time and date. If I ask them for a date, they get
angry and might say okay, you come next Sunday. I then tell them okay, I will come
as per your given day. If they do not give us the money on the given day, we just
unplug their cable lines from the nodes so they cannot watch it anymore. If they want
to watch it again, they have to contact the cable office and pay their arrears.
There is no written contract between a customer and a cable service provider. Instead,
sometimes some cable operators issue the subscribers with cards. They issue these every
English New Year. One card remains at the subscriber‘s house and the second one remains
with the cable operator. So when a collector visits a subscriber‘s house to collect the fees, he
signs on the card for the month for which the fees are being paid. Some cable operators do
not issue cards, instead providing a signed receipt when collecting the fees each month.
In most areas, cable fee collectors visit subscribers‘ houses the first week of the
month to collect the fees for the previous month. Collectors also visit some houses in the
middle of a month to collect fees if someone is a new tenant in that area or if someone moves
out of the area. There is more than one collector or technician and linesman to collect the
money from subscribers. If the collectors are two and their subscribers are 450, they can
divide the subscribers into two groups whereby one collector might visit 40% of the houses
and the other 60%, or they may divide them equally.
In some cases, subscribers pay their bills on their own initiative by visiting the cable
operator‘s office. Most collectors visit subscribers‘ houses on the weekend when the
household head or earner is at home. Sometimes, subscribers ask them to come back another
day without giving any reason. Some also may ask the collector to come back in the
afternoon if the household head is not at home when the collector visits.
At fee collection, some subscribers give excuses for not paying, for example saying
that their children are sick or mothers are sick and they cannot pay this month but will pay
later. Cable operators take hard times into consideration and may defer collection. But when
two to three months go by, the man, along with his family, may leave the house in the dead of
night without paying the bill. For fear of losing pending subscription fees, some cable
operators collect fees at the very beginning of a current month, which starts from the 3rd day
of the month and continues to 20th or 25th of that month.
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To operate their cable connections smoothly, cable operators sometimes do not take
fees from local influential people or political leaders. It depends on the political hierarchy: if
the cable operators are more powerful than the influential subscribers, then hardly can anyone
refuse to pay their monthly bill.
Cable business owners do not visit houses to check lines or any other matters related
to the cable business; it is the technician-cum-linesman and bill collector who visits door to
door, checks connections and installs new lines. Cable technicians are fixed-pay employees,
but they make extra money by providing extra connections to subscribers without telling the
owners. Similarly, subscribers sometimes manipulate their lines within the home without
informing the cable operators. Some households have more than one TV set but only one
cable line. In that case, the house owner may split the line and to connect the other set.
Sometimes cable operators are informed by the subscribers saying they need a split line, so
cable operators can install the lines at a minimal charge, which for a second line may be BDT
100 (USD 1.28), along with the regular fees for the first line, which might be between BDT
300 (USD 4) and BDT 400 (USD 5). This information, however, may be deliberately kept
from the owner of the cable operator.
Instead of buying another television, sometimes subscribers buy a TV tuner card for
their computer and split the cable line to provide television to other family members so that
they can watch many more than a single channel, as per their choice. In such cases,
subscribers themselves do the technical work, with the cable operators kept unaware as they
do not enter people‘s houses without a reason. This eliminates the need for extra fees.
Though the line is divided, picture quality does not suffer that much.
In the above section, I have discussed the daily roles and responsibilities of the cable
operators and their relationships with their subscribers. In the following section, I describe
the dominant presence of India‘s Hindi and Bengali TV channels in Bangladesh.

Number of cable TV channels and films per week
On average between 70 and 100 channels are available on every cable line in Dhaka. Apart
from 24 Bangladeshi channels (mostly assorted program and news channels) and a dozen
English film channels (such as HBO, Star Movies and Zee Studio) and other English
entertainment program channels (such as Star World, AXN and Zee Cafe) and news channels
(such as BBC, CNN, Al-Jazeera and NDTV), most of the channels are Indian Hindi and
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Bengali channels. As the Table 4.2 shows, most of the Indian channels fall under three media
brand names—Zee, Star and Sony. Channels from these brands began their journey in the
1990s as Hindi mixed-program channels (showing soap operas, Hindi films, song scenes,
dance and song competitions and so on), but later on they launched dedicated film and music
channels. They also adopted similar strategies to launch assorted program channels and film
and music channels in various regional languages, such as Kolkata‘s Bengali language.
Table 4.2: India‘s popular TV channels in Bangladesh
Hindi film Hindi music
channel
channel (11)
(11)
Zee Cinema MTV India

Hindi soap
opera
channel (6)
Star Plus

Kolkata’s
Bengali film
channel (2)
Jalsha Movies

Zee
Premiere
Zee Action
Zee Classic
Star Gold

Zing

Sony TV

Zee Bangla
Cinema

M tunes
Zoom TV
B4U Music

Zee TV
Colors
Life OK

Sony Max
Movies OK
UTV
movies
B4U movie
Filmy
& Pictures

9XN
Channel V
ETC

Sony SAB

Kolkata’s
Bengali music
channel (3)
Sangeet
Bangla
Tara Muzik

Kolkata’s
soap opera
channel (8)
Zee Bangla

Dhoom Music

ETV Bangla
Sony 8
Ruposhi
Bangla
Akash
DD Bangla
Colors
Bangla

Star Jalsha

Masti TV
Xpress
VH1

As Table 4.2 shows, there are 11 Hindi film channels. These show Hindi films, old
and new, around the clock. Film channels are also named after film genre. There is a similar
number of Hindi music channels, and these show new and old Hindi film music all the time.
While most of the film and music channels are offered by almost all the cable operators,
channels are also added according to customer demand. Viewer demand for certain channels
varies in terms of location and education. While in a high-income and educated
neighborhood, the absence of certain Hindi film channels or English channels might be a
concern for middle-class audiences, in low-income and low-educated neighborhoods, the
absence of Kolkata‘s Bengali channels might be a concern.
As Table 4.3 shows, in a single day, about 100 films are available to the Bangladeshi
audience, who can watch more than 50 Indian films (in both Hindi and Bengali), around 30
Hollywood films, and only 8 Bangladeshi films on cable TV channels, paying only USD 2-5
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in cable TV subscription fees per month. Whilst there are about a dozen Hindi-dedicated film
channels, there is no dedicated channel for Bangladeshi films. Instead, about a dozen
Bangladeshi entertainment channels show an average of 8 Bangladeshi films per day. Besides
all of these channels, cable operators operate their own video channels to show newly
released Indian films and music. I discuss these in detail in Chapter 6.
Table 4.3: Films shown per week on cable TV in Dhaka
Film channel

No. of TV channels

No. of films per day

No. of films
per week

Hindi

11

44

308

Hindi video channel

1

3

21

Indian Bengali

2

12

84

Hollywood/English

8

32

224

Bangladeshi Bengali

No dedicated film
channel

8 (avg.)

56

22

99

693

Total
Conclusion

Vincent Mosco defined political economy as ―the study of the social relations, particularly
the power relations, that mutually constitute the production, distribution, and consumption of
resources‖ (2009, p.24). Janet Wasko stated that ―a primary concern of political economists is
with the allocation of resources (material concerns) within capitalist societies. Through
studies of ownership and control, political economists document and analyze relations of
power, a class system, and other structural inequalities‖ (2005, p.27).
I have explained in this chapter how media and communication resources have
increasingly been commoditized and commercialized (Wasko, 2005). From media
infrastructures to the circulation of media content, everything has been commoditized and
diversified to maximize profits. For example, while in the early 1990s most Indian channels
were free to air, within a matter of a few years most were encrypted as pay channels to
generate more profit. Channels have also diversified in terms of content. For example, at the
beginning, most of the Indian cable TV channels were assorted program or infotainment
channels in that news, information and entertainment programs such as films, music, soap
operas and reality shows were available, but to maximize profit through encryption, media
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corporations have created various channels dedicated to films, music, soap operas and news.
Through my analysis of media cable TV circulation in Bangladesh, I have also shown how in
the capitalist economic system, the market becomes concentrated in that only a few
companies rule the business. The concentration of the market takes place at every level.
I have discussed that the launch of geostationary satellites in India in the 1990s
changed the media repertoire in South Asia, including Bangladesh, which came under the
canopy of the Indian satellites (Page & Crawley, 2001). Before their acquaintance with
Bangladeshi satellite TV channels, urban Bangladeshi people, especially the middle class, got
familiar with Indian TV channels. Over the last two decades or so, the shadowing of Indian
satellite TV channels has reached every nook and cranny of the urban space, connecting
people of every age, gender and class. I have expounded on various stages of the
development of the circulation of cable TV in Bangladesh. I have also demonstrated that
because of the advent of DTH technology, hierarchical and rigid structures governing the
circulation of cable TV have become flexible, whereby feed operators at the local level are no
longer solely dependent on the control operator or nationwide distributor. Instead they can
create their own control room and provide service in their areas.
I have discussed that the operation of the cable business at the local level is influenced
by power relations among various groups. A change in power in national politics may lead to
changes in the way the cable business is controlled and owned. Fierce rivalry and conflicts
are a regular phenomenon in attempts by cable operators to control their areas. To achieve
control, while some operators take out their membership and renew their licenses with COAB
and BTV, others operate their businesses without registering or renewing their licenses. I
have also elucidated the meandering routes of thousands of cable TV wires that are coiled
around electric and telephone poles, creating a conspicuous spiderweb-like net overhead
before reaching the subscribers. I have also explained that cable fees vary in terms of area,
income and political and local influence.
I have also described how the emergence of the media impacted social and cultural
life. Instead of seeing the media as the determinant of changes in society, culture and the
individual, I have shown how people‘s interactions and responses towards the media create
social spaces and relations. I base this claim on media materiality, which I discussed in
chapter 1 in detail. Instead of seeing media infrastructures and business as isolated from
society, I read them as an integral part of the socio-cultural spaces and relations that are
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formed around them. Through the materiality of the media and their physical and visceral
characteristics, human unravel subtle connections with cultural lives and values (Larkin,
2008; Miller, 1997).
In the following chapter, I discuss another major means of circulation of Indian films in
Bangladesh, CD/DVD taking various aspects such as marketing and (re)productive strategies
into consideration.
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Chapter 5 : The Cultural Economy of the CD/DVD Store and the Creation
of Space
If I buy an Indian film from a wholesaler for BDT 20 (USD 0.25) or 30 (USD 0.38), I
can sell it for BDT 100 (USD 1.25), which doubles my profit. We are mostly
dependent on Indian films as demand for them is higher than any other films on the
market.
The above comment was made by a young male salesperson, aged around 30, who works in a
large retail CD/DVD store located in one of the biggest shopping malls in Dhaka. Because of
low production costs, high demand and high profit margins, Indian films have been the
mainstay of Bangladeshi CD/DVD markets, while marginalizing Bangladeshi films and
music.
By the term ―cultural economy‖ in the title of this chapter, I mean the study of culture
within economic and organizational life (Miller, 2002). My use of cultural economy includes
the materiality of contexts where objects and economic agents (firms, markets, and
consumers) engage, and social relationships between subjects and objects are formed (Latour,
1993; Miller, 1987). By cultural economy I do not mean the ―cultural turn‖43 of economy
(Castells, 1996; Lash & Urry, 1994; Leadbeater, 2000; Ray & Sayer, 1999), ―that emphasis
on symbolic systems and or the systems of meaning‖ (Miller, 2002, p.166) separating culture
from economy or cultural economy from political economy. I do not take culture and
economy separately, instead seeing them in a unitary form as politically engaged ―material
realities of inequalities and power‖ (Davis, 2006, p.17). Like Miller (2002), I also maintain
that ―cultural‘‘ is not different from instrumentality or symbolism; rather, I see these as
integral part of economic life. To me, changes in cultural practices do not necessarily mean
changes in the political economy. Instead cultural economy operates within the political
economy, creating hierarchical social space and relation.
In the previous chapter, I discussed how the expansion of media in India gave rise to
cable TV in Bangladesh, resulting in a distinctive phenomenon in the South Asian context. In
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Miller critiqued the ‗cultural turn‘ of economy saying, ―In sociology, cultural studies and more generally
across the social and human sciences there arose arguments that critical changes had occurred within the
economy itself. Where once the economy was about commodities and capital, now we are moving towards a
‗symbolic‘, a ‗knowledge‘ and ‗information economy‘ in which the key was the new self-reflexive subjectivity
and the manipulation of signs‖ (2002, p.172).
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this chapter, I explain how technological changes, such as easy access to CD/DVD burning
facilities and the internet, have exponentially expanded the flow and circulation of digital
images in the market. The (re)production and circulation of CD/DVDs create social space
(Lefebvre, 1991) and the materiality of media (Miller, 1987) where various forms of social
interaction and transaction take place and relations are formed. These everyday forms of
interaction and transaction reinforce and naturalize the cultural hegemony of Indian films. In
this chapter, taking the CD/DVD store as an economic, social and cultural space, I focus on
the production, promotion, pricing and placement strategies of CD/DVDs of Indian film and
music content in the market. I explain the way cultural content is received, organized and
reorganized to make it saleable in the market. I explain how a social space like the
marketplace is hierarchical in that product price is defined by social class. Through reflecting
on the interactions between the sellers and the buyers in dealing with a variety of cultural
products, I elaborate on the demand for Indian films and music in the CD/DVD market. I end
the chapter by describing how the circulation of CD/DVDs has been in transition in
Bangladesh with the advent of other alternative means of circulation. In the following section
I discuss how a wide variety of commodities are produced through the reorganization and
reproduction of existing cultural content available on the internet.

The (re)production of CD/DVDs
According to the CD/DVD store owners I worked with, there are two types of CD/DVD
products on the market—the ―right item‖ and the ―non-right item‖. Most of the CD/DVD
sellers referred to copyrighted products, such as Bangladeshi products, as ―right‖ and foreign
products that are downloaded from the internet and burned onto CD/DVDs as ―non-right‖.
Bangladeshi alternative films, dramas, telefilms, music videos and audio were said to be
―right items‖. All foreign items were viewed as non-right items. The general perception
among the sellers is that although there are limitations on copying Bangladeshi products,
there is no restriction on copying foreign items. According to demand, the stores mainly stock
Hindi, English, Tamil, Indian Bengali, and Bangladeshi alternative films, as well as some
French, Italian, Japanese, Chinese, Iranian, Hong Kong, Korean and Lebanese films and
pornographic items.
A new Hindi film that is released in theatres in India and other countries hits the
Bangladeshi market the very next day as a brand new CD/DVD along with colorful
packaging and visual and textual references to the film‘s plot and stars. A new Hindi film
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arrives on the market in copied form in three stages. On the second day, the ―hall copy‖
becomes available. The quality of the hall copy is low, with one retailer referring to it as 40
or 50% HD quality. By ―HD quality‖ (short for high definition quality) he meant the clarity
of the visuals and sounds. Two or three days later, another version of the film arrives. Some
retailers refer to these as ―better copy‖, with 80-90% HD quality. Finally, four to six weeks,
later another version arrives, which some retailers refer to as 100% HD quality. While
packaging for all these types of products looks original, the video quality of the final copy is
so high that it is hard to identify the original/―pirated‖ or the branded/local (Sundaram, 2010,
p.121). CD/DVD sellers use strategies of producing assorted products through arranging and
re-arranging new and old film content. This happens upon the release of a new film as well as
in later stages. Once a film is available theatrically and on the internet on the same day, the
downloader downloads it within 24 hours and sells it to the wholesaler for copying. While
waiting for the soft ―hall copy‖ from the downloader, packaging and other accessories such
as posters and stickers are printed. Only the burning remains to be done.
The soft copy now in hand, the wholesaler sends it to the copying machine and, as per
the desired arrangement of the items and other specifications, hard copies are produced. A
new film can be burned either alone on the DVD, known as a ―single copy‖, or along with
other old films, known as a ―collection copy‖. A ―collection copy‖ contains anywhere
between four and ten films. The price, however, remains same for both the ―single copy‖ and
the ―collection copy‖.
Figure 5.1: The creation of commodities
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Besides producing various items out of newly released film and songs, wholesalers
also create products by arranging and rearranging the available popular content on the
internet. As illustrated in Figure 5.1, one strategy wholesalers use is to make new products by
rearranging old content under a new name. They make different items with the same content
using different packaging strategies and visual and textual representations of the content.
Figure 5.1 (top middle example) shows how wholesalers have arranged a collection of film
song scenes starring Amir Khan, Salman Khan and Shahrukh Khan under the name ―Three
Khan Top-40‖. New commodities are also created by arranging various film songs in this
way along the themes of occasions such as marriages, New Year, or Eid celebrations. To
create these assorted products, CD/DVD wholesalers manipulate the look of the film actor on
the cover of a CD or DVD. In Figure 5.1, the DVD cover in the top left corner shows a list of
50 songs from both Hindi and Kolkata‘s Bengali films, though the visuals on the cover
highlight only a Kolkata Bengali film star called Jeet. The cover reads ―Accept Jeet‘s
greetings for Eid‖. Interestingly, despite the fact that Jeet is a Hindu, his image has been
manipulated so as to dress him in an Islamic cap and in the sort clothing Muslims wear on
Eid day when they visit eidgah or open-air gathering places or mosques to offer prayers.
More interestingly, apart from the first four songs on the list, all the songs in this compilation
taken from Jeet‘s films have no connection to Eid. The first song comes from a Bollywood
film, Tumko Na Bhool Paayenge (2002). The song on the compilation is this same song about
Eid.
Like film songs, films are also arranged as collections in a disc, often collections of
the films of certain stars, such as Ranbir Kapoor‘s ―Hit Movie Collection‖ or ―Shah Rukh
Khan‘s Hit Movies‖ or 4-in-1. Most of the covers of Hindi film collections are illustrated
with images of the actors and the names of the films in English. For Indian music, regardless
of whether it is old or new, CDs or DVDs based on renowned singers are also released with
reference to their names, such as Asha Bhosle‘s ―Legendary Collection‖, SD Burman‘s or
Kishore Kumar‘s ―Old is Gold‖ or Shreya Ghoshal‘s ―Hit Songs Collections‖. Songs in
Bengaliby Indian singers such as Asha Bhosle, Manna Dey, Shreya Ghoshal, Haimanti Sukla
and the ghazals of both Pakistani and Indian singers like Ghulam Ali, Jagjit Singh, Mehdi
Hassan, Pankaj Udhas, Anup Jalota, and Pakistani qawwali singers, especially Nusrat Fateh
Ali Khan, are also kept on display.
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Brian Larkin said, ―Piracy creates an aesthetic, a set of formal qualities that generate a
particular sensorial experience of media‖ (2004, p. 219). The aesthetic of copied CD/DVDs is
created through their glossy covers and outlook, but the objects they contain, especially for
newly released films, are unclear and noisy. Despite this, viewers buy such CD/DVDs
because of their interest in the films. Ravi Sundaram (2010) mentioned three types of covers
available in Delhi‘s CD/DVD market. He stated that before 2000, CD covers were copied
from the original covers, and the content was also copied from the original, but after 2000,
the copiers started using sophisticated designs on the CD covers along with their
arrangements of the content. He also reported another type of product that is known in the
market as the ―collection‖ copy. A collection copy accommodates many audio/video songs
from various singers on a CD and a cluster of films on a DVD. Another type of CD cover
evolved through ―regional music genres with a local star system‖ (2010, p. 125). All types of
covers are also available on the Bangladeshi CD/DVD market.
CD/DVD stores also carry Indian pornographic content. All types of X-rated films
and content are known as ―romantic films‖ or ―private films‖. The covers of DVDs with
pornographic content feature ―de-sexualized‖ images of Indian actresses such as Sunny
Leone and Miya Rai to avoid raids from law-enforcing agencies. Pornographic films are not
displayed like the other films; instead they are kept in a hidden place and sold when a
customer asks for them. The packaging of the pornographic DVD looks like any other film
DVD from Bollywood, Kollywood (the Tamil film industry) or Tollywood (the Telugu film
industry). Like the DVDs for other films, the cover of a pornographic DVD is decorated with
textual narrative which, in most of the cases, is copied from Western pornography. DVD
copiers simply copy passages of English texts from the internet and paste them on the cover.
When asked about discrepancies between these textual narrations and the films, one
CD/DVD seller said, ―Buyers do not care about story. They just ask for a ‗private‘ or
‗romantic‘ film.‖
In this section, I have analyzed how the CD/DVD sellers create various types of
products by arranging and rearranging content from Indian films and music available on the
internet. In the following section, I discuss the way sellers promote their CD/DVDs at
different stages to increase their sales.
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Promotion and pricing of CD/DVD
Before copying the films of a renowned Bollywood star like Shah Rukh Khan, Salman Khan
or Amir Khan, wholesalers make posters of the actors and actresses and give them directly to
middle person (distributors) known as ―bag owners‖ or ―bag parties‖. These are individuals
who buy CD/DVDs from wholesalers and carry them around in bags to sell to the retailers.
Bag owners also provide posters to the retailers to put up inside the shops. Wholesalers also
attach posters on the pathways in the market and on nearby walls to attract the retailers and
the customers who visit them. Figure 2 shows a poster of the Bollywood film Dhoom 3
(2013) made by a wholesaler a couple months before the film‘s theatrical release. The
wholesaler put up this poster around the wholesale market and distributed it to the retailers
who visited his shop. I was also given a poster when I visited that shop. The poster illustrates
the Dhoom film series, which includes Dhoom (2004), Dhoom 2 (2006) and Dhoom 3 (2013).
At the top and bottom of the poster, the company name and phone numbers of the wholesaler
are also shown. I have deliberately removed this information to keep the wholesaler
unidentifiable and anonymous.
Figure 5.2: A locally designed Hindi film poster to promote a DVD

To increase profits, wholesalers provide ads for various products, for example herbal
medicines, on the covers of film CDs and DVDs. Ads are spliced into the films themselves as
well. During my observation of customer-sellers transactions in a retail shop, I saw that the
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seller in that shop manipulated a Kolkata‘s Bengali film on his computer located inside his
shop. After a few minutes, suddenly an advertisement for an indigenous medicinal product
called Indian Herbal popped up, disrupting the movie. The advertisement referred to various
types of sexual health and obesity-related issues and their remedy. While video ads are shown
intermittently, scroll ads also shown repeatedly at the bottom of the screen providing
information about various health problems and their medicinal names, prices, phone numbers,
and courier or postal service facilities. I asked the seller whether this was an Indian company
selling medicines in Bangladesh. He replied negatively, saying that selling the product under
that name is a tactic Bangladeshi marketers use to authenticate the medicine in the eyes of
customers to get them to conclude that the company is based in India. He also informed that
―educated‖ people do not buy this type of herbal medicine as they know it as fake, but
―uneducated‖ people sometimes do, thinking that they might heal their sexual problems.
Overhearing my conversation with the retailer, a bag owner who provided CD/DVDs to the
shop added that the herbal medicine owner provides money to the CD/DVD copiers for
including its ads within the film and on the CD/DVD cover. As a result, the production cost
of a CD/DVD is reduced to less than half of its actual cost.
Most of the retailers said that film DVDs which contained ads were in fact of
substandard quality. Because of low production costs and good profits, some bag owners buy
such low-quality DVDs from wholesalers to sell on to the retailers. An advertisement on the
packaging or within a film is not appreciated by retail sellers. One seller vented his anger
over a bag owner‘s low-quality DVD: ―Why the hell does the company in Gulistan put ads on
the DVD cover? It sucks‖, he grudged, showing the herbal medicinal ad on the cover.
―Because of this ad, people don‘t buy it,‖ he said.
To promote their CD/DVDs, retailers play popular songs on loudspeakers. New Hindi
film songs are played most of the time. Sometimes, popular old songs are also played
according to the preferences of the sellers to attract customers. One day during my
observation in a retail store when there were no customers around, the seller went out for a
cigarette and loudly to another seller in a nearby shop that ―in a few minutes, I will play a
song at such a high volume that people not only from this road but from outside the road will
crowd into my shop.‖ The loudspeakers inside the CD/DVD stores hardly ever stop, except
when the sound of azan, the Muslim call to prayer, is heard, with most sellers turning off
their songs for a half hour or so to respect azan and prayer time. CD/DVD sellers play Quran
recitations and Islamic songs such as hamds, nat-e rasuls or ghazals during the month of
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Ramadan. Sometimes sellers also play Quran recitations over the loudspeaker to bring
blessings upon the business. As a part of their beliefs, some sellers sprinkle water on the floor
and in front of the shop in the morning or give money to beggars in the hope that this will
increase their sales.
The prices of CD/DVDs vary at the different stages of marketing. Primarily, the
wholesalers produce CD/DVDs and sell them to the bag owners and the retailers. The bag
owners also sell CD/DVDs to the retailers. Finally, the retailers sell them to the end users or
buyers. At every stage of transaction, value is added onto the previous price. Though the
wholesale price for a film DVD remains more or less same across the market, retailers add
value to the same DVD using various strategies. They charge customers higher prices by
labeling their products as ―better version‖, ―HD copy‖ or ―master copy‖. The price of the
same product may also vary in terms of the location of the store and the social class of the
buyers. While a film DVD might cost only BDT 50 (USD 0.63) in a retail shop located on a
roadside, the same product in a posh shopping mall might be sold for as much as BDT 120 to
BDT 200. To authenticate their selling price to the customers and avoid bargaining, some
retailers innovatively attach a price tag or sticker to the product showing a price. However,
despite such price tags, bargaining between sellers and buyers remains the order of the day.

CD/DVD placement, supply and demand
Most retailers keep the latest film and music CD/DVDs on display to attract the eyes of the
customers. Whilst any single-film DVD remains on display, additional copies are kept inside
a box which is placed on the ground or under the table. For large retail shops, customers can
go inside and can choose their desired CD/DVD themselves. Smaller CD/DVD retail stores
place extra shelves or side stands in front of the store to display more products. For smaller
retail shops, as customers cannot enter, they ask the sellers for their desired CD/DVD from
outside. For other smaller retail stores, most of the time a table is placed between the buyers
and the sellers on which are placed a few baskets filled with low-priced CD/DVDs of various
kinds, such as Hindi and Kolkata‘s Bengali films and music, software, games and cartoons.
Sometimes, when a customer asks for a certain DVD, the seller requests the customer to have
a look inside the boxes where many films are packed together. This happens when sellers are
busy managing other customers. Regardless of the size of the stores, the proportion of the
space occupied by various film genres remains more or less same. Table 5.1 shows the
proportion of space given over to specific genres in the retail shops I observed during my
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fieldwork. India‘s Hindi and Bengali films and music cover more than half of a store‘s the
space, while Hollywood films and English music occupy a little more than a quarter.
Table 5.1: Share of shelf space by genre in retail CD/DVD shops
Name of Items

Share of CD/DVD

Distribution

Hindi films and music

40%

(Film 30%; Music 10%)

English films and music

30%

(Film 25%; Music 5%)

Indian Bengali films & music

10%

(Film 5%; Music 5%)

Cartoons, games

15%

---

Software, Bengali music and
dramas

5%

---

As for the supply of CD/DVDs from wholesalers to retailers, various methods are
used. In Dhaka, CD/DVDs are distributed mainly through the staff of the wholesalers or by
―bag owners‖. Some retail sellers visit the wholesale market of their own volition to buy
CD/DVDs. Freelance ―bag parties‖ buy CD/DVDs from the wholesalers and sell them to the
retailers. In doing so, they make a profit by taking advantage of the management structure of
the supply chain‖. Freelance ―bag parties‖ distribute the latest movies along with other
assorted items. While I carried out observation in a retail DVD shop in the Mouchak area of
Dhaka, I met a freelance ―bag owner‖ who would bring Indian films regularly to that shop.
He had a good relationship with the salesperson and owner of that shop. He would bring in
CD/DVDs of Bollywood and Hollywood films almost every week. Some CD/DVD sellers
keep the mobile contact number of a ―bag party‖ to be able to ask for certain DVD/CDs on
demand.
Outside Dhaka, CD/DVDs are sent via courier. To send by courier to any part of the
country, a small packet costs BDT 75 (USD 0.93), a medium packet costs BDT 120 (USD
1.5) and the larger packet costs BDT 150 (USD 1.88). After answering a mobile call from a
local retailer, the wholesaler in Dhaka sends the requested number of CD/DVDs via courier.
The courier keeps the package in its local office for 10 to 15 days until it is picked up by the
local purchaser. The courier collects the money from the buyer and takes the money back to
Dhaka. The courier receives a commission for mediating the transaction and the rest of the
money is given to the wholesaler in Dhaka. For every BDT 1000 (USD 12.5), courier charges
BDT 10 (USD 0.13).
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During my observation in different CD/DVD stores, I also counted the number of
different items sold to customers to get an idea of the demand for various types of products.
From my observational data, given in the Figure 5.2, it is obvious that the preference for
Hindi films (39%) is much higher than for English films (27%) and Indian Bengali films
(16%). Bangladeshi alternative films are in fourth place at 10%, while Bangladeshi
commercial films are the least sought-after items, being virtually non-existent or invisible in
most retail CD/DVD stores in Dhaka.
Figure 5.3: Demand for films in CD/DVD stores
BD Commercial
BD Alternative 3%
10%
Tamil
5%
Hindi
39%
Indian Bengali
16%

English
27%

So, in the CD/DVD market, foreign films, especially Bollywood films and music, are
in high demand, which is why they occupy most of the space inside CD/DVD stores. In the
following section, I describe the way the sellers maintain their relationships with their
customers and the means they pursue to sell their products.

Selling and persuasion strategies
To retain a customer, a retail seller will draw on their previous acquaintance with the
customer and give assurances of discount prices for CDs and DVDs. When a young male
customer bought some DVDs at a store where I was carrying out observation, the owner of
the store told the seller, ―Look, this man is from my area [they used to live in the same area
and were acquainted as a result], give him a CD/DVD with special price or give him a
CD/DVD even without money.‖ Because of the long-term relations between customers and
sellers, some customers hardly visit other shops.
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Some retail CD/DVD sellers exchange products between themselves to keep their
respective customers. A customer, for example, may visit one store and ask for a certain film
DVD or music CD. If it is not available in that shop, the salesperson may tell the customer,
―Wait, I‘ll get one for you from the next shop‖, or ―Wait a bit and I‘ll get it for you.‖ The
salesperson then goes to the next shop and asks the salesperson there about that DVD or CD;
if it is available, he takes it back to his shop and gives it to the customer. There is a kind of
verbal agreement of a give-and-take relationship among salespersons at different DVD stores
to ensure that a customer who visits a certain store does not leave without the desired DVD.
The verbal agreement also entails that a salesperson will not engage in any trick to steal a
customer from another shop by not providing a DVD to that shop. This practice is of mutual
benefit for both shops involved in the transaction. The seller receives BDT 10 (USD 0.12)
from the DVD sold, which was borrowed from the other shop; at the same time, he can
satisfy and retain his customer for future business. Simultaneously, the rest of the money goes
to the DVD owner‘s pocket.
Retailers adopt various strategies to sells their products to buyers. They convince their
customers to buy products by making various promises and concessions. A female customer,
aged between 20 and 25, asked a seller, ―Is the quality of the new [Hindi] film good?‖ The
salesperson replied, ―Not fully clear, but 99% clear.‖ When another female customer, aged
between 30 and 35, asked the seller about the price of a Hindi film, Krrish 3, the seller cited it
as BDT 100 (USD 1.25). The customer asked the reason for asking for such a high price. The
seller replied, ―It is an HD copy.‖ The customer was then convinced, did not say any more,
and bought that DVD at that price. In most cases, salespersons try to persuade customers by
saying their films are ―master copy‖, ―HD quality‖, etc. Customers then may not ask for the
quality of the CD/DVD to be checked by testing it on the CD/DVD player inside the shop.
Despite seller assurances about the quality, some customers ask to check their purchased
CD/DVD to avoid a possible return to the shop to exchange an unsatisfactory CD/DVD.
Retailers also persuade customers by saying that some of their DVDs are ―Blu-Ray‖
quality. To authenticate a DVD as ―Blu-Ray‖, a sign is placed on the cover of the DVD.
Besides ―Blu-Ray‖, signs for ―Beyond High Definition‖ or ―dts-1080 full HD‖ are also
written on the DVD. When I asked a bag owner about ―Blu-Ray‖ discs, he replied:
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I know the real price of Blu-Ray disc is more than USD 100 or BDT 8000, but here
[in Dhaka] you can have Blu-Ray disc at about BDT 70 (USD 0.86) to BDT 80 (USD
1). It is a marketing ploy of the sellers. If you say it is a Blu-Ray copy, then you can
ask for more money from the customer; the customer will not bargain on the price and
the quality of the DVD. The word ‗Blu-Ray‘ makes a good impression on the
customer, but in reality there are no Blu-Ray discs in the market.
Some retailers also convince customers by referring to the increased quality of a
―single copy‖ over that of a ―collection copy‖. Whilst buying Boss (2013), an Indian Bengali
film, a male customer, aged between 30 and 35, asked the salesperson to give him the best
video quality. The seller replied, ―This is why I have not given you a ‗collection copy‘ but
rather a ‗single copy‘.‖ A price reduction is another means of convincing a customer. While
buying a dozen of Bengali music CDs, a middle-aged female customer said to the seller, ―I
am buying so many CDs from you. Please give me a better price.‖ The salesperson replied,
―Frankly speaking, I cannot make a profit out of Bengali CDs.‖
Retailers also persuade their customers by providing assurances that they will change
their CD/DVD in case of low video quality or some other technical difficulty. As one female
customer, aged between 35 and 40, was buying some older Hindi DVDs and music CDs, the
seller referred to a new Hindi film, Ram Leela (Goliyon Ki Raasleela: Ram-Leela) (2013).
But when the customer expressed doubts about the quality of the video, the seller tried to
convince her by saying, ―Okay, you take it and if the video quality is not good then bring it
back and I will change it.‖
I have described various selling and persuasion strategies used by the CD/DVD
sellers. In the following section, I try to understand the volume of circulation of a newly
released Hindi film in Bangladeshi market.

Volume of circulation of a new Hindi film
Just after three days of the release of Dhoom 3 (released on Friday, December 20, 2013), I
asked a bag owner with whom I spoke often during my observation in a retail shop in
Mouchak whether the film was available on the market the same day it was released. He
replied negatively, saying that it came available on Saturday, the day after its release. When I
asked him how many copies of that film he had gotten from the wholesalers, he replied that
for a good movie like Dhoom 3, most individual ―bag owners‖ give their orders to the
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wholesaler before the release in India and elsewhere. Wholesalers make their copies based on
these orders. He informed me that for a new film, more ―collection copies‖ are sold than
―single copies‖. He stated as the customers know that the video quality of ―hall copies‖ is
poor, instead of buying a single DVD for a single film, many customers choose ―collection
copies‖. He said that as the price is the same for ―single‖ and ―collection copies‖, the buyers
prefer to buy collection copies. He also mentioned that customers do not wait for the better
version of the newly released film as they want to watch it as soon as possible.
Regarding the copying of new films, he said that planning for any Bollywood film
begins much earlier than its date of release in India and elsewhere. Wholesalers produce
packaging and other necessary components in advance and then wait for the film appears on
the internet. He also said that wholesalers have their own warehouses where they keep
packaging and stickers well before the film itself becomes available for copying. Once the
soft copy of a film becomes available, they take it to the press for copying. He said that in the
case of Dhoom 3, two wholesale shops from where he collects films and music were able to
produce 20,000 DVDs on the first day of selling. Of these, 8,000 were sent to India and the
remaining 12,000 were distributed among about 20 ―bag owners‖, each of whom normally
takes 300 to 500 DVDs to distribute into the local market. Ravi Sundaram (2010) stated that
―pirated‖ DVDs of Hindi films also arrive in India originating from the Pakistani company
Sadaf (2010, p.126).
He said that more DVDs were purchased by retailers who themselves visit the
wholesale shop instead of buying from the ―bag owners‖. As soon as the first installment of
20,000 DVDs is finished, the second installment is produced for distribution outside Dhaka.
For Dhoom 3, he said that about 6,000 DVDs on the second day to send outside Dhaka via
courier. He also said that three or four days after that, when a better version of a film comes
available on the internet, the wholesalers copy it yet again, taking into account market
demand. After a month or two, when a copy of even higher video quality becomes available,
the wholesalers copy it again.
Besides talking to the ―bag owner‖, I visited a couple of wholesale shops in the
Gulistan CD/DVD market to assess the demand for Dhoom 3. In a wholesale shop located on
the first floor of the market, I asked the salesperson about how many copies were sold thus
far. The salesperson replied that in the first phase, they had made about 1,800 copies, which
sold out within a couple of hours. Over the course of our 10-minute informal discussion,
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some 5 local retailers visited the shop asking for Dhoom 3 and having to leave empty-handed
as they were already sold out. Some of the retailers expressed anger towards the wholesaler,
asking why they had to go without the DVDs. The salesperson responded that they would be
available that afternoon or the following day, as they soon as they received more from the
press. One retailer who visited the wholesale shop for Dhoom 3 told me that he had taken 50
DVDs the previous morning and that they had sold out within half a day.
After a few minutes, I went to another wholesale shop located on the second floor of
the market. I asked for Dhoom 3, but they also had no DVDs of that film available at that
time. ―They are already all are sold out‖, said a salesperson who was packaging music DVDs
of an Indian singer, Honey Singh, whose song ―Lungi Dance‖, which appeared in the
Bollywood film Chennai Express (released August 8, 2013), became a craze in Bangladesh. I
why they put Honey Singh‘s image on the cover of the DVD instead of that of the actor Shah
Rukh Khan, who was widely known to the people and on whom the song had been picturized
in the film. He replied, ―We based a DVD on someone when we think they are popular
enough. ―I then asked him whether they would make a Honey Singh DVD at some other
stage. He said, ―Yes, we will, but we will change the design of the package with a different
name and sell it to the market.‖ Wholesalers make as many varieties of a product as they can
when they feel that the content is in demand in the market.
On January 17, 2014, about a month after the release of Dhoom 3, I again visited the
same shops in Gulistan to see whether they were still selling the film. One salesperson said,
―The ‗single copy‘ of Dhoom 3 has run out, but we have a ‗collection copy‘ including Dhoom
3.‖ I asked him about how many copies they had sold of Dhoom 3 over the past month. He
told me that they sold around 4,500 copies, and would have sold more if the press company
had delivered their packages more quickly at the beginning. He also said that they had sold
5,000 copies of Krrish 3, another Hindi film (released October 31, 2013), which was more
than Dhoom 3. He also said that in general the shops in Gulistan market had sold between
5,000 and 15,000 copies of Dhoom 3.
In Dhaka, there are around 50 wholesale shops that copy and circulate every Hindi
film released in India. Some of them also copy Hollywood films, Tamil films and Kolkata‘s
Bengali films according to their availability on the web.
I have provided a scenario of the market for Hindi films and music in Bangladeshi
market which suggests a considerable market for those films. In the following section, I
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discuss that the demand for CD/DVDs of Hindi films and music has been curtailed in recent
times by other technological forces.

The CD/DVD business in transition
Most of the CD/DVD sellers reported that their business has dropped significantly over the
past five years over or so. They mentioned that previously they had many repeat customers
who would call in their orders for both new and old films and music. One seller in a large
retail shop located in a shopping mall in Dhaka said that about 5 years back a single customer
would buy between BDT 20,000 (USD 250) and BDT 30,000 (USD 375) worth of CD/DVDs
at a time. He also said:
Had you come about three years back, we would not have allowed you to sit inside
the shop it would have been too crowded with customers. You would have had to
come back later. Previously, before opening the shutter [gate of the shop], early in the
morning, people would come and ask, ‗Brother, open the shutter, we‘re in a hurry‘,
but now they don‘t visit in those numbers. It has been about three years since we
reduced our shop space by about half because of the lack of customers.
This individual also told me that previously, their shop would sell about BDT 1 lakh
(USD 1,259) and 25 thousand (USD 1,563) per day and their second shop in the same market
would sell about BDT 75,000 (USD 938) per day. He said that at the time there were 22
salespersons in their two shops; now there are only 11. ―Now, we sell hardly BDT 25,000
(USD 313) in our shop per day, and the second one may be BDT 15,000 (USD 188) per day‖,
said the salesperson. He reported that previously some customers even used to order from
foreign countries, and the sellers would send out the orders via international courier such as
DHL. He said, ―We had about 200 or 300 foreign customers. On an average, we used to
receive one or two phone calls and orders every day from outside the country, and we would
send their parcels accordingly.‖ He also said that besides foreign phone orders, there were
also about 20 foreign customers visiting the shop daily to buy CD/DVDs. He also mentioned
that nowadays foreign customers no longer come to the shop. The reason is the internet,
where all the content is now readily available to anyone. He said that about five years back,
the speed of the internet was very slow in Bangladesh; as a result, people could not watch or
download movies quickly, so they would visit CD/DVD stores instead. He said that now that
internet speeds are fast and there are 3G connections around the county, people can watch
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films and music on their mobile or computer. They do not visit CD/DVD stores frequently.
Like the retailers, most of the CD/DVD wholesalers also said that previously there
were many CD/DVD shops in Gulistan market or in Patuatuli, but now most of them are
winding down or switching their businesses to electronics, mobile phones and dish shops
because of the slowdown in CD/DVD business. One wholesaler said, ―Previously when a
[Hindi] film was released, retailers would line up in our shop, but now there is nothing like
that. This business will die in the near future.‖
The opinions of the CD/DVD sellers were also reflected by the viewers. Most of the
viewers who took part in my research said that CD/DVDs are redundant for them nowadays
as they can get a film off the internet or an FTP server shortly after its release. They said that
they also collect and share new films with their friends and families. If anyone downloads a
film, they share it with friends; they said that the sharing is like a computer virus which
spreads rapidly via mobile memory, portable hard drive, memory stick or pendrive. They said
that with the availability of portable hard drives, one can keep hundreds of films without any
problems, whereas to accommodate those numbers of CD/DVDs one needs a lot of space in
the house. Some views, however, still buy CD/DVDs for films they are anxious to watch but
which are not quickly available on the internet or which they cannot manage to access from
other sources.

Conclusion
Similar to the previous chapter, in this chapter I have explained how the emergence of
Internet transformed a CD/DVD market in Bangladesh whose mainstay has been Hindi films.
The wider circulation of Indian films via CD/DVD reinforces of Indian cultural hegemony.
Practices around the circulation and viewership of Indian films in fact naturalize and
reinforce Indian cultural hegemony, which many people try to take for granted without
questioning its impacts. My claim on the creation of social relations and hierarchy is also
based on Bourdieu‘s theory of hegemony.
I have discussed how the (re)production and marketing of Indian films via CD/DVDs
naturalizes and reinforces India‘s cultural hegemony, creating various types of social
relations and hierarchy. With the advent of the VCD in the late 1990s and the DVD in early
2000s, the circulation of Indian films and music became widespread, with CD/DVD stores
mushrooming across the country, including in Dhaka. Because of the demand for Indian
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films, especially newly released ones, most store owners, regardless of whether they were
wholesale or retail, started (re)producing them. Even individuals who did not have CD/DVD
stores started downloading soft copies of newly released Hindi films from the internet and
selling them to wholesalers or retailers. Besides large-scale commercial CD/DVD burning
facilities, small-scale private burning facilities are available in almost every store. So, even if
a product is not readily available in a store, it can be produced within a few minutes by
downloading it directly from internet and burning it onto a CD/DVD to sell to the customers.
Apart from newly released films, other popular films and music are also burned into
CD/DVD format, with the same content arranged and rearranged to create variations in the
commodities. Variations are also created using diverse packaging and names on the products.
While regular Indian Hindi, Bengali and Tamil films and music CD/DVDs are adorned with
various suggestive images, DVDs of X-rated contents are ―normalized‖ through packaging
them and putting a suggestive name such as ―romantic movie‖ on its cover.
CD/DVD wholesalers promote a new Bollywood film mainly through the packaging
of the product as well as posters that are published before the film‘s release. Retail CD/DVD
sellers, on the other hand, promote a new film by placing it in the most visible space in the
shop. They also promote films by playing their music over loudspeakers. As for the price of
CD/DVDs in the retail market, it varies based on the location of the shop. Prices of the same
products may vary significantly according to the customers‘ class. Price also varies according
to the quality of the CD/DVD and the video quality of its content.
Products are placed inside the stores according to demand. In most cases, Hindi film
and music occupies almost half of shop space. The circulation of CD/DVDs from wholesalers
to retailers is maintained through various methods such as direct selling or via intermediaries
known as ―bag owners‖ and courier service providers. As for the demand for films, more than
half of the customers (60%) requested Indian films, with 39% requesting Hindi films. In most
cases, the prices of the CD/DVDs are not displayed, and prices are fixed through bargaining
between the sellers and the customers. Sellers use various strategies to maintain better
connections with their customers. For example, sellers convince customers by referring to the
quality of the film or DVD or may offer a discount price to honor a customer.
As for the size of the market, on average, the number of DVDs produced for a newly
released Hindi film may be as high as half a million. This figure was many times higher 3 to
5 years back and has fallen due to the rise of alternative means of circulation such as video
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channels, FTP, torrents and other file-sharing and storing systems, which means that many
middle-class customers no longer buy CD/DVDs. As a result, the CD/DVD market is in
transition. Because of this decline in sales, many CD/DVD stores have been converted into
other types of businesses, such as mobile or clothing stores.
In the following chapter, I argue that because of the lack of a legal means of access to
foreign cultural content and a lack of enforcement, the copying of cultural products has been
taken for granted in Bangladesh. The process of copying is so widespread and mainstream
that the differences between formal and informal or legal and illegal are blurred and
meaningless in case of Bangladesh.
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Chapter 6 : Culture of Copying and Copying of Culture: Does “Piracy”
Matter?
India‘s copyright violation in Bangladesh begets India more profit than loss. Loss is
happening to some persons or some companies, but overall it brings cultural profit to
India. It increases India‘s cultural subscribers. Through cultural subscription we are
making our tastes like them. This is how markets are created here.
The above statement was made by a male participant, aged around 40, expressing his opinion
in response to my query concerning the copying of Indian films and music in Bangladesh.
Instead of taking the copying of cultural products merely as an economic phenomenon, this
participant critically looked at other aspects of copying, finding in it a way for the audience to
become followers of a certain culture that creates and satisfies their needs. In the previous
chapter, I explained how technological changes have radically increased the circulation and
viewership of Indian films in Bangladesh. I also showed how CD/DVD stores create a social
space in which Indian films and music have been the mainstay of the Bangladeshi CD/DVD
market. In this chapter, I discuss the way the copying and circulation of Indian films and
music is taking place in Dhaka via CD/DVD, cable TV, the internet, mobile technology and
FM radio disregarding IP law and its enforcement. I argue that the copying and circulation of
Indian films and music in Bangladesh is so mainstream and widespread via various media
that creating any kind of binary division, such as formal and informal or legal and illegal (as I
discussed in Chapter 1), is almost impossible. I argue that while the copying and circulation
of Indian films and music via unauthorized means incurs financial loss to their producers in
India, these activities in fact produce loyal subscribers to India, underpinning and naturalizing
its cultural hegemony in Bangladesh.

Media “piracy”, IP law, and Bangladesh
Copyright was internationalized by Western nations through the Berne Convention for the
Protection of Literary and Artistic Works of 1886 and the Universal Copyright Convention of
1952 (Lobato, 2012; Ahmed, 2007). Despite discord and disagreement between the
―developed‖, ―developing‖ and ―least developed countries‖, the universalization and
consolidation of copyright systems happened through the furthering of additional
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international conventions, treaties and establishments such as the establishment of the World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) in 1967, the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects
of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) in 1994, and the World Trade Organization (WTO) in
1995 (Goldstein, 2001). While copyright law had evolved in Europe and the USA long before
its internationalization process, it was only introduced in united India in 1911 by the British.
Following partition in 1947, under Pakistani rule, a copyright office was established in Dhaka
in 1962 (Ahmed, 2007). With the establishment of global copyright systems, establishments
and infrastructures were also created at the domestic level. Since its independence in 1971,
Bangladesh has been a party to every treaty and organization related to trade and copyright
such as the WTO, TRIPS, and WIPO. As a signatory of various international treaties and
agreements, Bangladesh is supposed to comply with international copyright laws. The major
responsibilities of the Bangladesh Copyright Office are to provide intellectual property rights
registration services; to assist the copyright board in resolving lawsuits and disputes; to
enforce laws against ―piracy‖; and to work as a focal point of the WIPO (Bangladesh
Copyright Office, 2015). It also works as a public awareness campaign for copyright laws. As
a part of its campaign, the Bangladesh Copyright Office published a poster in early 2014,
shown in Figure 6.1. The posters seen in the figure were put up on the roadside in the vicinity
of the Bangla Academy Book Fair premises, held every year through the month of February
to commemorate the Language Movement. The poster indicates that under the section 82 of
the copyright law of 2000 (updated in 2005), the punishment for the violation of copyright
laws, or ―piracy‖, is four years of imprisonment and a fine of BDT 2 lakh (USD 2,500).
The top of the the poster reads, in a large font on a red background, that ―‗Piracy‘ is a
punishable crime‖. Another cautionary line follows: ―Be aware, and stay away from
‗piracy‘‖. The poster goes on to describe the types of activities that are treated as ―piracy‖
first in narrative format and then as bullet points. The description reads:
Any song, drama or film CD/VCD/DVD purchased from the market is for personal
use only. To loan or share it with the familiar ones or to copy, distribute, exhibit, buy
and sell or broadcast in mass media commercially without permission is a violation of
Bangladesh copyright laws.
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Figure 6.1: Bangladeshi government‘s poster campaign against ―piracy‖

The cautionary bullet points, opposite some iconic symbols of intellectual property, read:


Apart from personal use, do not make any disc-to-disc copy.



Without the permission of the owner, do not copy or share songs from computer to
computer or mobile to mobile.



Without the owner‘s permission, producing, preserving, selling and using literature,
music, art, photographs, computer software, etc. are punishable crimes under
copyright law.



Without permission, broadcasting music, film, drama, etc. on television, a cable
network and the radio are a violation of copyright law.

Despite having in place all the establishments, campaigns, rules and regulations related to
domestic and international copyright law, the copying of cultural products has been the order
of the day in Bangladesh; there are, however, no reliable statistics about the prevalence of
copying or circulation of films in Bangladesh. According to an online-based global black
market information provider, Havocscope (2015), the total amount of foreign and internal
music ―piracy‖ is USD 180 million, which is 11 times higher than that of neighboring India.
The International Property Rights Index (2015) placed Bangladesh globally in 128th position
out of 129 countries and regionally (Asia and Oceania) 19th out of 20 countries in terms of
intellectual property (IP) protection.
Copying involves various processes. These can include the rearranging, remaking and
unmaking of the contents to create different types of products or content. A film, for example,
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might be downloaded via the internet, then burned into a DVD and sold to the consumers as a
single product; the same film could be used with other films to create a new product; or it
could be copied by the local filmmakers to make a new film for certain classes of audiences
(see in Chapter 7). Besides the emulation of film, mediated modernity and culture can take
place at the individual level when, for example, a person copies a film star‘s style and dress
as shown in a film (see in Chapter 7). So, cultures of copying and the copying of cultures can
take place in tandem. In the following section I discuss perceptions and practices of copying
in the CD/DVD market.

Copying in Dhaka’s CD/DVD market
One CD/DVD store owner who has been in this business for more than three decades and
who used to sell copyright items imported from Kolkata reported that ―it is hard to find
anyone now in Dhaka who sells original or copyrighted CD/DVDs.‖ He reported that he still
imports original CD/DVDs of Hindi and Indian Bengali music for some of his somojhdar44 or
connoisseur customers, but his business now mostly depends on copying Indian music and
films, for which he has burning facilities and dedicated personnel inside his store. He said,
―Now they [other store owners] download from the internet, but previously they would buy
an original copy from me or someone else or would visit Kolkata to obtain an original item to
copy and sell in the market.‖
Chapter 5 featured a discussion of the (re)production and marketing CD/DVDs in
Dhaka‘s market. Wholesalers receive content from individual downloaders and forward it to
the printing press to supply to retailers and bag parties. Most CD/DVD retail stores are
equipped with burning facilities such as a computer and the internet like those pictured in
Figure 6.2.

44

He referred to these as loyal elite customers such as ministers, high government officials or bankers.
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Figure 6.2: Copying facilities inside CD/DVD stores

Stores also have cable TV connections, loudspeakers and CD/DVD players. Sellers or
dedicated employees demonstrate the quality of recordings to the customers by playing them
on the television or computer screen; they also cater to customer demand by downloading
content from internet and burning it in CD/DVD format or provide it on a memory stick.
Besides the internet, CD/DVD sellers also copy popular content from satellite TV
channels. Such content might be films, songs, television dramas, reality shows, soap operas
or even cartoons. Most sellers reported that they cannot copy Bangladeshi items but can copy
Hindi, English and Indian Bangla items. As one wholesaler who mostly makes CD/DVDs of
Hindi films said:
Indian films have no copyright. Anyone can copy them, even you. When a new film is
released, the very same day it becomes available on the net. And those who have
computers do not buy CD/DVDs. They just download from the internet.
Some sellers justified their copying of foreign products as their own matter. As one seller
said:
Bangladeshi items have copyright, so we have to buy those items from the respective
companies as per the posted price. But owners that are in India cannot impose any
influence on Bangladesh. Whatever we do with their items is our business. We can
keep or we can destroy them. This is our own matter. They can do nothing.
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The above comments stand in contradiction Bangladesh‘s commitment to protecting
copyright law vis-à-vis international trade and copyright organizations such as WIPO and
WTO. Most CD/DVD sellers and store owners are aware of copyright laws but because of the
lack of enforcement they proceed with their activities. When I asked one person as to whether
law-enforcing agencies allow their activities, he said that police do not bother about their
activities. He did mention, however, that while law-enforcing agencies do not carry out drives
or raids on all CD/DVD stores, they do sometimes harass individual store owners when a
rival store owner or enemy bribes the police to take action against that particular store owner,
with the arrested person released within a matter of moments if bribes are given to the police
on behalf of the arrestee.
The issue of bribery is also a common phenomenon in the marketplace. As I was
carrying out observation in a CD/DVD store, three police personnel came in, and the store
owner simply gave them some money from his cash box. When I asked why he did that, he
responded that to avoid problems they need to provide police with chada, or extortion money,
every week.
While most CD/DVD sellers supported applying copyright to Bangladeshi items,
sometimes they would also copy Bangladeshi products, not making them into a polished
product but rather copying them inside the shop onto a blank CD/DVD or selling them on
pendrives or memory cards. During my observation period, as a salesperson was burning
DVDs inside a store, I asked him about the contents. He said in low voice, ―Bangladeshi
modern music. I am making 10 copies of these songs and if I play them over the
loudspeakers, the will all sell out.‖
Liang and Sundaram (2011) showed the linkage between media markets, ―piracy‖,
and enforcement in India. They stated that due to technological change in the last two
decades, ―pirated‖ CD/DVDs are being produced locally instead of through transnational
circuits. They reported that during the videocassette era, ―pirate‖ networks encompassed
China, Malaysia, Pakistan and the destination countries of the South Asian diaspora. Until the
1990s there was a transnational cassette- and disc-smuggling circuit, in which Bangladesh
was included because of its geographical location. With the advent of CD/DVD technology
and the internet, local production and distribution emerged and, the transnational circuit lost
its importance (Liang & Sundaram, 2011, p.344). Part of this process included the rise of
CD/DVD production and burning facilities in Bangladesh. Liang and Sundaram also stated
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that ―piracy‖ increased in India because of the changes in the film exhibition system as high
ticket prices in the multiplexes encourage the audience to buy low-cost CD/DVDs (2011,
p.344). They added that with the change in the media and technological market, the types of
copying of cultural products and their circulation have also changed, as has enforcement.
However, enforcement has not been effective in curbing ―piracy‖ (Liang & Sundaram, 2011,
p.344). The scenario of copying and ineffective enforcement in India is similar to that of
Bangladesh, where it becomes a matter of a click to send the soft copy to a blank CD/DVD,
onto a memory stick or into mobile memory. This is not limited to any particular type of
product but happens for all types of popular content. In the following section, I discuss how
the process of unauthorized circulation of Indian films and music takes place via cable TV,
which is seen as legal business in Bangladesh.

Indian films and music via “video/movie channels”
Despite there being around 100 cable TV channels, most cable operators offer extra channels
known a ―video channels/movie channels‖ on their respective cable lines, showing mostly the
latest Hindi films and music. Sometimes, Kolkata‘s Bengali films and music, Hollywood
films and Bangladeshi alternative films and drama are also shown. Outside Dhaka, especially
in smaller towns and suburban areas where the total number of pay channels is comparatively
smaller than that found in Dhaka or other urban centers, more video channels are added to the
cable lines.
One female participant who migrated to Dhaka from Mymensingh for higher studies
stated that at her lodgings in Dhaka‘s Bashundhara residential area two video channels are
provided which mostly show Hindi and English films, while back home in Mymensingh, a
district town 120 km from Dhaka, the local cable operator provides up to five dedicated video
channels at all times: one for Hindi content, one for Kolkata‘s Bangla films, one for
Bangladeshi commercial Bangla films, one for Islamic religious speech, and one for
Bangladeshi package dramas.
Similar to the satellite TV channels, various names and logos are displayed on the
video channels. In most cases the business names of the cable operators are reflected on the
name of the video channel. For example, the name of the local television station could be
STV, an abbreviated form of a cable operator‘s business name such as Sat Communication.
Cable operators use the logos of popular Indian television networks such as Zee TV, Sony or
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Star, but with a different name under it. Some cable operators even directly name their
businesses after popular Hindi channels.
Video channels work similarly to satellite TV channels. They show the program
schedule and upcoming programs on the screen, repeatedly giving information on-screen
about which film is being shown now, which are to follow, and what will be shown the
following day. Generally movies are shown on video channels for at least 18 hours a day.
After a movie finishes, which could be anywhere from two to three hours long, a half-hour
music video break is inserted, mostly featuring Hindi film song scenes, after which another
movie is started. In the early hours of the morning, religious videos featuring such Quran
recitations or Islamic songs are played, and after the morning prayer (fazr), Hindi or Indian
Bengali songs are shown for half an hour until the film cycle begins again.
On weekdays, from morning till noon, cable operators generally show older Hindi
films or Kolkata‘s Bengali films, with older people, mostly women, in mind. In the afternoon
and evening, they switch to mostly the latest Hindi films, targeting the young audiences
arriving back home. On the weekends they show mostly new films as most people are at
home.
Local video channels show movies which are very new and not yet available on
commercial satellite TV channels. If a film is released in India and elsewhere, it may screen
on a video channel just a day or two after its theatrical release. For example, the 2012 Hindi
film Ek Tha Tiger was showing on Dhaka‘s video channels 48 hours after its Indian release.
―It is a great opportunity for viewers to be able to watch new films on video channels.
Audiences do not bother with the print of the movies. They just want to watch them,‖ said a
cable operator. Once the hall print of a film becomes available on the internet, cable operators
download it or collect it from a nearby CD/DVD shop and show it on their respective video
channels. Most of the big cable operators are also involved in the internet business and host
HTP servers where hundreds of new and old films are stored at all times and can be shown
from their FTP servers.
Besides the programming of the cable operators, films are also shown according to
audience demand. Cable operators include a phone number on their subscription cards or
money receipts that they provide to their customers. Any subscriber who wishes to do so may
request that the cable operator show a particular movie. Sometimes, mobile numbers and
SMS options are given on-screen on the video channels so that subscribers can call operators
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and request a particular film. In some cases, viewers send SMS messages or call the given
number to request a particular movie.
During the screening of movies, various types of advertisements are shown on the
video channels. Most of these ads are for educational institutions such as coaching centers,
schools and colleges. Others are related to beauty parlors, cosmetics and toiletries, health and
medical services, eatery outlets, party centers, salons, astrology services, match-making
houses, weight loss and other herbal medicines for both male and female audiences.
Besides various types of advertisements, video channels also show local political
propaganda and notices from the cable operators, such as reminders to pay the monthly fees
or other cable connection-related announcements. Most also frequently show public
awareness messages that are part of campaigns run by city councils or law-enforcing
agencies, such as Dhaka‘s Water Supply & Sewerage Authority or WASA‘s promotional
video on being conscientious in using running water, or the law-enforcing agency Rapid
Action Battalion or RAB‘s promotional campaign on citizen security. The interactions
between the video channel operators and the civic or law-enforcing agencies seem quite
paradoxical as the operations of video channels are unauthorized and ―illegal‖. The fact that
law-enforcing agencies such as RAB are willing to advertise on video channels legitimizes
their operations in the eyes of audiences.
The cost of providing ads on a video channel is considerably lower than on a regular
TV channel. Like cable fees, charges for ads also vary in terms of location and area of
coverage. Two types of ads are shown on video channels: scroll ads (which run across the
bottom of the screen while other content is showing) and video ads (short video clips shown
in between other content). My informal conversation with a marketing representative of a
large cable operator in Dhaka provided an indication of about how much it costs to have an
ad run on video channel. A scroll ad, he said, is about 100 words long and costs BDT 8,000
(USD 100) per month, shown 30 to 40 times per day. A video ad costs BDT 18,750 (USD
234) per month and is shown 20 to 30 times a day. A scroll ad is made by the video channel
owner and video ads are made by ad providers. The representative also mentioned that his
cable company covers most of Dhaka‘s high-income areas, reaching almost every house, so
any ads placed in their video channels will be seen by the viewers.
One marketing representative said that the cable company he worked for had two
dedicated video channels for providing ads, Channel Five and Channel Seven. Channel Five
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shows English films and its viewers are mostly educated young people and children; Channel
Seven shows Hindi/Indian Bengali/Bangladeshi films (alternative films) and is watched by all
types of audiences.
Video channel providers encourage viewers to take out ads on their channels by
providing a contact number and other information. They also have many customer care or
business development officers roaming across Dhaka and other cities to collect ads for video
channels. All kinds of ads are provided, ranging from eateries, educational institutions and
health services to other consumers goods, products and services.
Most viewers mentioned that video channels show ads and make a profit out of them.
Small entrepreneurs and business organizations that cannot afford to promote their products
and services on satellite TV channels take out ads on video channels instead. One female
participant shared her mother‘s experience with cable operators. Her mother was a
psychiatrist privately in Banani, an upscale neighborhood in Dhaka. She said that her mother
initially took out an ad on video channel operating in that area. She simply contacted the local
cable connector and took out a scroll ad for a month for a small fee.
This participant said that the cost for a video channel ad is low in comparison to a
newspaper ad, which is very expensive, and a television ad, the most expensive of all.
Through her video channel ad, the name of her mother‘s counseling center, the services she
offered, and her contact phone number were disseminated. Interestingly, after a couple
months, the number of visitors to her mother‘s practice significantly increased. The
participant also said, ―Before going to Banani, she practiced in Uttara and Dhanmondi and
most of her patients were from those two places; but after taking out the video channel ad,
she acquired many new patients from the Banani and Gulshan regions.‖
Hundreds of video channels across the country have become effective promotional
vehicles for not only small businesses or enterprises, but also for medium and large business
organizations located in Dhaka and other cities. Instead of satellite TV channels, medium and
large enterprises may use video channels to advertise their products and services. For
instance, a health care provider in Dhaka takes out ads on a video channel controlled by a
cable operator in the relatively remote area of Kushtia, bordering on India in the west. These
ads are comparatively cheap and can penetrate every household as they are shown regularly
alongside popular content on the video channel. By advertising on a local cable operator‘s
video channel, the organization maximizes on its advertising budget while increasing its
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clientele.
Because of the cable operators‘ advertising business, Bangladeshi satellite TV
channel owners sometimes voice their concerns about losing their revenue. Members of the
Association of Television Channel Owners (ATCO) sometimes hold meetings or press
conferences to speak out against the cable operators for providing unauthorized video
channels. ATAB members also allege to the government and media that instead of putting
Bangladeshi channels at the top of the list of channels, cable operators put mostly Indian
channels in those key slots. However, ATAB‘s charges against the cable operators sometimes
backfire as the cable operators, in retaliation, might stop showing certain Bangladeshi
channels or move them into the last slot of the channel lines to keep audiences from accessing
them easily.
Cable operators place popular TV channels such as Star TV, Sony or Zee TV and
video channels at the beginning of their channel order so that the audiences can find them
easily instead of having to search for them. Cable operators sometimes use popular satellite
TV channels to advertise products and services, for example inserting pop-up ads or scroll
ads while a popular program or film is shown on an Indian TV channel.
In the above section, I have reflected on the how the cable operators operate extra
channels on their cable line to show newly released Hindi films and music. They do not
charge their subscribers a penny for this, instead they earning their money by showing
commercial advertisements on these channels. In the following section I discuss the way
Indian films and music are facilitated to the audiences via the internet.

The circulation of Indian films and music via FTP and the internet
Like the cable operators, most of the 300-odd internet service providers (ISPs) in Dhaka
(BTRC, 2015a) store hundreds of movies on their FTP server for their subscribers to easily
download and watch. People who subscribe to local broadband internet are given a password
to be able to access hundreds of movies which they can download from the server without
any fees above the monthly subscription fees. In addition to hundreds of new and old movies
from Bollywood and Hollywood, various other types of content, such as popular Western
television series, music audio and video, documentaries, and Bangla drama are stored on the
FTP server by genre, name and chronology.
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The quality of the film content might be quite high when the downloaded prints are
Blu-Ray or HD, but newly released films are only available as ―hall prints‖, which is not high
in quality. On the very same day or the next day of theatrical release of a movie in India and
elsewhere, a ―hall print‖ is uploaded. After a couple of days a ―better version‖ is uploaded,
and about a month later an HD, ―master print‖ or ―Blu-Ray‖ copy is uploaded and previous
copies deleted. There are lots of folders containing various kinds of films on the server.
Subscribers can search for their desired film in the folder and obtain it quickly.
Some participants said that they use broadband, wireless broadband known as
WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access), and mobile modem internet
simultaneously. In different places they use a different type of connection. At home and at the
office, for example, they might use both WiMAX and broadband. Outside the home and
workplace, they mostly use mobile internet. The price of a package depends on usage. While
a significant number of participants find packages for WiMAX and mobile modem very
convenient due to their pay-as-you-go structure, many use broadband for its hassle-free, costeffective and unlimited usability. Depending on connection speed, a film 1 GB in size may
take between two hours and two days to download.
To attract customers, broadband internet service providers advertise by posters and
banners, on the company‘s website, and on social networking sites such as Facebook.
Through both physical and virtual ads, various types of incentives are presented via a variety
of packages. As Figure 6.3 illustrates, besides citing the name of package, speed and price,
value-added services such as Torrent, P2P and FTP are also referred to as a means of
attracting customers.
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Figure 6.3: Ad on a Dhaka street citing Torrent, P2P, FTP and other services

Online ads provide information on all value-added services in detail. One ISP‘s online ad
read:
Connected with submarine cable link SEA-ME-WE4 and 6 ftp server; multi-player
gaming server connectivity with thousands of peers; torrent server for data sharing;
torrent HD seed server; HD movie server; tube server for live streaming; live TV
service with 1 HD and two TV channels; three online radio services; free one year
register antivirus for keeping computer virus free.
Another ISP‘s online ad claimed:
Our FTP server contains more than 8000 Blu-Ray, HD movies, animation, TV series,
TV shows, documentaries, songs, software, books, religious contents, Bangla drama,
and tutorials, which are updated on a daily basis and we also see through user's
request on our Facebook group.
Yet another ISP‘s online ad mentioned:
We have the most popular download server; we have the biggest movie collection in
Bangladesh with thousands of latest and rare movies stored; watch all episodes of the
latest TV shows in HD quality print; fill your daily software demand from our
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software collection; we bring a big and rare collection of animation and cartoon right
in your home.
Broadband service providers also draw interest from potential subscribers with their
FTP servers. Whatever package is chosen, the user will gain access to their FTP server and
thus thousands of films within a matter of minutes, if not seconds. The use of FTP has
transformed the film-sharing system among familiar ones. Those who have not broadband
can get a movie from a friend or peer who has broadband access and access to FTP.
FTP incurs no extra charge over the broadband connection fee at the end of the
month, which is between BDT 400 (USD 4) and BDT 3,000 (USD 38) depending on the
package. While someone needs money to buy a CD/DVD, it is now easier to download a film
from an FTP server and circulate it to others via a pen drive, an external hard drive or
Bluetooth. Many participants said they have not bought CD/DVDs in 7 or 8 years because of
FTP servers.
Some viewers mentioned that in addition to using FTP servers, they watch movie
trailers and Hindi video songs on YouTube and download films using Torrent, a popular
peer-to-peer file-sharing system. They mentioned that when a new film is released in theaters
in India and elsewhere, within a matter of a few hours a ―hall print‖ becomes available on the
internet as a Torrent file, which arrives as a zip file that downloads quickly. Viewers share
films they have downloaded among their friend circles. Some viewers also mentioned that
they use broadband only because of FTP. They complained that often the broadband speed
slows down and they face problems downloading or live-streaming. The speed while
downloading and this creates a ―buffering problem‖ while watching videos on YouTube. One
male viewer said that if someone‘s desired film is not on the server, they simply need to call
the ISP to download that movie. The ISP then downloads it using torrent as he has unlimited
bandwidth. He needs only a minute or two to download it and the user access it for
downloading in 2 to 4 minutes.
Before WiMAX or mobile modem, some participants said that they subscribed to
broadband, but sometimes when there is rain or wet weather, the speed slows down. Again
with broadband, they have to use a laptop or computer in a single room as the cable cannot be
taken from one room to another at home. Also with broadband, subscribers have to pay every
month whether the service is used or not, but with WiMAX or a mobile modem the payment
structure is flexible. For minimum use, users may switch to WiMAX modem, but if they
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experience network or connection problems, they may switch to broadband internet.
In the above discussion, I have described how flexible and fluid the circulation and
copying of media content has been via FTP and the internet. Because of the flexibility of
copying and circulation via the internet, Hindi film music is circulated and aired via mobile
and FM radio all the time. In the following section I explain the way mobile operators and
FM radio stations in Bangladesh circulate Indian film music to their audiences while
disregarding IP laws and their enforcement.

Indian film music via mobile and FM radio
Thousands of Hindi film and non-film songs are used by mobile phone companies in
Bangladesh to cater to the more than 120 million mobile subscribers and nearly 50 million
mobile internet subscribers in the country (BTRC, 2015b). Mobile companies provide ads
and send text messages to their subscribers with various options of using their favorite songs
as their ringtone. Hundreds of old and new songs are stored on their servers and subscribers
can download them onto their phones and request to listen to their favorite songs. Mobile
companies also have music streaming applications. They also offer options to follow
Bollywood music news via SMS. Apart from mobile companies there are also third parties
who use mobile companies‘ ports and store Hindi, Bengali and English music and offer
customers the option of subscribing to their favorite songs, ringtones or caller tunes. They
advertise in newspapers and offer options to show users how to download or subscribe to
music with any mobile and from any operator. During my fieldwork, I would constantly
receive SMS messages on my mobile, such as the following:


Dial 5858 to listen songs from Bollywood Movie Highway, Drama Queen &
Jai Ho in Music Station. Enjoy music with 300 min free browsing. Charge:
BDT 28.75/30 or USD 0.36/30 days. (Mar 9, 2014)



Dial *789*212# and listen hit songs of Kolkata Bangla movie Bollywood
movie top chart, Charge BDT 28.75 for 30 or USD 0.36/30 days with 300 min
free browsing! (Feb 27, 2014)

Since 2012, with the advent of the 3G network, mobile companies in Bangladesh have
been facilitating live TV and video on demand (VOD) that directly streams to subscribers‘
mobile devices. The lists of live TV channels include many Hindi and music and other
entertainment channels available to watch.
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Both Indian and Bangladeshi content providers supply various types of content, such
as Bangladeshi and Bollywood songs, news, and video on demand to the mobile companies
(Uddin, 2012). Many Bangladeshi artists alleged that the mobile companies use their songs
but do not provide any information as to how many times their songs have been subscribed to
or how much money they have earned out of their songs. Artists also alleged that the mobile
companies make millions of taka using their songs but hardly provide any royalties to the
artists (―Phone Companyr Shilpi,‖ 2014).
In June 2015, a Bangladeshi lawyer filed a petition with the Bangladeshi High Court
against the mobile companies‘ use of Hindi songs as ringtones. On July 9, 2015, the
Bangladeshi High Court temporarily banned the use of Indian and other subcontinental film
songs as ringtones or welcome tunes on mobile phones (―High Court Bars,‖ 2015). Against
the ban on Indian songs, a hashtag, #WhyBanBollywood, was instantly generated on the
social networking site Twitter. Many people across India, Bangladesh, and Pakistan were
tweeting their opinion for or against the decision (#WhyBanBollywood, 2015). For many
years, like the Bangladeshi film industry people, the Bangladeshi music industry people had
been protesting against the use of Indian music as mobile ringtones. They claimed that as the
Bangladesh importation policy of 2012-2015 bans the importing of Indian and subcontinental
films and songs, mobile companies cannot use them (―High Court Bars,‖ 2015). Interestingly,
despite the legal ban imposed by the Bangladeshi High Court on the use of Indian songs as
caller tunes or for other value-added services, most mobile companies maintained this service
as usual.
In addition to the mobile operators, a dozen FM radio stations constantly broadcast
Hindi music and arrange various interactive programs and play Hindi songs as per listener
requests. Most of the participants said that they listen to FM radio in their spare time, on their
way to educational institutions or in the workplace. One female participant shared her
experience, saying that there are ―cocktail programs‖ on every FM radio channel in which
Bangla, English and Hindi songs are played one after another. She also said that there is also
a dedicated program on which Hindi songs are played as per requests sent in by listeners via
text message from their mobile. She said that sometimes listeners request a particular Hindi
song on a program that is dedicated to Bengali or English songs. The radio jockey or RJ
would announce, ―This program is not for Hindi songs, so please send your request in to the
next program.‖
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In the above discussion, I have explained the way Hindi music is copied and
circulated via mobile phone and FM radio. In the following section, I explain viewers‘
perceptions and practices about the copying and circulation of Indian films and music.

Viewers’ practices and perceptions about copying and circulation
Most of the viewers reported that when they download a Bollywood or Hollywood film or
music from an FTP server or the internet or by buying a CD/DVD from a shop, they do not
bother about the copyright issue at all. Regarding the use of FTP, one male participant said,
―In Bangladesh, all software is ‗pirated‘. Here the operating system on every computer is also
‗pirated‘. We live within ‗piracy‘.‖ He also added that if the laws were strict, then things
might be different. The government can enforce the law if it wants to. He said, ―FTP is totally
illegal. The government knows about it but doesn‘t take any initiative.‖
Most of the participants mentioned that price is one of the major factors behind
―piracy‖. One male participant mentioned that ―piracy‖ could be minimized by reducing the
price of a copyrighted CD/DVD for buyers in poorer countries. Some viewers also mentioned
that foreign filmmakers can follow international book publishing companies who sell their
books on the subcontinent at a reduced price known as the ―low-price edition‖. One male
participant said, ―As a low-price policy is not followed by the foreign filmmakers, viewers
look for alternatives and adopt unfair means.‖
Referring to their income and expenditure, most participants, male and female,
mentioned that they do not have the ability to buy CD/DVDs at First World prices. They also
said that international copyright rules should not apply in Bangladesh because most people
are not able to afford USD 8-12 to buy a DVD. ―Instead of getting nothing‖, one male viewer
said, ―even if an original [copyright] movie is sold in a poor country at only 10 cents, a
foreign filmmaker can still make a profit out of it.‖
One female participant mentioned:
If anyone tries to charge BDT 200 (USD 2.5) for an Indian DVD/CD, that would be
out of reach for many customers. I do not bother with copyright law in the shop. I just
ask for a DVD, the sellers offer the cheaper ones, and I buy one.
In response to the question of whether original or copyright CD/DVDs for foreign films and
music are available in the shops, one female participant reported:
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I do not know about film but I know about songs. I can tell you that last week I went
into a shop and asked for a Michael Jackson CD. They asked for BDT 1,200 (USD
15) for that CD because it was an original CD imported from the USA. So, that was
beyond what I can afford.
Comparing the low price of Bangladeshi copyright CD/DVDs to Indian ones, one female
participant said:
I can afford Bangladeshi copyright items as their price is low, but for foreign films,
how is that possible? Last time in Kolkata when I went to buy a music CD, I found
that there were not any CDs priced less than INR 300 (equivalent to BDT 500-600 or
USD 6-8), which I can buy in our country for BDT 50 (USD 0.63) or BDT 60 (USD
0.75).
While most of the participants mentioned economic constraints to justify their
practices in terms of buying, copying, downloading, and sharing ―pirated‖ films and music,
some questioned the copyright system itself to justify their practice of copying. As one male
participant said:
The way property goes elsewhere in and of itself is not legal. So, when it comes to us
we don‘t find it illegal. For example, there is an allegation that India‘s tax money
during the colonial period made the clothing industry in Manchester, in England
possible. Did we get that back? Or if any money might have gone to Pakistan at all,
we have not found that; even the damage the Pakistanis did during the liberation war,
we have not gotten any compensation for that. We have stakes in the Taj Mahal or
Delhi‘s Red Fort as taxpayer money from Bengal was also used to build them. In any
income that the Indian government makes out of those tourist sites, we have stakes in
that. So, I don‘t find it unethical to get things in a cost-effective way. The legal aspect
is different as I have to think about whether I will fall into danger or not that counts. If
any work makes me think that I might fall into danger, then it is illegal to me.
This individual‘s assertion fits into Lobato‘s six phases of ―piracy‖, which he defined
as ―theft, free enterprise, free speech, authorship, resistance and access‖ (2012, p.72).
Interestingly, when the same participant added that the ―copying and circulation of Indian
products in Bangladesh have made India culturally profitable though they incur some
financial loss‖, his argument goes far beyond Lobato‘s six phases of ―piracy‖. While
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Lobato‘s theory is predicated mainly on financial gain and loss, this participant‘s concern
surpasses that and adds another layer to the debate on ―piracy‖. The participant was more
concerned with India‘s cultural profit than with its financial loss. This cultural profit is
similar to cultural hegemony, which becomes consolidated through the various modes of
circulation that I discuss throughout this dissertation.
Mark Busse stated that under the capitalist economic system, instead of seeing
property as objects or things, ―anthropologists and legal scholars generally understand
property in terms of social relations between persons with respect to things. In this view,
property is not the thing itself, it is rights with respect to that thing‖ (2012, p.111). Busse also
said that property could also be conceptualized ―as a system of rules governing people‘s
access to, and control of, things such as land, natural resources, machinery, tools, texts, ideas
and inventions‖ (2012, p.111).
Material forms of property surfaced with the emergence of capital economic systems
in the 17th century (Busse, 2012) when aristocrats fenced off common land for private
property (Reyman, 2010) creating ―first enclosure movement‖ (Boyle, 2003). The rise of
immaterial objects such as literature, films, music, ideas, and inventions as ―intellectual
properties‖ has been a comparatively recent phenomenon. James Boyle (2003) described the
recent movement in copyright laws concerning intellectual properties as the ―second
enclosure movement‖. Boyle stated that during the industrial revolution in the western world,
to encourage invention, copyright and patent laws were developed. However, it is not the
individual or inventor who controls the rights; it is the corporations that commodify cultural
or even natural or common goods into property and make a profit out of it. As Barlow stated:
What was previously considered a common human resource, distributed among the
minds and libraries of the world, as well as the phenomena of nature herself, is now
being fenced and deeded. It is as though a new class of enterprise had arisen which
claimed to own air and water (2014, p.15).
Besides acquiring and controlling, corporations also appropriate individual or
common rights. Robert Springer (2008) showed how US record companies exploited black
artists through registration, imitating and creating cover versions of their songs in the early
20th century. Springer stated that in the early 1920s and the 1930s, rural blues musicians‘
attitude towards their music was essentially non-commercial. He said, ―They were usually
unaware of the royalty system and how it functioned. By far the largest number of copyright
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registrations for blues and country music songs was carried out by music publishing
companies working together with record companies‖ (2007, p.37). Music companies
reproduced black musicians‘ songs by white singers to capture the white market using the
loopholes of copyright laws (Springer, 2007, p.42). Similarly, in Bangladesh, the scheme of
the corporations can be found in the exploitation of Bangladeshi singers. Half a dozen phone
companies in Bangladesh use the songs of various Bangladeshi singers along with Hindi and
English songs as caller tunes and ringtones, yet these artists hardly receive any money from
the mobile companies. Even if some singers do receive some money, they do not know how
much revenue has been generated by their songs as the mobile companies do not share their
data or information (―Phone Companyr Shilpi,‖ 2014).
The enclosure of material and immaterial objects as property redefines persons,
objects and their relations (Busse, 2012, p.123). While the copyright system hides the history
of colonialism, economic exploitation, and cultural appropriation in the neoliberal market
economy, it imposes conditions on the flow of goods, services, ideas, finances and cultures
from western to non-western countries. In these relations, western countries are mostly
producers and non-western countries are mostly consumers. In the making of copyright
systems, in most cases, the western pricing system is maintained across the globe,
disregarding socio-economic variations. As a result, the price of a CD/DVD, for example, in
the western market is virtually unaffordable for a consumer in a ―least developed‖ or
developing country.

Conclusion
Bangladesh is a signatory of all the major international treaties related to copyright laws.
Under the provisions of those treaties, Bangladesh has created a copyright office and
established other infrastructure to ensure fair use of cultural content. On the ground, however,
the reality is quite different. Because of the high prices for digital goods, low incomes, cheap
digital technologies (Karaganis, 2011) and the lack of legal means to access foreign cultural
content, people use alternative means to access such content. The copying and circulation of
foreign cultural content, such as Indian films and music, mainly happens through CD/DVDs,
video channels, FTP servers, mobile phones and FM radio. Whilst almost all the CD/DVDs
of Indian films and music consist of content that has been copied, video channels operate
through the same cable lines that cater to around 100 satellite TV channels. The sources of
content for video channels are either online or on CD/DVDs. Video channels mostly show
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newly released Indian Hindi and Bengali films that are not available on satellite TV channels.
Video channels provide an extra source of income for cable operators via the various types of
ads that are shown on these channels. Most broadband internet service providers store
thousands of films on their FTP servers that their subscribers can easily access. In addition to
film, Hindi music is available via Bangladeshi mobile telephone companies that provide
thousands of Hindi film songs to their subscribers as caller tunes and ringtones. Hindi songs
are also constantly played on FM radio. Bollywood film-related news, box-office news,
gossip and scandals are also circulated through Bangladeshi television and newspapers.
In property relations and copyright systems, control over the circulation of material
and immaterial things are equally important, but with the advent of digital technology,
maintaining control over property rights is not easy as the processes of copying and
circulation are quite fluid. Depending on the degree of control over circulation, material and
immaterial forms of the same product may be treated differently. A copied CD/DVD, for
example, might contain a newly released Hindi film. When it is sold in a shop, it might be
treated as illegal, but if the soft version of it is watched on the internet, then no one worries
about its legal status.
In the age of uncontrollable digital circulation, it is not the process of production but
rather the process of consumption that is important in understanding which factors encourage
someone to copy certain cultural products. It is not mode of production that defines social
class; it is the process of consumption that defines social class and identity and creates social
inequality and hegemony. Consumption itself is hegemonic while at the same time creating
hegemony. Consumption constantly creates class differentiation while reinforcing hegemony
(Bourdieu, 1990). I thoroughly discuss the consumption of Indian films and film-mediated
culture and modernity in the following chapter.
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Chapter 7 : Belonging to Class: Film and the Formation of Audience
In Chapter 1, I discussed how cultural hegemony shapes consumer tastes. At the same time,
consumers‘ tastes classify their place in society and reinforce class differentiations and
inequalities. In this sense, cultural hegemony and cultural subscription are interrelated.
Middle-class viewers in Bangladesh think that Bollywood films have superior aesthetic,
cultural, and symbolic values. By consuming certain types of films with what they perceive
as superior cultural, economic and symbolic values, middle-class audiences in Bangladesh
raise their own cultural and symbolic values within and across the class. This phenomenon
substantiates Bourdieu‘s argument that ―taste classifies, and it classifies the classifier‖ (1984,
p.6). While middle-class audiences in Bangladesh create their own sense of class through
consuming Bollywood films, at the same time, they create a sense of disdain towards
Bangladeshi commercial films which they view as devoid of high production values and
inferior to Indian films. By production values they mean creativity, skills, techniques,
professionalism, and aesthetic and stylistic judgment, impeccably applied in every aspect of
filmmaking such as light, sound, sets, storytelling, acting, directing and editing. In the
previous chapter, I explained the ubiquitous presence of Indian film and music in the
Bangladeshi market through unauthorized copying and circulation which creates loyal
cultural subscribers. In this chapter, I argue that with the consumption of Indian film and
film-mediated culture and modernity, India‘s cultural hegemony and class differentiations in
Bangladesh are reinforced. Following Bourdieu‘s (1984) concept of ―distinction‖45 I explain
how middle-class values and status ideals are attached to Hindi popular cinema in
Bangladesh; as a result, Hindi film and film-mediated culture and modernity are considered
to be tasteful, polished, well executed and technically savvy compared to Bangladeshi
commercial films, which are thought of as poor people‘s entertainment. Middle-class
audiences distinguish themselves from the nimnobitto or ―lower-class‖ audiences in terms of
their cultural capital such as education and the knowledge to decipher or decode meanings in
films, among other factors. As Bourdieu reminded us, consumption is an act of deciphering
and decoding. To decipher and decode one needs to acquire the cultural capital that enables
him or her to master it (1984, p.2).
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The creation of distinction is not only a middle-class phenomenon; it can form in every class from the lower
to the elite. It works simultaneously within and across class. As my research was limited to middle-class
audiences, I discussed the cultural practices of the middle class along with their habitus and cultural capital.
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Defining class through cultural tastes
The middle class cannot totally be understood through material indicators. This means that
Marx‘s (Williams, 1977) definition of class in terms of relations to the means of production
does not really capture what is important about the middle class in Bangladesh. Instead,
Bourdieu‘s (1984) concept of cultural capital is quite instrumental to interpreting the
formation of the middle class in Bangladesh. Referring to Bourdieu, Liechty stated that the
middle class‘s ―social behavior is driven by the secret desires to emulate the social elite‖
(1994, p.237). Their practices are ―either pathetic attempts to imitate a ‗real‘ or ‗true‘ cultural
‗knowledge‘ that resides forever above them or equally pathetic attempts to glorify vulgarity‖
(1994, p.237). The middle class feels that Hindi films are superior to Bangladeshi films and
by consuming them they can satisfy their cultural desires and enhance their social status. At
the same time, they view commercial Bangladeshi films as ―rickshaw-pullers‘ films‖, crass,
―obscene‖ and unrepresentative of the middle class. Hindi films may easily be accepted by
most middle-class audiences despite transgressing norms that in Bangladeshi films would not
be tolerated by audiences. As film scholar Lotte Hoek told me, ―While in a Bangladeshi film,
an actress cannot even show her navel, Katrina Kaif, a Bollywood actress, may be shown
wearing almost nothing, yet still be judged as tasteful, not ‗obscene‘, and therefore not
oposhongskriti or degraded culture‖ (personal communication, January 1, 2014). This means
that there is a huge incongruity in the way films are judged and valued by many people. Hindi
film in Bangladesh is embedded in middle-class discourses. It is considered to be appropriate
for family viewing, an element that is missing for Bangladeshi films. In the following section,
I discuss how the middle class‘s morality and values are associated with their viewership of
films.

Middle-class morality and film viewership
People in Bangladesh who claim to be in the category of middle class use behavioral
attributes and moral codes such as bhadra (―gentle‖) against the assumed binary opposition
of obhadra/mofo46 (uncivil/rustic) or shlil (decent) against oshlil (indecent/vulgar) to define
their class identity or cultural artifacts. Those people claim themselves to be bhadra or
cultured in a particular way. I take bhadra as a cultural category that defines the boundary of
moddhobitto or middle class. My use of bhadra or bhadralok (―gentlefolk‖, ―well-mannered‖
person) is different from the concept of bhadralok as applied in Kolkata in colonial times.
46

Mofo indicates backward, uneducated, and gauche (see Hoek, 2014a, p. 27).
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Joya Chatterji (1994) extensively discussed the emergence of Kolkata-centric
bhadralok during the 19th and early 20th centuries. She argued that Kolkata-centric bhadralok
were predominantly Hindu middle class, which was a result of the reformation of land by the
British in the late 18th century. Chatterji argued that there were variations among the
bhadralok based on the size and quality of their land. She argued that besides landed wealth,
some bhadralok turned their status even higher within the bhadralok class through acquiring
cultural capital and Western culture. This elite educated group among the bhadralok class
was known as ―babu” (Chatterji, 1994, pp.3-5).
While Kolkata‘s colonial bhadralok was a defining category in terms of their relations
to the means of production, my understanding of bhadralok in the postcolonial and neoliberal
contexts is on the basis of mode of consumption rather than mode of production. In the realm
of consumption, bhadralok are characterized by certain behavioral and moral attributes that
define the boundaries of Dhaka‘s moddhobitto or middle class. Middle-class audiences‘
cultural preferences and consumption practices are closely linked with their educational level
and socio-economic background shaping their ―transposable dispositions‖ (Bourdieu, 1984,
p.1).
Moral codes and boundaries are taught to middle-class children at an early age so that
they can learn to reproduce those behaviors. Children in most middle-class families, for
example, are taught not to watch romantic, intimate or ―sexualized‖ scenes of a film or music
scene in front of their parents or respected senior members. Parents also change TV channels
in front of their children when any romantic or ―sexualized‖ scenes appear on TV or by any
other means of exhibition.
Recalling their past experience, some participants stated that during the VCR era in
the 1980s and early 1990s, their parents would watch Hollywood films at midnight when the
children were asleep. Considering types of content, they would restrict their children from
watching certain Hollywood films. They reported that even for some Hindi films, parents
would fast-forward or skip intimate or romantic scenes on the VCR or cable TV channels
when their children were viewing with them. One male participant reported that getting angry
with his parents for hampering his watching in the middle of a film, but later in his
adolescence he realized the reasons for skipping scenes.
Moral codes and behaviors are also associated with certain social spaces in which
watching films are thought to be a transgression of the bhadra boundary. Parents teach their
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children not to visit ordinary cinema halls to watch Bangladeshi commercial films as these
halls are seen as obhadra or ―uncivil‖ space. Both male and female participants said that their
social upbringing and family schooling discouraged them from visiting ordinary cinema halls.
Some male viewers, however, said that as adolescents, they sometimes skipped school or
college to watch Bangladeshi commercial films in such halls. Some female participants said
that they had never visited a cinema hall in their life. They said even if they tried, they were
forbidden by their family members or parents who believed that middle-class, bhadra or
―gentle‖ families do not visit ordinary cinema halls. These restrictions are based on the
assumption that Bangladeshi cinema halls are filled with ―lower-class‖ people there to watch
―vulgar‖ and ―obscene‖ films, and visiting such places might put their status in the family and
in society in jeopardy.
Within the framework of moral and behavioral boundaries, most middle-class
children watch films at home, or sometimes in multiplexes (for Hollywood films or
Bangladeshi alternative films) instead of visiting ordinary cinema halls. Ordinary or singlescreen cinema halls and multiplexes are different spaces in terms of physicality and ideology.
While the ordinary cinema hall is a century-old phenomenon, multiplexes in Bangladesh are
quite a recent phenomenon, which has to do with economic liberalization in the 1990s. Prior
to the 1990s there were only a few ordinary open marketplaces in Dhaka—such as Gausia,
Mouchak, Gulistan and New Market—and these were frequented by people of all classes.
From the 1990s, multi-storied shopping malls have emerged in various parts of Dhaka as
exclusive urban middle-class spaces. The gated Bashundhara City, which opened in 2004, is
claimed to be one of the biggest shopping malls in the world. It houses around 2,500 retail
stores over various floors. On Level 8, there is a food court with 100 shops and a multiplex
which facilitates complementary entertainment for the cinema-going audience (―About
Bashundhara City,‖ 2013). Hundreds of middle-class youth hang out there to spend their
leisure time with friends and family. This urban spectacle47 is hierarchical and works as
symbolic and ideological space. Like films, these spaces also demarcate the tastes and
boundary of the middle class and reinforce class differentiations. During my fieldwork, I was
driven to Bashundhara City in a vehicle known as CNG auto. The driver suddenly asked me
whether things were pricey inside the mall. I could not figure out which particular product‘s
47

Guy Debord (1994) looked into the transformation of society from mode of production to mode of
consumption. In the mode of consumption, infrastructure such as a shopping mall becomes a spectacle of visual
consumption. George Ritzer (2005) also showed how the urban spectacle, such as the shopping mall,
rationalizes market economies and expedites consumer culture.
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price he was referring to, so in reply I asked him why he himself did not pay a visit to the
mall to see for himself. He responded, ―This is for rich people (borolok), not for the drivers. I
am wearing lungi [traditional male clothing], so how can I go inside?‖
In the following section, I discuss the way middle-class audience in Dhaka form their
cultural tastes through their consumption of Hindi films and by following their favorite actors
and actresses.

Viewer interest in Hindi films and stars
Most viewers commented on the production and representational values of Bollywood
films that they find attractive. One female participant, for example, said that Bollywood films
are pure entertainment. She also said that children are very fond of Hindi films and music.
Besides cartoon channels, parents nowadays feed and mollify their children by showing
Hindi comedy films or songs. She said that sometimes Bollywood makes Hollywood-style
action films, but she did not like these. Instead she wanted Bollywood to maintain its own
style, with its films colorful and dhoom dharakka (thunderous and deafening) and including
dance, songs and fights, as well as love affairs. Dhoom 3 (2013) had not yet been released
when I spoke with her, but she said did not want to see it because she did not appreciate the
actor‘s (Amir Khan) Western look. Instead she would see Salman Khan‘s Jai Ho (released
January, 24, 2014), which she thought would be a dhoom dham, maramari (thunderous and
random fighting), typical Indian film. She said that Bollywood films are glamorous and
colorful; their stories, songs and dance are well made. ―After seeing a Bollywood film, you
will feel that you have had a good time or your time was worth it,‖ she added.
She reported that as entertainment, Bollywood is like jhal-muri48, (a locally popular
dish of puffed rice mixed with mustard oil, green chilli and onion) in Bangladesh. In drawing
a metaphor with jhal-muri, she referred to the way the dish is prepared with a mix of various
spices; similarly, Hindi film is contains a mixture of ingredients, such as action, romance,
dance, and romance, to make it a complete form of entertainment. In addition to Bollywood
films, film music is a great source of attraction for most of the audience. As one female
participant said:
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The jhal-muri metaphor is similar to the masala metaphor, which says like the spice mix known as masala, a
Bollywood film is made up of various genres, such as comedy, action, romance, drama and melodrama.
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When Bollywood dance starts, I cannot control myself, let alone my children. The
other day, I went to a party at one of my colleagues‘ houses and we had fun there
playing Hindi songs in full volume. Hindi songs are so rhythmic that when I hear the
music, although I cannot dance, I just feel like jumping with it.
Some participants cherished their childhood memories of engaging in antakshari49
competitions on Hindi songs with their family members. They said that to beat their
opponents, they had to have memorized many Hindi songs. Though the dialogue of Hindi
films and the language of the songs are different from Bengali, most of the participants
mentioned that more or less they understand Hindi. Some participants even claimed to be
more comfortable in Hindi than Bengali. As one female participant said, ―Sometimes I even
find Bangla difficult to understand, but not Hindi.‖ She was referring to Kolkata‘s Bengali,
which she found a bit difficult. Interestingly, she mentioned that sometimes she finds
Bangladeshi Bangla dialects in film also difficult to understand. As she stated:
I don‘t understand Farooki‘s [a prominent alternative filmmaker in Bangladesh]
language at all as to what he wants to say and what he wants to mean. Those are a
mélange of dialects and modern Bangla that seem to me quite confusing. Kolkata‘s
Bengali accent is also different, which I find problematic, but there is no problem in
understanding Hindi at all; sometimes, I can even understand Tamil due to watching
Tamil films time and again.
Regarding their favorite actors and actresses, most of the participants referred to
Bollywood stars, namely actors Aamir Khan, Shahrukh Khan and Salman Khan and actresses
Katrina Kaif, Deepika Padukone and Sonakshi Sinha. In reference to Bollywood stars, one
female participant said:
In Bollywood, the films are now all actor-based. A Salman Khan‘s film means an
action film, Shahrukh Khan means a big-budget film and Aamir Khan means a good
film; good means full of quality. So when Aamir Khan makes an action film, there is
no less interest in that as well, and when he makes six-pack abs, that also becomes a
matter of attraction.
By ―six-pack abs‖ she meant body muscle, particularly on the abdomen, built by the
49

This is a competition based on Bollywood film song lyrics in which a competitor must think up a line from a
Bollywood song that begins with the last syllable of the line sung by the previous competitor; if they fail to do
so, they are eliminated.
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actor to give him a look of masculinity and power in the film. She also said, ―I am a diehard
fan of Shahrukh Khan because of his looks and the roles he plays. Because of his acting
quality, Shahrukh Khan has been most of the girls‘ dream character.‖ Similarly, another
female participant said, ―In all of his films, Aamir Khan has an attractive and distinct
personality. His work, his speaking, acting and dancing all are perfect. His acting seems quite
natural which touches me a lot.‖
As for female Bollywood stars, one male participant said, ―Katrina Kaif is my favorite
actress because her complexion is beautiful and her figure is slim.‖ Similarly another female
participant said she loves Katrina Kaif because she looks quite strong in her dance and in any
role. As she said:
In the film Jab Tak Hai Jaan [2012] I found her [Katrina‘s] dance with Shahrukh
Khan very attractive and appealing. Her dancing supersedes her acting in that film. In
Dhoom 3 as well, though it was an actor-dependent film, her dancing seemed to be
quite gripping, along with her look and style.
Referring to Deepika Padukone as her favorite actress, another female participant said:
Deepika is a seasoned one who can act in any role; she can perform as a rural
character or an urban, stylish, modern and independent character. Sonakshi is my
overall favorite because her expressions and dancing are quite interesting.
Some participants said that they hardly ever miss their favorite star‘s films. They
mentioned that they repeatedly watched Hindi films performed by their favorite stars. One
female participant said that she had seen Hindi film Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge (1995) a
number of times:
I have watched that film 15 to 20 times. I watched it when it was released. We went to
Kolkata and watched that film in the cinema hall. I also watched Kuch Kuch Hota Hai
(1998) in Kolkata and Om Shanti Om (2007) in Mumbai. Among recent films I found
Chennai Express (2013) very interesting and a favorite. I will watch it time and again.
Besides watching their favorite films, viewers keep track of their favorite actors, get
their updates and follow everyday developments by reading their interviews in print or on
electronic media. One female participant said that Bollywood film stars are thought to be
more than normal human beings. She said that people who do not follow Bollywood stars still
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know about them, their lifestyle or everyday life, and their relations with others, quarrels,
marital status, clothing, dating and scandals interest all Bollywood fans. She said that she
follows what the Bollywood actors are up to for the betterment of society. For example,
Salman Khan‘s charity organization Being Human helps society to do good work; similarly,
Shahrukh Khan visited Yale University and gave the students an inspirational speech, and he
has made speeches about how to achieve success in life and stay determined. She said that
these attributes of a celebrity attract a middle-class audience.
She also said that the definition of film star in Bollywood is different from that of
Dhallywood, as Dhaka‘s film industry is known. She mentioned that in Bollywood, there are
certain parameters to become a star—they need to have a hit film, have brand endorsements,
give concert performances, and have performed social work; their number of likes and shares
on their Facebook and Twitter pages also count, as do their media coverage in magazines and
newspaper articles. She said that in Bangladesh, on the other hand, ―star means some media
coverage and a number of hit films, and that‘s all.‖ She mentioned, in that respect, that
viewers do not count their other aspects. The reason is that there is no such awareness in
Bangladesh, where the film budget is very low and there are fewer people who are interested
in the film industry. She said that recently, filmmaker and actor Anata Jalil, the only person
investing significantly in Bangladeshi film, went to different quality locations outside the
country and cast good singers in his films. However, because of Anata Jalil‘s lower-quality
acting, his film is not appreciated by the middle-class audience, who instead ridicule his
performance in the film. She also said, ―Had Anata Jalil stayed behind, provided his idea and
money, and cast people who can act better, then the quality of his film could have been
improved.‖
Most of the participants mentioned that they receive up-to-date news of their favorite
actors in Bollywood through various means such as mobile, internet, TV, radio and
newspapers. For Shahrukh Khan‘s latest updates and organizational activities, for example,
they receive news by liking his social networking fan club, Facebook pages or TV channels,
which update Bollywood news every hour. Mobile companies also provide updates about
Bollywood. During my fieldwork I received mobile messages such as the following:
Dial now*8777*825# and you will receive updates of Bollywood Superstar
SHAHRUKH KHAN through SMS. Charge: BDT 2.30/SMS or USD 0.03/SMS. Optout: Dial *8777*3*8*11*2#. (21 Jan, 2014)
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Dial now*8777*825# and you will receive updates of Bollywood Superstar HRITHIK
ROSHAN through SMS. Charge: BDT 2.30/SMS or USD 0.03/SMS. Opt-out: Dial
*8777*3*8*11*2#. (21 Dec, 2013)
Dial now*8777*825# and you will receive updates of superstar KATRINA KAIF
through SMS. Charge: BDT 2.30/SMS or USD 0.03/SMS. Opt-out: Dial
*8777*3*8*11*2#. (31 Dec, 2013)
One female participant said that she follows Shahrukh Khan‘s wife Gauri Khan
through her social networking pages, such as on Facebook. She said that Gauri Khan updates
her page saying that today she bought toys for her children, or on another day she dropped
her children off at school and Shahrukh himself picked them up. She also uploads photos of
different occasions. During last year‘s Ramadan Eid, for example, photos were uploaded that
showed which clothing she wore as she joined Shahrukh Khan to greet his fans who had
gathered in front of Mannat, their family home. Photos are also available on Gauri Khan‘s
page showing Shahrukh Khan cutting his birthday cake.
While most middle-class audiences watch Hindi films and music, some watch India‘s
Bengali films, which are produced in Kolkata. In the following section, I discuss how the
cultural tastes of some middle-class audiences are framed around Indian Bengali films,
besides Hindi films.

Interest in Indian Bengali-language films and music
Though most participants mentioned Hindi films and music as their favorite, some
participants who had spent most of their early lives in a semi-urban and rural area and
migrated to Dhaka for higher studies said that they watch Kolkata‘s contemporary
commercial Bengali films in addition to Hindi films. They said that they did not have access
to Indian films during their rural childhood in the late 1980s and early 1990s and would
watch Bangladeshi commercial films. They said when cable TV arrived in the 1990s, their
exposure to Indian films and music radically increased in semi-urban and even some rural
areas. Upon migrating to Dhaka for to study and work, they were exposed to Hindi and
Kolkata‘s Bengali films. They said that a few years back the plots of Kolkata‘s Bangla films
were similar to those of Bangladeshi films, but now good commercial films are being made in
Kolkata. Some participants, both male and female, in focus group discussions reported that
besides the plots, Kolkata‘s Bengali songs are also catchy and appealing.
Some participants who were born and brought up in urban areas had had exposure to
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Kolkata‘s art films in their childhood as their family members would watch them at home.
Such participants still maintain the habit of watching Kolkata‘s old and contemporary art
films instead of Kolkata‘s commercial films, which they view as crass and light
entertainment. One female participant said that when any art film is made based on a good
story, she watches it. Recently she watched Goynar Baksho (Jewelry Box, 2013), which is
based on Shirshendu Mukhopadhyay‘s novel of the same name. She reported that Satyajit
Ray‘s old films have been watched in her family over three generations. Her parents have
seen them and so have they, and her sibling‘s children, the third generation, are also being
introduced with some of Ray‘s old films. She said that the reason is that some of those films
were especially made for children, as pure entertainment, and there are many things in those
films that children can learn. She said in her home her family members watch art films that
are based on Bengali book characters such as Feluda, Byomkesh and Kakababu.
Regarding how people find out about films from Kolkata, one male participant cited
TV trailers and promotional ads. After watching a TV promo or trailer, if he thinks that a film
might be interesting, he watches it on TV or the internet or collects it from friends or family.
He also selects films based on director, specifically citing Kolkata directors like Satyajit Ray,
Rituporno Ghosh and Goutam Ghosh as those whose films he must watch.
So far I have discussed how the cultural tastes of the middle class are defined by their
consumption of Indian Hindi film and music and, to some extent, Kolkata‘s Bengali films and
music. In the following section, I discuss how the fashion and beauty aspects of Hindi filmmediated culture and modernity have also become hegemonic to Bangladeshi middle-class
audiences.

Viewer interest in Bollywood fashion and beauty
The idea of being modern is about self-styling (Ferguson, 2006) or self-fashioning (Liechty,
1994). According to Ferguson, modernity in the neoliberal world order is not a historical
progression as it was used in the theory of modernization. It is also not ―a set of wonderfully
diverse and creative cultural practices, but as a global status and a political economiccondition: the condition of being ‗first class‘. Some people and places have it; others don‘t‖
(Ferguson, 2006, p.187). Middle-class individuals style themselves in particular ways that
they consider to be fashionable and modern. As they do with films, the middle class
compares locally made styles and fashion trends with ones of foreign origin. The boundary of
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self-styling is defined by local cultural norms and values. As one female participant said, ―As
a girl, going outside wearing mini-skirts and half pants is simply not possible here.‖
Another female participant said that she was not interested in Bollywood film star
Sonakshi Sinha‘s acting style or expressions, but she liked how she dresses. During the
interview, she showed me a sari on her Facebook page that was worn by Sonakshi in a film
and said that she intended to buy that sari and wear it for Pohela Boishakh (Bengali New
Year, the first day of the Bengali calendar). She had seen it in the film R… Rajkumar and,
after search, found it on Facebook.
She mentioned that nowadays she easily finds her desired clothing on Facebook. She
added that on her Facebook timeline, many ads and links related to Indian and Pakistani
fashion and clothing pop up. If she finds anything interesting she just likes it and browses it.
She mentioned that most of the pages are owned by Bangladeshi business people who upload
Indian catalogues on the web and do business. Business people also send messages via
Facebook profiles. She mentioned that they mainly target women with requests like, ―Apu [a
referent to a female to show closeness and respect], please check my page.‖ They also take
out ads on Facebook and if someone likes their pages, they receive automatic updates on any
new clothing releases.
Q. What types of Bollywood products do you buy?
A. I have bought some sari and a few gorgeous party kameez (clothing for women).
Bollywood-promoted clothing items are all gorgeous, which is why I do not wear
them at the office, but wear them to parties.
Q. So, you buy products promoted and worn by Bollywood film stars. But don‘t you
find any alternatives in Bangladesh?
A. The boutique items that are sold in Bangladesh are not good quality. They are also
too pricey. Indian sari, for example, I can have one for BDT 6,500 (USD 83), but at a
Bangladeshi clothing house such as Dressy Dale, the same would cost me between
BDT 20,000 (USD 257) and BDT 22,000 (USD 283), which I cannot afford. I have a
job and I cannot afford it. I have seen it in Dressy Dale, and also Aarong [a renowned
retail chain in Bangladesh], but their price is quite high. A simple thing is sold in
Bangladeshi shops at quite a high price. The reason we buy Indian and Pakistani
clothes is that they are affordable within our limited budget. I love Bangladeshi
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clothing, I like clothing from Dressy Dale, but to go there takes BDT 15,000 (USD
193) to BDT 20,000 (USD 257)—is that affordable to me?
Asked about the quality of the clothing, she complained that once she was deceived
by a renowned Bangladeshi boutique shop. She said that she bought a simple salwar kameez
(female clothing) for BDT 4,500 (USD 58) or BDT 5,000 (USD 64) but it became discolored
within a few days. She continued:
I even sent the item to that shop for dry cleaning but it came back discolored. The dry
clean cost me BDT 180 (USD 2.31) for one set of clothing, but when took it home I
found its color faded. Pakistani clothes do not become discolored. And some Indian
clothing‘s fringe and lace is sensitive and sometimes loses its color, but the sellers
caution the buyers, saying, ‗Apa, there might be a possibility of it getting discolored,
so you must dry clean it.‘ I have not found any Indian clothing that lost its color after
a dry clean. Sometimes, I found that if I inadvertently dipped a new salwar kameez in
water for a long time at home, then it loses its color, but otherwise not. In Indian
clothing there are tags that read ―must dry clean‖. That is why it is not their fault. But
I was ripped off buying Bangladeshi clothes. The quality is bad, it is pricey and I do
not find the design interesting, so why buy it unnecessarily?
She mentioned that besides Indian clothing she buys Pakistani clothing as well. She
said, ―Pakistani clothing has flooded the market. You can find it anywhere. They are called
lawn clothes.‖ She also said that she preferred to wear Pakistani clothing at the office, but for
attending a party she preferred Indian clothing and sari. ―Over the past 5 years I have not
bought Bangladeshi clothing and sari at all. Having been ripped off, I do not buy them
anymore,‖ she added.
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Figure 7.1: Ads for Pakistani clothing in a Dhaka market

The growing demand for Indian and Pakistani clothing is quite a recent phenomenon
which could be pinned to the advent of cable TV and the internet in the 1990s and 2000s.
During the VHS era, Indian clothing was not available, but some participants mentioned that
they were drawn to mimicking Hindi film stars‘ clothing, hairstyles or makeup. One female
participant, aged around 40, recalled Hindi actress Juhi Chawla‘s Qayamat Se Qayamat Tak
(From Doom to Doom, 1988) and some of her other films released in the late 1980s and early
1990s. She found Juhi‘s clothing in that film very attractive. She even designed her own
outfit after seeing the film star, gave it to her mother and asked her to make her one in the
same way. Like Juhi Chawla, she wore many short kurtas (clothing for women) in the 1980s
and 1990s.
Another female participant said that she was not influenced by the clothing worn by
Bollywood actresses, but she was influenced by their makeup. She said:
If I see their makeup is natural then I find it interesting. I then think of trying makeup
like that when I attend a party. I feel that my makeup should be natural as well. I try
to differentiate between the ―made-up look‖ and the ―soothing natural look‖. I try to
follow that. I also follow their hairstyle and braid so that I can style my hair like them
and make a match with the sari, lahenga or ghagra.
Along with current trends promoted by Indian film stars, older styles of past actresses
are also followed by some women to make them look different from others. One participant
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said she likes Suchitra Sen‘s hairstyle, blouses and the decoration of her eyes. Suchitra‘s
application of eyeliner attracts her very much. She acted a long time ago but still it attracts
her. She feels old styles come anew. Sometimes, she wears a sari and checks whether
Suchitra Sen‘s hair-braiding style goes with that sari or not.
Both male and female participants believe that due to Bollywood films, the perception
of beauty in Bangladesh has changed a lot. They said that many ―lower class‖ audiences still
feel that film actresses should be a bit fleshy and chubby, but that perception is being
changed nowadays. Referring to their mothers and aunts, some participants said that
previously any slim girl would have been thought as roga or sick and unhealthy. A plump or
chubby girl was thought to be healthy and happy. With the predominance of slim actresses in
Bollywood, young girls nowadays follow diets to keep slim which up until now has not been
a part of Bengali culture at all.
India‘s film-mediated culture and modernity has changed tastes related to selffashioning and sense of beauty of many middle-class audiences in Bangladesh. As a result,
Dhaka‘s markets are inundated with Indian fashion products, influenced by the hegemony of
Bollywood. In the following section a scenario at Dhaka‘s Eid market is described.

Bollywood fashion at Dhaka’s Eid market
Indian fashion and clothing brands named for Hindi films, actors or even Indian TV soap
opera stars inundate most shopping malls in Dhaka. Observing various markets and shopping
malls such as Bashundhara City, Karnafuli Garden City Market and others in Dhanmondi,
New Market, Mouchak and Malibagh, I found women‘s clothing branded with popular Hindi
film names such as Aashiqui 2 (2013), Chennai Express (2013), Raanjhanaa (2013) and
Murder 3 (2013), and actresses‘ names such as Deepika, Vidya Balan, Rani Mukerji, Kajol,
Bipasha, Aishwarya, Katrina Kaif, Karina Kapoor, Sunny Leone and Sonam Kapoor appear
on the clothing. Besides Hindi film, Hindi soap opera stars such as Gopi and Punkhuri are
also popular in fashion at Eid. Interestingly, many Bangladeshi-made articles were also
branded on names of popular Indian films and actors so that create appeal for buyers. Some
even named their shops after Indian film stars, like Aishwarya Sari House, which displayed
its name using a colorful larger-than-life-size poster of Aishwarya Rai (see Figure 7.2).
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Figure 7.2: Shop named after Aishwarya Rai, a Bollywood actress

Apart from a few local branded boutique shops, most clothing shops frequented by
middle-class customers are replete with Indian and Pakistani clothing, namely salwar
kameez, a traditional outfit in South Asia, and saris. Sellers from different shops reported that
they import clothing from Bombay, Surat, and Delhi to sell Dhaka‘s posh markets. Sellers
also reported that among middle-class women, the demand for Indian garments is greater than
for Bangladeshi garments. Indian garments are thought to be better in terms of quality and
design. Colorful embroidery, various types of studs, and the use of colors give Indian
clothing a gorgeous, razzmatazz look in the eyes of customers.
Some sellers said that they import garments from India that have been designed
locally, while other shops import ready-made clothing directly from various parts of India.
Interestingly, the phenomenon of designing and making clothing locally is similar to the
process of CD/DVD copying. Garments are made and named after Indian films and stars to
increase sales in the market. Those who imported clothing from India displayed catalogues of
various fashion brand names, such as Vipul, Vivek, Riva, Mohini, Om-Tex, Avon, Jinaam,
Siya, Vinay, Raanjhanaa, Ekta, Rama, Bela, Vishal, Ram, Passion, Pari, Hasejaa, Madhik,
Ganga, Roop Mohini, Kasheesh, Kashika, Pankhuri and Pakeeza. Customers, mostly female,
look through the catalogues and purchase what they like. Importers mentioned that the
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product lines they import include sari, salwar kameez, lehenga choli, ghagra choli, churidaar
kameez and churidar kurta made of cotton, georgette, silk, and chiffon, among others.
I demonstrated in Chapter 2 how North Indian ―Islamicate‖ culture has been
influential across the Indian subcontinent through Bollywood films. From this perspective,
North Indian fashion such as salwar kameez is seen as ―modern and progressive‖, as opposed
to ―regional‖ or ―local‖ clothing, which has been treated as ―traditional‖ (Bahl, 2005). The
representation of North Indian ―Islamicate‖ fashion in Bollywood film has made this style of
clothing more appealing across South Asia. In Bollywood film, costumes are signaled with
―high production values; they are complicit in the construction of contemporary stardom; and
they embody ‗professionalism‘ via the employment of well-connected fashion designers‖
(Wilkinson-Weber, 2010b, p.125). Bollywood stars‘ personalized costumes become desired
signs to the consumers/viewers who construct their identity through wearing those signs. As
Baudrillard (2001) reminded us, commodities in the contemporary world are not defined by
their function (use value) or price (exchange value) but rather by their significance or
distinction from other commodities. According to Baudrillard, a sign has no value in and of
itself, but when it is juxtaposed with other signs, difference or distinction emerges. The
hierarchy of signs creates class differences in the mode of consumption. In the following
section, I discuss how Bangladeshi middle-class audiences dismiss the Bangladeshi culture
industry as inferior in comparison to Bollywood‘s.

The alienation of the middle class from Bangladeshi commercial films
While most participants praised Indian film, music and stars—especially Bollywood ones—
they were quite critical about Bangladeshi commercial films, filmmakers and artists and their
production values. They explained that Bangladeshi films are poor people‘s entertainment.
Referring to the lack of variation in the plots, one female participant, who came from the city
of Mymensingh to Dhaka for university studies, said, ―Most of the time the Bangladeshi
commercial films are made of based on a common plot in which an actor is shown as a
rickshaw puller or a driver who marries a rich family‘s daughter through love affairs.‖ She
said that middle-class audience cannot relate to this kind of story, but ―lower-class‖ people
can dream about it and feel that maybe they too can marry a ―smart‖ and rich woman. She
said that because of their desire to be rich, such people watch this type of film not once but
ten times. She also said that Bangladeshi producers make films aimed at the ―lower class‖,
and that one tactic to achieve this is to insert ―spices‖ (steamy scenes) into a film. ―In
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Bangladeshi commercial cinema, there is nothing called ‗sober‘ things such as ‗sober dress
up,‘‖ she said. By ―sober dress up‖ she meant the actress wearing ―decent‖ clothing that
complies with the norms and values of the middle class.
Referring to her own interest in watching a Bangladeshi film in her college life in
Mymensingh, a city of half a million people, she reported that after seeing the trailer for the
Bangladeshi commercial film Rani Keno Dakat (Why Rani is Dacoit) in the early 2000s, she
got interested in watching the film thinking that it might be celebrating female rebellion. She
mentioned this interest to her elder brother and sister. Instead of allowing her to go to the
cinema hall, they scolded her. She then asked her mother, who tried to convince her brother
and sister, but her brother replied firmly, ―In no way can you watch this film‖. He just flatly
refused, and she and her mother could not understand why. She thought the film would be an
―action film‖ where a woman is in a leading role and thrashing all the others. Then her
brother indirectly tried to convince her and her mother that the film was not for them. The
female viewer said:
That means, of course, that there was something in the film that caused my brother to
discourage my mother, sisters and me from watching the film. We, the middle class,
would like to watch a decent thing which goes with my culture, with my way of
speaking, with my lifestyle.
I discussed ―obscenity‖ and ―vulgarity‖ in Bangladeshi commercial films in detail in
Chapter 9. Hoek (2014a) showed how Bangladeshi filmmakers in the 1990s and 2000s
inserted steamy scenes into their action genre films to attract ―lower-class‖ audience. This
insertion of ―cut-pieces‖ alienated middle-class audiences, like the family mentioned above,
who were worried about transgressions of the norms and values of their class. As the female
participant said, the middle-class audience wants bhadro things; comparing the differing
tastes of the middle and ―lower classes‖, she said that when a middle-class female, for
example, watches a film with her husband or other family members, she will look at the
clothing of the actress in the film whereas the ―lower class‖ would not, adding that instead
they might be entertained by short outfits an actress. ―An actress‘s abrupt and dissolute
dancing with her short outfit could be a matter of moja (fun) for the ‗lower-class‘ audience,‖
she said.
The female participant added that the middle-class audience also notices the dialogues
in a film, as well as sets, camera work, or whether the room shown in the film attracts them or
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not; whereas in Bangladeshi films it is easy to tell whether a room was artificially created or
not. ―The novelty of any dances and songs will attract middle-class audiences to watch a
certain film because it gives them pure entertainment,‖ she said. By pure she meant ―clean‖
and ―decent‖ entertainment that is devoid of ―sexuality‖ and ―obscenity‖.
The dissociation from Bangladeshi cinema took place for many participants in
childhood when they watched Bangladeshi films along with Indian and Hollywood ones.
They were not very interested in the Bangladeshi films because most were in black and white,
whereas the Indian or Hollywood films were in color, which was appealing to young
audiences. At the same time, Bangladeshi films that were in color were so low in quality that
many of the films became faded or their sound quality may not have been up to standard.
On male film critic said that until the advent of the VCR in the 1980s, urban and
semi-urban audiences in Bangladesh had no choice but to watch Bangladeshi films in cinema
halls. He said that Bangladeshi filmmakers copied Indian films, especially Hindi films, but
audience did not realize it as they had no direct contact with Indian films before the advent of
the VCR. Referring to his own film-viewing experience in a semi-urban area of Bangladesh,
he said that he used to watch Bangladeshi commercial films in the cinema hall but did not
know, for example, that the Bangladeshi film Dost-Dushman (Friend and Enemy, 1977) was
a close copy of the Indian blockbuster film Sholay (Flame, 1975). He said that it was only
when he saw Sholay on a VCR that he realized that the Bangladeshi filmmakers had copied
the film, and after this, he developed a kind of negative view of the integrity of Bangladeshi
filmmakers. He also said that after the introduction of the VCR in the 1980s, he hardly ever
went back to cinema halls to watch Bangladeshi films.
In the formation of class distinction, many middle-class individuals seek to create
distance from their lower-class counterparts by denouncing and downgrading their culture
and cultural consumption. This applies not only to single-screen cinema halls but also to
other types of public spaces such as certain modes of public transport, marketplaces and
sports venues.
Middle-class audiences, for example, frequent Star Cineplex or Blockbuster Cinema,
the two multiplexes in Dhaka, but not ordinary cinema halls such as Anondo Cinema Hall in
Dhaka‘s Farmgate area. As a female participant said:
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I was in a hostel in Farmgate, where were also some cinema halls. Seeing the
environment and hearing the comments, I got so scared that I could not think of
visiting those halls at all. The environment is not good there. ―Lower-class‖ people
are going there to watch films and audiences from better classes do not visit those
cinema halls.
Besides disapproving of Bangladeshi commercial films and single-screen cinema
halls, the middle class also holds negative attitudes towards Bangladeshi commercial
filmmakers and artists. In the following section, I discuss how the middle-class audiences in
Bangladesh disparage Bangladeshi filmmakers and film stars who cannot fulfill their cultural
tastes, instead satisfying those of the ―lower-class‖ audiences.
Most participants reported that the producers are mainly responsible for the low
quality of the films, which has discouraged the middle class from going to the cinema halls.
―If you ask the producers about quality, they will say it does not matter whether you visit or
not because our films are running in the cinema halls in anyway, and large audiences are
going there regularly,‖ said a male viewer aged around 30.
Some male and female participants mentioned that in their early childhood they loved
Bangladeshi actors, especially Salman Shah, whose films were claimed to be good but whose
sudden death in the mid-1990s left a big void in the cinema industry. They said that Salman
Shah was a good-looking guy with a personality, but nowadays actors seem as old as 50 years
old and without much character.
Most male and female participants said that they had not seen any recent Bangladeshi
commercial films. They also said that their acting, style, makeup and attitude are not
attractive at all. One female participant said that most Bangladeshi actors act in an extradramatic manner in films which is not credible, neither as fiction nor as real life. Another
male participant said, ―Actually, for someone to be one my favorite actors, he needs to be
worthy of following‖. He also said that besides good acting, physical attractiveness is also
important, which according to him is not present in the Bangladeshi actors. Another female
participant, who was a student in media and communication at a local university, said that the
Bangladeshi actresses‘ fashion and style are not perfect. She said that actresses wear
gorgeous saris or other clothing but that they do not suit them. She stated that camera work is
partly responsible for the eccentric way that they look in this clothing, but when the same
outfits are worn by Bollywood stars they look better and the costumes suit them. She
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mentioned that camera positioning and shot-taking are problematic in Bangladeshi films. She
said that ―DJ songs‖ or fast songs or running shots are either done imperfectly or are
completely absent in most Bangladeshi films, but they are perfectly rendered and represented
in Hindi and Hollywood films. ―Because of the running shots, a film looks realistic to the
audience, but these are absent from most of the Bangladeshi films,‖ she added. She said that
it was through watching Hollywood and Bollywood films she could learn about various types
of shots, camera positioning, editing, presentation, lighting, and the posture of the actors.

Conclusion
I have argued in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 that the rise of cable TV in India and the advent of other
technologies such as CD/DVDs and the internet increased the flow of Indian films and filmmediated culture into Bangladesh. In addition, changes in the Bollywood filmmakers‘ target
audience since the mid-1990s also changed the tastes of the middle-class audiences in
Bangladesh. Tejaswini Ganti (2012) extensively analyzed the changes in the Bollywood
industry since the 1990s. She showed that until the 2000s, the focus of the filmmakers was
the masses, but the trend changed with a series of gentrification processes by which Hindi
films became popular with urban middle-class audiences. She said, ―The filmmakers‘
audience imaginaries parallels shifts in other spheres of cultural production in India, brought
about by the neoliberal structuring of the state, media, and society, in which citizens have
been reconfigured as consumers‖ (2012, p.358). With the corporatization of the film industry
and the introduction of multiplexes, filmmakers‘ focus shifted to the middle-class audiences
who have more discretionary income than the ―lower class‖ masses. Ganti discussed how
Bollywood filmmakers started thinking about the cultural values of the family, especially
when all the family members watched a film together: the film had to be ―‗wholesome‘ or
‗vegetarian‘, which denotes their sanitized language and lack of highly suggestive song
sequences, bawdy humor, or graphic violence‖ (Ganti, 2012, p.295). Ganti argued that the
major structural changes in the production and exhibition of Bollywood films attracted the
middle-class audience. I suggest that just as the Indian middle class responded to changing
production values in Bollywood films in the early 1990s, the Bangladeshi middle class also
responded to these values, which they found more appealing than those of Bangladeshi films
or Kolkata‘s Bengali films.
The middle class consumes Hindi film-constructed signs and luxury, such as
costumes, which bring significant pleasure to film-watching (Dwyer, 2000; Wilkinson159

Weber, 2010a). Within the chaotic commodity market, Hindi films provide references to
middle-class audiences to select their products, such as costumes. Bollywood film works as
the ―window-shopping‖ through which the audience becomes connected with the world of
aestheticized commodities (Mazumdar, 2007). Following Bourdieu‘s concept of
―distinction‖, I have analyzed how the cultural tastes of middle-class Bangladeshis have
changed with contact with Bollywood films. I have argued that audiences‘ cultural capital,
such as education and social background, influence the framing of their cultural tastes.
Middle-class audiences subscribe to and consume cultural products based on accumulated
cultural capital, such as sophistication and virtuosity within the product. By sophistication
viewers meant good quality, taste and refinement of the product. Through consuming
sophisticated products, they can increase their social status and superiority in society. To the
middle-class audience in Bangladesh, Bollywood films have been the ―phantasmagoria of
modernity‖ (Mazumdar, 2007, p.95). In their judgment of taste, whereas Hindi films are
treated as entertaining and appealing, Bangladeshi commercial films are defined as crass,
―obscene‖, lack in cultural capital and not worthy of watching. Whilst Hindi films and stars
are celebrated, Bangladeshi ones are degraded and defamed. The same is the case for filmmediated fashion and modernity, which positions Bollywood film- and star-promoted
clothing as more modern and appealing than Bangladeshi clothing. In the following chapter, I
explain that while the hegemony of Indian film-mediated culture and modernity is celebrated
among many middle-class audiences in Bangladesh, they are, at the same time, negotiated
and contested.
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Chapter 8 : Negotiating Mediated Modernity and Culture: When “Soft
Power” Becomes Hard
In the previous chapter, I explained that Indian film-mediated culture and modernity supply
the currency of cultural capital to Bangladesh‘s middle-class audience. I have also argued that
the consumption of Hindi films reinforces Indian hegemony and Bangladeshi class
differentiations whereby the middle class shows its allegiance to Hindi films and filmmediated culture and modernity and is alienated from Bangladeshi film, which they believe is
consumed by ―lower-class‖ audiences. In this chapter, I explain that while the consumption
of Indian films takes place via non-theatrical means, negotiation and contestation also take
place wherein Indian films and film-mediated culture and modernity collide with nationalist,
political, economic and cultural discourses and interests. I also explain the way Bangladeshi
filmmakers and film exhibitors are at odds with the growing influence of Indian films in
Bangladeshi market. Most Bangladeshi filmmakers, film activists and viewers are
vociferously against the screening of Indian films in Bangladeshi theatres for fear of losing
their remaining audience to Indian films. Bangladeshi exhibitors, however, argue that access
to Indian films in the theatres is the only way to protect their cinema halls given that
Bangladeshi films fail to draw sufficient audiences. I also discuss the contrasting principles of
those who oppose the screening of Indian films in Bangladeshi theatres while at the same
time justifying their own consumption of Indian films at home as an exercise of personal
freedom in the ―private‖ space.

Negotiating “soft power”
As I have shown in Chapter 1, ―soft power‖ is not synonymous with hegemony because of its
denotative and denotative meanings and usages. In this chapter, I use the concept of ―soft
power‖ instead of hegemony to show how India‘s ―soft power‖ collides with Bangladeshi
interests in that ―soft power‖ is treated as hard power. The representation of Bangladeshi
history in Indian films and the circulation of Indian films via theatrical means sometimes
collide with Bangladeshi nationalist discourses and the economic interests of various groups.
Regarding the portrayal of Bangladesh in Indian films, many participants mentioned
that Bollywood films and even Kolkata‘s Bengali films sometimes distort Bangladeshi
history and culture. They referred to the controversy around the distortion of Bangladeshi
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history that erupted in 2014 when the Hindi film Gunday was released. They said that they
protested this distortion in the streets as well as online and rated the film as the worst film
ever on IMDB (International Movie Database) (Hoek, 2015). Many Bangladeshis expressed
their anger on social networking sites and demanded redress. The Bangladeshi government
also conveyed its dismay with the film. Referring to the protests against Gunday, the Times of
India reported:
Bangladesh protested today to India about the ―distortion‖ of historical facts regarding
the 1971 Liberation War in the new Indian film ―Gunday‖ and requested authorities to
stop its screening. ―The government of Bangladesh has also expressed its deep sense
of hurt and disappointment about clearing of the film by the Central Board of Film
Certification, Government of India,‖ a foreign office statement said. Bangladesh‘s
foreign ministry requested Indian authorities to stop the screening of ―Gunday‖ in its
present form with immediate effect… The film, released on February 14, mentions in
an opening narration that ―Bangladesh is born as Pakistan surrenders on December 16
at the end of the India-Pakistan war‖. (―Bangladesh Protests Against,‖ 2014)
Most participants alleged that Bangladesh fought a nine-month-long war against
Pakistan, surrendering on December 16, 1971, but Gunday erases Bangladesh from the story,
instead claiming that Bangladesh was created following a fight between India and Pakistan.
They said that the protests bore fruit, with the Indian government intervening and cutting that
segment out of the film.
In addition to the representation of Bangladesh in film texts, the adverse effects of
Indian cable television on Bangladeshi society and cultures have made many Bangladeshis
anxious, to the extent that they even filed a petition with the Bangladeshi High Court in
attempt to have certain Indian TV channels blocked in Bangladesh. Interestingly, these
channels have been legally operating in Bangladesh since the launch of Star Plus in 1992, Zee
Bangla in 1999 (as Alpha Bangla) and Star Jalsha in 2008 in India. The petitioners appealed
to the High Court alleging that some of the programs on Indian TV channels have already
resulted in fatalities in the society. They claimed that a minor girl, Halima Khatun, aged 15,
killed herself on July 9, 2014, in Shibganj, Chapai Nawabganj district, for not being able to
obtain a ―Pakhi‖ dress, so named after an Indian TV soap opera actress, for the occasion of
Eid-ul-Fitr. Another minor girl, Nurjahan Khatun, aged 14, hanged herself on July 27, 2014
for the same reason (―Writ Seeks Ban,‖ 2014).
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Yet another minor girl, Shumi Das, a 14-year-old 6th grade student, jumped from the
school rooftop to attract the attention of Dev, a Kolkata‘s Bengali film actor (―Nayok Dever
Jonnyo,‖ 2014).
Following those incidents, a writ petition was filed in the Bangladeshi High Court in
Dhaka seeking directives from the government to stop the operation in Bangladesh of three
Indian television channels—Star Jalsha, Star Plus and Zee Bangla. A Supreme Court lawyer
filed a writ seeking a High Court rule upon the government to explain why it should not be
directed to stop the operations of all Indian television channels in Bangladesh. These
channels are popular for their melodramas, so much so that large Bangladeshi companies take
out ads on those channels. Middle-class audiences, especially women, hardly ever miss
episodes of their favorite soap operas. The popularity of these channels was demonstrated
when Star Plus, along with other channels such as Sony and Zee TV, were blacked out in the
early 2000s following a tug-of-war among their distributors. As a result, many people got
angry with the cable operators and some even took to the streets in different parts of Dhaka to
protest the blackout. Many viewers held back on paying their subscription fees until those
Hindi channels were reintroduced. Within a matter of a week, broadcasting of those channels
was resumed following an intervention from the government to resolve the dispute.
As I discussed in Chapter 4, with DTH technology, local cable operators are no longer
dependent on the national-level distributors or large cable operators, instead creating their
own control room, so any ban on channels barely has an effect at the local level. This
happened during my fieldwork when a verbal ban was imposed on Pakistani cable TV
channels by the Bangladeshi government following Pakistan‘s sentencing of the death
penalty of a Bangladeshi war criminal in 2013. Interestingly, even a couple of weeks after the
ban was imposed, I did not notice any Pakistani channels that were not visible in different
places in Dhaka. I also asked cable operators about the government‘s decision to ban
Pakistani TV channels; most reported that they did not even hear about the decision, let alone
shut down any channels.
In the petition, the lawyer said that programs broadcast by the three channels had an
adverse impact on the social and cultural life of Bangladeshi people. The education of the
students and the regular functions of housewives were being hampered by excessive viewing
of programs on these channels, he added in the petition (―Writ Seeks Ban,‖ 2014). However,
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just a couple weeks later, the High Court annulled the petition; as a result, no Indian channels
were shut down by cable operators in Bangladesh (―HC Clears Way,‖ 2014).
While the issue around the circulation and viewership of Indian cable TV died down
with the Bangladeshi High Court‘s verdict, the controversy around the exhibition of Indian
films in Bangladeshi theatres has been a longstanding one. Given the unstoppable nature of
digital circulation, Bangladeshi filmmakers, artists and film activists seem to have taken the
circulation and viewership of Indian films via non-theatrical means for granted, but they are
still the gatekeepers of the Bangladeshi cinema halls. Out of fear of losing business to Indian
film, they strongly oppose any attempt to show Indian films in Bangladeshi theatres.
During the last protest, which took place late 2014 to early 2015, I was in Bangladesh
and followed the filmmakers, artists and film activists‘ street protests. I also participated in
two discussions held at the Teacher-Student Centre or TSC of the University of Dhaka and
the FDC auditorium. In the following section, I describe the protest of Bangladeshi
filmmakers and artists against Bangladeshi exhibitors for their attempt to get approved the
showing Indian films in Bangladeshi theatres.

Controversy over theatrical access to Indian films
During the discussion held in the evening at the FDC auditorium on February 6, 2015,
referring to the precarious situation of Bangladeshi film, one male Bangladeshi film producer
cum director and distributor provided statistics about a couple of Bangladeshi films that were
released in the cinema halls. He said an alternative stream film50 (Ekti bikolpo dharar
cchobi), Zero Degree, had been released on Friday (February 6, 2015, the same day as the
discussion at the FDC auditorium) at Sherpur Cinema Hall, a district cinema theatre within
Dhaka Division. The theatre reported total sales of BDT 1,300 (USD 16.25) for the morning
show; no audience at all for the matinee show; and for the evening show, sales were only
BDT 600 (USD 7.5). Because of poor audience attendance, the owner of the hall asked his
employees not to run night show, which would have begun at 9 pm. The owner also called
the film‘s distribution manager in Dhaka and asked:

50

Alternative film is produced outside the auspices of the FDC, normally by independent filmmakers who have
a background in television dramas and are respected by middle-class audiences. I discuss this in detail in
Chapter 9.
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You gave me the film for an upfront payment of BDT 36,000 (USD 450); have you
done the right thing? I was getting some money showing an Indian film, but you
spoiled everything. I have lost BDT 60,000 (USD 750). The cost of running my hall is
BDT 25,000 (USD 312.5) and this will not be recovered, and the money I gave you
will not also be recovered. So, given this situation, can I run another film from
tomorrow?‖
The manager responded, ―Please, don‘t take another film. We will compensate you. It
would be quite an embarrassing situation for us if you do not run our film.‖
The producer also said that the situation of another film, Big Brother (2015), released
on the same day, was almost the same. He said:
Whereas just a couple of weeks back [January 16, 2015], another film, Romeo vs
Juliet, was released, and please, take note of that film; over the past four years, no
film did as much business as Romeo vs Juliet (2015) [a Dhaka and Kolkata
coproduction]. In two weeks, the turnover was BDT 8.5 lakh (USD 10,650) at
Monihar Cinema Hall alone in Jessore town. On the closing day, sales were BDT
60,000 (USD 750), which was the equivalent of what my film Shorbonasha Yaba
(2014) made on its first day. This is the scenario of our film.
Coproductions between Kolkata and Dhaka are not treated as imports by the
Bangladeshi filmmakers as they have stakes in those, but any attempt by Bangladeshi
exhibitors to import an Indian Hindi or Bengali film is strongly protested and resisted by
Bangladeshi filmmakers, who treat the exhibitors as traitors disloyal to the state, culture and
language. Focusing on the access to Indian films in theatres, the Bangladeshi exhibitors and
filmmakers came to a hostile position against each other on two occasions: in 2011, then
again in 2015, as shown in Figure 8.1. Both attempts at screening Indian films were protested
against and resisted by Bangladeshi filmmakers and artists until the government intervened
and stopped the showing of Indian films. In retaliation, exhibitors took counter-measures,
declaring that they would not show any of the films of the violent protestors who had
obstructed their exhibitions of Indian films. The two belligerent groups blamed each other on
various counts.
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Figure 8.1: Bangladeshi filmmakers and artists protesting against a theatrical showing of a
Hindi film51

While alleging against the exhibitors who were showing Indian Hindi films in their theaters,
one male filmmaker, who is also the general secretary of the Bangladesh Film
Directors‘ Association, said:
Our film industry is really in danger. As you know, for last few days Hindi films have
been shown in Bangladeshi theatres. The process started four years back in 2011
when Hindi films were allowed in Bangladeshi theatres, though the decision was
short-lived and the government reversed its decision after six months. To destroy our
films, a deliberate conspiracy of introducing subcontinental Hindu-Urdu films is
being hatched over many days to capture our market, dominate our films, and impinge
on our culture.
The filmmaker also said that they were facing a big problem because a vested interest
group had come out with a subtle and deliberate plan. He went on to say:
We have to resist them collectively. We know their hands are long and their main
strength is their money; they are the owners of big cinema halls; they inherited family
fortunes. They have also become the nouveau riche or upstarts doing various types of
illegal business and manipulations.
Similarly, the vice-president of the Bangladesh Film Directors‘ Association said:
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Source: www.banglamail24.com (January 21, 2015).
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After the release of Wanted [a Hindi film of 2009], they are going to release another
Hindi film on March 6, 2015, as they do not dare release any foreign film during
language month [referring to February 21]. So, they have chosen a date during to the
month of independence, which they do not believe in. The month of March is the
month of our independence and those who are trying to show foreign films over that
month do not believe in Bangladesh‘s independence and never recognized it.
Another senior male director said:
Through great efforts and the Language Movement we established our language, so at
least we, the film people, do not want Urdu-associated Hindi films to be exhibited
here. Those Hindi films you are talking about are not indeed Hindi films. Those Hindi
films you normally see, about 80% of them are Urdu and only 20% are Hindi. If Hindi
films keep coming into our country, then it will affect our language, our culture. Hindi
film culture and our Bengali culture are not similar at all. Our sociality is not similar
to Hindi at all. So, from our heart, we never want Hindi films operating in our
country.
Accusing the exhibitors of showing Hindi films in Dhaka, another male producer said that
some people in Dhaka are collaborating with India and trying to bring films into Bangladesh.
Referring to a cinema hall owner said to be the main importer of Hindi film into Bangladesh
as a traitor, the filmmaker said:
He does not believe in the freedom of Bangladesh and at his home everyone talks in
Urdu instead of Bengali. By hook or by crook, he wants this culture is to be
destroyed. With the destruction of this culture, the nation will also be destroyed.
There is a rule that if you can destroy a culture, you can destroy a country. This is
how conspiracy is going to destroy our country.
Similarly, another male filmmaker also accused the exhibitor and importer of Indian
Hindi films of being Pakistani. He said:
If we dig into the history, we will see that by birth, genealogically, and mentally they
are all Pakistani. As they cannot bring the Urdu language here, they are trying to
divert people to Urdu through Hindi films. And when everyone has started talking in
Hindi and Urdu, they will then propose to make this country Pakistan again.
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Instead of focusing on the direct reasons behind the drive to import Indian films into
Bangladeshi theatres, Bangladeshi producers and directors politicize the issue by relating it
with the Language Movement of 1952 and the Bangladeshi Liberation War of 1971. As
shown in Figure 8.1, a protest banner being carried by Bangladeshi filmmakers and actors in
early 2015 reads—―Rise 52, rise 71, unite and resist Hindi-Urdu film‖. To further fan the
flames, the protesters included an image of the founding president of Bangladesh, Sheikh
Mujibur Rahman, along with the words ―Bangabandhu‘s52 Golden Bengal53 will not be
allowed to make a bazaar of Urdu-Hindi film‖. As the current prime minister of Bangladesh
is the daughter of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, to strengthen their claim, the protesters tried to
draw a link to him in their message.
Referring to Hindi-language film as ―Hindi-Urdu‖ film, the general secretary of the
Bangladesh Film Directors‘ Association evoked emotion to dramatize his claim. Similarly,
the vice-president of the Bangladesh Film Directors‘ Association referred to the Language
Movement of 1952, which is emotionally linked to Bangladeshi cultural identity. He also
referred to March 26, Bangladesh‘s Independence Day. They labeled Bangladeshi exhibitors
as traitors and collaborators for importing Urdu-mixed54 Hindi film into Bangladesh and
showing them in Bangladeshi theatres.
The Hindi-Urdu controversy in Indian film emerged with the beginning of the sound
film era in the 1930s. As Barnouw and Krishnaswamy (1980) stated, ―The film producer was
faced with a problem of practical and emotional dimensions: Sanskritized Hindi, Persianized
Hindi lowbrow Hindi—what kind of Hindi?‖ (1980, p.61). They said that during the silent
era language was not an issue, but with the inclusion of sound, filmmakers had to consider
which version of Hindi language to use in the film. Christopher King (1994) reported that the
Hindi-Nagari Movement in 19th-century North India against the dominance of Urdu in the
official sphere created Hindu communal consciousness. He asserted that the movement was
to establish Hindu-dominated Sanskritized Devanagari scripts against the Muslim-dominated
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Bangabandhu or ―Friend of Bengal‖ was an honorary epithet given to Sheikh Mujibur Rahman for his
contribution to the war against Pakistan in 1971.
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B. K. Jahangir said, ―In Bangladesh, a group of political leaders, among whom Sheikh Mujibur Rahman is the
most important personality and a group of artists, among them Zainul Abedin, being the most important painter,
intervened in the colonial politics to create the myth of Sonar Bangla [Golden Bengal] in order to forge a
political will for radical social change to reject colonialism and to create a state free of oppression‖ (2002, p.96).
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Because of the Hindi filmmakers‘ use of Urdu vocabulairy in their films, the Bangladeshi filmmakers referred
to them as Urdu-mixed Hindi film.
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Persianized Urdu scripts in pre-partition India. Before the Hindi-Nagari Movement, Urdu was
thought as a part of Hindi. As Tariq Rahman said, ―From the thirteenth till the end of the
eighteenth century the name of the language we call Urdu was mostly Hindi‖ (2011, p.2).
To unite West Pakistan‘s multilingual society, after partition in 1947, the West
Pakistani leader Muhammad Ali Jinnah adopted Urdu as the lingua franca, despite the fact
that less than 10% of the people spoke Urdu (Rahman, 2011). The adoption of Urdu as the
national language of Pakistan was in fact a political ploy of the ruling elite. As Rahman stated
again, ―In Pakistan the ruling elite, which was mostly Punjabi-speaking, continued, in the
name of Islam and Urdu, to consolidate its dominance over the different ethnicities
comprising Pakistan‖ (2006, p. 112). The West Pakistani rulers thought that as Urdu was
historically associated with Islam and Mughal rulers, no one would question its legitimacy in
Pakistan. However, the imposition of Urdu on the East Pakistani population by the West
Pakistani leader backfired in 1952. As I elaborated in Chapter 2, with the Language
Movement of 1952, Urdu started to be treated as the most despised language in East Pakistan,
a situation which persists even in present-day Bangladesh.
Interestingly, instead of taking Urdu‘s historical relations with India into
consideration, the Bangladeshi filmmakers anachronistically relate it only with the
Bangladeshi Language Movement and oppose it on this basis. By the same token,
Bangladeshi filmmakers despise Hindi because of its lexical similarity with Urdu.
Again, instead of reflecting on the quality of their films, the Bangladeshi filmmakers blamed
the exhibitors and their cinema halls for their loss of business.
Alleging against the film exhibitors, one male film director and producer said:
The situation of our films has been bad due to the exhibitors who have always thought
about their own benefits only; they have always reaped benefits from our films but did
not develop their cinema halls, there are no toilets for women, and women cannot sit
in the cinema hall. So we have lost our audience because of their negligence, and at
the same time, there is also the issue of satellite.
Referring to the precarious condition of the cinema halls, a Bangladeshi male actor said:
Having gotten one of my films released in the cinema halls, I visited about 22 or 23
cinema halls in Bangladesh; I wanted to offer respect (salaam) to audience members
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by touching their feet in recognition of how they watch a film in such hot and humid
conditions inside the cinema hall—the hall‘s bad ceiling, infestations of bedbugs and
above all the hot and humid conditions where I found myself completely drenched in
perspiration. In that situation, lungi [traditional male garment, worn around the waist
and legs] clad male audiences with their torso bare [because of heat and humidity,
they take off their shirts] watch films. Without sorting out all these problems if Hindi
films are allowed into the hall, then we will lose everything.
Interestingly, although the cinema halls are the businesses of their owners, it is the
film producers and the artists who were more concerned about the state of the cinema halls
and audiences. They mentioned that because of the run-down condition of the cinema halls,
their films cannot draw audiences. Their logic comes across as sweeping generalization
because the same cinema hall can draw a larger audience when an India-Bangladesh
coproduction Bengali film or a Hindi film is shown.
To reinforce their argument against the exhibitors, the filmmakers and artists referred to the
lack of infrastructure and resources in the Bangladeshi film industry. As an actor said:
Most of the cinema halls in Bangladesh are yet to be digitalized; there is still no
digital equipment at the FDC; it has no camera. We hire cameras from outside and
dub outside the FDC in the age of Facebook and the internet. The FDC seems like a
crematorium instead of a place to shoot film. Without solving all these problems, how
can they import foreign films?
Besides labeling the exhibitors as traitors for importing Indian films in Bangladesh,
the Bangladeshi filmmakers and artists blamed the substandard conditions in the cinema halls
and at the FDC for the lack of audiences for their films. The following section discusses the
arguments that the Bangladeshi filmmakers, artists, activists, and film critics make against
showing Indian films in Bangladeshi theatres.

Arguments against showing Hindi films in Bangladeshi theatres
As I said above, most Bangladeshi commercial filmmakers, artists and film activists argued
against showing Indian films in Bangladeshi theatres by referring to the impact of Indian
films on Bangladeshi society and culture. One cultural activist talked about the impact of
Hindi film:
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Children nowadays speak Hindi. Next month, that is, February, is a month of
language, but in the meantime, we are about to lose our own language. In any
marriage ceremony, hardly anyone can find Bangla songs; all songs are in Hindi and
the way children speak Hindi it seems that in the near future we will not be able to
save our mother tongue.
The activist talked about the social and cultural impact of Bollywood films. He feared that the
hegemony of Bollywood films might wipe out Bengali language and culture. The effect of
Hindi on Bangladeshi society was commented on by another female film critic:
If one country can occupy another country‘s language or culture, then the rest of the
things become easier to conquer. I heard one of our cousins‘ parents saying that ‗our
child can speak Hindi very fluently‘! Hearing that, I got very angry, but could not say
anything harsh because of our relations; I just said, ‗Can he speak Bengali?‘
This film critic referred to the cultural flow of Hindi films into Bangladesh as
―cultural occupation‖. She indicated how the hegemony of the Hindi language is taken for
granted through the process of socialization. Instead of using the phrase cultural hegemony,
the film activist said that it was ―cultural aggression‖ that wiped out films in other countries
in South Asia. As she inquired:
Why can Nepal not build a better film industry? Why is a strong film industry not
being built in Sri Lanka? All this is because of India‘s ‗aggression‘. India is our
neighbor and we cannot deny its contribution to our liberation war, but because of that
will we have to take everything, their language, their culture and their films?
The widespread and deep-rooted impact of Hindi films on Bangladeshi society and
culture came across as ―cultural aggression‖ to some Bangladeshis; given the ―piracy‖
situation, it is not as if the presence of Indian films is of benefit to Indians. And because of
―piracy‖ it is not possible to control non-theatrical means and spaces, but as the theatrical
space is controllable, she argued on behalf of protecting that space. To do so, she related her
argument for cultural protection to other contentious and unequal relations with India. As she
said:
It is not possible to maintain an unequal relationship. If all the wheels of a car are not
equal, then the car cannot move smoothly at all. So, in no way are we prepared to
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watch films such as Dabangg [2010], Wanted [2009] or any other Hindi films on the
big screen.
Her reference to an ―unequal relationship‖ indicates the hegemonic relationship
between a smaller and a larger film industry in which the cultural flow has been one-way
traffic. She advocated for the protection of the small industry by linking her argument with
nationalism and cultural identity. She said, ―Allowing Indian films in Bangladesh is our
submissiveness and our obeisance to it.‖ She rounded out her opinion with a Bengali verse,
―Shadhinotar Shukh‖ (The Joy of Freedom), by Bengali poet Rajanikanta Sen:
Calling the weaverbird, the sparrow says,
Staying in a hut, you show off your art!
Feel pain living in a hut, but still stay in my own house,
Smilingly says the weaverbird. (My translation)
With this popular verse, the film critic was comparing the Indian and Bangladeshi
film industries and saying that India might have a large film industry and better films, but the
Bangladeshis need to satisfy themselves with whatever they have. In a similar vein, an older
film director said, ―There is a saying that the big fish will swallow the smaller one and that is
the norm—but the smaller one has the right to survive.‖
While talking about the adverse impact of Indian films on Bangladeshi society and
culture, the participants reflected on their protests and movement against some exhibitors in
Dhaka who started showing Indian Hindi films in their cinema halls. In reference to their
movement against Indian films, one Bangladeshi male actor said:
We have been agitating on the streets for the last four days, despite a nationwide
political strike (hartal) and blockade, one end of our procession was in the press club
area and the other end was in front of the Sonargaon Hotel. Our artists led the
procession wearing shrouds or kafan [as shown in Figure 8.1]. When we went to
Shyamoli cinema hall yesterday during the Friday jummah prayer and took down that
hall‘s banner, all the people there showed their solidarity with us.
Similarly, an alternative filmmaker and film activist said:
We need to raise our voices against Hindi films because after Bengali and English,
Hindi is getting to be our third language; not only the language, but also the life I see
in the Hindi film bears no relation to us. I do not watch that many Bangladeshi
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commercial films either, but I think Hindi films sit far from our societal norms and
values.
Drawing on other issues with India, another male film critic said:
India in many ways tries to govern us. Our rivers are being governed by India. A few
days back, I visited the Panchagarh district and I saw how precarious the situation of
the Mahananda river is. The Brahmaputra is also getting drier because of India‘s
control of the river. We have to raise our voices against this. They want to govern our
rivers and occupy our market, which should not be allowed.
The film critic also said:
India‘s cultural dominance is not new. In 1973 we faced the ‗aggression‘ of Indian
books in our market. We tried to stop it but we failed. Today, if you visit Aziz Super
Market, you will hardly find any Bangladeshi books there, but you will find all the
books imported from India. We could not prevent the books, so we have to fight hard
this time. Simple protests or human chains in the streets or memoranda will not be
enough. We need to take this movement forward and try to gather momentum. If it is
not now, then it will be never.
Referring to the influence of Hindi film in South Asia, the film critic said:
We have to be united against them [the exhibitors of Indian films] to resist bijatiyo
[foreign, in a derogatory sense] films. These bijatiyo films are quite destructive and
the atomic bomb of our time because the ‗aggression‘ of Hindi film has completely
destroyed rich film industries in Nepal and Sri Lanka, with whom we used to make
films jointly. The same is the case in Pakistan, where not many films are produced
due to the ‗aggression‘ of Hindi films, though about a year back they did ban Indian
films in Pakistan.
A senior male producer said that Indian Bengali films might come to Bangladesh
under a mutual exchange treaty by which Bangladesh can import 5 or 10 films from India
against 5 or 10 films to be exported to India. Before doing that, every one of Bangladesh‘s
TV channels has to be shown in India and have to make our artists and technicians familiar to
their audiences so that they can know them. Even Bangladesh‘s kajer bua (maid servants)
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know all their artists and technicians. When that opportunity is made equal, only then can
there be the question of mutual exchange.
Like the filmmakers and film activists, many viewers were also against the admission
of Indian films into Bangladeshi theatres. They mentioned that Bangladeshi films have
already been marginalized to the lower-class audiences such as rickshaw pullers and garment
workers, but if Indian films are allowed in theatres, then those garment workers would also
not watch Bangladeshi films. They also said that if Indian films were shown in the cinema
halls, then Bangladeshi cinema hall owners would show only Bollywood films year round,
neglecting Bangladeshi movies. ―Instead of showing Bangladeshi film, exhibitors will show
Indian films to make a killing,‖ said one film activist. They also claimed that Indian films
should not be shown in Bangladeshi cinema halls because Bangladeshi films are not popular
among their own audiences; given this situation, if Indian films are allowed then Bangladeshi
films will completely be destroyed.
While most filmmakers and cultural activists were vehemently against the showing of
Hindi films in Bangladeshi theatres, they showed less antagonism towards the circulation of
Hindi films via other means such as cable TV, CD/DVDs or the internet because they have
hardly any control on those means. Instead they drew a line between the theatre and the home
as the public and private sphere respectively and, in this way, were able to justify their own
practice of viewing of Hindi films on smaller screens. As one film critic said:
We cannot make private and public spaces the same. When it comes to my home and
family, I am free to make my own decisions and they are my business. But when we
take the matter to the public sphere, we are talking about people and the market. I
might switch to different channels at home according to what I feel like, but when it
becomes film, the market, and the halls, it is a huge thing. So, of course we have to
say no to Hindi film in our public sphere and it does not matter what we do within our
private sphere.
Referring to their ambiguous position in relation to Indian film in theatres and on the small
screen as a double standard, one Bangladeshi male film critic said:
We are already hegemonized by Indian culture because though we do not watch Hindi
films in the theatre, we do watch them on small screens such as TVs or laptops. So,
we have to be rational in talking about Indian cultural hegemony or ‗aggression‘.
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Whilst various points were raised by most of the Bangladeshi filmmakers, artists, film
activists and critics against showing Indian films in Bangladeshi theatres, opposing views
also came from some of them.
While most of the filmmakers and artists viewed the Bangladeshi film exhibitors as
their ―enemy‖, most of the film activists and cultural critics instead viewed India as their
main ―enemy‖. They characterized access to Indian films in the Bangladeshi cinema as Indian
cultural ―aggression‖. Their position is remarkably ambiguous and contradictory as they take
Indian films in non-theatrical spaces for granted and justify those spaces as apolitical and
private spaces where watching Indian films is not problematic; their justification of private
spaces has to do with the fact that they cannot control those spaces and means. But as they
can control or disrupt theatrical means and space, they argue for the protection of theatrical
space drawing on various nationalist narratives and taking economic and cultural interests
into account.
Some critics argued that Indian films could come into Bangladesh through mutual and
equal exchanges whereby Indian films would be imported into Bangladesh in the same
numbers as Bangladeshi films exported to India. Interestingly, in raising this point of mutual
and equal exchange, there was barely any reference to whether the production values or
quality of Bangladeshi films are able to compete with those of Indian films.
These film activists and critics also advocate for the preservation of spaces that they
themselves hardly ever visit. They defend Bangladeshi films to protect the interest of the
―lower-class‖ audience who they assume would not watch Bangladeshi films if Indian films
were allowed. These critics are in fact sacrificing the film-going desires of the Bangladeshi
―lower-class‖ audience to sustain the Bangladeshi film producers. In the following section, I
discuss the arguments of the proponents of showing Indian films in Bangladeshi theatres.

Arguments for showing Hindi films in Bangladeshi theatres
Whilst most filmmakers and film activists protested against the screening of Indian films in
Bangladeshi theatres, some were self-critical at the same time. They talked about the free
flow of goods and products in the age of the capitalist economy. As one film critic put it:
If Hollywood films can run in Bangladeshi theatres, then why not Bollywood films? If
we can consume Indian books and onions, then what‘s the problem with consuming
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Indian films? Audiences think about their own interest in getting entertainment that
they are not getting from local production because in most of the cases local
productions are failed remakes of Tamil or Hindi films.
The film activist also said:
Practically, in Dhaka, the film industry came under protection with the 1965 banning
Indian films. This protection was to ensure that filmmakers would achieve maturity,
become capable and be able to survive against the competition. If we cannot achieve
maturity in 48 years, then who is responsible for that? If our commercial filmmakers
do not take responsibility, then we will not be with you [commercial filmmakers] in
the field [in the protest against Indian films].
Refuting the Bangladeshi filmmakers‘ allegation of unequal competition with highbudget Bollywood films, the film activist said, ―There are many examples in many countries,
such as Iran or Korea, where films do not cost BDT 100 crore (USD 12.5 million), but their
films have been watched within the country and even outside the country.‖
He cautioned mainstream filmmakers, saying:
If you [filmmakers] cannot stand on your own two feet, then you will not survive.
You have made us consumers, so we have every right to choose the better product. If
you think of us as consumers and at the same time believe that our national sentiment,
patriotism and solidarity will drive us to consume a bad product, then you are
expecting too much from us.
Drawing from his own involvement in devising Bangladesh‘s national film policy, he
said that Sri Lanka has a film policy and their production of commercial films has been
increased. What Sri Lanka has decided is that they will import 64 foreign films a year and
because of cultural connection and similarity, they have decided that 32 of those films will be
India and the rest from other countries. Before importing any foreign films, all the sample
copies will be submitted to a designated committee that will decide whether that film will be
imported or not. So, looking to Sri Lanka‘s example, he said, ―We can think in that
direction.‖
In reference to middle-class attitudes towards Bangladeshi commercial cinema, one
male participant said, ―We normally do not discuss Bangladeshi cinema. There is a snobby
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attitude among us that says that it is not possible to watch Bangladeshi cinema. It is a social
malaise.‖ Similarly, another male film director said:
Some snobby people only criticize our films [commercial films made within the
FDC], but it is a matter of irony that when they [Bangladeshi alternative/independent
filmmakers] make films, ordinary people do not visit the cinema halls to watch them.
Many promising youths and many middle-aged people came to the film industry and
made only one film, unable to find the strength, money or anything to make a second
one. This means that after making a film or two, he or she becomes exhausted and
frustrated and after that stops making any more films.
While most producers and directors supported the ban on Hindi films in Bangladeshi
theatres, some were self-critical, saying that if even after 42 years of independence we cannot
bring about qualitative changes in our films, then our film industry will not survive. One
producer cum director said:
If we want to resist the ‗aggression‘ of Hindi film, we have to improve our own film.
If we look at originality of story, originality of song and originality of direction, we
find there is a vacuum in those areas; that is why the ‗aggression‘ of Hindi films is felt
here.
Supporting theatrical access, one film exhibitor said that Bangladeshi cinema would
not lose ground if Indian films were shown in cinema halls because during the last
International Film Festival in Dhaka in 2012, a couple of Bangladeshi commercial films were
released alongside Indian films and they did very well. He also said, ―If there is competition
in the commodity market, then why not in the film business?
Refuting the logic that a bigger budget means a better film, one director said:
Money only cannot ensure the quality of a movie. Quality comes from the mind. So
why are the foreign films coming? Those who are hungry and cannot be satisfied with
our own films will watch foreign films. For how many days we will think of rickshaw
pullers, porters, wage laborers as unconscious or having no taste?
Those who argued for the showing Indian films in Bangladeshi theatres were critical
about the standard of Bangladeshi films. They mentioned that despite nearly half a century of
protection, the Bangladeshi film industry cannot stand on its own, so there is no point in
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continuing with the protection, especially with foreign films present almost everywhere. They
mentioned that not only Indian films but films from other countries should be allowed in
Bangladeshi theatres. They argued that in a competitive market, the Bangladeshi filmmakers
would reap the benefits as people from various classes would visit cinema halls. In the
following section I discuss the film viewers‘ opinions on the issue of whether to allow Indian
films in Bangladeshi theatres. Like the filmmakers, artists and activists, most Bangladeshi
middle-class viewers were against showing Indian films in Bangladeshi theatres, fearing the
extinction of Bangladeshi films. They related India‘s cultural hegemony with other
contentious issues and expressed strong anti-Indian sentiments. Some, of course, did talk
about the benefits of allowing Indian films in Bangladeshi theatres.

Viewers’ opinions on theatrical access to Indian films
Like the filmmakers and film activists, most of the viewers were against the inclusion of
Indian films in Bangladeshi theatres despite the fact that most of them do watch Indian films
at home. They argued that if Indian films are allowed, they will wipe out the Bangladeshi
film industry as no one will watch them in the theatres. They also argued that at present, at
least the poor people watch Bangladeshi films in the cinema halls; if Indian films are allowed
then even they will abandon Bangladeshi films and watch Indian films instead.
They also felt that allowing Indian films in Bangladeshi theatres is an intrusion into
Bangladeshi sovereignty and national identity. In arguing against Indian films in Bangladeshi
theatres, they drew on other contentious issues with India. One male participant stated:
India does not count Bangladesh as its immediate neighbor. It belittles Bangladesh
and thinks of it as a beggar all the time. India controls our politics; it kills our people
in the border areas. My village home is in a border area in Panchagarh district, where
I have seen that drug dealers are allowed to sell or smuggle drugs but a cattle trader
was killed on the border. This is because from the cattle traders, the Border Security
Forces of India cannot get money, but from a drug dealer they can get cash instantly. I
have never heard that any drug dealer has been killed in the border area due to drug
dealing.
In reference to growing anti-Indian sentiment, another male participant said that if
someone praises India in a cricket match or in politics, then others will treat him or her as
dalal or an agent of India.
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Some male and female viewers believed that Indian politicians are responsible for growing
anti-Indian sentiment in Bangladesh, but political leaders are not making films in India or
acting in films and the real cinema actors are not associated with politics. One male
participant said:
So, to those [Bollywood] actors, we are all their fans and all fans are equal. An Arab
fan is same as a European fan, and so as a Bangladeshi fan. All fans are equal in their
eyes. So people in Bangladesh do not dislike Indian actors but their politicians.
Some viewers supported the screening of Indian films in Bangladeshi theatres by
arguing that as they can watch Indian films on cable TV, CD/DVDs and computers, then why
not in the cinema hall? They reasoned that if watching Indian films on TV, DVD or the
internet is not illegal, then why would showing them in the cinema hall be illegal? They
mentioned that rather than stopping cable TV, there is no point of banning Indian films in
Bangladeshi cinema halls. As one female viewer said:
If Indian films were shown in the theatre, then the Bangladeshi filmmakers would try
to make better films to stay in the market. If Bangladeshi filmmakers can ensure
quality in producing their films, then Indian films are not a threat at all.
Some male and female viewers argued that the FDC would not get destroyed
completely if Indian films were allowed in Bangladeshi cinema halls because in India, apart
from Bollywood, there are many other regional film industries, such as Tamil film industry
and Kolkata‘s film industry that survive.

Conclusion
In this chapter, I have shown that the circulation of Indian films is not apolitical and people
do not take hegemony for granted; instead they negotiate and resist it. Protest, for example,
was waged against the alleged misrepresentation of the Bangladeshi war of independence in
Bollywood film Gunday in 2014. In addition to the common people, the Bangladeshi
government raised its concerns to its Indian counterpart. Following the protests, the
controversial part of the film was edited out by its producer.
Protests against Indian TV channels are also a common phenomenon. Following some
fatal incidents in 2014, writ petitions were filed at the highest court in Bangladesh against
some Indian TV channels that were claimed to be adversely affecting Bangladeshi society
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and culture. Access to Indian films in Bangladeshi theatres has been a contested, with
opinions divided among the exhibitors, filmmakers and audiences. While most viewers and
some filmmakers were in favor of access to Indian films in Bangladeshi theatres, producers,
directors, film actors and activists were dead against it.
The controversy is not limited to film only. Filmmakers and audiences see the
inclusion of Indian films in Bangladesh as ―cultural aggression‖ towards Bangladesh and
relate it with India‘s growing influence on the Bangladeshi economy and politics. The
growing sense of anti-Indianness is prominent in discourses around bilateral relations
between India and Bangladesh.
In the penultimate chapter, I analyze the impact of Bollywood on the Bangladeshi
film industry. I argue that rather than being Bollywoodized, the Bangladeshi film industry
was ghettoized in the 1990s and 2000s.
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Chapter 9 : Bollywoodization or Ghettoization?: Bangladeshi Dream
Factory is in Disarray
According to Ashish Rajadhyaksha, the term Bollywood, which has been used since the early
1990s, refers to a specific narrative and a mode of representation. He claimed that whilst
―Bollywood is not the Indian film industry‖ (2003, p.27), it is at the same time more than just
a film industry. He argued that Bollywood can be seen as a ―cultural conglomeration
involving a range of distribution and consumption activities‖ (2003, p.27). He reported that
while in post-partition India, particularly in the 1960s and 1970s, mainstream films were
regarded as a ―repository of national-cultural value‖ and a ―cultural unifier‖ (2003, p.34), in
the 1990s India‘s right-wing ruling government started promoting a particular type of
―national culture‖ under the guise of the concept of Hindutva, promoted by the right-wing
political party, which carries Hindu ideology and defines ―Indian culture‖ through Hindu
values (Bhatt & Mukta, 2000). Since then, India‘s ―cultural nationalism‖ is being sold chiefly
to the diasporic audience packaged as nostalgia. This package includes ―movies [that] are
feel-good, all-happy-in-the-end, tender love stories with lots of songs and dances…‗family
values‘ and… ‗our culture‘‖ (Rajadhyaksha, 2003, p.28). This transformation of Hindi film in
the 1990s has been termed by Rajadhyaksha as the ―Bollywoodization of Indian cinema‖. He,
however, did not use the term ―Bollywoodization‖ in the sense of hegemony or to indicate the
influence of Bollywood over other regional film industries within or outside India. I use it to
understand the influence of Bollywood films over the Bangladeshi film industry. There is no
denying the influence of Tamil and Telugu films on the Bangladeshi film industry as many of
those films have been copied for the Bangladeshi market. However, the frequency at which
they have been copied is no way comparable to that of Hindi films. The trend of copying
Tamil and Telugu film stories is comparatively new, emerging in Bangladesh with the advent
of the VCR in the 1980s; yet there is no evidence or secondary sources that refer to the
copying of Tamil and Telugu films in Bangladesh. The copying of Hindi films, on the other
hand, started with the very beginning of the production of film in East Pakistan in the mid1950s. Hindi films have always provided the benchmark that Bangladeshi filmmakers aspire
to emulate. Given Hindi film‘s unparalleled influence over the Bangladeshi film industry and
as well as wider society and culture, I call the process of imitating or replicating Bollywood
films by Bangladeshi filmmakers ―Bollywoodization‖.
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In the previous chapter, I explained how Bangladeshi filmmakers, exhibitors, film
activists, film critics and viewers respond to India‘s cultural hegemony. In this chapter, I
explain how the Bangladeshi culture industry has been influenced by India‘s film industry,
especially by Hindi/Bollywood films. Since the beginning of Dhaka‘s culture industry in the
1950s, the copying of Hindi films in the making of Bangladeshi films has been the order of
the day. The degree of copying multiplied with the arrival of the VCR and other nontheatrical means of exhibition such as cable TV, CD/DVDs and the internet. In this chapter, I
argue that the process of Bollywoodization of Bangladeshi films did not make them
appealing to the Bangladeshi middle-class audience: instead, they have been ghettoized.
Analyzing the title of Bangladeshi films, I demonstrate how Bangladeshi commercial
filmmakers targeted the so-called ―captive lower-class audience‖ in the 1990s and early
2000s and made action-packed ―vulgar‖ or ―obscene‖ films, splicing in pornographic
segments known as ―cut-pieces‖ (Hoek, 2014a).
Despite the lack of a middle-class audience in the cinema halls, the Bangladeshi film
industry developed exponentially in the 1990s with the exodus of working-class people from
rural areas following the emergence of labor-intensive industries in the cities such as readymade garments, transport and construction. The Bangladeshi filmmakers‘ dependence on the
―captive lower-class audience‖ seems to be over given their growing access to a variety of
film and music content via non-theatrical means such as cable TV, CD/DVDs and mobile.
Having gained access to non-theatrical means, urban working-class audiences consume
Kolkata‘s Bengali films more than Bangladeshi films, reinforcing the hegemony of Kolkata‘s
Bengali films, in the same way that Bollywood films influence middle-class audiences.

The Bollywoodization of Bangladeshi films
During my fieldwork, I visited Dhaka‘s two largest slums, Korail and Sattola, to verify the
circulation and viewership of films among the slum dwellers. I had first visited these slums in
2011 when I carried out fieldwork for about six months for an international research
organization located in Mohakhali, Dhaka. My previous research focused on gender, violence
and the reproductive health of adolescent women in the urban slums of Dhaka, and the media
consumption habits of the slum dwellers was a major component of that research. Upon my
return a couple of years later, I found a radical change in the process of circulation and
viewership of cultural content in Dhaka‘s slums. While in 2011, there were about a dozen
CD/DVD stores in the two slums, in 2013, I found only a couple left, but also around one
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hundred ―load shops‖, where sellers download films and music content from online and other
sources and copy them to customers‘ mobile memory cards. Even outside the slums, any shop
that provides mobile account recharge services is also referred to as a ―load shop‖ by most
working-class people. As I mentioned in Chapters 5 and 6, most CD/DVD retailers in Dhaka
sell soft content as well as physical CD/DVDs. On the other hand, ―load shop‖ owners in
slums sell mainly soft content. Some also sell mobile accessories, repair mobiles and
recharge mobile accounts. Mostly, they are young primary or high-school dropout boys with
basic computer and mobile knowhow who rent a roadside shop, set up a computer and
connect it to the internet to download film, music and X-rated content and insert it onto
customers‘ mobile memory cards. In addition to talking to slum viewers, I informally talked
with some ―load shop‖ owners about their businesses.
During an informal conversation with a ―load shop‖ owner in a slum, I asked about
the copying of Indian films by Bangladeshi filmmakers. He said, ―Hindi filmmakers also
copy Bangladeshi films!‖ I said, really? He asked me whether I had seen Amir Khan‘s
Bollywood film Ghajini (released in December, 2008). I told him yes. He then told me that
Ghajini is a copy of the Bangladeshi film Dhoka (released in December, 2005), starring
Manna, a Bangladeshi actor who was hugely popular among the ―lower-class audience‖ the
1990s and early 2000s. He showed me the film on his computer and informed me there were
other Hindi films which had also been copied from Bangladeshi films. I asked him for the
soft version of that film on my pendrive, which he transferred from his computer for BDT 10
(USD 0.13). I asked him whether he knew about the Tamil version of Ghajini (released in
September, 2005), released before Dhoka. His replied negatively. I told him the same director
had remade the film in Hindi with Amir Khan starring.
The ―load shop‖ owner was not aware of the fact that Bangladeshi filmmakers
translated dialogues of Tamil films into Bengali with the help of sweepers, the ―untouchable‖
Hindu and Christian minorities who migrated to Dhaka during British period from various
parts of India including South India and live in ghettos known as ―sweeper colonies‖ in
Dhaka. As the general secretary of the Bangladesh Film Exhibitors‘ Association said,
―Previously producers would install VCRs, and now DVD players, at home and translate
Tamil films.‖
Since independence in 1971, most Bangladeshi films have been made as copies of
Indian Hindi, Tamil and Bengali films, as well as Pakistani Urdu and Hollywood films. Some
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of them were cut-to-cut copy and some partial or limited to parts of certain scenes. The
copying of plots, visuals, melodies and lyrics has been widespread in Dhaka‘s cinema (Qader,
1993; Raju, 2008; Roy, 2013). The practice was so widespread that Bangladeshi filmmakers
even started copying Pakistani films which were banned after 1972 (Kabir, 1979, p.61). Kabir
speculated that they did so because Pakistani filmmakers also copied Bombay-made hit films.
Kabir (1979) stated that before the arrival of the VCR, to copy Indian films
filmmakers in Bangladesh would visit Kolkata under the pretense of pilgrimages to religious
shrines, watch various Hindi and Bengali films, record the soundtracks and copy them in
Bangladesh. He also said that sometimes the principal artists and camera people would join
the Bangladeshi director on a visit Kolkata to help get the imitation perfect. The process of
copying went further with the filmmaker‘s purchase of a 16-mm version of the film (1979,
pp.62-63). Some directors even ―bought actual footage of difficult scenes and spliced it
physically to the film to avoid the physical and mental labor of filming‖ (Kabir, 1979, p.63).
The copying of films takes various forms. It can involve remaking the whole film or
copying a name, plotline, song, choreography, scene, dialogue or anything from a foreign
film. Direct copying of a plot was first identified in 1964 in Subhash Dutta‘s film Shutarang,
whose script was about 95% similar to that of Sachin Dev Bhoumik‘s story from Kolkata,
though in the Bangladeshi version a different name was given as the screenwriter. The script
of Kacher Deyal (1963, Wall of Glass) was also taken from a popular drama from Kolkata.
For the year 1970, about 80% of Bangladeshi films were reported to have been copies of
Indian films (Qader, 1993); there is no available information about the copying of Hollywood
films.
Qader (1993) said that the copying of Indian films grew rampant as the Bangladeshi
film censor board55 was not strict until the mid-1970s when protests against copying of Indian
films started coming from various quarters, especially from film activists and ―conscious‖
viewers. They demanded that the Bangladeshi censor board take action against the duplicate
filmmakers. In 1977, following the protests, for the first time a censor board official
published a list copied films. It found that 11 out of 31 films were ―complete copies‖ of Hindi
films. The films‘ names were given as Adhare Alo (Do Raaste [1969] in Hindi), Bichar
(Mother India [1957] in Hindi), Takar Khela (Banarasi Babu [1973] in Hindi), Daku Mansur

55

Instead of engaging directly the censor board, which promised to be too time-consuming and bureaucratic, I
have discussed its roles and responsibilities using secondary sources.
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(Jalpari [1952] in Hindi), Ontorale or (Beimaan [1972] in Hindi), Jighangsha (Bindiya aur
Bandook [1973]), Ke Ashol Ke Nokol (Waris [1969] in Hindi) Otithi or Guest (Dushman
[1971] in Hindi). The films Dost-Dushman, Mintu Amar Naam, Protigga and Bajimaat were
copies of the Hindi films Sholay (1975), Johny Mera Naam (1970), Don (1978) and Kismat
(1968) respectively (as cited in Qader, 1993, p.170). Despite the action taken, filmmakers did
not stop copying Indian films, as was evident from a report prepared by the Bangladesh Film
Censor Board. In 1986, the censor board found 16 Bangladeshi films which were said to be
―complete copies‖ of Indian films56. Despite recurrent actions taken by the Film Censor
Board against the copied films, the trend has remained unchanged (Roy, 2013). Nowadays,
along with the full or partial copying of Hindi films, producers also name films after popular
Hindi films. In recent times, as illustrated in Figure 9.1, titles of renowned Hindi films such
as My Name is Khan (2010) and Dabbang (2010) have been used by Bangladeshi filmmakers
for their own films with different stories and presentation from the original.
Figure 9.1: Dhallywood films named after Bollywood films

Qader stated that film activists and ―conscious‖ viewers in Bangladesh raised their
voices against copied films in the mid-1970s. However, he did not refer to what made film
activists and audiences ―conscious‖ of the copying of Indian films. I suggest that with the
56

Those films are: Laily Majnu (Laila Majnu [1976] in Hindi), Bashor Ghor (Dulhan Wahi Jo Piya Man Bhaye
[1977] in Hindi), Amir Fokir (Bairaag [1976] in Hindi), Shonghorsho (Aakhri Daku [1978] in Hindi), Bou Rani
(Chirag [1969] in Hindi), Nowjowan (Himalay Ki Godmein [1969] in Hindi), Dosti (Prem Kahani [1975] in
Hindi), Ongshidar (Chacha Bhatija [1977] in Hindi), Lootera (Jay Vejay [1977] in Hindi), Maan Shomman
(Chorni [1982] in Hindi), Ashar Alo (Main Tulsi Tere Aangan Ki [1978] in Hindi), Hishab Nikash (Adalat
[1976] in Hindi), Tala Chabi (Kasam Paida Karne Waleki [1984] in Hindi), Dena-Paona (Yaadon Ki Baaraat
[1973] in Hindi), Protigga (Yaadon Ki Baaraat [1973] in Hindi), and Birodh (Shatru [1986] in Kolkata‘s
Bengali).
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advent of the VCR in the mid-1970s and early 1980s, film activists and audience came across
the Hindi films that had been completely copied by the Bangladeshi filmmakers. As I
mentioned in Chapter 7, middle-class viewers developed negative feelings towards
Bangladeshi films when they realized via VCR certain Bangladeshi films they had previously
seen were indeed duplicates of Indian films. Interestingly, these film activists and
―conscious‖ viewers raised their voices against Bangladeshi duplicate filmmakers seeing
Indian films via ―pirated‖ or duplicate videocassettes that came into Bangladesh bypassing
the state control. I also argued in Chapter 2 that with the advent of the VCR, the connection
between the Bangladeshi audiences and the Hindi film industry was reestablished. Prior to
that, the Bangladeshi audience was ―captive‖ as it had no other choice but to consume
Bangladeshi films given that Indian film had been banned in Bangladeshi theatres since
independence in 1971. In the following section, I argue that besides being Bollywoodized
through the copying of Hindi films, Bangladeshi films were ghettoized in the 1990s and
2000s, completely alienating their middle-class audience.
As I stated in Chapter 1, films in East Pakistan started off in the mid-1950s as a
―national modernist project‖ (Kabir, 1979; Hoek, 2014a; Raju, 2015). To explain the
―national modernity project‖ Raju (2015) argued that the western-educated middle class in
East Bengal started filmmaking to express their cultural identity, which was distinct from that
of West Pakistan. He maintained that the East Pakistani educated elite used film to assert
Bengali nationalism against West Pakistani religion-based pan-Islamic nationalism (2015,
pp.41-73). Hoek also discussed the context of filmmaking in Dhaka in the 1950s:
The aesthetic project of the vernacular elite had found its cinematic form in the film
―The Face and the Mask‖ (Mukh-o-Mukhosh, Abdul Jabbar Khan, 1956). Arriving in
the wake of the language movement, put together by Dhaka-based theatre activists,
and supposedly inspired by the suggestion by a local [West Pakistani] film distributor
that even East Bengal‘s weather was unsuitable for film-making, it became the ideal
starting point for a nationalist imagination. (2014a, p.18)
The modernist project, however, was heavily impacted by the circulation of Hindi,
Kolkata‘s Bengali and Urdu films, which had already captured the imagination of the East
Bengali audience. In the 1950s, ―the most popular films in East Bengal were Indian films‖
(Raju, 2015, p.131). But with the ban on Indian films by the Pakistani government in 1965,
Urdu-language films achieved influence over Bengali films. As Islam (2008) argued, because
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of the lack of commercial success of their films, East Bengali filmmakers started producing
Urdu-language films thinking they would be more attractive to audiences than Bengalilanguage films. Despite the dominance of Urdu films, the Bengali film Roopban (1965)
―became the first box-office hit among vernacular features produced in the embryonic phase
of the Dhaka film industry‖ (Raju, 2015, p. 53).
From the 1950s to the 1970s, Dhaka‘s films were mostly in the ―social‖ or family
drama genre. The emphasis shifted to the action genre in the 1980s and 1990s with the
influence of Hong Kong action films, changes in entertainment taxation, changing political
regimes, economic and industrial policies, urban migration, and political unrest (Hoek, 2015;
Qader, 1993; Raju, 2012).
Whilst the copying of Hindi films has always taken place in Bangladeshi film
industry, Hong Kong-based kung fu films in the 1980s gave rise to marshal arts heroes and
the action film in Bangladesh. In fact, the influence of Hong Kong action films during the
1970s and 1980s had been a global phenomenon (Morris, 2004; Srinivas, 2003). The change
in Bangladeshi film production and screeing in that period has also to do with the
implementation of capacity and location taxes along with additional taxation on amenities
such as air conditioning. While these taxation policies fuelled a positive growth in rural
cinema halls, which often had few taxable amenities, in urban areas many cinema halls
removed their air conditioning to avoid the high amenities tax (60%) (Qader, 1993, p.426).
High entertainment taxes impacted negatively on urban single-screen cinema halls that use
substandard technology such as old projectors, poor sound quality equipment and a blurred
picture; in addition, poor infrastructure, such as run-down seats, untidy toilets and a lack of
air conditioning discourage the middle-class audience from visiting these cinema halls.
Besides the absence of standard screening facilities, most participants mentioned the
Bangladeshi culture industry‘s lack of cultural capital. As one male participant said, ―If
musicians in Bollywood are called masters, then how many masters are there in
Dhallywood?‖ He added that Bangladesh has hardly any legacy of cultural accretion in
music, theatre, dance, poetry, literature, theatre and fashion design in comparison to India.
The decline in the production values of Bangladeshi films started in the 1990s with
the growing impact of Bollywood films disseminated via non-theatrical means, which
bypassed state control. As I explained in Chapter 4, the launch of geostationary satellites in
India in the 1990s changed the media repertoire in South Asia, including Bangladesh, which
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came under the canopy of Indian satellites (Page & Crawley, 2001). Before the introduction
of Bangladeshi satellite TV channels, the urban Bangladeshi people, especially the middle
class, had already become familiar with Indian TV channels. Hindi film had always been
hegemonic in Bangladesh, but its impact was felt more than ever with the advent of Indian
cable TV channels, followed by CD/DVD technology and the internet. The shadowing of
Indian satellite TV channels reached every nook and cranny of the urban space, connecting
people of every age, gender or class. Though non-theatrical means of exhibition such as cable
TV seem to have facilitated homogenous access to media content, the consumption of
cultural content has remained hierarchical, in line with Bourdieu (1984)‘s assertion that tastes
vary across and within classes.
To understand the influence of Bollywood on the Bangladeshi society and film
industry, it is critical to take into account changes in the Bollywood film industry and
production practices in the 1990s. Tejaswini Ganti (2012) explained that the rising cultural
legitimacy of popular Hindi film is a result of an ongoing process of ―gentrification‖ of
Bollywood films and industry, as I discussed in Chapter 7. By ―gentrification‖, Ganti meant
the rearranging of production and the representational values of Hindi films to satiate the
tastes of the middle-class audience. Ganti maintained that the ―gentrification‖ process of
Hindi film content and mise-en-scène started in the mid-1990s, which saw ―a growing
concern with wealthy protagonists and the near-complete erasure of the working class, urban
poor, and rural dwellers once prominent as protagonists/heroes in Hindi films‖ (2012, pp.56). Furthermore, film distribution and circulation in different new spaces, including
multiplexes, was ―increasingly transforming cinema-going into an elite pastime within India‖
(2012, p.5).
In line with Ganti, I suggest that Bangladeshi middle-class audiences responded to the
―gentrification‖ process of Bollywood films in the 1990s in the same way the Indian middle
class did. As a result, most of Bangladesh‘s urban middle class lost interest in Bangladeshi
films and cinema halls. The void it left in the cinema halls, however, was quickly filled with
the exodus of the working classes from rural areas following economic liberalization in the
early 1990s and the emergence of labor-intensive industries such as garment factories,
transport and construction. So, unlike the ―gentrification‖ process of Bollywood films,
Dhallywood‘s or Dhaka‘s commercial films were ghettoized in the 1990s and 2000s when the
filmmakers targeted the ―captive lower-class audience‖ who were thought to have no other
options for entertainment except Bangladeshi commercial films in cinema halls (Raju, 2012).
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In the following section, through an analysis of titles of Bangladeshi films in the 1990s and
2000s, I show how Bangladeshi filmmakers ghettoized their films by targeting working-class
audiences.

Labeling film with poverty
Admittedly, a film‘s title may not be an accurate reflection of its storyline. In fact, most of the
middle-class viewers in my research maintained that Bengali film titles and images portrayed
on promotional roadside posters were clearly designed, above all, to appeal to specific target
audiences. Basing myself on this premise, I have analyzed film titles to show changes in
target audience over the 1990s and 2000s. The trend of change in the titles shows how
Bangladeshi films have been ghettoized rather than Bollywoodized.
The titles of FDC-made films over the past two decades are suggestive of how the
―social‖ film genre changed into the ―action‖ film, as suggested by Raju (2012) and Hoek
(2014a). Whereas during the first two decades of Bangladeshi filmmaking between 1971 and
1989, out of 863 films only 44 (5%) of their titles suggested action and violence, in the two
succeeding decades, between 1990 and 2010, out of 1,663 films, 658 (40%) of their titles did.
The titles of Bangladeshi films over the past two decades contain reference to gruesome
killing, violence, corruption, and power, as well as love and gender sexualization. As Table
9.1 illustrates, without little variation, most film titles are based on common concepts such as
Love (Prem/Bhalobasha/Piriti), King (Raja/Badshah) and Queen (Rani), Father, Mother
(Baba, Ma), Enemy (Dusmon/Shatru), Killer, Butcher (Khuni, Koshai), Terror, Cadre
(Rongbaj, Shontrashi), or a gendered name such as Action Lady or Iron Lady.
Table 9.1: Nomenclature of Bangladeshi films in the 1990s and 2000s
Film title with particular
concept

Frequency

Film name with ―Love‖

90

Film name with ―King‖ or
―Queen‖

40

Film name with ―Father‖ or
―Mother‖

41

Film name with ―Terror‖ or

45
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Example
Takar Cheye Prem Boro (Love is Bigger
than Money, 2010), Nishiddho Prem
(Forbidden Love, 2007)
Goriber Raja Robin Hood (The Poor‘s
King Robin Hood, 1999), Goriber Rani
(Queen of the Poor, 1996)
Baba Keno Chakor (Why Father Is a
Servant, 1997), Maa Jokhon Bicharok
(When Mother Is Judge, 1998)
Mastaner Dapot (The Power of Terror,
1999), Ajker Cader (Today‘s Cadre, 2001)

―Cadre‖
Film name with ―Enemy‖
Film name with ―Killer‖
Film name related to ―Poor‖ or
―Poverty‖

28
22
90

Film names in which a female is
in action

38

Film names in which a male is in
action

104

Film names with a female name or
feminine attributes

163

Film names with a male name or
masculine attributes

206

Charidike Shotru (Enemies Around, 1997)
Ghaatok (Killer, 1994)
Goriber Shongsar (Household of the Poor,
1996), Dhoni-Goriber Prem (Love or Poor
and Rich, 2007)
Lady Rongbaj (Lady Terror, 2000), Bostir
Rani Suriya (Suriya the Slum Queen,
2004)
Tornado Kamal (2004), Bidrohi Salauddin
(Salauddin the Rebel, 2004)
Khairun Shundori (Khairun the Beauty,
2004), Banglar Bou (Wife of Bengal,
2007)
Pitar Ashon (The Place of the Father,
2006), Shamir Shongsar (Husband‘s
Household, 2007)

Irrespective of their content, most action-packed films between 1990 and 2007 had
titles filled with sheer negative connotations. Interestingly, in 2007, during the militarybacked caretaker government, after a raid conducted by law-enforcing agencies (Nasreen &
Haq, 2008; Roy, 2013), most film titles apparently became less violent and their connotations
less negative. It is worth noting here that a violent and protracted political confrontation
between the major political parties in Bangladesh paved the way for the military-backed
caretaker government to assume power in early 2007, ruling until the end of 2008. Under the
caretaker regime, law-enforcing agencies‘ drive against ―obscene‖ and ―vulgar‖ films
abruptly changed the erstwhile ―notorious‖ and violent names—such as Ghatok (Killer,
1994), Opohoron (Abduction, 1993), Top Rongbaj (Top Terror, 1991), City Rongbaj (City
Terror, 2006), Rokto Pipasha (Blood Thirst, 2007), Shontrashi Nayok (Terror Hero, 1996),
and Khaisi Tore (Won‘t Spare You, 2000)—into less negative and putatively ―disciplined‖
and euphemistic names, such as Takai Joto Gondogol (Money is the Root of All Evil, 2008),
Obaddhyo Sontan (Disloyal Son, 2008), Oporadhi Shontan (Criminal Son), Boner Jonno
Juddho (Fight for Sister, 2009), Thekao Andolon (Defend the Movement, 2009).
With the advent of action-oriented ―vulgar‖ and ―obscene‖ films at the FDC, the
middle class turned its back on Bangladeshi films. The remaining filmgoers in the cinema
halls were those who did not have access to other means of seeing films until mid-2000s. The
―lower class‖ became the ―captive audience‖ of the cinema halls. The filmmakers made many
films targeting poor people and the urban working-class population. In most of the stories,
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filmmakers took the working-class audience‘s aspirations and daily lives into account. The
FDC became a ―dream factory‖ for the poor, with many films named after the poor or
poverty in both urban and rural contexts. The following categories can be discerned from
some of the titles of Bangladeshi films made in the 1990s and 2000s, which relate to mainly
―poverty‖, along with ―power‖, ―money‖, ―love‖ and ―beauty‖, as presented in Table 9.2.
Table 9.2: Ghettoization in Bangladeshi film names, 1990s and 2000s
Ghettoization of films

Name of the film

Poverty and distress

Goriber Bou (Wife of Poor, 1990), Goriber Shongsar (Poor‘s
Household, 1996), Goribrao Manush (The Poor Are Also Human,
1999), Goriber Bichar Nai (No Justice for the Poor, 1998), Gorib
Keno Kade (Why the Poor Cries, 1999), Khudhar Jala (The Misery
of Hunger, 1997), Vikkha Dey (Give Me Alms, 2004), Mone Boro
Koshto (Too Much Trouble in Mind, 2009), Rastar Cchele (Street
Child, 2009), Bostir Meye (Slum Girl, 2001).

Poverty, love and beauty

Goriber Prem (Poor‘s Love, 1990), Josnar Prem (Josna‘s Love,
2006), Sujon Majhir Prem (Sujon Majhi‘s Love, 2006),
Riskhawalar Prem (Rickshaw Puller‘s Love, 2007), Gram Gonjer
Piriti (Love of Village and Mofussil, 2007), Maleka Sundori
(Maleka the Beauty Queen, 2006), Rosiya Sundori (Rosiya the
Beauty Queen, 2006), Jomela Sundori (Jomela the Beauty Queen,
2007), Dhoni Goriber Prem (Love of Poor and Rich, 2007),
Goriber Cchele, Boroloker Meye (Poor‘s Son, Rich‘s Girl, 2009).

Poverty, servant and slave

Kajer Beti Rohima (Maid Servant Rohima, 1991), Chakor (Servant,
1992), Chakrani (Maid Servant, 1995), Kajer Meye (Housemaid,
1999), Golam (Slave, 2000), Chakorer Prem (Servant‘s Love,
2008), Ali Keno Golam (Why Ali Is a Slave, 1999), Shaheb Name
Golam (Slave in the Name of Master, 2009), Badsha Keno Chakor
(Why the King Is Slave, 2003), Mia Barir Chakor (Servant of Mia‘s
House, 2009), Maiyar Naam Moyna (Girl‘s Name Moyna, 1990),
Asiron Keno Dhakai (Why Asiron Is in Dhaka, 2000).

Poverty and money

Takar Ohongkar (Boast of Money, 1993), Ektakar Bou (One Taka‘s
Wife, 2008), Koti Takar Fakir (The Beggar of Millions of Taka,
2008), Prithibi Takar Golam (The World is the Slave of Money,
2009), Boroloker Jamai (Rich People‘s Son-in-law, 2008), Jamidar
Barir Meye (Girl of Jaminder‘s House, 2008), Bostir Cchele
Kotipoti (Slum‘s Child Millionaire, 2010).

Poverty and labor group

Din Mojur (Wage Laborer, 1991), Truck Driver (1994), Jeler Meye
Roshni (Fisherman‘s Daughter Roshni, 1992), Kuli (Porter, 1997),
Rakhal Raja (King of Shepherd, 1997), Majhir Cchele Barrister
(Boatman‘s Son Barrister, 2005), Shodorghater Kuli (Porter of the
Main Jetty, 2005), Sromik Neta (The Leader of Labors, 2009),
Kajer Manush (Man of Work, 2009), Rickshawalar Cchele (The
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Son of a Rickshaw Puller, 2010), Vikharir Cchele (The Son of a
Beggar, 1992).
Poverty and power

Tokai Rongbaj (Rag-Picker the Terror, 1999), Kulir Shordar (The
Leader of the Porters, 2002), Boro Malik (Rich Master, 2003),
Footpather Raja (King of the Footpath, 2004), Tokair Haate Osro
Keno (Why the Arms Are in the Rag-Picker‘s Hands, 2006), Bachar
Lorai (Fight for Survival, 1997), Footpather Shaheshah (Almighty
of the Footpath, 2009), Goriber Raja Robin Hood (The Poor‘s King
Robin Hood, 1999), Boroloker Dosh Din, Goriber Ekdin (Rich
People‘s Ten Days, Poor People‘s One Day, 2010), Bostir
Shahenshah (The Almighty of the Slum, 2000), Bostir Rani Suriya
(Suriya the Slum Queen, 2004), Goriber Rani, (The Queen of the
Poor, 1996), Goriber Bondhu (The Friend of the Poor, 1992),
Goriber Ostad (The Master of the Poor, 1996).

Oscar Lewis (1961) generalized about 50 shared attributes of the poor, including
frequent violence, lack of formal education and morality, lack of sense of history, neglect of
planning for the future, tendency to drugs and alcohol, and so on. Analyzing Lewis‘s concept
of ―culture of poverty‖, Gorski contended that ―the concept is constructed from a collection
of stereotypes which, however false, seem to have crept into mainstream thinking as
unquestioned fact‖ (2008, p.2). The construction of middle class perceptions about ―lowerclass‖ people is based on stereotypical assumptions. Most middle-class viewers asserted that
working-class people watch only Bengali commercial films and that their favorite film actors
are Shakib Khan and Apu Biswas. They label the working-class audience as the exclusive
consumers of Bengali ―dumbed-down culture‖. It was not only middle-class viewers who
expressed this view; even film circulators such as CD/DVD sellers with a ―lower-middleclass‖ background did so. As one salesperson at Basundhara Shopping Complex said,
―Bangladeshi commercial films are watched by rickshaw wallahs (rickshaw pullers) and
garment workers. Customers sometimes ask us for those films, but we tell them we don‘t
keep those CD/DVDs.‖
Interestingly, this perception of the cultural consumption practices of the ―lowerclass‖ audience is a sweeping generalization that does not reflect the entire picture of their
viewership. With the widespread presence of low-cost cable TV, CD/DVDs and mobile
technologies, the working-class audience in the slums is exposed to the same cultural content
as the middle-class audience. They barely visit cinema halls anymore to watch Bangladeshi
commercial films as they did five or ten years back; instead they watch various types of films
and song scenes on their cable TV, CD/DVD player or mobile. Cultural tastes are not created
and owned by the middle class only. Working-class audiences also form their own cultural
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tastes based on their level of education/cultural capital and social background (Bourdieu,
1984; Carter, 2003; Small, Harding & Lamont, 2010). That is why it is no wonder that a
version of modernity is manifested among slum girls, many of whom wear Bollywoodpromoted clothing branded with names such as Anarkali or Masakali at Eid or on other
occasions, that young school dropouts or peer groups in urban slums watch Bollywood films
and use their dialogues to woo a female partner.
The consumption of popular culture such as film cannot be studied as a homogenous
phenomenon. The appeal of a Hindi film, for example, might transcend class boundaries, but
that does not mean that there are no differences in patterns of consumption for that film
between middle-class and lower-class audiences. Whilst a lower class audience might watch
a Hindi film for immediate gratification only, a middle-class audience might see the same
film reasons that transcend mere entertainment. A middle-class audience might imitate
socially valued habitus such as fashion, manner of speaking, gesture, posture, mannerisms, or
dispositions that are shown in the film as a means of constructing distinction within and
across the class (Bourdieu, 1984). Distinction might also emerge even when the consumption
pattern apparently is similar across classes. Thus, specific brands of clothing may be prized
both by the lower- and middle-class audience, yet differences in price and merchandising
environments may create distinctions across and within classes, e.g. Patiala-style salwar,
Bollywood-promoted Punjabi fashion, for BDT 60 or USD 0.75 at New Market and BDT 500
or USD 6.25 at Aryana an upmarket clothing store.
Besides ghettoizing film content and titles, filmmakers in the 1990s and early 2000s
would also added sexually explicit scenes known as ―cut-pieces‖ (Hoek, 2014a) to attract the
―lower-class‖ audience into the cinema halls. According to Hoek, ―cut-pieces are short strips
of locally made uncertified celluloid containing sexual or violent imagery that appeared and
disappeared abruptly from the reels of Bangladeshi action films‖ (2014a, p.1). The
ghettoization process of Bangladeshi films, along with the insertion of ―cut-pieces‖ in the
1990s and 2000s, alienated the Bangladeshi middle-class audience and created in them a
strong negative attitude towards Bangladeshi cinema and cinema halls. In the following
section, I discuss how the ghettoization of the Bangladeshi commercial films and the
discourse of obscenity made Bangladeshi films ―untouchable‖ to the Bangladeshi middle
class.
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The “discourse of obscenity” and the alienation of middle class
Raju stated that ―the indigenization of film medium gave rise to two separate—often
conflicting—cinemas. These two cinematic discourses are popularly identified in Bangladesh
as banijjik (commercial) and bikolpo (alternative) cinema‖ (2013, p.80). Banijjik films are
made at the state-run studio, the Film Development Corporation or FDC, whereas bikolpo
cinema is made outside the FDC and produced in a semi-artisanal mode (Haq & Balraj, 2013;
Raju, 2013). While bikolpo dhara (the alternative stream) enjoys reasonable approval from
the middle-class audience, banijjik dhara (the commercial stream) seems to be nomoshudro
or an untouchable phenomenon to the middle-class audience. No bhadro family would
tolerate their children entering FDC cinema industry. If anyone joins the FDC, then the
derisive response might be, “Filmer liney namsey” (they have engaged with film) (Masud,
2011).
As I discussed in Chapter 7, among other reasons, the potential for social disgrace
discourages the middle-class audience from visiting and watching Bangladeshi commercial
cinema. Some male and female viewers reported that sometimes out of curiosity they wanted
to visit ordinary cinema halls to watch Bangladeshi commercial films, but didn‘t fearing their
friends and family might laugh at them. They said that Bangladeshi commercial films have
been stigmatized among the middle-class audience who think that there is ―vulgarity‖ or
―obscenity‖ in every film and thus there is no point in visiting the cinema halls.
Social disgrace is also associated in watching Bangladeshi commercial film via nontheatrical means, such as television. As some male and female viewers reported, in a shared
space such as a university students‘ common room, it is very difficult to watch a Bangladeshi
commercial film on the television placed there, as other students will boo and taunt the
viewer and make fun of them. If the person becomes a senior or a political figure at the
university, they would never dare to a Bangladeshi commercial film in front of anyone else as
this would jeopardize their prestige.
In the late 1990s and early 2000s, a popular Bangla daily, The Daily Prothom Alo
[The First Light], published a weekly mock or satirical magazine, Alpin [Pin], which included
a regular humorous feature, si:nema, whose purpose was to make fun of Bangla cinema. ―Si‖
in Bengali is an expression of repugnance denoting fie!, shame on you! or ugh! Nema means
Bangla cinema. The whole word si:nema thus conveys a dislike of Bangla cinema. The
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satirical magazine Alpin was eventually banned by the state in the wake of a religious cartoon
controversy.
The derisory label si:nema pointed to the decadence of Bangladeshi commercial
cinema in terms of its quality and obscenity during a period when successive democratic
governments were in power after the ouster of an autocratic regime in 1990.
There is no denying that the Bangladeshi censor board is totally government
controlled and is operated under direct governmental guidance. In most cases, the board is
formed based on the government‘s preference, not on the basis of merit. Most of the members
of the board are government officials who are bound to follow orders from the top to censor a
particular film on a bribe on or political grounds (Nasreen & Haq, 2008; Qader, 1993; Roy,
2013). Roy mentioned that due to this lack of seriousness, obscenity engulfed Bengali film.
From 1990 to 2006, there was much controversy over the role of censor board. Rumors have
it that in that period, board members were very liberal about the films and many dishonest
producers, directors and distributors took advantage of that (2013, p.64).
Against the ―oshlil” or discourse of obscenity (Azam, 2010; Chowdhury, 2001) in
banijjik or mainstream films, independent or alternative filmmakers, with the collaboration of
mainstream media houses such as TV or corporate, were able to gain ground with their
shusthodhara ―cultured or non-obscene stream‖ or bikolpo dhara (alternative stream) of
films. In the following section, I discuss the rise of this alternative stream from the 1980s.

The gentrification of bikolpo dhara (the alternative stream)
Islam reported that when many mainstream film producers deviated from making ―honest‖
and ―cultured‖ films in the 1980s, notable producers such as Alamgir Kabir, Masihuddin
Shaker, Sheikh Niamat Ali, Badal Rahman and Syed Salahuddin Zaki detached themselves
from the FDC and started making ―artistic‖ films independently (2008, p.260). Like their
predecessors, in the 1990s, many notable independent filmmakers such as Tareque Masud,
Morshedul Islam, Humayun Ahmed and Tanvir Mokammel distanced themselves from the
FDC, characterizing the FDC as political turf with no professionalism and working
environment. Against dumbed-down mainstream film, discourses of ―alternative‖, ―parallel‖,
―independent‖ or ―art‖ film evolved outside the FDC. Though the terms ―alternative‖,
―independent‖, ―parallel‖ and ―art‖ film are vaguely defined in middle-class discourse, FDC-
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made films acquired an untouchable status (Masud, 2011) both for non-mainstream
filmmakers and the middle-class audience.
The alienation of the middle class from Bangladeshi commercial films paved the way
for the independent filmmakers to make films for the middle-class audience outside the FDC.
The image of Bangladeshi alternative films among the middle-class audience is positive, with
some participants reporting that though not glitzy and glamorous like Bollywood films,
Bangladeshi alternative films have different stories which the middle-class audience likes to
watch. Referring to a couple of recent alternative stream or independent films, namely
Television (2013) and Monpura (2011), one male participant reported, ―Television, for
example, has shown a reality of a part of our society. Apart from the acceptability, the film
has generated discourse and counter-discourse among the middle-class audience.‖ He added
that whereas Bangladeshi commercial movies are limited to one or two formulaic stories in
which rich people‘s daughter and poor people‘s son are the main theme of the film, in an
alternative film, the story is totally different and is based on the reality of the society. He said
the audience wants something different in story and presentation, and those alternative films
can offer that.
One male participant said that among Bangladeshi alternative films, his favorites are
Nodir Naam Modhumoti (1994, River‘s Name Modhumoti), Chitra Nodir Pare (1999, Quiet
Flows the River Chitra), Matir Moyna (2002, Clay Bird) and Muktir Gaan (1995, The Song
of Freedom). He reported that he sees one or two Bangladeshi alternative films in the cinema
halls each year. He said, ―The middle-class audience watches Bangladeshi alternative films
on TV channels during the Eid holiday or a birth or death anniversary of certain directors
such as Humayun Ahmed.‖
Alternative film is not released in ordinary cinema halls, such as Padma, Surma,
Rajmoni or Jonaki located in various parts of Dhaka, as the middle-class audiences do not
visit those places because of their substandard environment. For them, a quality environment
in a cinema hall means that it must be neat and clean and devoid of ―lower-class‖ audiences,
and so they prefer to go to Cineplex, Jamuna Future Park or sometimes Balaka or
Madhumita, which meet those criteria, to see alternative films.
While some viewers expressed positive attitudes towards Bangladeshi alternative
films, commercial film producers, distributors and exhibitors from the FDC maintained that
alternative or independent films cannot attract the common people. One commercial film
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exhibitor cum producer said that alternative films such as Mostofa Sarwar Farooki‘s
Television (2013), a critically acclaimed and much-discussed film, might do well in posh
cinema halls such as Balaka, Madhumita and Cineplex, but not in other places. Referring to a
few alternative films, he said that Matin Rahman‘s Wrong Number (2004) did not do well in
regular halls. He also said that even a commercial film, Devdas (2013), starring commercial
film actors Shakib Khan, Moushumi and Apu Biswas and made by the owners of Channel I, a
Bangladeshi satellite TV channel, investing huge amount of money, was not able to draw an
audience to the cinema hall. He also reported that many alternative films are being produced
in Bangladesh currently in association with private television or business corporations, but
those films do not run in the cinema halls except for maybe 10 or 12 of them, as well as on a
particular television channel. He also reported that after one or two weeks, such films
vanished from the halls.
Referring to a recently released alternative film, Chorabali (2012, Quicksand), the
film exhibitor cum producer said that it did not run in even 50 cinema halls across the
country. He said that alternative filmmaker Humayun Ahmed‘s couple of films did well in
the cinema halls, particularly Srabon Megher Din (2000, A Rainy Day of the Month Srabon),
but Ghetu Putro Komola (2012, Pleasure Boy Komola) did not do well at all. Many thought
that as Humayun Ahmed was a popular filmmaker and writer and had died recently, his film
might draw huge crowds, but it did not.

Conclusion
In this chapter, I have discussed the responses of Bangladeshi filmmakers to the influence of
Hindi films. While Bangladeshi filmmakers tried to copy various Indian films, including
Tamil and Telugu ones, at various points in time, Hindi films have always remained their
point of reference in making their films. I have termed the response of Bangladeshi
filmmakers to the impact of Hindi films as ―Bollywoodization‖.
I have also argued that the ―Bollywoodization‖ of Bangladeshi films, as direct copies
of Hindi films, could not render them appealing to Bangladeshi middle-class audiences able
to access the original Hindi films via VCR in the 1980s and cable TV in the early 1990s.
With the desertion by the middle-class audience of the Bangladeshi cinema hall, Bangladeshi
filmmakers began making films targeting migrant working-class audiences. This trend began
in the 1990s with the inception of the ready-made garments industry and real estate and
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transport businesses, as well as the migration of working-class people from rural to urban
areas. To attract the newcomers, Bangladeshi filmmakers started making films exclusively
for the working-class audience, a change that has been reflected both in the films‘ titles and
content. This phenomenon was indirectly spurred by middle-class access to Bollywood films
and desertion of the cinema halls. I have argued that changes in film titles reflect the turning
of the Bangladeshi film industry towards the working-class audience.
With economic liberalization in India in the 1990s, the production of Hindi films and
its infrastructures changed overnight. The corporatization of the film industry did not take
place in other regional industries as much as it did in Bollywood. With the change in genre in
Hindi films in the 1990s, the middle class across India responded to those films. With the rise
of multiplexes, middle-class audiences deserted ordinary or single-screen cinema (Ganti,
2012). In Bangladesh, though Indian films were banned in the theatres, non-theatrical means
of exhibition facilitated the consumption of Hindi/Bollywood films at home. The change in
Bollywood film attracted the Bangladeshi middle-class audiences who responded to them like
the Indian middle class did. As a result, the Bangladeshi middle class also deserted singlescreen cinema halls and started watching Hindi/Bollywood films at home.
With this desertion, ordinary cinema halls became the exclusive realm of the ―lowerclass‖ audience. Because of economic liberalization across South Asia in the 1990s, the ruralurban migration of ―lower-class‖ people facilitated more audiences to regional films and
ordinary single-screen cinema halls. As a result, despite the desertion of the middle-class
audiences from ordinary cinema halls, regional film industries such as Bangladeshi
commercial film or India‘s Bhojpuri film saw a groundswell of audience in the 1990s and
early 2000s. As Tripathy (2013) stated, Bhojpuri film, as a ―lower-class‖ form of
entertainment, saw an upsurge in production in the 1990s and 2000s because of migrant labor
in urban India as well as the advent of non-theatrical means of exhibition such as cable TV
and CD/DVDs. In both industries, filmmakers started producing similar kinds of films
targeting the ―lower class‖. While films such as Sasura Bada Paisawala (Father-in-law, the
Rich Guy [2005]) were made in Bhojpuri, more or less similar films like Boroloker Jamai
(Rich People‘s Son-in-law [2008]) were made in Bengali in Dhaka to attract the workingclass audience.
To attract the ―lower class‖, filmmakers in both these film industries sexualized their
films. Interestingly, while the sexualization of Bollywood films or music is not treated as
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―obscene‖ or ―vulgar‖ by the middle class, Bangladeshi commercial films or Indian Bhojpuri
films are treated as such, even when ―cut-pieces‖ are not inserted into the film. As Tripathy
stated:
‗Vulgarity‘ and ‗obscenity‘ are the most frequently used words when describing
Bhojpuri cinema of the day with claims that no decent family will sit together to
watch a Bhojpuri film. Ironically, apart from its loud and frankly bawdy lyrics,
Bhojpuri cinema is actually far more restrained in its depictions of sexuality or bodily
exposure when compared to the common run of mainstream Bollywood films! (2013,
p.151)
While the audience is more or less defined for Indian Bhojpuri films because of its
defined linguistic block (Kumar, 2014; Tripathy, 2013), in Bangladesh the situation is more
complex. The Bangladeshi film industry cannot rely on its ―lower-class‖ audiences anymore
as they now have more options to watch foreign films, especially Kolkata‘s Bengali films,
which they find more attractive than Bangladeshi films.
In the final chapter, I recap my whole dissertation and discuss salient findings in light
of my research questions and relevant literature. I also discuss the strengths and limitations of
my research along with suggestions for further research.
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Chapter 10 : Summary and Conclusion
I started off this dissertation with a quote showing a young, urban, educated female
Bangladeshi participant‘s passion for watching Indian Hindi film. I also delved into my own
experience to show how my own film-watching habits were aligned with the urban middleclass environment. The enthusiasm for watching Hindi film over other films is not solely an
individual‘s personal or arbitrary choice; it is also linked with their social origin and cultural
capital. Whereas that female participant had been exposed to Hindi films by her family from
early life, in my rural middle-class family, films and music were a rarity and their
consumption was strongly discouraged. My family schooling and academic training in a
religious school promulgated negative attitudes towards all types of films and music. My
transfer to a general education institution, however, changed those attitudes. My migration
from a rural to an urban environment not only encouraged my consumption of films and
music, it changed my cultural tastes as well. While in the rural setting, I used to like all types
of films and music, in the urban setting, my association with the urban middle-class
environment and my academic learning directed my cultural consumption towards a certain
type of cultural product, namely Hindi film, and dissociated me from other types of cultural
products, particularly Bengali film.
Whilst my cultural consumption was shaped by the dominant cultural practices of the
urban middle class, at the same time it reified and reinforced class differences and Indian
cultural hegemony. The forces affecting my response to Hindi film culture and that of my
female participant are widespread and widely felt among the middle-class audiences in
Bangladesh. Throughout the dissertation, I have tried to explore how the cultural tastes of
middle-class urban audiences in Dhaka have been shaped by Indian Hindi films that have
been hegemonic across South Asia. To understand how these tastes have been formed, I have
investigated the circulation and viewership of Indian films, especially Hindi films in
Bangladesh. I set out six objectives at the beginning of my research.

Media circulation of culture
One of the objectives of my research was to map out the media infrastructures in Bangladesh
that facilitate Indian films. I discussed in chapters 4, 5 and 6 how public theatrical modes of
viewing of Indian film have been closed to Bangladeshis since independence and how non200

theatrical viewing choices via cable TV, CD/DVD and the internet are the main modes by
which Indian films circulate in Bangladesh. The results of this study show that the launching
of geostationary satellites in India in the 1990s gave rise to media infrastructures in
Bangladesh as the satellites covered the whole sky over South Asia. Bangladeshi
businesspeople responded, capturing Indian satellite channels to make money out of their
consumption across the city. Within a matter of decades, almost every house in Dhaka was
cable-connected, facilitating the main source of everyday pleasures and affective engagement
(Larkin, 2008) of the audiences. The findings show that at first, cable circulation in
Bangladesh was rigid and hierarchical in that control of cable operations was mainly held by
nationwide distributors, at the top of the hierarchy, followed by control room operators and
feed operators. The rigidity in the hierarchy was weakened with the advent of DTH
technology in the early 2000s, with local cable operators now able to subscribe to Indian
channels directly from India instead of depending on the Bangladeshi control room operators
or nationwide distributors. Though the power relations at the distributor and control room
operations level are not visible, contention among local cable operators for control of their
areas is a regular phenomenon. Political influence and power become defining factors in the
control of an area at the local level as rivalry and feuds among the cable operators have been
a regular phenomenon. Another salient feature of cable operations is that although the
number of cable TV channels available is similar in most areas, the monthly subscription fees
for cable services vary in terms of the class and location of the subscribers. These results
support the idea of Lefebvre‘s (1991) and Bourdieu‘s (1992) hierarchical social space.
These results also indicate that the Bangladeshi audience‘s wider access to foreign
culture via various non-theatrical means does not mean viewers will consume just any type of
product. Instead they consume products that go with their class status. Middle-class audiences
in Bangladesh consume Hindi films because they find them more attractive, culturally
valuable and representative of their class norms and values. This loyalty to Indian films
emerges from the broader Indian cultural hegemony on the one hand and the middle-class
need to reinforce class differentiation on the other. While Indian hegemony ensures that
Hindi films usually offer higher production values in comparison with Bangladeshi ones, the
loyalty towards Indian films means that these are also seen as superior cultural products in
comparison to Bangladeshi films. At the same time individual consumers from the middleclass audience create class distinctions through consuming Hindi film and film-mediated
culture and modernity. Hegemony in this setting is a relationship that exists between India
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and Bangladesh as cultures and states and between the Bangladeshi middle class and other
(lower) socio-economic classes. Hegemony here exists within and across classes. These
findings suggest that Indian cultural hegemony and class differentiations are naturalized by
the circulation and viewership of Indian films and music via cable TV.

Copying and the commoditization of culture
Another objective of my research was to examine the copying and commoditization of
material and mediated culture. The results of the study show that cable TV, CD/DVDs, video
channels and FTP are the main non-theatrical means of circulation of Indian films. Though
cable TV is legal, CD/DVDs, video channels and FTP, or torrent, all facilitate the illegal
circulation of Indian films and music. Despite being illegal, CD/DVDs, video channels and
FTP servers are the main vehicle for watching newly released Hindi films in Bangladesh.
When a newly released film becomes available on the internet, CD/DVD sellers,
video channel operators and broadband internet service providers download the film and cater
to their respective subscribers. The copying and circulation of foreign films and music is so
widespread that hardly anyone questions its legality. The economics of the illegal circulation
of Indian films and music are also huge. My findings also suggest that Indian films and music
are the centerpeice of Dhaka‘s CD/DVD market, providing more than 50% of total revenues.
The same dominance of Hindi films and music has been seen in the case of video channels,
which are mostly dedicated to Hindi films and music. These results of the copying of films
and music onto CD/DVDs support Sundaram‘s (2010) findings in India and Larkin‘s (2008)
findings in Nigeria.
The price of CD/DVDs varies significantly in terms of customer location and class.
These results buttress the idea of Lefebvre‘s (1991) and Bourdieu‘s (1992) hierarchical social
space and at the same time help to maintain or reinforce a social hierarchy. In addition to
CD/DVDs, video channels and the internet, telephone operators and FM radio stations also
cater to the Indian film music market. They download or outsource from various companies
and sell to customers in Bangladesh.
All these activities around the circulation and consumption of Indian films and filmmediated culture and modernity help establish and express a social hierarchy, while
simultaneously naturalizing Indian cultural hegemony in Bangladesh. Comaroff and
Comaroff argued that through everyday practice, hegemony becomes so naturalized, habitual
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and inscribed that it is no longer seen as a controlling power at all; instead it becomes a part
of the convention and customs (1991, p.25).
In Bangladesh, control over copyrighted materials such as films has been quite
ineffective given the digital circulation and ―Googlization of everything‖ (Vaidhyanathan,
2012). The search engine Google and its subsidiaries such as YouTube, Android and Blogger
have permeated culture, place ―unimaginable resources at our fingertips—huge libraries,
archives, warehouses of government records, troves of goods, the comings and goings of
whole swaths of humanity. … Google affects… our personal information, habits, opinions,
and judgments‖ (2012, p.2).
Since 2004, millions of books have been scanned and indexed on Google, and on
YouTube ―[v]ideo is uploaded at a rate of ten hours of content per minute and consumed at a
rate of 200 million videos per day worldwide‖ (2012, p.37). Google‘s commercial practices
have put the company at loggerheads with the culture industries. It seems that Google is
democratizing society and making information available to the people. Google, however, has
its own agenda, as Vaidhyanathan stated:
[W]e are not Google‘s customers: we are its product. We—our fancies, fetishes,
predilections, and preferences—are what Google sells to advertisers. When we use
Google to find out things on the Web, Google uses our Web searches to find out
things about us. (2012, p.3)
In the age of digital circulation, cultural products such as books, films and music have
been transformed from material to immaterial. Referring to the transformation of music,
Patrik Wikström (2009) stated:
In the old music economy, content (music) and the medium (disk) were inseparable,
and the music industry clearly was an industry of physical goods. In the new music
economy, characterized by high connectivity and little control, it becomes
increasingly difficult to charge a premium for discrete chunks of information. As soon
as some kind of information is uploaded to the Cloud, it is instantly universally
accessible to everyone connected to the Cloud. In such a ‗friction-free network‘, the
commercial value of providing access to an individual track is infinitesimally close to
zero. (2009, p.6)
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From both Vaidhyanathan‘s and Wikström‘s arguments, it is clear that the control and
copyright of cultural products is impossible, and digital circulations have liberated people
from the industrial monopoly and so on. The internet has homogenized access to digital
content, and so it seems that access to cultural content has almost no limitations in terms of
class, gender, age, sex, ethnicity or religion. Access to cultural products does not, however,
mean that consumption is homogenous for all. As I have shown in this thesis, the
consumption of cultural products varies in terms of class, gender, age, ethnicity and other
parameters such as education.
In the debate over copying or ―piracy‖, while fair use and commercial aspects of
cultural products become the focus of discussion, the cultural aspects of it are rarely taken
into consideration. Technology facilitates copying but it is the cultural tastes of the individual
that creates demands for certain types of cultural content in the market. Whilst hegemonic
relations encourage the copying of certain cultural products, copying at the same time
reinforces cultural hegemony. This means that cultural tastes or preferences have been more
important than economic ones. Interestingly, in the discourse of copying/―piracy‖, the central
concern lies in the enforcement issue, which hardly takes cultural importance into
consideration.

From cultural subscription to cultural hegemony
Another objective of the research has been to see how the process of cultural subscription and
viewership reinforces cultural hegemony. The results of this study show that Bangladeshi
middle-class consumers prefer Indian films, and especially Hindi films, over any other films.
At the same time, they alienate themselves from Bangladeshi films, which they think are for
the ―lower-class people‖. Middle-class audiences in Bangladesh also consume products such
as clothing that are advertised or worn by Bollywood film stars. Many middle-class
consumers emulate their favorite stars from Bollywood. By wearing Bollywood-style
clothing, they feel themselves modern, stylish and beautiful. While these results are
consistent with those of Liechty (1994, 2003) and Ferguson (2006), at the same time they
support Bourdieu‘s (1984) concept of taste, class hierarchy and hegemony. These findings
suggest that cultural tastes create class hierarchy and hegemony and at the same time are
hegemonic.
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Barry Litman (1983) has claimed that the commercial success of a film depends on
three areas—the creative sphere, the release pattern and the marketing effort. By creative
sphere he meant the total creative effort, including production values. As I discussed in
Chapter 7, most of the viewers reported perceiving high production values in Hindi films and
low production values in Bangladeshi films. Based on their cultural capital and social origin
(Bourdieu, 1984), individual audiences in the middle class judge the production values of
films before consuming them. An individual‘s cultural capital, such as his or her level of
education, enables him or her to decode and decipher the meaning and quality of production
values are also formed through the accumulation of cultural capital. And individal‘s
classifications of cultural tastes and consumption at the same time define his or her own class
position and identity in society (Bourdieu, 1984). With the consumption of high-value
products, viewers show their loyalty to those products. At the same time, they alienate
themselves from low-value products. So, with their loyalty towards Bollywood films and
film-mediated culture and modernity, they tend to take India‘s cultural hegemony
(Bollywood) for granted.
The hegemony of Hindi films has been rooted in many parts of Bangladeshi society
since the 1930s, but since the 1990s, the impact of Bollywood has accelerated, partly because
of the changing production systems in Bollywood and the emergence of media infrastructure
such as cable TV, CD/DVDs and the internet. With changes in Bollywood films and
exhibition systems, middle-class audiences in India responded to Bollywood films. Similar to
the Indian middle-class, the Bangladeshi middle-class also responded to the new tastes of
Bollywood film, film-mediated culture and modernity, which in turn consolidated
Bollywood‘s hegemony in Bangladesh. Unlike Bollywood filmmakers, in the 1990s
Bangladeshi commercial filmmakers started making films for the ―lower-class‖ audiences
who migrated to the city from around the country following the rise of labor-intensive
industries such as ready-made garments, transport and real estate (Raju, 2012). The ―lowerclass‖ audiences were targeted by the Bangladeshi filmmakers imagining that the poor had no
other options but to swallow their products. To attract the ―lower-class‖ audience, filmmakers
in Bangladesh inserted ―cut-pieces‖ into their films (Hoek, 2014a). Along with the hegemony
of Bollywood films, the insertion of ―cut-pieces‖ not only alienated Bangladeshi middle-class
audiences from Bangladeshi films but also stigmatized the Bangladeshi film industry. The
same thing happened in India‘s regional film industries, such as Kolkata during the 1990s,
where, as in Bangladesh, cinema halls became a zone exclusively for the ―lower-class‖
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audience (Nag & Bhattacharya, 2011). Interestingly, Bangladeshi films and cinema halls are
facing challenges not only from Bollywood films but also Kolkata‘s films. In recent times,
because of the corporatization of Kolkata‘s film industry, the production values of Kolkata‘s
films have also increased. As a result, instead of watching Bangladeshi commercial films in
theatres, most ―lower-class‖ audiences watch Kolkata‘s films via non-theatrical means.

Hegemony versus resistance
Another objective of the research was to reveal the relation between hegemony, agency and
resistance. As I have explained in Chapter 8, while Indian films are preferred by most of the
middle-class audience in Bangladesh, there is vociferous opposition to these films, mainly
coming from Bangladeshi filmmakers. They resisted two attempts by Bangladeshi exhibitors
to screen Indian films in their theaters. Interestingly, although Bangladeshi filmmakers raise
their voices against theatrical showings of Indian films, they hardly talk about non-theatrical
means of distribution. The Bangladeshi filmmakers‘ protection of cinema halls is intended to
defend their so-called ―captive lower-class‖ audience who are the mainstay of their films, the
middle-class audiences having left the cinema halls many years back.
Another important finding was that though most of the middle-class audience
supports not allowing Indian films in Bangladeshi theaters—for the same reason voiced by
the filmmakers—they do not stop themselves from watching Indian films, especially Hindi
films, via non-theatrical means.
These findings are in accord with ideas of James Scott (1985), who argued that
dominated classes do not take hegemony for granted but instead penetrate and demystify the
prevailing ideology. He claimed that Gramsci‘s idea of hegemony fails to take everyday
forms of resistance such as covert resistance or ―hidden transcripts‖ into account. Scott‘s
interpretation of resistance is predicated on Foucault‘s idea of power and resistance. Foucault
contended ―power is everywhere; not because it embraces everything, but because it comes
from everywhere‖ (1990, p.93). Foucault considered both social and historical fields of
struggle. He maintained that in this field everyone exercises power against each other. As he
stated, ―We all fight each other. And, there is always within each of us something that fights
something else‖ (Foucault, 1980, p.126). Foucault argued that power and resistance co-exist:
―Where there is power, there is resistance‖ (1990, p.95). To Foucault, resistance is complex
and multi-layered. In the line of Foucault, Scott argued that whilst ―‗real resistance‘ is
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organized, systematic, and cooperative, principled or selfless, has revolutionary
consequences, and/or embodies ideas or intentions that negates the basis of domination itself‖
(1985, p.292), everyday forms of resistance, or token, incidental and epiphenomenal activities
―are unorganized, unsystematic, and individual, opportunistic and self-indulgent, have no
revolutionary consequences, and imply an accommodation with the system domination‖
(1985, p.292). Scott also claimed that an individual‘s actions and thought processes surpass
hegemony, false consciousness and ideology.
Scott‘s conceptualization of the individual‘s agency and resistance, however, hardly
questions the existing social structures and hegemonic order/relation that form the
individual‘s practice or agency. Bourdieu theorized the individual‘s agency or practice in
terms of habitus, capital and social fields. His equation of agency/practice = [(habitus)
(capital)] + field (1984, p.101). In this equation, the aim of the individual‘s
agency/practice/consumption is to create distinction or class differentiation, which at the
same time reinforces hegemonic relations. The individual‘s habitus or ―transposable
disposition‖ (Bourdieu, 1984), for example, is influenced by hegemonic socio-cultural,
economic, political, linguistic and intellectual order. So, to form any viable counterhegemonic order, deconstruction of the habitus, which becomes complicit to the hegemonic
game, should be taken in the first instance (Schaffer, 1995, p.36). As Bourdieu said, ―To
change the world, one has to change the ways of making the world, that is the vision of the
world and the practical operations by which groups are produced and reproduced‖ (Bourdieu,
1989, p.23).
In the case of the circulation of Indian films in Bangladesh, two layers of hegemony
operate. One is within the state and the other is beyond the state. Within the state, the
dominant class maintains a symbolic distance through creating distinction from the ―lower
class‖. Even though the dominant class becomes conscious of foreign hegemony, they hardly
counter it because it creates their class identity in relation to the ―lower class‖. This
distinction is necessary for the governance of the ―lower class‖ in the society. Raymond
Williams said that within the hegemonic process, opposition and struggle ―are important not
only in themselves but as indicative features of what the hegemonic process has in practice
had to work to control‖ (1977, p.113). Williams also said that ―any hegemonic process must
be especially alert and responsive to the alternatives and opposition which question or
threaten its dominance‖ (1977, p.113). That is to say, to perpetuate its domination, the
hegemonic class must control, transform and incorporate or co-opt dissent. The process of
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control, incorporation or co-optation happens in the class relations within the state and
interstate relations, discussed in the preceding chapters of this dissertation.

The hegemony of Bollywood and the marginalized film industry in South Asia
Another objective of this dissertation was to understand the impact of Indian films, especially
Hindi films, on the Bangladeshi film industry. The findings of the study show that despite
opposing the showing of Indian films in Bangladeshi theatres, Bangladeshi filmmakers copy
Indian films and show those in the cinema halls. Because of the availability of Indian films
via non-theatrical means, middle-class people do not watch Bangladeshi commercial cinema
at all. So the Bangladeshi cinema halls have been the exclusive space of ―lower-class‖
audiences. The study finds that instead of Bollywoodization, the hegemony of Bollywood has
ghettoized Bangladeshi films, made solely for ―lower-class‖ audiences.
These findings help us to understand the center-periphery relations between the South
Asian film industries, as shown in Figure 10.1. Bollywood‘s hegemonic connections and
contentions with other regional industries in India are not foregrounded because of their
common national boundary. The influence of Bollywood over the other film industries across
South Asia works differently because of different nations and nationalism that define
political, cultural, economic, linguistic, and religious relations and identities between these
nation-states. Interestingly, despite international boundaries and differences, film seems to be
more hegemonic than cricket, for example, because of the nature of competition in cricket as
opposed to in film. Indian cricket is not hegemonic to Bangladesh or Pakistan or even Sri
Lanka because there remains a win-win situation in the game or balance of power in the
game. In cultural realm, however, Indian films, especially Bollywood, enjoy hegemonic
status as the other film industries are not in a position to compete against it.
Whilst the consumption of cricket signifies national integration and national
boundaries, the consumption of films has more to do with class tastes and class boundaries.
While the consumption of cricket hides all types of social hierarchy, the consumption of films
reinforces class differentiation and hegemony. Interestingly, while national identity and
boundaries tend to protect political, economic, social and cultural identities, class identity
transcends national boundaries. Class identity is more influenced by consumption patterns; it
is both hegemonic and hegemonized at the same time. Because of its transcendental nature,
similar classes across the nation-states respond similarly to cultural hegemony: in this case,
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the way Indian films were rebranded for middle-class audiences and attracted middle-class
audiences across south Asia. Consumption and hegemony are connected because hegemony
influences consumption patterns and consumption reinforces hegemony. Consumption also
works in the name of modernity, which seems more of an apolitical thing. In other words,
modernity is also hegemonic and it is also consumable. Technology influences consumption
and reinforces hegemony, defying state control.
How does the hegemony of Hindi film operate? According to Bourdieu, ―Capital is
accumulated labor (in its materialized form or its ‗incorporated,‘ embodied form) which,
when appropriated on a private, i.e., exclusive, basis by agents or groups of agents, enables
them to appropriate social energy in the form of reified or living labor‖ (1986, p.46). The
valorization of capital happens through applying value-forming labor, media representation,
and educational and cultural practices. As I have discussed in preceding chapters, because of
their hegemonic situation, Hindi filmmakers have invested more economic and cultural
capital to valorize their products. The valorization of products has also happened through
media representation of that labor and capital. It also happens through socio-cultural
institutions and practices. As Bourdieu (1984) stated, institutions such as schools are not the
site of the distribution of cultural capital but rather are sites of cultural valorization. Like the
school, the middle-class family is another institution where unequal values are assigned to
cultural practices. While the middle-class audiences valorize Bollywood films, at the same
time they devalue other types of films. This process happens across South Asia, as I have
shown in previous chapters: while the middle-class audiences endorse Bollywood films as
their cultural marker, these films at the same time alienate them from other forms of cultural
artifacts that they feel are not representative to their class in terms of tastes and values.
Kumar (2014), for example, explained how the valorization of Bollywood films happened by
the state as well as by middle-class audiences marginalizing regional film industries, such as
Bhojpuri film, which have become a form of entertainment exclusively for the ―lower-class‖
audiences in India.
I discussed in Chapter 2 how Hindi film created its influence and appeal across South
Asia since the beginning of sound film in the early 1930s. With the advent of sound, because
of the size of the population, the production of Hindi films flourished in Mumbai and other
places in united India. To make their films popular across the non-Urdu- and non-Hindispeaking people, Hindi filmmakers started using the Urdu language, ghazals and qawwali and
reinvented and represented the Mughal and Nawabi ―Islamicate‖ culture. The ―Islamicate‖
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culture of the Mughal and Nawabi in North India, especially in Awadh and Lucknow, is
historically appealing to all of India. What Hindi filmmakers did was to reinvent the language
and culture of the Mughal and Awadh royals through film. They also used Arabian fables and
fairytales that were hugely popular in the Indian subcontinent in their films (Dywer, 2006;
Kesavan, 2004; Thomas, 2013).
Figure 10.1: The hegemony57 of Hindi film in South Asia
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Because of the use of ―Islamicate‖ culture, Hindi films created crossover appeal
across India from the very beginning. The appeal of Hindi films influenced other language
filmmakers to make films in Hindi instead of their local language. I have argued that the
influence of Hindi films was reinforced through ―Islamicate‖ films. For most of the 20th
century, the hegemony of Hindi films influenced both the non-Hindi-speaking audiences and
other linguistic film industries across India. The style of production of Hindi films influenced
the production of films in other places in South Asia. While in India, the influence of Hindi
films seems to have been taken for granted by the regional film industries, in other countries
in South Asia, the response to the hegemony of India and of Bollywood films has been quite
eventful in that Hindi films have been celebrated, negotiated and resisted in different public
57

Whilst Bollywood‘s hegemony across South Asia is obvious, its influence within India may be discerned in
its transformation into a state-endorsed ―soft-power‖, its generation of half of the total film revenues , its
monopolization of urban multiplexes (Athique & Hill, 2009), its alliances with multinational media production
houses, and its creation of national meta-narratives (Devasundaram, 2016).
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spheres such as cinema halls. Resistance, however, has not been successful with
technological advances that escape state control. While theatrical spaces in Bangladesh, for
example, have been defended from the entrance of Hindi films, the non-theatrical means have
remained indomitable in making Hindi films available to audiences. Historically, the Hindi
film industry went through various changes in response to socio-economic, political and
cultural changes in India. The changes in the production of Hindi film also influenced the
regional or satellite film industries across South Asia.
The most significant strength of my dissertation is that it is the first ethnographic
study on the formation of class and regional hegemony through the consumption of film in
South Asia. This study contributes to understanding the non-Western cultural flow that defies
the logic of Western cultural hegemony across the globe. This dissertation significantly
contributes to the field of anthropology of media. It can also act as a valuable guideline for
Bangladeshi filmmakers to understand their audiences. It can also provide the impetus for
Bangladeshi policy-makers to lift the ban on foreign films in Bangladeshi theatres.
In conjunction with its strengths, admittedly there are certain limitations in this
research. Firstly, although I conducted this ethnographic research among various stakeholders
such as CD/DVD sellers, cable operators and viewers, due to the time constraints of the field
research it was quite challenging to focus closely at all levels given the differences in
CD/DVD shops, cable operators and viewers in terms of their class and localtion. Secondly,
there are various actors and agencies involved in the circulation of films. More specific and
sector-based research is necessary to explore their relationship and internal and external
forces. Research could also be carried out on the formation of audiences among the working
class to understand how their consumption of media impacts their social and cultrual lives.
The biggest challenge was time management in following the movements of the
CD/DVD copiers and circulators. Cable operators and CD/DVD copiers were mobile most of
the time because of the nature of their work. I had to follow the CD/DVD copiers in their
circulation in different alleyways and markets passing through Dhaka‘s unending traffic.
Moreover, working in the midst political turmoil, such as violent strikes and blockades in
Dhaka, presented me with the challenge of going out and conducting interviews in safe
places. Nevertheless, all the challenges were successfully met and I completed my fieldwork
on time. My engagement and communication with the interlocutors helped me to gain their
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trust; indeed, many of my participants have become my close friends through this research
and my relationships with them have extended beyond the scope of this research.
Throughout the foregoing chapters, I have provided answers to some fundamental
questions, such as what it means to be a Bangladeshi in South Asia, what it means to be a
Bangladeshi fan of Hindi film, or how popular film fits into the power relations in South
Asia. I have argued that partition has created hegemonic relations among the nation-states in
South Asia. I maintain that India‘s economic, military and political hegemony in South Asia
has made its cultural hegemony possible.
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